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ENGINEER FIELD MANUAL

TROOPS AND OPERATIONS

(This manual supersedes Engineer Field Manual, volume I, July
26, 1932.)
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GENERAL
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SECTION I

GENERAL

· 1. MIssIoN.-The mission of engineers in war is to increase
the combat effectiveness of the other arms through the execu-
tion of work to-

a. Facilitate movement of our troops.
b. Impede movement of the enemy.
c. Provide for shelter and comfort of our troops.

* 2. DTIrEs (see AR 100-5).--a. In theater of operations.-
(1) Engineers facilitate movement of our troops by-

(a) Removal or passage of obstacles.
(b) Execution of demolitions and creation of obstacles for

protection of flanks and rear against hostile raiding parties.
(c) Provision of bridges or other means for crossing

streams.
(d) Construction and repair of roads.
(e) Repair, extension, and operation of railroads.
(f) Provision of port facilities for movement by water and

maintenance and operation of inland waterways.
(g) Construction of landing fields, base and protective

facilities for movement by air and aerial operations.
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2 CORPS OF ENGINEERS

(h) Production, reproduction, and distribution of maps and
map substitutes to plan and guide the military effort as a
whole.

(2) Engineers impede movement of the enemy by execution
of demolitions and creation of obstacles; they increase combat
power of other arms by furnishing technical assistance, tools,
and engineer supplies for construction of defensive field
works and camouflage, and by construction of works requir-
ing special equipment and training; and finally they may be
committed to combat.

(3) In addition to the primary missions given above, engi-
neers contribute to the health and sustenance of troops by
providing for their shelter and water supply, together with
utilities and incidental installations (except signal communi-
cation).

b. In zone of the interior.-While engineers may be charged
with duties in the zone of the interior similar to those in the
theater of operations in connection with strictly military oper-
ations, they are charged with additional duties as follows:

(1) Providing defensive and protective works by-
(a) Joint participation in selection of sites.
(b) Preparation of plans and estimates.
(c) Construction and repair of fortifications, including

installation and maintenance of such accessories therefor as
searchlights, electric power and lighting systems, and fire-
control systems.

(d) Developing camouflage technique and protective plans
for the passive aerial defense of vital military and industrial
installations.

(2) Preparing, reproducing, and distributing military maps,
including-

(a) Cooperation with other Government and private map-
ping agencies.

(b) Reconnoitering and surveying for military purposes.
(3) Developing, procuring, storing, and issuing certain

classes of supplies and equipment.
(4) Executing river and harbor improvements and such

other civil works as may be assigned by law or by executive
order.
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TROOPS AND OPERATIONS

* 3. UNIT RELATIONS OF ENGINEERS.-a. General.-Engineer
troops form part of the organization of all large tactical units
down to include the division, and are also assigned as needed
to certain headquarters in the communications zone and the
zone of the interior. The term "unit" is used herein to denote
those larger units of all arms of which the engineers form a
component part such as division, corps, army, etc.

b. Unit engineer.-Within each such unit or headquarters
engineer troops assigned thereto are commanded by an en-
gineer officer termed the "unit engineer."

(1) Unit engineers of the several territorial and tactical
subdivisions have the following designations:

(a) Theater of operations, chief engineer.
(b) Communications zone, engineer, communications zone.
(c) Section, communications zone, section engineer.
(d) Army, army engineer.
(e) Corps, corps engineer.
(f) Division, division engineer.
(2) Engineer troops may also be assigned or attached to

any troop unit, combat team, or other tactical grouping.
Under such conditions the engineer officer commanding these
engineer troops will perform the duties and have the respon-
sibilities of a unit engineer (see par. 9) insofar as is necessary.

c. No statement of the duties of engineer troops should
be construed as limiting the authority of a unit commander.

d. To derive the greatest benefit from engineers the follow-
ing practices should be observed:

(1) Employment of engineer troops.-Engineers should be
employed primarily on work requiring technical skill or special
equipment, and should be assigned tasks suited to their equip-
ment and strength in accordance with priorities based on the
importance of the work to the entire unit. Unit commanders
should provide engineers with any additional transportation
or working parties from other arms needed to accomplish as-
signed tasks in accordance with priority schedules. See also
paragraph 259.

(2) Execution of engineer work by troops of other arms-
Whenever an engineer officer is charged with execution of
works requiring labor by troops not under his command, he
should requisition the necessary troops from his unit or im-

3
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3 CORPS OF ENGINEERS

mediate commander. This requisition should specify the num-
ber of officers and men required, together with the time and
place, and the name of the engineer officer to whom they will
report. The commander of the requisitioned troops should
provide officers and noncommissioned officers required to effect
execution of the work in accordance with the technical in-
structions given by the engineer officer in charge. The en-
gineer officer in charge, either directly or through officers or
noncommissioned officers representing him, should point out
on the ground what is to be done and should provide the
necessary technical assistants (see AR 100-5).

(3) Normally all work of organization of the ground, in-
cluding obstacles and mine fields for close-in defense and
camouflage, is executed by the troops who are to occupy and
defend the work. Engineer troops furnish necessary engineer
tools, supplies, and technical advice and assistance. Engi-
neers are used to create obstacles and mine fields on exposed
flanks and in the rear and other works which distinctly bene-
fit the command as a whole or require special skill and equip-
ment. Siting and construction of rearward defensive posi-
tions are frequently delegated to engineers.

(4) Demolitions.-(a) When and in what tactical situa-
tions to prepare vital structures such as important bridges for
demolition is a major decision of the commander of the
forces affected. In a retrograde movement failure to effect
important demolitions or partial destruction of communica-
tions in the hope that they may be used later when our own
forces resume the attack is seldom justified. The probable re-
sult will be that advance of the enemy will not be hampered
as much as it might have been, and that he will execute com-
plete destruction if forced to withdraw in turn. Small hostile
armored forces or fighting groups and parachutists trans-
ported by air can seize and hold vital objectives such as
bridges for limited periods for the purpose of assisting the
rapid advance of hostile main forces or destroying such objec-
tives to deny their use by our own forces.

(b) Once prepared, the moment of effecting demolitions
assumes grave importance, and responsibility for ordering the
execution thereof must be definitely fixed. Major demoli-
tions such as destruction of vital bridges will be executed only
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TROOPS AND OPERATIONS 3-4

in accordance with the orders of the commander of the forces
affected. The execution of less important demolitions may
be left to the discretion of local commanders. The engineer
officer detailed to prepare and execute a demolition should be
given orders in writing stating both the title of the officer
designated to give the order to fire the demolition, and also
the special emergency circumstances in which the demolition
will be fired should the officer indicated not be available.

(c) In any general plan of demolitions, there must be pro-
vided a Fystem of communication, capable of functioning
under the most adverse conditions, between the responsible
tactical commander and the engineer demolition parties at
various sites. Only in this manner, coupled with accurate
information of location and movements of friendly forces,
can premature demolition or capture of vital crossings by the
enemy be avoided. Nevertheless, the commander of each
demolition party must take such security measures as are
necessary to prevent his surprise by fire or assault from any
direction. When it is apparent to the demolition party com-
mander that the structure cannot be kept from falling into
enemy hands, it should be destroyed. A plan of retirement
should provide for floating bridges or other emergency meas-
ures to cross rear-guard troops that have been cut off rather
than temporize in such situations.

(5) Engineers as combat reserve.-When combat is immi-
nent, engineers may be ordered to be prepared to assemble on
short notice as a general reserve. However, such action
should be taken only after carefully weighing their limited
value in combat against the limitations imposed by restrict-
ing their freedom of action in performing valuable engineer
work as well as its complete suspension. When sent into
action as infantry they should be committed as a unit under
their own commander.

* 4. BASIS FOR ENGINEER PLANNING.-To effect the maximum
coordination with other arms and to render them the greatest
service possible, engineers should base their actions upon the
following considerations:

a. Priorities.-The first necessity in engineer planning is
a clear determination of priorities of engineer work. Such
priorities are based upon the needs of the unit as a whole to

5



CORPS OF ENGINEERS

fulfill its tactical mission in the most efficient and coordi-
nated manner. Normally the priority of engineer tasks in
any situation is determined by the unit engineer based on
study of the tactical plan and consultation with the general
and special staffs. However, in case of conflict or doubt,
the unit engineer should obtain a clear determination of
the relative importance of tasks, securing approval of the
unit commander if necessary. Only in this manner can the
work be kept within the scope of possible performance and
the engineer effort properly conserved and applied.

b. Simplicity.-All work of engineers in war should be
simple in conception, design, and execution. No construction
should be better than is necessary to meet bare require-
ments. It should be accomplished with greatest possible
economy of material and force in minimum time, and plans
therefor should be flexible to meet priorities changing with
the tactical situation. For most structures, factors of safety
can be extremely low and standards of durability limited.
Standardization is desirable and will facilitate work in rear
areas; however, in advanced areas economy of materials and
transportation may often dictate a deviation from standard
design and resort to expedients utilizing locally available
resources. Officers and men alike must be trained in locat-
ing materials by engineer reconnaissance, and in employing
maximum ingenuity, resourcefulness, and common sense.

c. Supply.--The enormous tonnage of engineer supplies
required in active operations of any magnitude makes it im-
perative to limit drastically the number of items to be
stocked through maximum use of standardization and use of
designs of the utmost simplicity. Local resources in such
supplies should be fully exploited in order to economize still
further in transportation, especially in moving situations.

d. Decentralization.-Tasks should be laid out in ad-
vance and assigned to specific units. Variety and range of
engineer tasks result in wide dispersion of engineer troops.
Best results are obtained by decentralizing reponsibility for
execution, delegating authority, and encouraging Initiative.
Control is centralized under one head and effort is coordi-
nated by frequent inspections and periodic reports.

6
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TROOPS AND OPERATIONS

e. Reconnaissance.-Systematic engineer reconnaissance is
a continuing duty in order to permit careful anticipatory
planning.

/. Security.-Unless special provisions are made, engineers
at work are responsible for their own local security (see par.
34.)

g. Distribution-The bulk of the engineer work is found
behind the area occupied by the front-line divisions and is
executed by engineers of the corps, the army, and the com-
munications zone. It is here that major construction proj-
ects and heavy work on routes of communication must be
executed. With front-line divisions, engineer work is of
pioneer and temporary nature to meet immediate needs.

SECTnoN II

UNITS

· 5. CLASSIFICATION.-Engineer units are classified as general,
special, and headquarters.

a. General troop units.-Trained for general engineer work
and perform most of the engineer work in the theater of
operations.

b. Special troop units.-Trained for and perform their spe-
cial technical engineer tasks.

c. Characteristics.-All engineer troop units have certain
characteristics in common pertaining to their organization,
equipment, armament, training, and combat functions. These
common characteristics discussed in the following sections
supplement special instructions contained in succeeding chap-
ters covering the different types and technical duties of
general and special engineer units.

d. Engineer headquarters.-Provided for area commands,
for tactical units higher than the division, and for railway
operation and other special engineer activities. Division engi-
neer headquarters is provided by the organic engineer
component of the division.

* 6. TYPES.-a. General engineer troops.-() Combat bat-
talion.-Organically assigned to the triangular infantry divi-
sion. It consists of a headquarters, headquarters company,

7
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CORPS OF ENGINEERS

and three lettered companies. It is completely motorized,
including motors for all personnel.

(2) Combat regiment (square division).-Organically as-
signed to the square infantry division. It consists of a head-
quarters, headquarters and service company, and two bat-
talions of three lettered companies each. It is completely
motorized, including motors for all personnel.

(3) Squadron.-Organically assigned to the cavalry divi-
sion. It consists of a headquarters, headquarters and service
troop, and two lettered troops. It is completely motorized, in-
cluding motors for all personnel.

(4) Engineer battalion (armored).-Organically assigned
to the armored division. It consists of a headquarters and
service company, three lettered companies, and a bridge com-
pany. It is completely motorized, including motors for all
personnel.

(5) Combat regiment (corps) .- Organically assigned to the
corps. In general, it is organized similarly to the divisional
combat regiment, square division, but is equipped for heavier
work than is the divisional combat regiment., It is completely
motorized, including motors for all personnel.

(6) General service regiment.-Organically assigned to
army and higher echelons. Its organization and equipment
are in general similar to those of the combat regiment (corps)
It does not have motor transportation for all personnel.

(7) Engineer regiment (aviation).-Organically assigned
to the GHQ Air Force, and executes general engineer work
for air force units thereof. It consists of a headquarters,
headquarters and service company, and three battalions each
of a headquarters, headquarters company, and three lettered
companies. It is completely motorized, including motors for
personnel. It is equipped with a large amount of heavy equip-
ment for leveling and paving landing fields.

(8) Separate battalion.-Organically assigned to army and
higher echelons. It consists of a headquarters and service
company and four lettered companies. It has a smaller per-
centage of officers, smaller overhead, and fewer occupational
specialists than other general engineer units. It does not
have transportation for personnel.

a
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TROOPS AND OPERATIONS 6

b. Special engineer troops.-Where the need is so great as
to require additional special troops such units as forestry,
mining, inland waterway service, or other special units may
be organized. Special engineer units normally provided are-

(1) Camouflage.-(a) Army camouflage battalion.-Pri-
marily for camouflage inspection, discipline, and training in
the army areas.

(b) GHQ camouflage battalion.-Primarily for camouflage
manufacture and supply in rear of army areas.

(2) Ponton.-(a) Light ponton company.-Equipped with
the light ponton that provides a 10-ton bridge that will take
normal division loads and can be reinforced for heavier loads.
It contains three units of equipage, each providing a bridge
250 feet long.

(b) Heavy ponton battalion-Equipped with the heavy
ponton used for a bridge of 25-ton capacity. It contains
equipage for four bridges, each 250 feet long.

(3) Railway-(a) Railway operating battalion.--Operates
and maintains a railway division of from 50 to 120 miles, and
includes a company for train operation, a company for main-
tenance of way, and a company for light shop operation.

(b) Railway shop battalion.-Handles the heavy shop work
of several railway operating battalions. Its shop equipment
is not mobile.

(4) Mapping.(a) Corps topographic company.-Makes,
procures, and reproduces maps for the corps. It increases the
density and extends control for field artillery fire. It is
equipped with mobile printing and photographic equipment
mounted in van-type trailers.

(b) Army topographic battalion.-Makes, procures, and
reproduces maps for the army. It includes units for survey,
topography and drafting, and a portable map reproduction
plant.

(c) GHQ topographic battalion.-Similar to the army bat-
talion except that its primary function is map reproduction
and printing. Its reproduction plant contains heavier ma-
chinery and has less mobility.

(5) Supply, maintenance, and transportation-(a) Water
supply battalion.-Equipped to pump, purify, store, and trans-

9



6-8 CORPS OF ENGINEERS

port water. It includes 15 tank truck sections of six 750-gallon
tank trucks each, and 9 mobile water purification units.

(b) Depot comnpany.-Operates engineer depots and other
engineer supply points. It contains three depot platoons.

(c) Mobile shop company.-Executes 3d echelon mainte-
nance for all equipment for which the engineers have mainte-
nance responsibility.

(d) Dump truck company.-Transports road and other
materials for engineer operations.

c. Engineer headquarters.-Provide personnel and special
engineer equipment for offices of unit engineers and their
staffs. Engineer headquarters are provided for the corps,
army, communications zone and its section, GHQ, and GHQ
Air Force.

d. Special engineer headquarters.-failway headquarters
and railway grand division headquarters control the opera-
tion of military railways in the theater of operations. Inland
waterways and other headquarters are organized to form the
command groups for inland waterways and other special
operations as necessary.
* 7. ASSIGNMENT.-a. Engineer troops are assigned to division
and higher units or headquarters in such numbers that it will
not normally be necessary to divert other troops to engineer
tasks. The number and types of engineer units so assigned
depend on size and composition of the division or higher unit,
and on amount and type of engineer work involved in the
particular situation.

b. Normal assignments of engineer units to various large
units and headquarters are shown in table I, appendix II,
including totals for their assignment to a balanced OHQ
force.

* 8. EMPLOYMENT.---a. Divisional engineers execute all engi-
neer work in the division areas except those tasks taken over
by corps engineers or otherwise excepted from divisional
control. The work of divisional engineers can and must
satisfy only the most immediate tactical requirements and
hence is frequently of a temporary nature hurriedly done
with whatever materials are readily available. When the
situation demands, divisional engineers may be reinforced

10
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by attachments of engineer units from corps or higher
echelons.

b. Corps engineers execute all engineer work within the
corps areas in rear of the component divisions. They nor-
mally extend their responsibility for construction and main-
tenance of roads and bridges into the rear of division areas
so as to free divisional engineers for work in the most ad-
vanced areas. The work of corps engineers is less dependent
on the immediate tactical situation than is the work of the
divisional engineers, and hence is usually of a more perma-
nent nature and more extensive. Heavy, intricate, or exten-
sive work required within the corps areas may be turned over
to army engineers, or the corps engineers may be reinforced
by attachments of engineer units from army or GHQ reserve.
If a corps is acting independently, it must be reinforced by
such engineer units as are required to perform tasks usually
handled by army engineers.

c. Army engineers execute all engineer work within the
combat zone in rear of the corps areas. They frequently take
over construction and maintenance of some routes of com-
munication and performance of some special tasks in corps
areas in order to free corps engineers for work farther for-
ward. Army engineer work is generally more dependent on
strategic requirements than on tactical situations, hence the
type of construction is of a more permanent nature than
that performed in the corps areas and is preceded by more
comprehensive planning. Army engineers are reinforced
from GHQ reserve as circumstances demand.

d. GHQ reserve engineers are provided to meet all con-
tingencies beyond the capacities of the engineers allotted to
the armies and lower units. They include sufficient engineers
to accomplish all engineer work in the communications zone,
plus a reserve of engineers available as reinforcements or for
separate missions under GHQ.

e. GHQ Air Force engineers are provided to perform any
engineer work, particularly extensive leveling, grading, drain-
ing, and construction of facilities needed for air fields used
by the GHQ Air Force.

11
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CORPS OF ENGINEERS

SECTION m

ORGANIZATION

* 9. HEADQUARTERS.-Engineer headquarters are separate
organizations contained in the corps and higher units.
Division engineer headquarters is organically part of the
engineer troop complement of the division. Regimental
and battalion engineer headquarters are organically part of
those units and are discussed in paragraphs 10 and 11. An
engineer headquarters organization consists essentially of
the unit engineer and his staff.

a. Unit engineer (see par. 3).-(1) Duties.-The unit en-
gineer is responsible for carrying out within the area over
which his unit commander has control (see fig. 1) the duties
prescribed for engineers (see par. 2), except those which may
have been taken over by higher echelons or otherwise ex-
empted by higher authority. The unit engineer is a mem-
ber of the special staff of the unit commander, and is in
command of all engineer troops directly assigned to the unit,
but not of those assigned to subordinate units.

(a) As the engineer officer on the special staff of the
unit commander, he advises the latter on matters pertain-
ing to the accomplishment of the engineer mission (see par.
1). He coordinates the work of all engineer troops by prep-
aration of plans and orders generally issued in the form
of annexes by the unit commander. He is responsible as a
staff officer for plans and preparation of certain general in-
structions for troops of all arms in matters closely related
to engineer work such as traffic control, regulations for use
of bridges, etc. He is also responsible for the supply of en-
gineer equipment and materials to the units. For a list of
detailed duties, see FM 101-5.

(b) In his capacity as commander of organic and attached
engineer troops, he is responsible for initiation and execution
of all engineer work necessary to further the tactical and
strategic operation of the unit (see AR 100-5).

(2) Functional relation (see fig. 2).-(a) The relationship
between the unit engineer of any unit and the unit engineer
of a subordinate unit is not one of command. Any instruc-
tions he desires carried out by lower units must be incorpo-

12
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hICuRE 1.-Engineer service areas in the theater of operations.

13
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CORPS OF ENGINEERS

rated in the orders of his unit commander. Every unit en-
gineer has authority to make technical inspections of en-
gineering work in progress in the area controlled by his unit

0)

0

0

commander even though the troops engaged on such work are
not under his command. He also has authority to call for such
technical reports as are necessary direct from engineers of

14
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TROOPS AND OPERATIONS9

subordinate units. It is his duty to supervise by means of
these inspections and reports the work of the subordinate
units to the extent necessary to insure its execution in accord-
ance with plans of the unit commander (see FM 101-5.) A
spirit of cooperation between the unit engineers of all echelons
is essential.

(b) The unit engineer confers with other members of the
special staff in preparation of plans or projects in which they
may be concerned so that when a plan is presented to the unit
commander for approval it will carry as full concurrence as
possible. The unit engineer keeps in close touch with com-
manders of all other components of his unit. By so doing he
develops an understanding of the engineer requirements of
these components and is able to give sound advice and timely
assistance in solution of their problems.

b. Staff.--() Size.-The size of the staff of an engineer
headquarters depends on the size of the unit to which it per-
tains and the extent and responsibility of engineer operations.

(2) Functional relation.-Staff officers, although charged
with duties and functions which apply to the unit as a whole,
must constantly bear in mind that these duties and functions
are primarily the responsibility of the unit commanders. Any
directions or instructions issued to subordinate staffs or units
must be transmitted through the proper channels of com-
mand, and not between corresponding staff officers of higher
and lower units. Staff officers render professional assistance
to unit engineers and act as their agents in harmonizing plans
and operations. In their relationship with subordinate en-
gineer commanders (organic and attached), staff officers must
remember that, without responsibility, they have no preroga-
tives of authority.

(3) Organization.-The staff consists of an executive officer
and four sections, personnel and administrative, intelligence,
plans and training, and supply. In staffs of regiments and
smaller units these sections are termed S-1, S-2, S-3, and
8-, and in divisions and larger units G-l, G-2, G-3, and
G-4, respectively. Due to the increased scope and technique
of engineer duties in the army and higher units, these four
sections constitute an "executive staff" group, and a second
staff group is added known as the "engineering staff." In the

15
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CORPS OF ENGINEERS

corps and below, the "executive staff" alone constitutes the
staff of the unit engineer (see Figs. 3 to 8, incl.).

(4) Executive officer.-The executive officer is responsible
for work of the staff, and for control and coordination of troop
operations under orders of the unit engineer. He must en-
joy the latter's complete confidence and have considerable
independence in order to be able to relieve the unit engineer
of details. The unit engineer is thus afforded time for recon-
naissance, inspection, and contact with the unit commander
and other staff officers for a better grasp of the situation as
a whole. The executive officer acts for the unit engineer in
the latter's absence.

(5) Executive staff.-The executive staff operates in ac-
cordance with the staff procedure prescribed in FM 101-5 and
FM 101-10.

(a) Personnel and administrative section.-Handles per-
sonnel and administrative matters for engineer units as pre-
scribed for the first staff section in FM 101-5.

(b) Intelligence section-Plans and supervises collection,
evaluation, and dissemination of engineer information, and
for division engineer and lower units, combat intelligence in
the area or zone assigned the unit. Technical information
collected includes natural and commercial resources and
data on engineering structures both in friendly and hostile
territory. This section also compiles information on tech-
nical accomplishments and progress of engineering operations.
It plans surveys and mapping activities involving participation
by the Air Corps and artillery. It has full responsibility for
all map distribution.

(c) Plans and training section.-Allocates engineer troop
reinforcements to lower echelons based on the engineer situa-
tion. In accordance with the decision of the unit engineer,
it prepares orders for issue to troops under his command.
It prepares the engineer paragraphs of and the engineer
annexes to orders issued by the unit commander. It ar-
ranges details of the engineer troop movements based on
unit field and special orders. It prepares records and keeps
the unit engineer abreast of the current tactical and engineer
situations in such manner as to permit quickly the prepara-
tion of an engineer estimate. It devises policies for con-
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duct of engineer training activities, including schools, and
for training troops of all arms in field engineering. In units
below the army it plans specific technical work and engineer
operations to accomplish the engineer mission, and functions
generally in this respect as does the engineering staff of higher
engineer headquarters (see (6) below).

(d) Supply section.--Cooperating with the intelligence
section, studies and collects detailed information on local
resources, available credits in depots and other stocks under
unit control, and captured enemy supplies in order to advise
the unit engineer as to availability of equipment and ma-
terials essential to proposed operations. The section plans
forward or rearward displacement of engineer depots and
stocks in accordance with the tactical situation. It ar-
ranges for conservation or destruction of engineer supplies
relinquished by lower echelons in forward or retrograde move-
ments. It allocates transportation to subordinate units. It
examines engineer requisitions, both for engineer troops
and other arms, and designates issuing depots or agencies.
Where stocks under unit control are insufficient, this section
studies engineer requirements in advance of operations and
determines credits to be requested or stockages under unit
control to be built up or replenished by higher echelons. Peak
labor demands at engineer depots or other installations are
foreseen as far as possible in advance and allocations or
transfer of engineer depot troops or labor organizations are
requested promptly.

(6) Engineering staff.--The engineering staff is primarily
a technical planning and inspection agency for engineer
operations. It does not direct or supervise the work. It
keeps the unit engineer informed as to progress and con-
formity of engineer work to provisions of his instructions and
orders of unit commanders. Such duties embrace such activi-
ties as roads and bridges, including traffic regulations; general
construction; water supply; utilities; railways; demolitions;
camouflage; and fortifications. While the foregoing are
normal activities, the situation in the particular theater of
operations may require sections for additional types of opera-
tions such as inland waterway transportation, forestry, and
military mining.
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c. Engineer headquarters.-Include the unit engineer, the
executive officer, the officers of the various staff sections and
the enlisted personnel necessary for administration and oper-
ation in each section. They include such specialists as lithog-
raphers, draftsmen, surveyors, photographers, mechanics,
clerks, and construction, supply, and camouflage experts.

d. Assignment.-Engineer headquarters are provided for the
corps, army, communications zone, communications zone
sections, GHQ, and GHQ Air Force. They are also provided
for special engineer services such as military railways, rail-
way grand division, and inland waterways. Although no
Tables of Organization are provided, it may be necessary to
organize special engineer headquarters for additional engineer
services in the theater of operation such as forestry, quarries,
etc., should the situation demand. For normal assignment
of engineer headquarters to a balanced GHQ force, see table I,
appendix II.

e. Equipment.-Equipment of an engineer headquarters in-
cludes standard sets of office, photography, drafting, and
map reproduction equipment, and a portable electric lighting
unit.

f. Office space.-The following table gives minimum re-
quirements in office space necessary for the various engineer
headquarters:

Engineer headquarters Square feet

Corps ..............................- 1, o00
Army . - 2800
Communications zone .............................. 8, o00
Communieations zone section ..... ........................ 1, 500
GH Q 5,000
GHQ Air Force ..........-.................. 2,800

* 10. REGIMENT.-a. Components.-The regiment consists of
a headquarters, a band, a headquarters and service company,
two or more battalions, a medical detachment, and a chap-
lain. The headquarters includes the regimental commander
and his commissioned staff.
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b. Headquarters-(l) Where the regiment is the sole en-
gineer unit either organically or attached to a command, the
regimental commander is unit engineer (see par. 9a).

(2) Regimental staff.-Duties of the regimental staff cor-
respond generally to those of the executive staff described in
paragraph 9b (5) with the following modifications:

(a) Executive oficer.-See paragraph 9b (4).
(b) Adjutant (S-1).-In addition to the duties prescribed

above, he commands the band, is responsible for administra-
tion of interior guard duty, and for regimental entertain-
ments and athletics.

(c) Intelligence officer (S-2) .- In addition to his mapping
and other technical duties prescribed above, the intelligence
officer of a general engineer unit is responsible for combat
intelligence. No specific personnel are provided for this pur-
pose as for other combat arms. When a general engineer unit
is employed in combat, the intelligence officer assisted by a
small detail of headquarters personnel collects, evaluates, and
distributes information of the enemy as prescribed in FM
101-5.

(d) Operations officer (S-3).-In addition to the duties
described in paragraph 9b, he is specifically charged with
preparation of training programs, schedules, and require-
ments for training inspections; disposition of electric lighting,
pumping, and similar units of special mechanical equipment
assigned to headquarters and service company; and is regi-
mental gas officer.

(e) Supply officer (S-4).-Responsible for the supply of
engineer materials and equipment for the unit when the
regiment is the sole engineer troop unit either organically
a part of or attached to a command. He makes or causes
to be made engineer reconnaissance within the unit area for
local sources of supply. He is responsible for the procure-
ment and issue of supplies of all classes (I, II, III, IV, and V;
see FM 100-10) for the regiment.

(f) Assistant division engineer.-Provided in the engineer
component of the cavalry and infantry divisions is the per-
sonal representative of the division engineer at division head-
quarters and acts for him in his absence in accordance with
his announced policies.
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(a) Regimental surgeon.-Senior medical officer with the
medical detachment and serves both in an advisory and
administrative capacity.

(h) Chaplain-In charge of religious activities, and assists
in general welfare work, entertainment, athletics, and other
means of maintaining morale.

c. Headquarters and service company.-The headquarters
and service company is divided into a company headquarters;
a headquarters platoon which furnishes enlisted personnel
for the staff sections of regimental headquarters; and a
service platoon which furnishes transportation and repair
service and operators for certain equipment for the entire
regiment, The company headquarters, in addition to the
normal functions for the company administration, mess, and
supply (see par. 12a) operates the regimental (or battalion)
officers' mess.

d. Band.-(1) The band is usually attached to the head-
quarters and service company for rations and quarters, but
may be attached to any company. Its primary function is
to furnish music for the regiment, but under combat condi-
tions it may be used to assist in maintenance of supply or
as litter bearers.

(2) The band leader is a warrant officer. He is in im-
mediate charge of the band and responsible for musical
instruction.

E 11. BATTALION.-a. Independent engineer battalions and
squadrons are organized into a headquarters, a headquarters
and service company (troop) or headquarters company,
either two or more lettered companies or troops, and a
medical detachment. The duties of the battalion com-
mander and his staff are similar in general to those given
in paragraph 10 for the regimental commander and his staff,
except that in the battalion certain staff functions are com-
bined under one officer and the commanding officer of the
headquarters and service company or troop is also the bat-
talion supply officer (SF4). The battalion headquarters and
service company (troop) or headquarters company has simi-
lar functions to the headquarters and service company of
the regiment (see par, 10c) but is organized into a company
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or troop headquarters and various functional sections with-
out a platoon organization.

b. Battalions which are components of regiments (except
aviation) have a small battalion staff but no headquarters
and service company or medical detachment and hence are
not suited for independent missions unless provided with the
necessary service personnel. Aviation battalions have a head-
quarters company that permits it to operate independently.

· 12. COMPANY.-The company is divided into a company
headquarters and either two or three numbered platoons.

a. Company headquarters.-The company commander is
responsible for administration, training, supply, messing,
welfare, discipline, and employment of his company. In
some units there is an additional officer in company head-
quarters. The first sergeant is responsible under the com-
pany commander for maintenance of all company records,
interior administration, and police. The mess sergeant is
in charge of procurement and preparation of the ration and
of feeding the men. The motor sergeant is in general
charge of care and operation of motor vehicles. The
supply sergeant is in charge of procurement and issue of
equipment and supplies and care of company stocks. Other
sergeants are technical specialists charged with supervision
of special operations. The other personnel of company
headquarters include cooks, clerks, chauffeurs, draftsmen,
and technical specialists.

b. Platoon-The platoon is divided into a headquarters and
an operating section. The headquarters includes the platoon
commander (lieutenant), platoon sergeant, tool corporal, and
chauffeurs and motorcyclists. The operating section includes
the bulk of the platoon personnel organized into operating
units (squads) which in the case of completely motorized units
have organic tools and transportation.

· 13. MEDICAL DETACHiMENT.--Eah regiment and independent
battalion includes a medical detachment of two or more medi-
cal officers and several enlisted men in its organization. Its
routine equipment and medical supplies are sufficient for first-
aid treatment and light sickness not requiring hospitalization.
For mess and routine supplies it is attached to one of the
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companies. It is provided with its own transportation. The
medical detachment operates most efficiently when used as
a single unit. Its primary function is to set up aid stations
for collection of casualties from which the more serious cases
are evacuated by the division or higher unit ambulance serv-
ices. The detachment commander as surgeon on the staff
of the regimental or battalion commander is responsible for
sanitation and measures insuring health of the command.
The detachment maintains a routine dispensary and sick call
for minor ailments.

* 14. TABLES OF ORoANIZATION.-Detailed organization of
each engineer unit is prescribed by the War Department and
is published in a Table of Organization (T/O). All Tables of
Organization for engineer units have the basic number 5
before the table subnumbers. Abbreviated engineer Tables
of Organization are given in appendix II. Unless stated
otherwise the given strength of engineer units is the number
of engineer personnel alone and does not include medical
detachments and chaplains.

SECTION IV

EQUIPMENT AND ARMAMENT

* 15. GENERAL.-Equipment issued engineer organizations is
prescribed in Tables of Basic Allowances (T/BA) and the En-
gineer Supply Catalog. For each supply arm or service there
is a section in these tables which lists the items furnished by
that arm or service (air corps, chemical warfare, engineer,
medical, ordnance, quartermaster), and the basis of issue per
organization and individual. "Troop equipment" is the term
applied to all equipment issued to any particular unit as
abstracted from the tables. Although not so shown in Tables
of Basic Allowances, troop equipment is grouped for purposes
of discussion herein into certain major categories referred to
as organizational equipment, engineer equipment, transpor-
tation, and armament.

* 16. ORGANIZATIONAL EQmPMENT.-Organizational equipment
consists of individual clothing, accoutrements, messing equip-
ment, marking and cleaning kits, and other standard sets
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issued generally to similar units of all arms. Since issue and
purpose of such equipment is the same for all engineer units,
they are not discussed in subsequent chapters but are sum-
marized below.

a. Companies are issued organizational equipment corre-
sponding to their distinctive functions of handling interior
administration and economy; messing, sheltering, and being
otherwise responsible for the daily sustenance of men and
care of equipment.

b. Regiments and independent battalions are issued addi-
tional organizational equipment corresponding to their in-
creased administrative functions. Such equipment is not
issued to the headquarters itself, but to pertinent head-
quarters and service companies or troops as part of their
organizational equipment. It includes additional tentage,
officers' mess equipment, typewriters, mimeograph machines,
and similar administrative accessories. It also includes equip-
ment for signal communications.

c. Engineer headquarters are issued organizational equip-
ment necessary for enlarged administrative duties; for shelter,
messing, and care of unit engineer and his staff; and for en-
listed personnel of the headquarters. The basis of issue in
Tables of Basic Allowances is the number of officers and men
comprising the particular headquarters. The items of equip-
ment correspond generally to those issued both to a company
and to a headquarters and service company.

d. Use.-Organizational equipment is utilized as a rule by
special personnel included in company headquarters. Thus
the first sergeant is assigned and held responsible for adminis-
trative equipment comprising field desks, typewriters, and
other equipment used by company clerks and orderlies. Simi-
larly, the mess sergeant is responsible for field ranges, cook-
ing utensils, kitchen tentage, etc., and the supply sergeant
for stock of all spare equipment, for marking and cleaning
equipment, repair kits, etc. In some cases platoons are
issued a few items of organizational equipment such as litters.
Similarly, squads are issued sewing kits and a few similar
items for field service conditions. Each individual is issued
and held responsible for clothing, individual equipment, and
arms issued him.
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U 17. ENGINEER EQUIPMENT.-Tools and transportation are
the primary equipment; of engineer troops. Since they are
the basis of engineer work and differ with the type of organi-
zation, engineer equipment will be discussed in detail in sub-
sequent chapters under the unit to which it pertains. As a
general rule, tools and machinery issued are standard com-
mercial items. Hand tools form the basic equipment. They
are usually issued in tool sets such as pioneer, carpenter, demo-
lition, etc. Labor-saving machinery and mechanical devices
form part of the equipment to as great an extent as practicable
consistent with mobility. As a general rule, the more highly
technical equipment in each unit is found in the head-
quarters unit, either for performance of highly technical
work that forms a small but important part of the engineer
mission, or for assignment to subordinate units for reinforcing
purposes. Equipment issued to general engineer troops is
based on needs for performing a wide variety of missions,
while that issued to special engineer troops is designed
specifically for accomplishing the task for which they are
organized (for example, surveying and map reproduction
equipment for topographic battalions; water purification
equipment for water supply battalions, etc.).

* 18. TRANSPORTATION (see sec. II, ch. 11).-All engineer
transportation is motorized. It consists principally of com-
mand or pick-up trucks for reconnaissance and inspection;
light trailers for tools, equipment, and supplies; light dump
trucks for hauling materials and supplies; heavy cargo trucks
and trailers for carrying heavy machinery, ponton equipment,
etc. Although cargo trucks are procured by the Quarter-
master Corps and issued under Tables of Basic Allowances,
trucks mounting special equipment such as air compressors,
water purification units, etc., constitute engineer equipment
and are discussed under that heading in subsequent chap-
ters. All general engineer units except the general service
regiment and separate battalion are completely motorized to
include personnel carriers. Some special engineer units are
also completely motorized.

* 19. ARMAMENT.-The principal weapons issued combat en-
gineer troops are the Ml rifle with bayonet and the caliber .30
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machine gun. The caliber .45 automatic pistol is issued offi-
cers, certain noncommissioned officers, and a few specified
privates. In addition the armored battalion has caliber .50
machine guns and caliber .45 submachine guns.

SECTION V

TRAINING

U 20. GENERAL.-a. Classes.-All engineer soldiers are given
basic military training. Engineer troop units are trained for
coordinated action in engineer work. Combat training covers
employment of the engineer in combat as infantry.

b. Characteristics.-(I) Basic training includes discipli-
nary, physical, and field service.

(a) Disciplinary training develops the habit of obedience,
promotes teamwork within the organization, and develops
morale and leadership. In order to emphasize smartness,
precision, and attention, close-order formations and drills
are prescribed for engineer units. Such drills will follow
procedure prescribed in FM 22-5, the actual formations being
modified as required due to differences in organization. The
purposes of drill stated in PM 22-5 will be the guide in all
drills. Any general procedures adopted by engineer units will
be uniform within all subordinate units; for example, for
all companies in a battalion or regiment.

(b) Physical training develops physique and physical con-
dition of the soldier and hardens him for combat conditions.
It includes competitive games as well as calisthenic drills.

(c) Training for field service teaches the engineer soldier
how to care for himself and his individual equipment in the
field. Such knowledge is not only important in fitting him
into routine demands made of his unit, but also is the basis
of his comfort and health. It includes care, maintenance, and
repair of his clothing and individual equipment; first aid;
healthful habits; individual cooking; and camp and shelter
erection and routine.

(2) Engineer training (see pars. 23 and 24) embraces all
training undertaken for the purpose of qualifying individuals
and units in performance of duties relating to special classes
of engineer work for which the units are responsible. While
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basic and combat training are very similar in all engineer
organizations, engineer training varies considerably with the
type of organization. It; will therefore be discussed in subse-
quent chapters. Procedure is first to train the individual to
execute duties pertaining to his assigned specialty in the
organization and then to train groups of individuals to exe-
cute combined tasks under their appropriate commanders.
Technical specialists and machinery operators in headquar-
ters and service companies and in company headquarters are
trained by attachment to companies and platoons on routine
work or engineer training which demands their specialties.

(3) Combat training prepares the unit for participation in
combat and for security when on the march, in bivouac, or
while employed on engineer work. In combat training engi-
neer units are employed as organized and are not reorganized
into provisional infantry organizations. Engineers use ex-
tended order drills as prescribed in FM 22-5. In combat,
infantry methods and formations prescribed in FM 7-5 will
be followed with such changes as are necessary due to differ-
ences in strength, armament, and organization.

c. Command.-Command training applies only to leaders
but is of the greatest importance in accomplishing the in-
creased tasks imposed by war. In peacetime commanders
will delegate responsibility even at the expense of a few mis-
takes in order to develop leaders who will accept responsibility
in war. The tendency of commanders of all echelons to exer-
cise close supervision over all tasks assigned their units must
be deliberately avoided. The basis of successful command
training is a maximum of decentralization and a minimum of
interference with subordinate commanders consistent with a
satisfactory performance of the unit as a whole. Officers
must know how to plan, estimate, and organize work, and
how to allot tasks to subordinate units so as to insure that an
assigned mission will be commenced promptly and executed
rapidly without frequent cautions or instructions from supe-
riors. Noncommissioned officers must know how to employ
each private on productive work in execution of an organi-
zational task.

d. Time.-The amount of time to be allotted to the various
classes of training depends upon amount of time available and
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rapidity with which results are obtained, Such results de-
pend more on organization, interest, and value of training
rather than upon hours consumed. During peace individ-
uals may be trained to fill in a number of different positions
in the organization, but during mobilization time will rarely
permit training of such individuals in duties of more than one
specific position.

* 21. BASIC TRAINING TEXTs.-For a list of official military
(War Department) publications that should be used as a
basis in the preparation for and in the conduct of all basic
training of engineers, see appendix I.

* 22. ADAPTATION OF MOBILIZATION TRAINING PROGRAMS

(MTP 5-1).-These programs, effective upon mobilization,
cover a 13-week training period. When used as a basis for
training engineer units for different periods of time, the
methods of application, modification, and use given in that
publication should be followed.

* 23. GENERAL ENGINEER TROOPS.-a. Problems of training
general engineer troops are similar to those common to other
combatant arms and services as set forth in FM 21-5 (now
published as TR 10-5) and MR 3-1. General engineer
troops are trained in-

(1) Construction of roads, bridges, and shelter.
(2) Obstacles, demolitions, military mining, and field

fortifications.
(3) Operation of utilities in the theater of operations for

which special troops of engineers or other arms are not
provided.

(4) Engineer reconnaissance.
(5) Engineer supply.
(6) Tactics applicable to their armament and organization.
b. Training of general engineer units may be carried out

in almost any locality, but if possible the terrain and
climate should approximate conditions expected in the pro-
posed theater of operations. Ample areas should be pro-
vided for the great variety of training subjects which include
most of those given infantry. Certain engineer subjects such
as explosives and demolitions which require isolated areas
as a safety precaution make additional areas necessary. The
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terrain should vary from flat to rolling or mountainous, have
numerous types of roads and bridges, dry and muddy ground
conditions, with sand, clay, loamy, and rocky soils. There
should be all kinds and sizes of standing timber, and streams
and gullies of various depths and widths. The allotment
of time to weapon and tactical combat training will be less
than for infantry units as about half the time available will
be required for technical or specialized engineer training.
It is vital that engineers train with other arms and services
in later stages for combined training as part of a combat
team. If they can be trained together with the troops they
will actually serve (for example, division engineers with their
own division), esprit and cooperation will be greatly benefited.

* 24. SPECIAL TRoops.-For special engineer troops the pro-
portion of time spent on various classes of training is modified
as follows:

a. Basic training, being common to all types of units, is
unchanged.

b. Combat training is given only the time necessary to
acquaint the troops with use of weapons with which they
are armed so that the unit may provide for security against
air and ground raids.

c. Technical engineer training is given maximum possible
time, especially in the military aspects of specialist work. Be-
cause of the skilled nature of the tasks on which these units
are employed, personnel should be recruited from men trained
in civil life to do the kind of work expected of them in the
special unit to which assigned. It may be impossible to give
specialist training in early stages of moblizaton where equip-
ment is not available. When equipment is available and dur-
ing actual military operations, commanders of such units
should constantly train additional personnel in all essential
tasks, utilizing the apprentice system, to avoid having to wait
for properly qualified replacements if losses occur. Casualties
cannot then cripple work of their units, and expansion of
units to meet emergencies may be made readily.

* 25. BAND.-Training of bands and field music is conducted
according to FM 28-5.
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* 26. ATTACHED MEDICAL.-Training of medical detachments
is conducted by the unit surgeon according to FM 8-5 and
other pertinent medical field manuals.

* 27. TACTICAL INSPECTION.-The engineer commander super-
vises training of his unit and makes tactical inspections in
which the unit is given a tactical mission appropriate to the
unit and its equipment. This should be in the form of a prob-
lem or series of problems that will test the unit in march to,
organization for, and execution of a definite engineer mission.
Equipment and transportation are always present. Practical
tests are conducted in use of special equipment carried by the
unit either by requiring execution of a prescribed task or by
inspecting work that has been done by the unit with this
equipment.

* 28. DRILLS AND TRAINING INSPECTIONS.--a. Drill.-In general,
engineer work operations should not be hampered by formal
drills. Methods of procedure described in the Engineer Field
Manual are modified to suit conditions. Most tasks given an
engineer unit present problems that must be solved on the
ground by the unit commander using men, equipment, and
materials available. This can rarely be accomplished by fol-
lowing a formal drill. When a unit is employed upon a task
that involves a repetition of a number of identical operations
or use of standard equipment such as erection of wire en-
tanglements, construction of ponton bridges, and unloading
and loading of tools, systematized organization for work may
approximate a drill.

b. Inspection.-Inspections are executed in general accord-
ance with rules prescribed for the class of troops with which
the engineer unit is serving. They are not to be confused
with technical inspections of structures or engineer work.

(1) Inspections of troop units without transportation are
executed as for infantry. When held with transportation,
tools and spare parts normally are laid out for inspection.
Platoon commanders give commands to open and close ranks
and to lay out and load tools. Tools are laid out as prescribed
by the engineer or unit commander in several lines to the sides
and rear of each vehicle within frontage of the unit. Space
is left between sets to permit inspection,
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(2) Training inspections are conducted from time to time
by the unit engineer or unit commander to determine training
progress and proficiency of engineer units in accomplishing
typical tasks bearing on the engineer mission (see par. 1)
under field conditions.

SECTION VI

COMBAT

U 29. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS.-a. The primary mission cf all
engineer troop units is engineer work. They are armed with
the rifle and automatic weapons primarily for their own
local security. However, in an emergency they may be re-
lieved of their engineer work and used as a tactical unit
in combat as infantry. Due to the frequency of their em-
ployment in forward areas, general engineer troops must be
thoroughly trained to meet such emergencies. In a division
the responsibility for such a decision rests with the division
commander, for he and his staff are the only ones who can
weigh the advantage of using engineers as infantry against
the disadvantage of abandoning engineer work. To permit
the engineers to continue on engineer work and yet make
them available for use as infantry in an emergency, the engi-
neer subparagraph of the field order ordinarily contains the
statement: " * * engineers prepared to assemble at
-- on hours' notice."

b. When used in combat, engineers follow the doctrine
prescribed for infantry with such modifications as may be
necessary on account of the differences between infantry and
engineer units in organization, armament, and equipment.
Engineers with armored units when used for combat in or
with vehicles follow the doctrine prescribed for infantry with
armored troops. Engineers with cavalry units when used in
combat follow the doctrine prescribed for cavalry.

c. Engineer units are provided organically with a much
smaller proportion of heavy weapons than infantry and cav-
alry. They do not have certain infantry weapons or certain im-
portant means of signal communication which permit highly
effective teamwork. The combat power of engineer units is
therefore not as great as that of corresponding units of
infantry or cavalry.
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d. Engineer units enter combat without changes in their
basic organization. Small modifications may be made in
order to employ with greatest effectiveness the weapons or-
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ganically assigned to engineers. Engineer platoons and
larger units may be divided into forward and rear echelons
for combat as shown in figure 9. The forward echelon com-
prises the fighting elements and the command section of head-
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quarters. The rear echelon comprises the transportation
and engineer equipment and the administrative and supply
sections of headquarters. All rear echelon personnel, trans-
portation, and equipment may be assembled under control of
the headquarters of the next higher unit. Composition of
these two echelons is not fixed and may be varied as conditions
require.

e. In preparation for combat as infantry, provision must
be made for protection and proper location of engineer equip-
ment and transportation, having in mind early resumption
of engineer work. Special arrangements must be made for
additional supply of ammunition.

! 30. SPEcIAL Taoors.-Use of special engineer units in in-
fantry combat as riflemen is rare. Their principal combat
missions are to protect operations of the units themselves
when at work and to provide security when they are in move-
ment or in bivouac, particularly against air attack. So far
as practicable, they enter combat without changes in their
basic organization. Special provisions must be made for their
supply of ammunition.

* 31. COMBAT INTELLIGENCE.-a. Deftnition.--Combat intel-
ligence is evaluated and interpreted information secured in
the field concerning the enemy or theater of operations, to-
gether with the conclusions drawn therefrom (FM 30-5). It
includes a continuing knowledge of location, strength, com-
position, armament, equipment, supply, tactics, training, dis-
cipline, morale, movements, capabilities, conditions, and
situation of the enemy forces opposing a combat unit, and
terrain over which the combat unit is to operate or is operat-
ing. This intelligence furnishes a basis for the tactical de-
cisions of the commander (see also pars. 284 to 293).

b. Responsibility for collection.-Each commander of a
combat unit is responsible for securing information con-
cerning the enemy forces opposing him. In general, the
staff agency for combat intelligence is the intelligence (S-2)
section. Operating personnel may include any persons or
groups who may be directed to procure information; in addi-
tion, all units report regularly through command channels
enemy strength, dispositions, fires, movements, captured doc-
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uments, and other information gained. Prisoners are ques-
tioned and handled as prescribed by higher authority.

c. Training and employment.-Persomnnel used for intelli-
gence work are trained and employed in accordance with the
doctrine prescribed in FM 30-5, 30-15, and 21-45. In en-
gineer units since no specific personnel is provided for com-
bat intelligence but only for engineer intelligence, a small
group should be trained in this duty.

· 32. AnMSmNITION SUPPLY.-a. Initial.-Part of the initial
supply of ammunition carried by combat engineers is on the
individual soldier, part in the engineer train, and the bal-
ance in the unit quartermaster trains. (See Tables of Basic
Allowances 5 for amounts authorized.) The part carried in
the engineer and quartermaster trains is issued prior to or
during combat. Vehicles in the engineer train normally are
used for procuring and distributing replenishments of ammu-
nition for elements of the unit.

b. Distribution.-(1) Distribution during combat is accom-
plished through ammunition dumps established by the regi-
ment, battalion, company or similar units which are stocked
initially by dumping the loads of the engineer and/or quar-
termaster train.

(2) In such units the supply officer is responsible for
procurement of ammunition and its delivery to battalion or
company ammunition dumps as far forward as is reasonably
safe. He uses vehicles from the units served or head-
quarters vehicles. If necessary carrying parties are used
to deliver ammunition to dumps.

(3) The battalion and company commanders are re-
sponsible that their units are supplied with ammunition from
dumps. They may handle this by detailing carrying parties
from the units in reserve. If desired such parties need not
return, but may remain as reinforcements or replacements
at the front. If it is not practicable to send carrying parties
forward, units in the firing line send back details to ammu-
nition dumps.

(4) The doctrine of ammunition supply given above applies
to all engineer units, general or special, when engaged in
combat. The vital importance of providing adequate sup-
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plies of ammunition for automatic weapons and the Ml rifle
requires that every effort be made to conserve existing sup-
plies and allow no waste or loss to occur.

U 33. SIGNAL COMMurICATION.-The term "signal communi-
cation" includes all means and methods employed to transmit
messages. The agencies of signal communication ordinarily
available to engineer units for combat include the message
center, a limited wire system (telephone), and a messenger
service. The engineer regiment (aviation) and the armored
battalion have radio equipment in addition to these means.
The engineers with cavalry units and triangular infantry
divisions may be equipped with radio for special use on
reconnaissance and distant missions. The facilities used by
troops of other arms not available to engineer units are radio,
panels, pigeons, pyrotechnics, telegraph, and signal lamps.

a. Regimental signal agencies.-Engineer regiments other
than aviation establish wire comrmunication from the regi-
mental command post to the battalion command posts or to
an advanced message center located as near as possible to the
command posts of the battalions. An engineer unit with a
brigade or division has wire communication established to the
unit command post by brigade or division signal personnel.
The regiment establishes a mesenger service of motorcyclists,
automobile messengers, or runners, as conditions warrant,
from the regimental command post to the command posts of
its battalions, attached units, adjacent regiments, to the divi-
sion command post or to the unit to which attached, to the
regimental rear echelon, and to supporting units.

b. Battalion and squadron signal agencies-The regiment
establishes wire communications to the battalions whenever
possible. Wire communications from battalions to lower units
is not organically available except in divisional battalions and
squadrons which have equipment similar to the combat regi-
ment with the square division (see T/BA 5). The battalion
establishes a message center and a messenger service from
the battalion command post to the command posts of the
companies, adjacent battalions, attached units, supporting
units, and the regiment or division command post.

c. Company signal agencies.-The first sergeant operates
the company message center. Messenger communication is
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established to the platoons, to adjacent companies, to sup-
porting and attached units.

d. Reference.-Further information on the details of signal
communication such as forms for messages, operations of
message centers, and employment of the various means avail-
able to various units is given in FM 24-5.

* 34. SEcuRITY.. Engineers must always provide local se-
curity for themselves at work, in combat, during independent
movements, and may in unusual cases be called upon to fur-
nish detachments for general security. Hence, the doctrine
of security should be understood by all engineers (see FM 100-5
and 7-5.

b. When an engineer unit is engaged upon engineer work
the leader of the unit takes steps for the security of his com-
mand. The types of enemy interference which must be par-
ticularly guarded against are enemy patrols which infiltrate
past our own front line, motor or mechanized raids, and air
attacks.

c. Protection against ground raids is obtained by detailing
one or more patrols of from two men to a half squad each to
circulate or take post in the vicinity of the work prepared to
fire upon any enemies and to give warning of their strength
and dispositions.

d. Protection against aerial activities is provided by detail-
ing one or more pairs of observers posted at distant vantage
points to give warning of approach of hostile aircraft. If it is
believed that the work is being observed or photographed by
the enemy, the leader causes his men to disperse and take
cover. Low-flying airplanes may be driven off by rifle or
machine-gun fire.

e, When it is known that the enemy uses poison gas, one or
more sentinels properly trained in gas detection should be
detailed to observe shell bursts and approaching clouds of
smoke or gas, and to give warning by prearranged signals in
order that the working troops may put on gas masks.

f. In stabilized situations, snipers may sometimes seriously
interfere with engineer work and may stop it altogether.
The best protection is to post sentinels in groups of two in
advantageous positions to observe and try to discover location
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of the snipers. One man then fires while the other observes
through field glasses and reports results.

g. Spies may obtain employment with civilian groups doing
work under engineer troop supervision. Engineers handling
these groups should observe and report any person, whether
a soldier or civilian, who shows unusual curiosity about
the work or about troop activities in the vicinity, or is other-
wise subject to suspicion.

h. Engineer troops engaged upon work at or near the front
invariably keep their weapons nearby under guard. The
leader determines upon a plan of action in case of enemy
interference and in large units this plan may be published in
an order. In rear areas where enemy interference is im-
probable, arms may be kept in camp or barracks while the
troops are engaged upon engineer work, although some auto-
matic weapons should always be provided for warning uses
and for antiaircraft defense.

i. When engaged in subterranean mining operations, listen-
ers are posted to discover evidence of similar enemy opera-
tions. Flank galleries may be driven to permit listeners to
protect the main gallery from countermining activity. When
discovered, enemy underground structures are destroyed by
camouflets. See PM 5-25 for details of such operations.

j. In the unusual case when an engineer unit is furnishing
advance, flank, or rear guards, the formations prescribed for
infantry in similar circumstances. are adopted. Engineers
may have to furnish outposts for their own bivouacs in which
case the outpost doctrines for infantry apply with the obvious
limitations imposed by the different organization and equip-
ment of engineer units.

k. Commanders of engineer units and trains take steps to
protect their columns when on the march in unfriendly terri-
tory. The fundamentals of march security apply and where
personnel of the unit are insufficient to furnish protection
demanded by conditions the commander applies to higher
authority for assistance from other troops.

l. In addition to security against enemy activity, it is a
general rule that all engineer commanders take measures to
guard all equipment and stores in their possession against
theft and vandalism.
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m. In case of very important construction, specific requests
should be made for higher authority to provide necessary
protective measures such as antiaircraft artillery, antitank
units, other organizations, or engineers to erect and defend
obstacles and barriers where there is danger of mechanized
ground attack, or other troops to guard against local raiding
parties of the enemy. Engineers will seldom have the means
to provide all these security measures, but they should not
faii to request whatever means are necessary.
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CHAPTER 2

ENGINEERS WITH INFANTRY UNITS

Paragraphs
SECTION I. Combat battalion -___..-------- 35-40

II. Combat regiment, square division -- 41-48
IIIl. Operations -............- 49-55

SECTION I

COMBAT BATTALION'

· 35. GENERAL.-a. The combat battalion is the engineer
component of the triangular infantry division, and normally
performs the general engineer work for the division when
the division is operating as a part of a corps. The combat
battalion will often be reinforced when the division acts
independently, and may be reinforced as required when the
division operates with larger units.

b. Figure 10 shows the organization of the battalion. For
details and Tables of Organization, see tables II. to V,
inclusive, appendix II.

c. Engineer tools and equipment include a motorized
power earth auger, motorized air compressors with tools,
medium-powered tractors with bulldozers, a portable electric
lighting set for division headquarters, water supply sets in-
cluding portable water purification units, gasoline motor-
driven pavement breakers and chain saws, assault boats, and
sets of blacksmith, carpenter, demolition, pioneer, drafting
and duplicating, sketching, surveying, sign-painting, pipe-
fitting, welding and cutting, tinsmith, supplementary, and
infantry intrenching equipment.

d. Transportation is sufficient to carry all personnel and
material. It includes 1 /-ton dump trucks for hauling per-
sonnel, equipment, work parties, and supplies; 1-ton trailers
for hauling equipment and supplies; heavy cargo trucks with
trailers to carry the tractors; 1/-ton trucks for command,
reconnaissance, and inspection purposes; and motorcycles
for messenger service.
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e. Armament consists of rifles, bayonets, caliber .30 heavy
machine guns, and pistols. The battalion is trained for
combat as infantry (see pars. 20b and 29).

I=~0 Q >

f. The combat battalion commander is the division (unit)
engineer. He also commands any additional engineer troops
attached to the division.
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* 36. PLATOON.-a. Organization.-The platoon of the com-
bat battalion consists of a headquarters and an operating
section (see table II, appendix II). Functions of the different
elements of the platoon are as follows:

(1) The lieutenant in command of the platoon conducts
necessary reconnaissances, plans work of the platoon, initiates
supply arrangements, assigns tasks, and exercises general
supervision. The platoon sergeant (staff sergeant) assists
the platoon leader in these functions and exercises detailed
supervision of the work. The corporal and privates of pla-
toon headquarters operate the transportation assigned to
platoon headquarters, and care for, transport, and issue
platoon tools.

(2) The operating section performs the principal tasks
assigned the platoon. The operating units (or squads) may
be assigned separate tasks under their squad leaders, or may
work together under the platoon sergeant or the senior squad
leader. A squad can be broken up into two groups under
the squad leader and the assistant squad leader. The normal
work party is one squad with necessary tools, all trans-
ported on one dump truck. Supervision of work of the
squad is the normal duty of the squad leader, but he will
assist in the actual performance of work when necessary and
when this does not detract from proper supervision of the
work. Operating section personnel operate and care for
transportation and equipment assigned to the section.

b. Operations.-() The platoon constitutes a highly
mobile unit for executing general engineer work of the fol-
lowing classes:

(a) Digging.-Pioneer sets contain picks and shovels. The
gasoline hammer has clay diggers and pavement breakers.

(b) Clearing.-Pioneer sets contain axes, machetes, etc.
The gasoline chain saw fells trees.

(c) Rigging.-Pioneer sets contain tackle for erection pur-
poses and handling heavy loads, etc.

(d) Carpentrv.-Pioneer and carpenter sets contain tools
sufficient for work by entire operating section on rough car-
pentry. The gasoline chain saw can be used to saw large
timbers.
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(e) Demolitions.-Demolition sets can equip several demoli-
tion parties; four using the electric exploder, the others using
time fuse. The gasoline hammer has rock drills and pavement
breakers.

(f) Wrecking.-Pioneer sets contain pinch bars, sledges,
etc., suitable for small wrecking operations.

(2) The platoon normally is employed on one or more engi-
neer tasks of the following nature:

(a) Road repair and maintenance.-Filling mine craters,
shell holes, and chuckholes; providing or improving drainage
ditches; placing or constructing culverts, and hauling and
placing road metal.

(b) Fixed bridges.-Constructing standard wooden trestle
and portable bridges; constructing temporary bridges from
materials locally available, making full use of expedients;
reinforcing existing bridges to take division loads; and erect-
ing standard portable steel bridge.

(c) River crossings.-Constructing footbridges and operat-
ing assault boats. It may assist in construction of ponton
bridges.

(d) Field fortifications.-Digging and revetting trenches,
weapon emplacements, etc.; constructing obstacles of all kinds;
laying antitank mine fields. Such work ordinarily is limited
to work for the division as a whole, or to technical work which
occupying troops are unable to do, or to rearward defensive
positions.

(e) Barriers and demolitions.-Destroying bridges and cul-
verts; creating mine craters; preparing tank traps, etc.

(f) Assisting advance of our troops.-Removing enemy
obstacles such as mine fields, traps, and wire entanglements.

(3) The platoon may be reinforced with equipment and
specialists from higher echelons. It then can perform ad-
ditional work, or tasks for which its organic equipment is
unsuited.

(4) The platoon is armed with the rifles and machine guns.
It may furnish security for other enginers at work, in bivouac,
etc., or may be used with other units of its battalion in
infantry combat.

c. Training.-(I) Platoon personnel are trained in use and
transportation of hand and mechanical tools, and mainte-
nance of transportation.
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(2) For basic, technical, and tactical training see sections
V and VI, chapter 1,.

* 37. COMPANY.---a. Organization.-The company of the com-
bat battalion consists of a company headquarters and three
platoons (see table III, appendix II). Functions of company
headquarters personnel are as described in paragraph 12a.

b. Operations.-(1) The company is the smallest unit
equipped to sustain itself in the field and is therefore the
smallest unit normally assigned an independent mission.

(2) Company headquarters normally operates as one group,
but may be separated into forward and rear echelons. In
combat the captain, first sergeant, and messengers may form
the forward echelon; other personnel and transportation
form the rear echelon. The company commander determines
composition and disposition of forward and rear echelons.

(3) The company commander divides the work assigned
the company into platoon tasks preferably keeping platoons
intact. He may assign company headquarters personnel and
equipment to assist the platoons. He must-

(a) Analyze work and divide it into tasks.
(b) Supervise execution of the work, seeing that correct

methods are used, that supply of material is maintained, that
difficulties are anticipated and provided for, and that platoons
are given all facilities possible in execution of their work.

(c) Train his company in all its functions.
(d) Lead his company in combat.
(4) The engineer work done by the company is in general

of the same nature as that done by the platoon. Company
headquarters can furnish additional assistance to platoons
as follows:

(a) Tractor with bulldozer.--Used on roadwork, to move
heavy objects, to pull trucks out of mudholes, etc..

(b) Air compressor, motorized.-Used in many types of
work such as digging, clearing, carpentry, wrecking, and dem-
olitions, with the following pneumatic tools: pavement
breakers, rock drills, clay diggers, wood-boring machine,
circular saw, and chain saw.

(c) Blacksmith set.-Used to provide minor ironwork re-
quired for bridge and general construction, to sharpen and
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repair shovels, picks, etc., and to assist in maintenance of
vehicles.

(d) Carpenter and wheelwright set.-Provides additional
tools, principally for finer carpentry work.

(e) Sign-painting set.-Used as name implies.
(f) Drafting and duplicating set; sketching set.-Used to

prepare and reproduce sketch maps and field drawings for
distribution to company personnel.

(g) Additional personnel.--Company headquarters can, in
emergency, furnish a few men to platoons to provide addi-
tional workers. It can also furnish cooking equipment and
a cook for a platoon on a detached mission.

(h) Transportation.-Company headquarters vehicles may
supplement platoon vehicles in supplying platoons or in the
engineer operations of the platoons. Company headquarters
personnel assist platoons in motor repair.

(i) Engineer reconnaissance and supply.-These are major
engineer functions of company headquarters. Platoons are
left free for work. Reconnaissance reports are submitted to
battalion headquarters, particularly locations and quantities
of local supplies. Platoon trucks not needed for platoon
work may be used for company supply operations.

(j) Mess and routine supply.--Company headquarters nor-
mally does all work in connection with the mess and routine
supply of the platoons.

(5) In combat, the operations of the company are similar
to the infantry rifle company. The engineer company how-
ever has less fire power than the infantry company, par-
ticularly in supporting weapons, and less training in infantry
combat.

c. Training.-(1) In company headquarters, certain indi-
viduals are trained in use of special engineer equipment.
Company headquarters is best trained by employing the com-
pany on the various tasks and operations which it may carry
on in war.

(2) The company commander is responsible for the train-
ing of his company as individuals, as a group of working units,
and as a company unit.

(3) Training in close-order drill as a company unit is ob-
tained by company drill and participation in battalion
ceremonies.
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(4) Training in tactics is obtained by combat exercises by
the company alone and with the battalion. The company
trains in those maneuvers most likely to be needed for their
own security while at work and in their use as reserves to
reinforce or relieve infantry units.

(5) Long periods must be assigned for training in engineer
tasks, simulating war conditions.

(a) In moving to and from locations of engineer tasks
practice march formations.

(b) The company is trained to operate as a detached unit.
(c) The company is trained primarily to work by platoon.
(d) The work required of combat engineers is varied so

that a large amount of time cannot be spent on one class of
work to the exclusion of other classes.

(e) In company training, engineer work is preceded by
engineer reconnaissance, estimates are made, tasks are as-
signed platoons, and engineer supply is provided for during
the drill period.

* 38. BATTALION HEADQUARTERS AND HEADQUARTERS COMPANY.-
a. Organization-Battalion headquarters and headquarters
company of a combat battalion are organized and equipped
as shown in table IV, appendix II.

b. Operations.-(1) The battalion staff in war operates
like the staff of a regiment (see par. 10b) except that separate
intelligence and operations officers are not provided, and the
commanding officer of headquarters company is also the bat-
talion supply officer. No chaplain is provided.

(2) Duties of the headquarters company are-
(a) Company headquarters operates its transportation and

takes care of administration and routine supply of the com-
pany. It provides messing facilities for battalion headquarters
and headquarters company.

(b) Division engineer, administrative, and supply sections
furnish personnel for staff sections of battalion headquar-
ters. The supply section operates the water supply equipment,
portable gasoline motor-driven purification units, and power
earth auger. It transports and cares for tools and equip:
ment assigned to the section.

(c) Motor section operates electric lighting set. It repairs
motor transportation beyond the capability of the operating
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units. Part or all battalion transportation may be pooled
under the motor section for operations under battalion con-
trol if necessary.

(3) In some situations, particularly when the battalion acts
as infantry or is on engineer work close to the front lines, it
is desirable to split the headquarters into forward and rear
echelons. The composition of each echelon is decided by the
battalion commander to fit the particular situation. Normally
the forward echelon consists of the battalion commander and
executive officer with part of the division engineer section; the
balance of the headquarters forms the rear echelon under
S-4.

c. Training.-See section V, chapter 1.

* 39. ATTACHED MEDICAL.-The medical detachment consists
of 3 officers and 11 enlisted men. It has one 1'/2 -ton cargo
truck and one 1/2-ton command truck for carrying personnel
and medical supplies.

1 40. EMPLOYMENT.--a. (1) More important duties which the
battalion may perform for its division are-

(a) Removal and passage of enemy obstacles, mine fields,
and road blocks.

(b) Demolitions and construction and defense of obstacles,
mine fields, and road blocks.

(c) River crossing operations, operation of assault boats,
preparation of fords, and construction of vehicle ferries, port-
able bridges, and ponton bridges for light and medium loads.

(d) Emergency repair of roads and reinforcement and
repair of bridges.

(2) Less important duties are-
(a) Rapid general lay-out of rear positions, marking routes,

and guiding units to sectors.
(b) Construction of fixed bridges and roads.
(c) Construction of advanced landing fields.
(d) Local defense of engineer working parties.
(e) Combat as infantry.
b. Duties performed by specialists or small groups within

the battalion for its division are-
(1) Engineer supply of tools and equipment.
(2) Engineer reconnaissance.
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(3) Water supply.
(4) Providing electric lights for division headquarters.
(5) Map supply.
(6) Marking routes and furnishing guides.
(7) Camouflage inspection and supply of camouflage

materials.
(8) In a stabilized situation construction of more elaborate

defensive installations requiring use of special engineer
equipment.

c. Battalion headquarters divides the engineer work in the
division area among the companies by making either area or
task assignments, or combinations thereof. In area assign-
ments, each unit is given all the engineer work in a part of the
division area; in task assignments, each engineer unit is as-
signed a definite task. In either case an engineer unit may
support other organizations such as a regimental combat team
by assisting its supply and movement. Normally the battalion
operates as a unit under control of the battalion commander.
In some cases, usually when lack of rapid communication
makes direct control difficult, companies or platoons may be
attached to infantry regiments or other parts of the division.
When such attachments are repeatedly necessary, it is best to
attach the same engineer unit to the same infantry or other
unit in order to take advantage of the favorable liaison com-
mand relationship established between the two units.

d. The major items of engineer supply which the battalion
handles for the division are barbed wire, sandbags, and in-
trenching tools for field fortifications: camouflage materials;
maps and map substitutes; and materials such as road metal,
bridge timbers, and explosives needed for engineer work.
Stocks of materials normally carried by the battalion are very
small and are limited mostly to explosives, intrenching tools,
and field-fortification supplies. The division engineer must
anticipate engineer supply needs in each situation and secure
stocks from the corps or army to supplement those available
locally. The battalion has very limited map-reproduction
facilities. Maps and map substitutes are procured from the
corps or army engineers.

e. In infantry combat, the battalion is used as a unit rather
than attached piecemeal. It may be attached as a unit to an
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infantry regiment. While its combat operations are com-
parable to those of the infantry rifle battalion (less heavy
weapons company), its fire power is less than that of the
infantry battalion because of comparative lack of supporting
weapons. See section III.

SEcnoN II

COMBAT REGIMENT, SQUARE DIVISION

· 41. GENERAL.-a. The combat regiment is the engineer com-
ponent of the square infantry division, and performs the
normal general engineer work for the division whether the
division is operating independently or as part of a corps.
In situations requiring unusual amounts of engineer work the
regiment is reinforced, or corps engineers take over certain
work in the division area.

b. Organization of the regiment is shown in figure 11. For
details and Tables of Organization see tables VI to IX, in-
clusive, appendix II.

c. Engineer tools and equipment are similar to those of the
combat battalion.

d. Transportation is sufficient to carry all personnel and
material. Types of transportation are the same as for the
combat battalion.

e. Armament is similar to that of the combat battalion.
The regiment is trained for combat as infantry (see pars. 20b
and 29).

l. The combat regimental commander is the division (unit)
engineer. He commands any additional engineer troops at-
tached to the division.

* 42. PLATOON.-The platoon of a combat regiment is iden-
tical to the platoon of a combat battalion with respect to
organization, operations, and training (see par. 36 and table
II, app. H).

* 43. COMPANY.-The company of a combat regiment is essen-
tially the same as the company of the combat battalion with
respect to organization, operations, and training (see par. 37
and table III, app. II), except that it has only two platoons
instead of three.
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* 44. BATTALION.-a. Organization.-The battalion of a com-
bat regiment consists of a battalion headquarters and three
companies, organized and equipped as shown in table VII,
appendix II. Battalion headquarters contains only corn-

in the regimental headquarters and service company is
normally reserved for use of each battalion headquarters.
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b. Operations.-The battalion has neither personnel nor
equipment for administration or supply. It organizes and
controls engineer work generally as prescribed in paragraph
40c and it engages in combat as prescribed in paragraph 40e
for the combat battalion of the triangular division. The
battalion can operate separately if it is provided with head-
quarters and medical detachments and additional battalion
staff officers.

c. Training.-Battalion headquarters must be trained in
issuing orders, in planning battalion operations, in properly
distributing work to companies, in handling combined trans-
portation, and in inspecting and supervising engineer work.
The battalion is trained as a unit in rapid and orderly organi-
zation for engineer work. For basic and combat training see
sections V and VI, chapter 1.

* 45. REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS, AND HEADQUARTERS AND SERV-
ICE COMPnNY.--Regimental headquarters and the head-
quarters and service company of a combat regiment are or-
ganized and equipped as shown in table VIII, appendix II.
They operate as described in paragraphs 10 b and c. The
headquarters and service company contains personnel and
equipment for mess and routine supply of all headquarters
personnel. For training see sections V and VI, chapter 1.

0 46. BAND.-The band of the combat regiment consists of
a warrant officer and 28 enlisted men. Its mess, routine sup-
ply, and transportation are provided by headquarters and
service company (see par. 10d).

* 47. ATTACHED MEDICAL.-The medical detachment with
the combat regiment consists of 6 officers and 38 enlisted
men with one 1/2 -ton command truck and three l/ 2-ton cargo
trucks. For combat operations, the detachment normally is
divided into a headquarters section and two battalion sec-
tions of one officer, 12 men, and one truck each (see par. 13).

B 48. EMPLOYMENT-a. General organization and major
equipment of the combat regiment are shown in tables VI
to IX, inclusive, appendix II.
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b. Employment of the combat regiment follows the same
lines described in paragraph 40 for the combat battalion
with minor exceptions:

(1) The combat regiment normally constructs ponton
bridges without being reinforced by other engineer troops.

(2) The combat regiment has reproduction equipment
capable of reproducing overprints, overlays, and sketches in
limited quantities.

c. For details of operations of the combat regiment as di-
visional engineers in various types of tactical situations, see
section III.

SEcTIoN III

OPERATIONS

m 49. GENERAL.-Operations of engineers organically assigned
to a division vary according to the type of military operation
in which the division engages. The following paragraphs de-
scribe operations of divisional engineers in various situations
and apply to the combat battalion, combat regiment, and
squadron, or to any engineer unit assigned work in support of
a division. The fundamental tactical situations in which these
duties predominate are discussed in FM 100-5.

* 50. ADVANCE.-a. Duties.-In an advance the division en-
gineers are chiefly employed as indicated in paragraph 263.

b. Strength and position in column.-Engineer troops when
available are used invariably with the advance guard of a
column. The usual allotment varies from a platoon to a
company. In addition to engineers with the advance guard,
the main body of a column may include other engineers.
From information obtained from maps, aerial photographs,
and covering forces, a fairly accurate forecast of engineer
work can be made. This estimate and consideration of work
to be done by engineers at the end of the day's march de-
termines strength of engineers with the advance guard and
with the main body, and position of engineers in the column.
The division engineer recommends the number of engineers
to be included in each column; these engineers are attached
to columns by order of the division commander. The column
commander then attaches to his advance guard such of these
engineers as may be required. Engineers in the advance
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guard are accompanied by their tools. Where streams are to
be crossed, bridge equipage accompanies engineers of the
advance guard.

c. Command.-Engineers with an advance guard are under
orders of the advance guard commander. The engineer com-
mander in such a case makes timely recommendations to the
advance guard commander for employment of the engineers.

d. Execution of work-.Engineers should have representa-
tives with the most advanced elements of the advance guard
to give timely warning of engineering work required. The
advance guard engineers leave work details at vital points
where need for engineer assistance exists or can be foreseen.
These details may rejoin their unit on completing their task,
but ordinarily need for continuous maintenance of these vital
points will prevent this until the column has passed. Thus
the advance guard engineers may become depleted and by the
end of the march may be strung out along the roads at a
number of points. The details are picked up by trucks and
returned to their organization when the column has passed.
It may be necessary therefore to renew the strength of the
advance guard engineers by attaching a new unit during the
march, this unit being brought up in motors.

e. Security.-Security for engineers in march column is
ordinarily provided by the infantry, but the leader of en-
gineer troops engaged on work assures himself that such se-
curity is provided. He disposes his own forces so that security
is maintained and so that his men have ready access to their
arms in case of attack.

I. Additional troops.-When work essential to the advance
is beyond capacity of advance guard engineers to perform,
they are assisted by troops of other arms. The additional
troops work under their own leaders with engineer advice, or
under engineer control.

g. Reconnaissance.-Continuous engineer reconnaissance is
maintained during an advance and periodic and special re-
ports of the results are made to the next higher engineer
echelons in accordance with the reconnaissance plan.

h. Employment-(1) Platoon.-A platoon used with the
advance guard can only make minor repairs, remove simple
obstructions, and make a limited engineer reconnaissance.
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(2) Company.-A company with the advance guard can
provide maintenance personnel for duty at critical points en-
countered during an ordinary day's march. For long marches
over poor roads more than one company may be needed.
Company trucks are kept available for engineer supply of the
company.

(3) Division engineer.-The division engineer must be con-
stantly available to the division commander for consultation
concerning engineering features of the advance. He usually
will leave actual conduct of operations of his unit to his execu-
tive officer. He maintains liaison with the advance guard
engineers and other engineers attached to march columns.
If their strength is unduly depleted by detachments for engi-
neer work, he recommends to the division commander the
attachment of additional engineer troops to the advance
guard. He keeps informed of the results of engineer recon-
naissance by the advance engineer elements.

* 51. RETIREMENT OR WITHDRAWAL.-a. Duties.-In a retire-
ment or withdrawal some engineer troops are employed near
heads of retiring columns on duties similar to those described
in paragraph 50 for an advance and others are needed at
rear of columns for delaying operations. See paragraph 264
for duties and dispositions.

b. Demolitions (see par. 3d (4)) .-Demolitions of important
bridges or other structures generally are prescribed or au-
thorized by the commander of the forces. When it is known
that a bridge is to be destroyed the man on the ground is often
the best judge of the proper time to destroy it. Engineer offi-
cers in charge of bridge demolitions must be thoroughly
familiar with the situation, know the plan of the commander
of the forces, and execute demolitions in accordance there-
with. Liaison with friendly bodies of troops between the
enemy and the line of demolitions is extremely important in
order to set up routes for their withdrawal. Demolitions are
executed as early as possible consistent with such withdrawal.
Demolitions will be endangered by waiting for stragglers or
small delayed bodies to cross.

c. Employment.-Engineer duties vary within wide limits.
Some of the duties which platoons and companies may per-
form are-
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(1) Platoon.-(a) With leading troops.-Normally assists
movement of the main body by repairing roads and bridges.
It may place demolition charges which will be executed on
order of rear guard engineers acting under instructions of the
covering force commander concerned. In such case it leaves
a guard for each charge placed.

(b) With rear guard.-Usually executes demolitions and
creates barriers and obstacles. For demolitions it may only
fire charges already placed; it may execute successive demo-
litions along a route of retreat, operating in two echelons, a
charging party and a firing party; or it may execute simul-
taneous demolitions along a line crossing the route of re-
treat, operating by squads or sections with each such unit
doing both charging and firing.

(2) Company.-(a) With leading troops.-Mission is gen-
erally to repair roads and bridges and leave detachments for
maintenance thereof. As the column retreats these detach-
ments may be picked up and returned to their unit, or may
augment rear guard engineers.

(b) With rear guard-Mission is generally to execute
demolitions and create barriers and obstacles. The company
moves by bounds and echelons.

d. Attached ponton units.-Ponton bridge units if avail-
able precede the movement in order to be available for
placing any ponton bridges required. Ponton bridges remain
in position until main bodies have crossed. If used by cover-
ing force equipment may be lost. Therefore the decision as
to time for removing floating bridges rests with the com-
mander of the main force or the major combat team com-
manders comprising the various divisional columns. Timely
recommendations concerning technical questions relating to
removal of bridges and ferrying operations are made by the
division engineer, or the engineers with the major combat
teams.

e. Division engineer.-The most important duty of the
division engineer in a retirement is to put into force an ade-
quate engineer plan which insures that roads over which
the division retires are kept passable, and that the enemy is
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impeded by a thorough and systematic blocking of every route
by which he can approach flanks or rear of the division.

U 52. ATTACK.-a. Duties-In preparation for and during an
attack divisional engineers are employed as indicated in
paragraph 265.

b. Preparations.-Prior to an attack dumps of engineer
material are established, especially of road material to be
used immediately following the first phases of the attack.
Where streams, gullies, etc., must be crossed, the portable
H-10 steel bridge or bridge-building material is concentrated
both for initial crossing of foot troops and for crossing ar-
tillery and trains of the division.

c. Consolidating new position.-If the attack is halted the
engineers may be used in consolidating the new positions.
This requires construction of certain field fortification works
such as tank obstacles, barriers, and command and observa-
tion posts, and provision of tools and materials for the in-
fantry. Relocation of engineer dumps, opening water supply
facilities, and placing direction signs may be required.

d. Pursuit.-In pursuit of the enemy following a successful
attack, duties of engineers accompanying the encircling force
or forces are similar to those described for engineers in an
advance but far more exacting as speed of movement is all
important. Employment of divisional engineer troops upon
a pursuit mission may involve temporary abandonment of
important engineer work for the direct pressure force or the
force as a whole, but this may be justified by the greater
necessity of cutting off the retreating enemy and destroying
him. Only motorized engineers under resourceful leadership
should be assigned to an encircling force.

e. Employment-(1) Platoon.-The platoon may be at-
tached to a combat unit such as a battalion of infantry or to
a combat team. The platoon leader works in close coopera-
tion with the commander of the unit or team to which at-
tached. The platoon transportation is kept available to the
platoon. Usually, however, the platoon is not attached but
will be assigned some engineer task by the company
commander.

(2) Company.-The company is usually employed upon im-
provement of routes of communication. The amount of work
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that the company can do with its men and tools alone is
relatively small. It is generally necessary that special ma-
terial be procured and prepared in advance, and that ar-
rangements be made for supply of this material to the
working units. The company is given a definite mission.

(3) Battalion of combat regiment.-The battalion may be
assigned either a definite task, general engineer work within
a given area, or combination of both. When necessary units
from one battalion may be attached temporarily to the other.

(4) Division engineer.-The division engineer's command
post is at his unit headquarters. He maintains contact with
division headquarters and with all engineering operations
within the division area. He transmits technical reports
directly to the corps engineer, informing him of the engineer-
ing features of the attack.. He revises the engineer plan when
necessary for a continued compliance with the engineer
mission. When needed, the division engineer requests ad-
ditional troops and from time to time arranges with the corps
engineer to relieve the division engineer troops of road main-
tenance and other tasks as far forward as practicable.

* 53. DEFENSE AND DELAYING ACTION.--a. Duties.-Duties of
engineers in defensive and in delaying actions are covered
in par. 267.

b. Employment.-(1) A company or platoon assigned to a
tactical unit in defense normally is employed upon improve-
ment of routes of communication; execution of demolitions,
obstacles, mine fields, and road blocks for the unit as a whole;
execution of defensive works requiring technical skill or
special tools; or preparation and supply of material to be
used in field fortifications such as revetment, trench ac-
cessories, and wire. When a company is assigned to the lay-
out of a rear position, contact is made with tactical com-
manders who will occupy the new position. Signs indicating
the position are provided and guides furnished. Platoon
transportation is kept available to the platoons.

(2) Battalions in the combat regiment are assigned tasks
as in attack (see par 52e (3)).

(3) The division engineer maintains his headquarters in
close proximity to that of the division commander. He
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makes a careful reconnaissance of new defensive positions in
rear and prepares a plan for their organization should a
withdrawal be directed by the commander. He makes visits
to the subordinate echelons of his own command and visits
the command posts of other units to assure himself that
engineers are furnishing assistance required by fighting
troops. He pays particular attention to supply to troops of
all arms, tools, and materials which are needed to increase
defensive strength of the position. He has a map of the
sector prepared and kept up to date. He maintains liaison
with the division engineers of adjacent divisions and with the
corps engineer.

* 54. RIVER CROSSING.-Gene7Wl.--Since river crossings are
special tactical operations particularly relying on engineer
technique, they are discussed in detail in section II, chapter
13, of this manual, and in FM 5-270.

· 55. REST AREA-a.. When a division is in a rest area, the
engineers of the division conduct their training and recuper-
ation activities in accordance with the general programs
and directives of the division commander. In addition, they
may be employed upon engineering work of a nature to in-
crease comfort and improve morale of the division troops
such as-

(1) Repairing billets, mess halls, and recreational
structures.

(2) Constructing target ranges.
(3) Improving water supply.
(4) Operating utilities.
(5) Maintaining roads in the area.
b. If necessary to assure that the engineer unit is receiv-

ing necessary rest and opportunity for reorganization, work
details from other arms should be requested.

c. Troops occupying a given rest area change from time
to time. In order to maintain a continuity of engineering
policy within the area, the unit engineer keeps a file of
pertinent information to turn over to his successor. This
includes approved construction projects and plans, an inven-
tory of engineer supplies and their location, condition and
needs of operating and maintenance projects (see par. 272).
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CHAPTER 3

ENGINEERS WITH CAVALRY AND ARMORED UNITS

Paragraphs
SECTION I. Squadron, cavalry division- .------------------- 56-60

II. Battalion, armored division… ------------------ 61-66

SECTION I

SQUADRON, CAVALRY DIVISION

* 56. GENERAL.-a. The engineer squadron is the engineer
component of the cavalry division (horse), and performs nor-
mal engineer work for the division.

b. Organization of the squadron is shown in figure 12. For
details and Tables of Organization see tables X and XI, appen-
dix II.

c. The squadron is similar in general to the combat bat-
talion in equipment, transportation, and armament. It con-
tains transportation for all personnel, equipment, and a
limited stock of supplies.

d. The squadron commander is the division engineer. He
also commands any additional engineer troops attached to
the division.

U 57. PLATOON.-The platoon of the engineer squadron is
identical in organization, equipment, and operations to the
platoon of the combat battalion (see table II, app. II, and par.
36). Because of the special nature of engineer work with the
cavalry division, however, special emphasis in training should
be placed on the following classes of engineer operations:

a. Independent operations of small groups detached from
the platoon.

b. Antimechanized defense by rapid demolitions and instal-
lation of obstacles.

c. Engineer reconnaissance particularly covering engineer
information of value to higher echelons under which the
cavalry division is operating.
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* 58. TRooP.-The troop of the engineer squadron is identical
in organization, equipment, and operations to the company
of the combat battalion (see table III, app. II, and par. 37).

* 59. SQUADRON HEADQUARTERS, AND HEADQUARTERS AND SERVICE
TRooP.--Squadron headquarters, and the headquarters and
service troop of the engineer squadron are organized, armed,
and equipped as shown in table X, appendix II. Its operations
are similar to those of the battalion headquarters and head-
quarters company of the combat battalion (see par. 38).

* 60. SQuADRON.-a. Organization, major engineer equip-
ment, and armament of the engineer squadron are given in
table XI, appendix II.

b. Employment of the squadron on engineer work follows
the procedure described in paragraph 40 for the combat bat-
talion. Since the horse cavalry division is capable of recon-
noitering a zone 30 miles wide to the depth of 20 miles per day,
the engineer squadron may have to conduct engineer recon-
naissance of roads and other important localities over a very
extensive area each day.

c. Engineers with cavalry will be used as combat troops only
in emergencies. When necessary to employ the squadron in
combat, its size, fire power, and mobility should be considered
carefully by the division commander. Engineers with cavalry
must also be prepared to take combat action on their own
initiative in self-defense or whenever such action is necessary
in order to accomplish an engineer mission. Dismounted
combat action for engineers with cavalry is conducted in
accordance with the doctrine for infantry combat.

d. Section III, chapter 2, also applies to operations of the
squadron in most tactical situations. While these operations
are generally similar to those of the combat battalion with the
triangular division, the mobility of cavalry and the rapidly
changing situation call for a high degree of ingenuity and
resourcefulness, particularly by commanders of subordinate
engineer units. The cavalry horse unit can often negotiate
or circumvent obstacles without aid. Mechanized and motor-
ized units will frequently need engineer assistance but this
will normally be in the form of expedients to pass the column
over obstacles rather than erection of structures to carry
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heavy and continuous two-way traffic. Ordinarily engineers
are attached to mechanized units for prompt engineer recon-
naissance or for effecting demolitions and erecting obstacles.
With a cavalry division in pursuit the principal engineer effort
is made with the advance cavalry forces to assist their rapid
movement and to disrupt or destroy the hostile routes of
retirement by flank operations.

SECTION II

BATTALION, ARMORED DIVISION

* 61. GENERAL.-a. Mission.-The engineer battalion, ar-
mored division, is a part of the combat echelon of the armored
division. Its principal mission is to facilitate movement of the
division and to impede hostile ground forces, particularly
armored units attacking or interfering with operations of the
armored division. In facilitating movement of the division,
the primary demand upon the battalion will be that of pro-
viding crossings, either by reinforcement of existing crossings
or their rapid replacement by fixed or floating bridges from
equipage organically assigned to and transported by the
battalion. The critical load is the medium tank weighing
approximately 27 tons.

b. Assignment.An engineer battalion, armored division,
probably will be assigned as part of the corps troops of the
armored corps in addition to an engineer aviation regiment:
an engineer combat regiment (corps): a topographic bat-
talion: a heavy ponton battalion; and a corps engineer head-
quarters.

c. Organization-The battalion consists of a headquarters,
a headquarters company, three lettered companies, and a
bridge company as shown in figure 13 and table XII, appen-
dix II.

d. Equipmnent.-The engineer equipment other than that
of the bridge company corresponds generally to that of the
combat battalion. Specialized equipment of the bridge com-
pany is listed in table XIV, appendix II.

e. Transportation.-Most of the personnel is transported
in 13-passenger, half-track, personnel carriers. The bat-
talion is provided with '/2 -ton command cars, motorcycles,
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and scout cars for command, messenger, and reconnaissance
purposes. In addition, the battalion is provided with /2-ton
weapon carrier trucks, half-track cars, various types of cargo

X "E

trucks, and special trucks and trailers for the bridge com-
pany.

I. Armament.-The battalion is armed with caliber .50 and
heavy and light caliber .30 machine guns, submachine guns,
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rifies, and pistols. Armament of the scout cars and of half-
track cars consists of two heavy caliber .30 machine guns,
one caliber .50 machine gun and one submachine gun. Arma-
ment of the half-track personnel carriers consists of one heavy
caliber .30 machine gun and one submachine gun.

g. Communications.--Means of communication include 8
two-way radio sets and 14 motorcycles. Radios are assigned,
one to each lettered company (in the engineer battalion
net), and four to battalion headquarters and headquarters
company, of which one is assigned to the battalion commander
and division engineer (in division command net), one to the
battalion executive (in the engineer battalion net), one to
the command post of headquarters company (in the bat-
talion net but makes scheduled contacts with the primary
station in the division administrative net), and one to the
reconnaissance platoon (in the battalion net). Motorcycles
are especially valuable for speedy messenger service within a
limited radius of travel and are indispensable for traffic
control on the march.

h. Training.,-Basic training is conducted as indicated in
section V, chapter 1.

· 62. PLATOON.-. Organization.-Strength, armament, ma-
jor engineer equipment, and transportation of the platoon
are shown in table XIII, appendix II. It is organized into
a platoon headquarters and an operating section of three
squads similar to the platoon of the combat battalion (see
par. 36).

b. Equipment and armament.-Equipment of the platoon
is similar to that of the platoon of the combat battalion.
In addition, supplies of explosives, antitank mines, and bridge
reinforcing materials are carried in the personnel carriers
not assigned to squads. Armament consists of rifles, pistols,
and automatic weapons of the half-track personnel carriers.

c. Transportaton.-'The 2-ton command truck and the
five half-track personnel carriers give the platoon the same
cross-country mobility as the combat elements of the armored
division.

d. Training.-For basic training, see paragraphs 20 to 23.
Combat training of the platoon will parallel that of the
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platoon of the support echelon (infantry regiment) of the
armored division. The engineer training is similar to that
of the platoon of the combat battalion (see par. 36). How-
ever, special emphasis is given to training in rapid construc-
tion of obstacles and preparation of antitank mine fields, in
hasty repair, improvisation, and reinforcement of bridges
and culverts, and in preparation of fords and ferrying ex-
pedients for crossing armored vehicles on a broad front.
Structures erected must be capable of taking the load im-
posed by medium tanks, but their siting, revetment of their
approaches, and measures taken to guard against the elements
are secondary.

i 63. COMPANY.-a. Organization.-The engineer company of
the armored battalion consists of a company headquarters
and two platoons (see table XIII, appendix II). Company
headquarters is subdivided into an administrative section,
a reconnaissance section, and an equipment and transPorta-
tion section, whose functions are as implied by the names.
The equipment and transportation section operates the motor
vehicles and reinforcing equipment not otherwise assigned
within the company and performs 2d echelon motor main-
tenance for the company. For equipment, armament, and
transportation see table XIII, appendix II.

b. Training.-For training, see paragraphs 20 to 23 and 37.
In addition to the engineer training ordinarily given to the
engineer combat company, the training of the engineer com-
pany of the armored battalion in its duties as a member of
the various armored combat teams is emphasized (see par.
66). The remarks made relative to the combat and engi-
neer training of the platoon applies to the company.

C. Operations.-For routine administrative functions, see
paragraph 12a. For technical employment, see paragraph
62d. Requirements for engineer work will frequently neces-
sitate dispersion of the company over such a wide area that
special provision will have to be made for messing such as
by carrying reserve rations in containers on the vehicles.
If the company cannot furnish these facilities, an alterna-
tive procedure will be to attach engineer units to nearby
units for messing.
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1 64. BRIDGE COMPANY.-a. General.--The primary mis-
sion of the bridge company is to maintain and transport the
stream-crossing equipment carried by the company. It fur-
nishes trained personnel and power erection equipment to
assist in the erection of its stream-crossing means. The
bridges are erected by the armored companies or the recon-
naissance platoon of the headquarters company. The bridge
company maintains equipment after erection, furnishes
bridge guards, and operates ferry units.

b. Org'anization.-The bridge company consists of a com-
pany headquarters, a floating bridge platoon and a fixed
bridge platoon, organized, armed, and equipped as shown
in table XIV, appendix II. The company headquarters is
subdivided into an administrative section and a mainte-
nance section. The floating bridge platoon is subdivided into
a platoon headquarters, an assault boat section with 20
assault boats, a ferry section with two 30-ton ferry units,
and a heavy ponton section with one unit (250 feet) of heavy
ponton bridge. The fixed bridge platoon is subdivided into
a platoon headquarters, an H-10 bridge section with 72 feet
of H-10 bridge, an H-20 bridge section with 125 feet of
1H-20 bridge, and a trestle bridge section with 300 feet of
portable trestle bridge.

c. Equipiment.-For equipment see table XiV, appendix
II. In addition to its stream-crossing equipment the com-
pany has special trucks such as crane trucks and a wrecker
truck for operation and service of equipment.

d. Transportation.-The stream-crossing equipment and
the personnel of the company are carried on trucks, trailers,
and semitrailers of the company. Transportation of the com-
pany is shown in table XIV, appendix II.

* 65. BATTALION HEADQUARTERS AND HEADQUARTERS COMPANY
(see fig. 13 and table XV, appendix II).--a. Battalion head-
quarters consists of five officers, a lieutenant colonel who
is battalion commander and division engineer; a major (bat-
talion executive); and three captains (adjutant, S-2, and
S-3). The duties of S-2 require special mention. Not only
does he perform the normal duties of a unit S-2, but he
coordinates engineer reconnaissance activities of the re-
connaissance platoon of headquarters company and the
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reconnaissance sections of the three armored companies. He
is charged with reconnaissance planning and compilation,
preparation, and dissemination of engineer reconnaissance
information.

b. Headquarters company.-Consists of a headquarters
platoon and a reconnaissance platoon organized, armed, and
equipped as shown in table XV, appendix II.

(1) Headquarters platoon.-The headquarters platoon is
divided into a company headquarters, a division engineer sec-
tion, a supply section, an administrative section, an operations
section, and a motor maintenance section. The operations
section operates heavy equipment not assigned to companies
and maintains radio and engineer equipment of the battalion
except that which comes under motor maintenance. The
remaining sections have duties similar to those of their
counterparts in the combat battalion (see par. 38 b).

(2) Reconnaissance platoon.-This platoon consists of a
platoon headquarters, two reconnaissance sections of four
men each, and an operating section of three squads. It is
normally attached to the division reconnaissance battalion
where it performs the engineer work for the battalion and
makes technical engineer reconnaissance for the reconnais-
sance battalion and for the division engineer. The recon-
naissance platoon and the squads thereof are equipped with
the same engineer tools, equipment, and supplies as the
platoon of the armored company, and in addition has motor-
ized air compressor equipment as shown in table XV,
appendix IL

(3) Training.-The headquarters platoon is trained sim-
ilarly to the headquarters company of the combat battalion,
insofar as administrative, supply, motor maintenance, and
company headquarters functions are concerned. However,
the division engineer section operations must be modified
to correspond with those developed for the special staff of
the armored division. The primary training of the recon-
naissance platoon is based on securing rapidly and accurately
engineer information on which to base the engineer plan.
Its training for signal communications, including radio, is of
paramount importance. For basic training of the company,
see section V, chapter 1. The headquarters company ordi-
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narily will be dispersed so widely throughout the division that
its use as a combat unit is unlikely. However, the personnel
are trained in use of organic weapons, particularly automatic
weapons, so as to be capable of fighting in small groups.

U 66. EIMPLOYMENT.--a. GeneraL--The usual employment of
the battalion as a part; of the armored division is as follows:

(1) The normal engineer attachment to each of the two
light armored (tank) regiments is at least a platoon of engi-
neers plus a company reconnaissance section. In many
cases, an entire engineer company is attached. This engi-
neer component not only does engineer work of the regiment,
but it carries out reconnaissance to obtain information of
roads, strength of bridges, defiles, and obstacles for use of
the regimental commander. It is also charged with making
results of engineer reconnaissance known to the division
engineer.

(2) The third engineer company may be attached in
whole or in part to the medium armored (tank) regiment,
to the infantry regiment, or it may operate under the
engineer battalion commander.

(3) The bridge company will be in an assembly area or
on the march in the rear part of the forward echelon of the
division from where it can dispatch one or several of its
components to the several companies of the battalion, as
ordered by the battalion commander.

(4) The reconnaissance platoon of the battalion head-
quarters company is normally attached to the division recon-
naissance battalion with twofold functions. It aids the
battalion in overcoming obstacles and it obtains information
on roads, bridges, defiles, and obstacles for use of the divi-
sion and especially for use of the division engineer so that
he can recommend wisely disposition of engineer means of
the division and make plans for engineer work necessary to
facilitate the advance. In combat and during approach to
combat, the major engineer effort must be concentrated well
forward to assure rapid movement of the combat forces.

(5) The battalion is capable of performing the following
tasks for the division but not all at any one time:

(a) Make reconnaissance of routes, bridges, defiles, and
obstacles.
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(b) Mark routes.
(c) Establish water points.
(d) Assist in security measures.
(e) Reinforce existing bridges.
(f) Provide electric current for division and brigade head-

quarters.
(G) Prepare demolitions.
(h) Construct obstacles.
(i) Remove obstacles.
(j) Reproduce sketches.
(k) Bridge streams up to 250 feet wide with a ponton bridge

that will carry all armored division loads.
(1) Bridge streams or gulleys up to 125 feet wide with a

fixed bridge that will carry all armored division loads.
(m) Construct portable trestle bridges.
(n) Ferry tanks and other elements across wide streams.
(o) Move infantry elements across streams in assault boats.
(p) Fight as infantry when required.
b. Improvement of routes of advance.-The armored divi-

sion moves so rapidly and continuously while in forward areas
that there is little opportunity for engineers to improve roads.
Route improvement will consist primarily of filling shell holes,
strengthening and construction of bridges, and removal of
enemy obstacles.

c. Demolitions.-Engineers will be called upon to execute
demolitions to hinder or canalize movements of hostile forces.
All echelons of the engineer battalion are trained and equipped
for this work.
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CHAPTER 4

NONDIVISIONAL GENERAL UNITS
Paragraphs

SECTION I. Corps combat regiment -_....................... 67-73
II. General service regiment ------------------- 74-76

III. Aviation regiment -----------. . ............... 77-82
IV. Separate battalion ............................. 83-87

SECTION I

CORPS COMBAT REGIMENT

· 67. GENERAL.-a. The corps combat regiment ordinarily
performs general engineer work in the forward part of the
corps area, and such engineer work in the division service
areas as may be taken over by the corps. It is the primary
source of engineer troops for reinforcing divisional engineer
units.

b. Organization of the regiment is shown in figure 14.
For details see tables XVI to XVIII, inclusive, appendix II.

c. Engineer tools and equipment are similar to those of
the combat battalion and combat regiment, square division,
and in addition the corps combat regiment has two power
shovels, a road grader, and one unit of footbridge.

d. Transportation is sufficient to carry all personnel and
material. Types of transportation are the same as for the
combat battalion except for one 712 -ton cargo truck, prime
mover for the 2-yard shovel.

e. Armament is similar to that of the combat battalion.
The regiment is trained for combat as infantry. See para-
graphs 20b and 29.

* 68. PLATOON AND COMPANY.-The platoon and company of
the corps combat regiment are identical to the platoon and
company of the combat battalion with respect to organiza-
tion, equipment, operations, and training (see pars. 36
and 37).

· 69. BATTALION.-The battalion consists of a headquarters
and three companies organized and equipped as shown in
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table XVI, appendix II. Battalion headquarters contains
only command personnel. It has no organic engineer equip-
ment and no transportation, except that one "/2-ton command
truck in the regimental headquarters and service company is
normally reserved for the use of each battalion headquarters.
The battalion operates and is trained similarly to that of the
divisional combat regiment (see par. 44 b and c).

* 70. REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS AND HEADQUARTERS AND
SERVICE COMPANY.-Regimental headquarters and the head-
quarters and service company of a corps combat regiment are
organized and equipped as shown in table XVII, appendix II.
They are trained and operate as described in paragraphs 10 b,
c, and 45, except that the functions of intelligence (S-2) and
operations (S-3) officers are combined under the operations
officer, and that there is no assistant division engineer.

* 71. BANm.-The band consists of one warrant officer and
28 enlisted men. Its mess, routine supply, and transporta-
tion are provided by headquarters and service company
(see par. 10 d).

E 72. ATTACHED MEDICAL.-The medical detachment is slightly
larger than, but generally similar to, that of the combat
regiment, square division, and operates as described in
paragraph 13.

E 73. EMPLOYMENT.-a. The major function of the regiment
is to perform engineer work on roads, railroads, and bridges
within the service area of its corps; on field fortifications for
rearward defense of flanks of the corps; on corps command
posts, supply installations, etc.; and on camouflage for all
types of corps installations.

b. The corps combat regiment furnishes personnel and
equipment for supporting or for reinforcing the divisional
engineers, particularly for special operations such as river
crossings. Support is accomplished ordinarily by taking over
particular engineer work in a division rear area. Reinforce-
ment is accomplished by attaching subordinate units of the
regiment to the organic divisional engineer unit.
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SECTION II

GENERAL SERVICE REGIMENT

* 74. GENERAL.-The general service regiment performs gen-
eral engineer work, particularly that requiring a high per-
centage of skilled labor, throughout the theater of operations.

* 75. ORGANzATIoN.-The general service regiment is in gen-
eral similar to the corps combat regiment in organization,
equipment, operations, and training. General organization
of the regiment is shown in figure 15. For details see tables
XIX to XXII, inclusive, appendix II. Major differences
between it and the corps combat regiment are-

a. Transportation is sufficient for equipment and supplies
but is not provided for personnel, and hence trucks for work
purposes are materially reduced.

b. Squad does not have organic tools and transportation.
c. Both gasoline shovels in the headquarters and service

company are ½/2-yard and both prime movers for the shovels
are 7/2-ton trucks. No assault boats, footbridge, or
intrenching equipment are provided.

d. An engineer section is in place of the camouflage section
in headquarters platoon of headquarters and service company.

· 76. EMPLoYMENT.-a. The general service regiment is em-
ployed primarily on any of the following tasks:

(1) Building, repairing, and maintaining roads, railways,
and bridges of all types.

(2) Constructing contonments, wharves, depots, and the
like.

(3) Assisting in organization and preparation of rear
defensive positions, including preparation of military de-
molitions, and construction of certain field fortifications.

(4) Operating public utilities.
(5) Installing and operating water supply facilities.
(6) Reinforcing or supporting corps engineers when

necessary.
b. General service regiments are assigned as shown in

table I, appendix II. This indicates that the mass of general
service regiments will be employed normally on work in rear
of the corps service areas.
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SECTION III

AVIATION REGIMENT

U 77. GENERAL.-a. The engineer aviation regiment is a gen-
eral engineer unit which is especially organized, trained, and
equipped to meet needs of the GHQ Air Force for engineer
work. Units of this type are assigned to the GHQ Air Force
and operate under technical supervision of the engineer and
camouflage section of the GHQ Air Force headquarters (see
par. 9 d and fig. 8).

b. Organization of the regiment is shown in figure 16.
For details of organization, see tables XXIII to XXV,
inclusive, appendix II.

c. Power equipment includes motorized air compressors
with air tools, road graders, carry-all scrapers, a trencher,
tractor cranes, compaction rollers of various types, plows,
gasoline shovels, a road material mixer, and tractors with
bulldozers. Hand tools consist for the most part of standard
carpenter, demolition, and pioneer sets (see par. 17).

d. The regiment is completely motorized including trans-
portation for all personnel (see par. 18).

e. Armament consists of rifles and pistols but no machine
guns (see par. 19).

f. The engineer training of the unit covers basic engineer
subjects (see pars. 20 and 23) for general engineer units as
modified to apply to its organization and functions. A large
part of its personnel is selected from occupational specialists
in highway, paving, earth-moving, and airport work; it also
comprises mechanics, motor transport operators, and con-
struction foremen of all types. The unit is organized in
work teams corresponding to trained crews of specialized
civil construction organizations. Long hours under condi-
tions imposing peak loads and strain require that all per-
sonnel be maintained in the best possible physical condi-
tion. For basic, technical, and tactical training, see sections
V and VI, chapter 1. Antiaircraft rifle training and defense
against ground raids are emphasized for protection of air-
dromes and bivouacs as well as convoys on the road. The
organization should be trained in making rapid motor
movements at night without prior notice,
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· 78. PLATOON AND COMPANY.-The platoon and company of
an engineer aviation regiment in general are similar to the
platoon and company of a combat battalion with respect
to organization, equipment, operations, and training (see par.
36 and 37) except-

a. The company has additional specialized equipment in-
cluding a heavy disk plow, a tractor plow, and a 500-gallon
capacity portable storage tank.

b. In training of the aviation unit special stress is laid on
technique of movement and stabilization of earth with the
aid of construction machinery furnished by the battalion
headquarters company and the headquarters and service
company. Building construction and camouflage are also
important.

c. The company is trained in route supply and mainte-
nance for operating while at a considerable distance from
other elements of the regiment.

d. No machine guns are assigned to platoons.

* 79. BATTALION HEADQUARTERS AND HEADQUARTERS COMPANY-
The battalion headquarters and headquarters company is or-
ganized and equipped as shown in table XXIV, appendix II.
The battalion is trained in general like the battalion of the
divisional combat regiment (see par. 44 b and c). Its opera-
tions differ in that it has basically assigned to it a battalion
headquarters company which makes it self-sufficient for ad-
ministration and supply on detached missions. The battalion
headquarters company includes a company headquarters, a
headquarters platoon, and a service platoon.

* 80. REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS AND HEADQUARTERS AND SERV-
ICE COMPANY.-a. Regimental headquarters and headquarters
and service company of an engineer aviation regiment are
organized and equipped as shown in table XXIII, appendix
II. They operate as described in paragraph 10 b and c, except
that a topographic officer performs the duties of intelligence
officer (8-2) and the engineering officer performs the duties
of operations officer (8-3). The topographical section and
the camouflage section of the headquarters platoon have
personnel for handling normal amounts of such work.
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b. The headquarters and service company of the aviation
regiment is, in general, similar in organization and operation
to the headquarters and service company of the corps combat
regiment. The major differences of the aviation regiment
unit are-

(1) It has a topographical section in the headquarters
platoon.

(2) It has a transportation section in the service platoon.
(3) The supply problem is of such magnitude that it is

handled by a supply platoon instead of by a supply section as
in the corps combat regiment. The supply platoon has the
following sections:

(a) Regimental supply section has duties similar to those
of the supply section of headquarters platoon of the head-
quarters and service company of the corps combat regiment.

(b) Air force engineer depot section has the duty of supply-
ing, storing, and distributing class IV engineer supplies, in-
eluding construction and camouflage materials, but excluding
small items of engineer issue to air units stocked by the
engineer section of the air force depot.

(c) Refilling point section provides camouflage instruction
and inspection service and operates the refilling point or
points for camouflage materials and sandbags for all air units
in the service area.

(d) Air depot section is the engineer section of the air
force general depot. It provides articles of engineer issue
to all air units in the air task force and stocks engineer items
necessary in the theater except construction and camouflage
materials.

c. The transportation section of the service platoon trans-
ports all equipment of the headquarters, and headquarters and
service company.

d. For administrative and service functions, see paragraphs
10e and 12a. The headquarters and service company provides
for the mess and routine supply of all headquarters personnel
not detached. Training of headquarters personnel is best
obtained by performing field duties with other elements of the
regiment.

· 81. ATTACHED MEDICAL.--The medical detachment consists
of 11 officers and 54 enlisted men, organized into a
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headquarters section and three battalion sections. Each sec-
tion has a 11/2-ton truck for the transportation of medical
supplies and equipment; the headquarters section has in addi-
tion a '/2 -ton truck and a motorcycle with side car for com-
mand purposes. Functions of each of the medical sections
are similar to those described in paragraph 13.

· 82. EMPLOYMENTr.--. Principal functions of an aviation
regiment are-

(1) Improvement or provision of advanced airdromes to-
gether with all appurtenances such as runways, landing strips,
shelters, airplane parking areas, internal routes of communi-
cation, water supply, lighting, and other utilities.

(2) Improvement or provision of routes of communication
to such airdromes.

(3) Provisions for gasproofing and bombproofing essential
parts of such installations.

(4) Camouflage of advanced airdromes and other Air Corps
installations.

(5) Map supply.
(6) Assistance in antimechanized defense of advanced air-

dromes by construction and defense of road blocks and combat
against raids delivered by ground forces.

(7) Assistance in defense of advanced airdromes against
air attack.

(8) Maintenance and repair of airdromes, especially after
damage by enemy bombers.

b. Elements of the aviation regiment are employed on tasks
which are usually scattered over a large area. Requirements
of the air force for engineer work in various portions of the
theater vary widely with movement of supported greund
troops and aerial activity of the enemy. By proper use of its
mobility and flexibility the aviation regiment can quickly con-
centrate well-trained units with great work capacity on
emergency tasks which require rapid execution of large
amounts of engineer work at vital points, and then disperse
again in order to carry out less urgent tasks in numerous other
scattered areas.
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SECTION IV

SEPARATE BATTALION

* 83. GENERAL.-a. The separate battalion is organically as-
signed to the armies and to GHQ as indicated in table I,
appendix II. It performs general engineer work throughout
the theater of operations. It is frequently attached to re-
inforce other general engineer units in whole or in part.

b. Organization and equipment of the battalion are shown
in figure 17 and tables XXVI to XXIX, inclusive, appendix II.

c. Transportation is sufficient for equipment but not for
personnel (see par. 18).

d. Armament consists of rifles, bayonets, and pistols (see
par. 19).

e. For basic, technical, and tactical training see sections V
and VI, chapter 1.

* 84. PLATOON.-The platoon of the separate battalion con-
sists of a platoon headquarters and nine operating units
(squads) organized, armed, and equipped as shown in table
XXVI, appendix II. As compared to the platoon of the com-
bat battalion, it has three times as many operating units
(squads), but the squads do not have organic transportation
and tools. Functions of the various sections and training
of the platoon as a whole are similar to that of the platoon
of the combat battalion. However, because of the increased
number of squads the platoon of the separate battalion may
be organized for combat, close and extended order drills, and
inspections in a manner similar to the company of the combat
battalion (see par. 37). The platoon may operate on a
definite task assigned by the company commander or it may
be attached to some other engineer unit, in which case it is
assigned tasks by the commander of the latter. Technical
assistance may be provided by technical foremen and
specialists assigned from company or battalion headquarters.
or from the engineer unit to which the platoon may be
attached.

· 85. COMPANY.-The company of the separate battalion con-
sists of a company headquarters and two platoons organized,
armed, and equipped as shown in table XXVII, appendix II.
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It is similar to the company of the combat battalion with
respect to operations and training (see par. 37). The work
allotted or suballotted the company normally involves a low
order of technical skill. Company transportation is not
sufficient to keep up a constant supply of material for exten-
sive road and railroad work. Being administratively self-
sustaining, the company can be employed on detached mis-
sions without special arrangements being made for routine
supply. The company may be employed on a task under its
battalion commander or it may be attached to some other
engineer unit. It may be employed as a unit or its platoons
may be attached to subordinate units of the unit to which it is
attached.

* 86. BATTALION HEADQUARTERS, AND HEADQUARTERS AND SERVICE
CoIPrANY.-Battalion headquarters, and headquarters and
service company of the separate battalion are organized,
armed, and equipped as shown in table XXVIII, appendix II.
The battalion staff functions as described in paragraph 10b,
except that no assistant division engineer is provided, that
functions of intelligence (S-2) and operations (S-3) officers
are combined under the operations officer, and that the com-
manding officer of headquarters and service company is also
the battalion supply officer (S-4). The headquarters and
service company performs administrative and supply func-
tions as prescribed in paragraphs 10c and 16b. For training,
see section V, chapter 1.

· 87. EMWPLOYMENT.-The separate battalion may be employed
independently or may be attached to another engineer unit to
augment its work capacity. In the latter case, normal assign-
ment is at the rate of one separate battalion per engineer regi-
ment. When working with a regiment the battalion may
work as a unit or may be used to reinforce the battalions of
the regiment. If the battalion is subdivided for attachment,
effort should be made to keep lower units intact as far as
practicable, remaining units being left for work under the
battalion commander. For purposes of estimating work, the
battalion may be considered as furnishing about 900 men,
exclusive of foremen and overseers.
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CHAPTER 5

CAMOUFLAGE UNITS

Paragraphs
SECTION I. General ----------------------..... 88-91

II. Army camouflage battalion .------------------ 92-97
III. GHQ camouflage battalion .- . .............. 98-104

SECTION I

GENERAL

* 88. MISSION.-The primary mission of camouflage units is
camouflage inspection, discipline, training, planning, experi-
mentation, manufacture, and supply. Erection of camouflage
is not normally the duty of camouflage troops. For camou-
flage technique see FM 5-20.

· 89. PERSONNEL.-Pexsonnel of camouflage units consists
largely of skilled technicians and specialists. In view of the
nature of the work on which units are employed it is essen-
tial that personnel be recruited from men trained in civil
life along lines of work expected of them in the military serv-
ice. Such specialists include men associated with motion pic-
ture and theatrical art departments such as art directors,
property men, model builders, scenery builders, special effects
men, etc.; landscape architects; painters; mechanics; rig-
gers; carpenters, etc.

* 90. TRAINING.-For basic and combat training of camou-
flage units see section V, chapter 1. Engineer training com-
prises characteristics and practice of camouflage technique:
construction and erection of devices used in camouflage oper-
ations; planning of general and special camouflage installa-
tions; manufacture of camouflage materials; instruction in
camouflage discipline for troops of all arms and methods of
securing its enforcement; interpretation of aerial photographs
with reference to visibility of camouflage from the air and
detection of camouflaged enemy activities; selection of posi-
tions for installations of all kinds with a view to protection
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from enemy observation and detection; and system of supply
of camouflage materials to all arms. In view of the general
nature of camouflage activities attention must be paid to
necessity for close cooperation with units of other arms.

* 91. CoMs.T-See section VI, chapter 1.

SECTION II

ARMY CAMOUFLAGE BATTALION

* 92. GENERAL.-a. Mission.-The primary mission of the
army camouflage battalion is camouflage inspection, disci-

EN COMO R.
LT COLONEL

H A o :om

.- Army camouflage battalion (T/O 9).

line, and training iy amoun thage battalion (T/O -95).

pline, and training in the army area. It also conducts
experiments for new camouflage methods and prepares
detailed plans for general or special camouflage installations.

b. Organization.-The army camouflage battalion consists
of a headquarters, a headquarters and service company, and
four companies organized generally as shown in figure 18.
For normal organic assignment to major units see table I,
appendix II.

c. Transportation and equipment.-The army camouflage
battalion is equipped to transport camouflage inspection and
demonstration parties, to operate schools for camouflage
instruction, to erect camouflage, and to fabricate camouflage
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materials in limited quantities. For this latter function
equipment of the factory section of the service platoon of
the headquarters and service company is suitable principally
for adaptation of materials previously fabricated by camou-
flage factories of the GHQ camouflage battalion in the
communications zone.

* 93. BATTALION HEADQUARTERS-Battalion headquarters (see
table XXX, app. II) includes the battalion commander and
his staff. The staff officers are an adjutant, an operations
officer, a supply officer, and a surgeon. Their duties are in
general as described in paragraph 11.

* 94. HEADQUARTERS AND SERVICE COMPANY.-a. General-
Headquarters and service company (see table XXXI, app.
II), in addition to routine administration, mess, and supply,
adapts to local conditions camouflage materials obtained from
the army depot establishments and arranges for delivery of
the materials to the camouflage companies. The headquar-
ters and service company may also be charged with conduct-
ing a course of instruction in camouflage fundamentals and
technique in army or corps schools. Detailed organization
and qualifications of the principal noncommissioned officers
and specialists are given in T/O 5-96.

b. Company headquarters.-Operates as described in
paragraph 12.

c. Headquarters platoon.-(I) Administrative section.-
Includes usual headquarters clerical personnel.

(2) Operations section.-Under the operations officer plans
and sets up pilot models of camouflage installations, and gives
instruction to and furnishes drawings for use of personnel
of the camouflage companies.

(3) Supply section-Under the supply officer handles
camouflage supply in addition to regular administrative
battalion supply.

d. Service platoon.-(1) Platoon headquarters includes the
officer who commands the platoon and a small technical and
command group.

(2) Factory section.-Under an officer conducts factory
operations, including planning, design, supervision, fabrica-
tion, painting, and supply.
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(3) Transportation section.--Under a corporal truckmaster
maintains and operates all transportation of the service
platoon.

U 95. CoMPANY.-a. General.-The camouflage company (see
table XXXII, app. II) consists of a company headquarters and
four camouflage platoons. Detailed organization and quali-
fications of the principal noncommissioned officers and spe-
cialists are given in T/O 5-97.

b. Company headquarters.-Under the company com-
mander is responsible for routine administration of the corn
pany and for its operation.

c. Platoon.-(l) Organization.-The camouflage platoon
is commanded by a commissioned officer and includes techni-
cal supervisors and command personnel, overseers for de-
tached sections of the platoon, camoufleurs, general car-
penters, painters, and chauffeurs for platoon transportation.

(2) Equipment.-(a) Equipment of this unit consists of a
camouflage set which includes hand tools and a paint-spray-
ing machine. The platoon carries a small quantity of camou-
flage materials such as wire, rope, osnaburg, cotton cloth, nets,
stakes, paints, etc.

(b) Additional transportation such as pick-up trucks or
motorcycles with side car, when needed for officers engaged in
field inspection work, is obtained from army or higher echelon
motor pools.

(3) Operations.-(a) The platoon is the basic operating
unit. Camouflage work is normally executed by troops of
the arm whose installations are being protected. Major
camouflage projects for installations common to all arms are
normally executed by general engineer troops, but the plan
for such major projects is prepared by the camouflage unit
or approved by the unit camouflage officer. Exceptionally,
minor camouflage projects common to all arms may be exe-
cuted by camouflage troops. Normal duties of the camouflage
platoon are to render assistance by demonstration and in-
struction to troops occupying an area, and to plan general or
special camouflage installations.

(b) The area which one platoon can cover varies from 10
to 50 square miles, depending upon the road net and the
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military concentration and installations. Members of the
platoon travel through their assigned areas, observe the state
of camouflage discipline, note where improvements or action
are necessary, lend assistance. and give expert advice as re-
quired. They are careful to report their observations only
through the immediate troop or installation commander con-
cerned, suggesting corrective measures where errors of camou-
flage technique are discovered. They may often aid and
facilitate distribution of camouflage supplies. They make
periodical and emergency reports tq the platoon commander
who takes appropriate action, preferably by direct conference
with commanders concerned, or through channels if other
action is not effective. The platoon may be subdivided into
sections and the latter given area missions.

* 96. ATTACHED MEDICAL.-The medical detachment is organ-
ized in general as described In paragraph 13.

* 97. OPERATIONS.-- . Operations of the army camouflage
battalion are those generally described by its mission (see
par. 92).

b. It usually is made responsible for camouflage operations
within a prescribed area. Small detachments may be dis-
persed through this area or the unit may operate from a
central point. The division of the battalion area into sub-
areas is published in army orders based upon approved recom-
mendations made to the army engineer by the commanding
officer of the camouflage battalion. The subdivision into
geographical areas is based upon the difficulty of carrying
out local camouflage operations. Under exceptional circum-
stances a camouflage unit may be attached to a tactical unit
such as a detached corps.

c. (1) It is essential that the battalion commence operations
as soon as practicable when assigned to a new area. Combat
troops must be informed promptly on local camouflage mat-
ters before they reveal their presence to the enemy by
exposing their equipment and personnel to air or ground
observation. When a situation has stabilized and construc-
tion of field fortifications commences, personnel of the bat-
talion must be available to assist in camouflage of the position.
Personnel assigned to areas should if possible be retained.
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regardless of any changes in other tactical dispositions. This
insures a continuity of camouflage policy in the area. Their
study of characteristics of the terrain and the effect of
seasonal changes upon camouflage will insure success of the
battalion mission.

(2) In a rapidly moving situation work of the battalion
will be concentrated on those installations which will remain
in the same locality at least from several days to a few weeks,
and upon parks or sites for large or important supply in-
stallations. This will necessitate prompt and complete
knowledge of the army G-4 plan. The battalion commander
should be prepared to accompany representatives of G-4 in
reconnaissance of such locations.

SECTION III

GHQ CAMOUFLAGE BATTALION

* 98. GENERAL.-a. Mission.-The GHQ camouflage battalion
is primarily a manufacturing unit. Its mission also includes
camouflage inspection and training, experimentation for new
camouflage methods, preparation of camouflage plans for
large or special installations, and supply of camouflage mate-
rials. Its equipment is similar to that of the army camouflage
battalion, except that it has heavier and less mobile factory
equipment. It forms the nucleus for organization of large
camouflage factories and depots.

b. Organization.-The GHQ camouflage battalion consists
of a headquarters, a headquarters and service company, a
camouflage company, and a shop company organized generally
as shown in figure 19 and table XXXIII, appendix II. For
typical assignment to a GHQ force see table I, appendix II.

c. Equipment.-The GHQ camouflage battalion is equipped
to fabricate and erect camouflage materials, to transport
inspection and demonstration parties, and to operate schools
for camouflage instruction.

d. For drill of the unit, for disciplinary training, and for
movement with or without transportation, appropriate adap-
tations of the drills prescribed in FM 22-5 will be used.

* 99. BATTALION HEAnQUARTERS.-Battalion headquarters (see
table XX1XIi, app. II) includes the battalion commander and
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his staff. The staff officers are an adjutant, a technical officer,
a supply officer, and a surgeon. Their duties are in general as
described in paragraph 11, except that the technical officer
combines S-2 and S-3 duties.

· 100. HEADQUARTERS AND SERVICE COMPANY.-a. General.-
Headquarters and service company (see table X=V, app. II)
includes personnel for operating the various staff sections of
battalion headquarters and for supply service for the bat-
talion. Its equipment includes organizational equipment and
supplies for the office of the battalion headquarters, routine
administration and supply, shelter, and the battalion mess.
Detailed organization and qualifications of the principal non-
commissioned officers and specialists are given in T/O 5-136.

b. Company headquarters.-Includes personnel for admin-
istration of the company, messing of the company and bat-
talion headquarters, and operation of its assigned motor
vehicles. The company commander is also the battalion sup-
ply officer. His commissioned assistant is the assistant supply
officer and regularly handles details of company administra-
tion and the battalion mess.

c. Administrative section.-Includes usual clerical person-
nel for routine administration, clerical work, mimeographing,
postal service, and operating the message center.

d. Technical section-Under the technical officer includes
camoufleurs, clerks, draftsmen, and photographers. This
section makes studies of camouflage needs in the communica-
tions zone, recommends measures to meet these needs, and
by study of aerial photographs, reports, inspections, and other
means, determines effectiveness of measures adopted. It also
prepares technical instructional matter to be distributed to
troops of other arms in connection with camouflage operations
and prepares plans for camouflage of large installations.

e. Supply section.-Under the supply officer handles supply
of camouflage materials to be processed as well as routine
battalion supply.

· 101. CAMOUFLAGE COMPANY-a. General.-This company
(see table XXXV, app. II) operates in the areas behind the
armies as described in paragraph 95 for the army camouflage
company. Its camouflage equipment is similar to that of the
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army camouflage company (see par. 95). Its transportation
carries necessary equipment and provides transportation for
normal reconnaissance, inspection, and camouflage parties,
together with usual supplies and equipment. Additional
transportation for personnel engaged on field inspection work
must be obtained from communications zone motor pools.
Detailed organization and qualifications of the principal
noncommissioned officers and specialists are given in T/O
5-137.

b. Company headquarters.-In addition to the company
commander and his commissioned assistant, includes enlisted
men for routine administration of the company. It is
charged with operation and maintenance of transportation
assigned to company headquarters.

c. Headquarters platoon.-(1) Platoon headquarters.-In-
eludes the platoon commander, a commissioned assistant who
is available for any duty, and a small command and super-
visory group.

(2) Depot section.--Consists of storekeepers, camoufleurs,
carpenters, mechanics, and clerks. It handles distribution of
camouflage material to supply points in the theater of opera-
tions and operates separate camouflage depots or dumps in
the communications zone. Personnel from this section may
be attached to engineer depots to assist in camouflage supply.

(3) School section.-Consists of camoufleurs, carpenters,
and painters. This section is employed for demonstration
and instructional purposes at training camps or schools in the
communications zone, and experimentation with new methods.
Schools should be under general charge of an officer.

d. Camouflage platoon-Operates in a manner similar to
that described in paragraph 95 for the platoon of the army
camouflage company.

(1) Platoon headquarters.-Includes one officer who com-
mands the platoon, a commissioned assistant and a camou-
fleur who assist the platoon commander in planning, mes-
sengers, and chauffeurs.

(2) Camouflage section-Includes officers for field super-
vision of camouflage projects, foremen who take charge of
field groups engaged on camouflage operations, and camou-
fleurs, carpenters, painters, and chauffeurs for execution of
assigned work.
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U 102. SHOP COMPANY.-a. General.-The shop company (see
table XXJVI, app. II) furnishes personnel for manufacture
and adaptation of camouflage materials. Its transportation
provides for carrying messing facilities, and for transporta-
tion of reconnaissance and inspection parties, supplies, and
equipment. Detailed organization and qualifications of the
principal noncommissioned officers and specialists are given
in T/O 5-138.

b. Company headquarters.-In addition to their command
duties, the company commander and his commissioned as-
sistant are factory superintendent and assistant factory
superintendent, respectively. Enlisted personnel comprise the
complement for necessary routine administration.

c. Headquarters platoon.-Procures and distributes raw
materials for camouflage manufacture, designs camouflage
materials, and conducts experimental work.

(1) Platoon headquarters.-Consists of the platoon com-
mander, a commissioned assistant who is available for any
duty, and a small enlisted group for command purposes and
technical planning.

(2) Supply section.-Consists of mechanic foremen, store-
keepers, and clerks. I.t handles storage and issue of materials
for the factory and routine company supply.

(3) Transportation section.-Consists of a motor corporal
and chauffeurs who operate motor vehicles assigned to the
section.

(4) Repair and maintenance section.-Consists of a mill-
wright in charge of repair work, mechanic foremen, black-
smiths, electricians, pipe fitters, machinists, mechanics, and
welders. This section is charged with general maintenance of
factory equipment and transportation.

(5) Design section.-Consists of camoufleurs, a model
maker, carpenters, clerks, and draftsmen. This section sets
up pilot models of camouflage installations, develops new
camouflage devices, and gives instructions to and furnishes
drawings for use of personnel of the shop company. It is also
charged with compiling statistical information concerning
factory production.

d. Factory platoon--Operates a central camouflage factory
for preparation of materials to be delivered to using troops in
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either the communications or the combat zone. It sews and
weaves raw materials, makes nets, repairs salvaged materials,
and applies colors by brushing, spraying, or dipping. Its
equipment consists of paint grinding and mixing machines,
paint-spraying machines, and sewing machines for manu-
facture of camouflage material.

(1) Platoon headquarters.-Consists of the platoon com-
mander, a commissioned assistant who is available for any
duty, a platoon sergeant, a camoufleur, and a clerk.

(2) Sewing and weaving section.-Consists of mechanic
foremen, canvas workers, and camoufleurs who manufacture
camouflage fabrics. When the battalion forms the nucleus
for a large camouflage factory this section will employ native
civilian labor and hence personnel must be capable of
directing small groups of such labor.

(3) Painting section.-Consists of a paint mill foreman,
mechanic foremen, painters, and camoufleurs. This section
is charged with preparation and application of camouflage
paint.

* 103. ATTACHED MEDrcAL.-The medical detachment is or-
ganized in general as described in paragraph 13.

* 104. OPERATIONS.-a. In addition to manufacturing and
supplying camouflage materials for the field forces, the bat-
talion may execute camouflage construction of a minor nature
where the works are for the benefit of all arms. In general,
however, camouflage construction is executed by troops of the
arms whose activity is being camouflaged, the camouflage
battalion furnishing instruction, inspection, and specialists
to assist in some cases. Major camouflage projects in the
theater of operations common to all arms are normally con-
structed by general engineer troops based on plans prepared
by the camouflage battalion or approved by the unit
camouflage officer.

b. The commander of the battalion has his headquarters
near that of the chief engineer of the field forces. He may
recommend to the chief engineer disposition and responsi-
bilities of the battalion which, if approved, are published in
general orders for guidance of the command.
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CHAPTER 6

PONTON UNITS

Paragraphs
SECTION I. Light ponton company . ................. 105-108

IN. Heavy ponton.battalion- .--. ........... 109 113

SECTION I

LIGHT PONTON COMPANY

U 105. GENERAL.--. aission.-The light ponton company
maintains and transports river-crossing equipment as listed
in d below. Construction of ponton bridges is a function of
general engineer troops. However, ponton company per-

CAPAIN

O 1- I t o T

iFmayE 20.--LLght ponton company (T/O 5 87).
sonnel may supplement general engineer troops on this work
in an emergency. The company may be employed to instruct
other troops in use of the equipment, to guard and maintain
completed bridges, to regulate traffic thereon, and to dis-
mantle bridges.

b. Organization-The light ponton company consists of a
headquarters platoon and three bridge platoons organized as
shown in figure 20 and table XXXVII, appendix II.
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c. Assignment.-Assignment of light ponton companies in
a GHQ force is given in table I, appendix II. Attachment of
light ponton companies to corps and divisions engaged in
river-crossing operations will be made in accordance with
needs of these units for the particular operation (see sec.
II, ch. 13).

d. Equipment-(1) River-crossing equipment of the com-
pany is of three types as follows:

(a) 3 units of light ponton equipage, 10-ton, M1938, each
unit providing sufficient equipment for a complete bridge ap-
proximately 250 feet in length.

(b) 3 units of footbridge, M1935, each unit providing equip-
ment for 432 feet of bridge.

(c) 120 assault boats, each with a capacity of 7 to 9 men
and a 2-man crew.

(2) The company includes in its organically assigned trans-
portation all necessary vehicles except the prime movers for
the 99 trailers on which the ponton bridge equipage is trans-
ported. These prime movers must be furnished in whole or
in part by higher command, depending upon necessity for a
simultaneous or successive movement of the equipage. When
circumstances permit, the 24 trucks used for transportation
of assault boats and footbridge equipment can be used for
drawing trailers.

e. Training.-(1) Engineer.-The unit is trained in per-
formance of all duties listed in a above, including emergency
construction of foot or ponton bridges and supply of assault
boat crews.

(2) Basic, technical, and tactical.-See sections V and VI,
chapter 1.

f. Combat.-See paragraph 30. Antiaircraft defense is es-
sential.

· 106. HEADQUARTERS PLATOON (see fig. 20 and table XXXVII,
app. II).-a. Company headquarters.-Organization and du-
ties of this section are similar to those for a company head-
quarters as listed in paragraph 12a.

b. Assault boat section.-Cares for the 120 assault boats
assigned to the light ponton company.

c. Footbridge section.-Cares for the three footbridge units
assigned to the ponton company.
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d. Service and repair section.-Consists of I lieutenant, and
19 enlisted men of various qualifications necessary to main-
tain company transportation and equipment.

* 107. BRIDGE PLATOON (see fig. 20 and table XXXVII, app.
II).-The platoon has one unit (250 feet) of ponton equip-
ment, complete with all accessories. The unit proper is trans-
ported onr 33 two-wheeled trailers. Accessories are trans-
ported in three 1'/2 -ton trucks and a 1-ton cargo trailer.

a. Platoon headquarters.-Consists of one lieutenant, pla-
toon commander; command group, chauffeurs, and tractor
operators. It cares for the trailer load of spare trestle balk
assigned to the platoon and for the accessories.

b. Ponton section.--Consists of 1 sergeant, section leader,
1 corporal, assistant section leader, and 13 privates. The
sergeant commands the section and is responsible for 6 ponton
loads, 6 deck loads, 3 abutment, loads, I trestle load, and the
16 trailers which transport them.

* 108. OPERATIONS.-a. In company ponton park.-The pri-
mary function of the ponton company while being held in a
rear area is to keep its transportation and equipment ready
for employment. In addition to storage maintenance, the
equipment should be tested periodically to eliminate parts
which may have deteriorated so that they are no longer safe.
However, this work may not employ full time of all men,
transportation, and equipment. When primary duties permit,
a part of the men of the company may be employed for
training their own or other personnel, to reinforce engineer
depot personnel, to maintain or repair roads near the ponton
park, or to assist other nearby engineer units in performance
of their duties.

b. Employment while moving forward to river crossing-(1)
The extra trucks for transporting the light ponton company
may be assigned from division, corps, or army quartermaster
trucks. In march column when closed up at a halt, the ponton
company with its attached truck units occupies about 1 mile
of road space. At night without lights the column can average
about 10 miles per hour and in the daytime about 25 miles
per hour. At these speeds it occupies about 2.1 and 6.9 miles
of road space, respectively.
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(2) Subordinate elements of the ponton company may
be attached to different divisions for a river crossing. On
reaching the area of the division to which attached, each
such element usually will be attached to general engineer
units which are charged with construction of ponton or
footbridges or employment of assault boats. Personnel from
the ponton company accompanies equipment to which it
pertains. The footbridge and assault boat sections ordinarily
join the engineer units to which they are attached at the
bivouac area of these units. The bridge platoons, on the
other hand, join the engineer units to which they are at-
tached at initial control points as designated by orders of
higher command for the crossing. This difference is due
to the fact that the footbridge and assault boat sections are
fairly easy to conceal, occupying only a small amount of
road space, and must be greatly spread out along the river
line by the general engineer troops, while the ponton equip-
ment is much more difficult to conceal, occupies much road
space, and thus is vulnerable to hostile artillery and air
concentrations. The ponton equipment should be held well
back and moved rapidly to initial control points with only
leeway enough to avoid unnecessary delay at these points.
For details covering selection of crossing points and bridge
sites and for erection procedure, see section II, chapter 13,
and TM 5-270.

c. Employment at bridge site.-(1) Bridges and ferries are
constructed by general engineer units. As long as heavy
traffic, effective bombardment, or adverse weather conditions
prevail, the general engineer unit will continue to maintain
and operate the equipment. However, when such units are
needed for other work in forward areas, operation and main-
tenance of floating bridges and ferries may be turned over
to the light ponton company. The ponton company may
also be required to dismantle the bridge and transport it
to a new park.

(2) Maintenance of a ponton bridge includes replacement
or repair of damaged sections resulting from hostile fire,
adverse river conditions, or traffic.

(a) Normally, construction is not undertaken until hostile
direct small-arms fire on the site is definitely overcome and
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hostile terrestial observation greatly limited. However, high
angle artillery fire adjusted by aerial observation may be
effective during construction and later until the bridgehead
objective is secured. The bridge will always be a particular
target for hostile bombardment aviation. For these reasons
additional equipage is usually provided for reserve, the amount
depending on both tactical and technical estimate of the
situation. While the special antiaircraft defense forces fur-
nished will materially reduce damage, heavy surprise aerial
attacks must be expected until more important objectives
develop for the enemy. Actual replacements of damaged sec-
tions will be undertaken by general engineers when present,
repair or salvage devolving upon the ponton company.

(b) The bridge must be kept clear of drift and other float-
ing objects, especial attention being given to anchor cables.
If the floating objects are not too large or too numerous,
they may be passed under the bridge by men working with
pike poles from the boats and roadway. Floating objects may
be prevented from striking the bridge by guards upstream,
or by a drawspan in the bridge, or by a floating boom up-
stream crossing the stream obliquely.

(c) A continuous guard is always posted at a floating
bridge. Sentries are posted at each end, and if the bridge is
long, at intermediate points. The remainder of the guard
should be quartered near one end of the bridge. Sentries
notify the guard commander whenever the bridge is endan-
gered. They alternate one-way traffic over the bridge. A
telephone or signal system between the ends of the bridge
facilitates this operation. With approval of higher authority,
orders should be published showing characteristics of loads
permitted on the bridge, and furnished to column commanders
at some distance from the bridge and to sentries for en-
forcement.

d. Technical details of nature and use of equipment of the
company are covered in TM 5-270 and FM 5-10.

SECTION II

HEAVY PONTON BATTALION

* 109. GENERAI.---. Mission.-The heavy ponton battalion
maintains and transports the heavy ponton equipage, 25-ton,
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M1940. The battalion is not organized primarily for con-
struction, its functions in this respect being similar to the light
ponton company (see par. 105). However, under certain cir-
cumstances (see par. 113a), the battalion may construct the
bridge.

b. Assignment.-Assignment of heavy ponton battalions to
a balanced GHQ force is given in table I, appendix II.

c. Organization.-The battalion is organized into a bat-
talion headquarters, a headquarters and service company, two
lettered companies, and a medical detachment as shown in
figure 21 and table XXXVIII, appendix II.

d. Equipment.-(1) In contrast to the light ponton com-
pany, the heavy ponton battalion includes in its organic
equipment all transportation, including trucks, necessary for
movement of equipment and personnel.

(2) Bridging equipment of the battalion comprises four
complete units of heavy ponton equipage. One unit of the
equipage, affording about 250 feet of bridge, is carried by each
of the four bridge platoons of the two lettered companies.
The battalion equipment includes also tools and spare parts
necessary for ponton maintenance, and organizational equip-
ment for self-maintenance, interior administration, and sup-
ply. Equipment pertaining to the battalion as a whole is
carried and maintained by the headquarters and service
company.

(3) The four units of bridge equipage are carried on semi-
trailers.

(4) All other equipment is carried in the trucks assigned
to the battalion.

e. Training-(1) Engineer.-The battalion is trained in
its principal duties of maintaining and transporting the heavy
ponton equipage, and in other duties referred to in a above.

(2) Basic, technical, and tactical.--See sections V and VI,
chapter 1.

/. Combat.-See paragraph 30.

* 110. BATTALION HEADQUARTERs (see table XX=I , app. II).-
Consists of the battalion commander and his adjutant who
is in direct charge of the administrative section of headquar-
ters and service company and handles the routine adminis-
trative clerical work for the battalion. The commander of
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headquarters and service company is also the battalion supply
officer.

* 111. HEADQUARTERS AND SERVICE COMPANY (see table XXXIX,
app. II).--a. Mission.-In addition to duties and equipment
prescribed in paragraphs 10c and 16b, the headquarters and
service company is charged with repair and upkeep of the
ponton equipage carried by lettered companies. Principal
engineer equipment includes blacksmith, carpenter, pipe-
fitting, tinsmith, and sign-painting.

b. Transportation.-See paragraph 18.
c. Training.-In addition to basic, technical, and tactical

training prescribed in sections V and VI, chapter 1, the head-
quarters and service company is trained in storage and main-
tenance of ponton equipment and motor vehicles.

d. Company headquarters.-See paragraph 12a.
e. Administrative section.-See paragraph lob.
f. Supply section.-See paragraph lob.
g. Maintenance platoon.-Has necessary personnel, includ-

ing mechanics, blacksmiths, carpenters, painters, riggers, and
wheelwright, principally for repair of trucks and trailers and
maintenance of ponton equipage beyond capabilities of the
lettered companies. It also includes necessary chauffeurs
and laborers for operation of trucks and tractors assigned to
the section for assistance of the lettered companies. Principal
duties in this regard will be moving ponton equipment in the
park or at the bridge site and assistance in heavy abutment
construction, etc.

· 112. LETTERED COMPANY (see table XL, app. II) .a.Mission.-
The primary function of the lettered company is trans-
portation and maintenance of two units of ponton equipage.
For organizational equipment see paragraph 16. Principal
engineer equipment is the ponton equipage, one unit of which
is assigned to each of the two bridge platoons.

b. Transportation.-The company as shown in table XL,
appendix II, includes in its organic equipment all transporta-
tion, including trucks necessary for movement of equipment
and personnel.

c. Training-(1) Engineer.-The company is trained in
care, operation, and use of its ponton equipage, equipment,
and transportation.
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(2) Basic, technical, and tacticaL--See sections V and VI,
chapter 1.

d. Headquarters platoon.-(1) Administrative section.-
Consists of the company commander, his commissioned as-
sistant, and necessary enlisted personnel for routine company
administration.

(2) Service section-Consists of necessary enlisted person-
nel, including mechanics, blacksmiths, carpenters, chauffeurs,
painters, riggers, wheelwright, and laborer for maintenance
and repair of company equipment and transportation.

e. Bridge platoon.--Has one unit of ponton equipage as-
signed within the platoon to the various sections as shown
in table XL, appendix II.

(1) Platoon headquarters section.-ontains the first
lieutenant, commanding; a staff sergeant (platoon sergeant);
a maintenance and operating group; and chauffeurs.

(2) Ponton sections.-Each of the three ponton sections
includes a sergeant (section leader); a corporal (assistant
section leader); a winch operator; riggers; and a chauffeur
for each of the four ponton loads assigned. The sergeant
(section leader) commands section and is responsible for
proper maintenance and transportation of equipment.

(3) Trestle sections.-Each of the two trestle sections
contains a sergeant (section leader); a corporal (assistant
section leader); a winch operator; a rigger; and two
chauffeurs.

· 113. OPERATIONS.-a. Employment of the heavy ponton
battalion, while similar in general to that of the light ponton
company, differs in the following respects:

(1) Self-sufficiency of motor transportation.-The heavy
ponton battalion has all necessary transportation for
movement of personnel, baggage, and equipment. This
eliminates

(a) Difficulty of promptly securing trucks for convoy
movements.

(b) Disagreement as to responsibility of ponton unit
commander and truck unit commander.

(c) Slow speed of convoys due to the fact that truck
drivers who have not had wide experience in hauling trailers
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are generally overcautious when assigned the duty of
transporting ponton equipage.

(d) Diffculties in forming convoy with inexperienced
truck units.

(2) Concealment.-The semitrailers of the heavy ponton
battalion are of such size that they seldom can be concealed
successfully in woods unless the foliage is very heavy; in
general, reliance must be placed on more complex camouflage
measures.

(3) Simplicity of duties.-The heavy ponton battalion pro-
vides only one type of stream-crossing equipment, that is,
the 25-ton equipment to provide ponton bridges and possibly
rafts to carry medium tanks, whereas the light ponton com-
pany provides for crossing by means of assault boats, foot-
bnridges, individual ponton ferries, and raft ferries as well
as the ponton bridge.

(4) Simplicity of tactical employment.-The 25-ton pon-
ton bridge will normally not be built until advance of friendly
troops eliminates hostile artillery fire on definite bridge sites.
The equipage will then move in one comparatively long trip
(50 to 100 miles) direct to the sites.

(5) Adequacy of organic personnel for bridge construc-
tion.-For any stream requiring two or more units of 25-ton
equipage, organic personnel can furnish the working parties
necessary to construct the bridge and handle all equipment.
Where but one unit of equipage is needed, personnel of the
bridge platoon can supply about half the personnel neces-
sary for bridge construction, Greater experience and train-
ing in handling the heavier equipment is required than can
be expected from combat engineer units usually available.
Hence, the heavy ponton battalion may be charged with con-
struction of the bridge, supplemented as and when necessary
by general engineer troop units.

b. Primary duties will often permit employment of part
of the men of the battalion to train their own and other
engineer personnel, to reinforce engineer depot personnel, to
maintain or repair roads near the ponton park, or to assist
other nearby engineer units in performance of their duties.

c. Details of the 25-ton bridge, model 1940, and construc-
tion thereof are covered in TM 5-270 and in FM 5-10.
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CHAPTER 7

RAILWAY AND INLAND WATERWAY UNITS

Paragraphs
SECTION I. Organization of military railways and inland

waterways, theater of operations ---------- 114-121
II. Railway units _----------------- ---- 122_126

III. Headquarters, inland waterways -. ......... 127_130

SECTION I

ORGANIZATION OF MILITARY RAILWAYS AND INLAND
WATERWAYS, THEATER OF OPERATIONS

* 114. MILITARY RAILWAYS.--a. General.-For discussion of
military railways in the theater of operations covering general
provisions, reconnaissance, location, construction, mainte-
nance, car loading, etc., see FM 5-10.

b. Organization.-(1) The standard railway system is di-
vided into grand divisions, each under a general superintend-
ent who reports to the manager, Military Railway Service.
A grand division comprises two or more divisions, each op-
erated and maintained by a railway operating battalion. A
railway shop battalion, under a general shop superintendent,
may serve two or more grand divisions. For command and
administrative purposes, the general shop superintendent may
report directly to the manager, Military Railway Service,
or to the general superintendent in whose grand division the
shops are located, as directed by the manager, Military Rail-
way Service. This organization is shown in figure 22 (see
also FM 5-10). The direct chain of command for any oper-
ating battalion, as shown in figure 22, is commanding general,
theater of operations; commanding general, communications
zone; engineer, communications zone; manager, Military Rail-
way Service; general superintendent, railway grand division;
superintendent, railway division. The chain of technical
supervision and control for railway operation and mainte-
nance is also shown in figure 22. Technical supervision and
coordination between the various staff departments and sub-
ordinate units of the manager, Military Railway Service;
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general superintendents, railway grand divisions; and super-
intendents, railway divisions and shops, although not indicated
in figure 22, are essential.

(2) The organization shown in figure 22 follows generally
that employed by commercial railways adapted to fit into the
military organization.

c. Traffic control.-Exercised directly from GHQ to the
railway grand division (or division) operating into and out
of regulating stations by the regulating officer concerned,
who operates directly under supervision of the assistant chief
of staff, G-4, GHQ.

d. Railway construction and reconstruction-In the com-
munications zone and combat zone, as distinct from railway
operation and maintenance, railway construction and recon-
struction are carried out by general engineer troops under
supervision of the engineer, communications zone, and army
engineers, respectively. Technical supervision and coordina-
tion of railway construction projects is exercised by the chief
engineer, theater of operations, and the railway section of his
headquarters through the staffs of the engineer, communica-
tions zone, and the army engineers.

* 115. CHIEF ENGINEER.-The chief engineer of the theater of
operations exercises supervision over all military railway and
inland waterway activities in the theater of operations (see
TM 5-400). His office includes a railway and waterway
section which coordinates all railway and inland waterway
construction, strategic and tactical utilization, and collection
and dissemination of statistics and intelligence in the theater
of operations.

· 116. ENGINEER, COMMrNICATIONS ZoNE.-The engineer, com-
munications zone, is responsible for construction on railways
in the communications zone, and for operation and mainte-
nance of all railways and inland waterways in the theater of
operations. His headquarters includes a railway construction
section and when necessary an inland waterway construction
section.

* 117. ARMY ENGINEER.-The army engineer is concerned
only with railway construction in the army area that may be
assigned to him by higher headquarters.
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* 118. MANAGER, MIIITARY RAILWAY SERVICE.-The manager,
Military Railway Service, reports to the engineer, communica-
tions zone, and is responsible for operation and maintenance
of all military railways in the theater of operations. Control
of all train movements into and out of regulating stations is
exercised by regulating officers who are representatives of
GHQ (see par, 8, TM 5-400). The Military Railway Service
assigns train schedules and operates trains. The manager,
Military Railway Service, is the first person in the chain of
command in the theater of operations whose sole duty is
operation and maintenance of railways. For details see
TM 5-400, TM 5-405, and TM 5-410.

* 119. INLAND WATERWAYS.--a. General,-Inland waterways
include all navigable rivers and canals used principally for
transportation of bulk supplies. They usually need little
maintenance over short periods of military use but their
capacity may be reduced and canalized streams may be
rendered valueless by damage to lock structures and gates
of dams. New construction on waterways after the advent
of war will normally be limited to construction or improve-
ment of terminal and freight handling facilities.

b. Employment.-To supplement railways and highways,
inland waterways will be used whenever available. No rules
applicable to all situations can be formulated. Nature of the
water routes, distance supplies are to be transported, quantity
and kinds of supplies, and military situation will determine
the most effective form of organization and plan of operation.

c. Considerations involved.-An existing system of service
may be put in operation in less time than would be required
to construct a highway or railroad; each unit of equipment
generally can carry more troops or material than rail or
highway equipment; and complete destruction of a water-
way is usually impracticable. However, water transport is
slower than other methods; routes are subject to interruption
by ice, bombing, accidents, floods, and droughts; and other
means of land transportation may be required, one at each
end of the water route, involving a transfer of loads each time.

d. Organization and operation.-Organization and opera-
tion of Inland Waterway Service headquarters and service are
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similar to those of the Military Railway Service. For details
see TM 5-400.

· 120. MANAGER, INLAND WATERWAY SERVICE.-The manager,
Inland Waterway Service, has duties and functions similar
to those of the manager, Military Railway Service.

U 121. THEATER OF OPERATIONS--A typical theater of opera-
tions showing military railways and inland waterways is
shown in figure 23.

- LEGEND -

r, s. REGULATING STATION
H NAVIGATION HEAD
T RAIL- WATER TRANSFER

RAILWAY TERMINAL
SINGLE TRACK
OOUELE TRACK

AT ZONe

!R FOUNOars
OF OPERAlO0NS

ZONE OF THE
INTERIOR

FIGUrE 23.-Typical theater of operations showing military railways
and inland waterways.
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SECTION II

RAILWAY UNITS

· 122. GENERAL.-Personnel of engineer railway units are
so far as available drawn from railways of the zone of the
interior and from other specialists who perform duties in
civil life similar to those expected of them in the military
service.

fluRE 24.-Engineer headquarters, railway (T/O

* 123. HEADQUARTERS, RAILWAY.-This unit comprises the
manager, Military Railway Service, and his staff. Its organ-
ization is shown in figure 24. For details of organization and
functions, see TM 5-400.

* 124. HEADQUARTERS, RAILWAY GRAND DIVISION.--. The mil-
itary railway system of the theater of operations is divided
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for purposes of operation, maintenance, and administration
into railway grand divisions and railway divisions (see figs.
22 and 23 and FM 5-10). Limits of a grand division are
determined by the military situation, the traffic to be expected,
and the geographical locations of lines and facilities, and
will include two or more railway divisions. A railway shop
battalion may be assigned to a grand division for heavy
repairs to equipment.

b. Headquarters, railway grand division, exercises the func-
tions of supervising and coordinating operations of several
railway operating battalions, a railway shop battalion, and
attached troops which have been combined into a railway
grand division.

c. Like all railway units personnel of headquarters, railway
grand division, will be composed of key men exercising func-
tions similar to those they have exercised in organizations
of railroads of the United States in time of peace, and other
specialists recruited from men trained in civil life insofar as
possible to do the work expected of them in the military service.
This unit comprises the general superintendent, railway grand
division, and his staff. Its organization is shown in figure 25.
For details of organization and functions, see TM 5-400.

d. Railway traffic officers (RTO) from the staff of the gen-
eral superintendent will be assigned to important stations to
represent the railway superintendent of the division in which
the station is located. They expedite movement of troops
and supplies, have charge of all railway troops at the station,
are responsible for condition and protection of the station,
for prompt spotting of cars and their subsequent movement,
and for all normal operations and reports of a railway station.

* 125. RAILWAY OPERATING BATTALION.-a. Mission.-The mis-
sion of the railway operating battalion is to operate trains
and yards of a railway division, to maintain track and struc-
tures of the division, and to make running repairs to equip-
ment. A railway operating battalion may also be assigned
operation and maintenance of a large railway terminal or
regulating station.

b. Limits of railway division.-The railway division is the
primary administrative unit for operation and maintenance
of standard railways. Limits of the railway division are such
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that the division superintendent can maintain personal super-
vision over all activities on the division. Limits are deter-
mined by length of main line, number and location of branch
lines, density of traffic, and terminal facilities; and should be
such that the division superintendent can reach any point on
his division within 8 hours. Length of a division may vary
from 50 to 120 miles.

c. Organization-The railway operating battalion consists
of battalion headquarters, headquarters and service company,
a maintenance of way company, a maintenance of equipment
company, a transportation company, and a medical detach-
ment organized as shown in figure 26 and table XLI, appendix
II. For details of organization and functions, see TM 5-405.

d. Initial construction.-Initial construction of railways as
distinguished from maintenance is not the duty of engineer
railway battalions. Such work is normally done by general
service regiments, assisted when necessary by engineer sep-
arate battalions or civilian labor. Use of railway battalions
for work other than maintenance and operation of railways
should be avoided. When an unavoidable situation requires
their employment on other work, they must be provided with
suitable transportation and equipment.

e. Additional personnel.-Additional personnel may be
placed at the disposition of railway operating battalions for
the purpose of increasing capacity of the railway. Such per-
sonnel may be civilians, general engineer troops, or troops of
other arms and services when the latter are not available.
Civilians or troop units are assigned to the various depart-
ments of the railway in accordance with needs. Civilians
are attached to railway units and serve under the officers and
noncommissioned officers of these units. Troops are em-
ployed under their own leaders, supervised by the appropriate
officer of the railway service. The principal source of addi-
tional personnel is the engineer separate battalion. It is sel-
dom necessary to attach more than one company of the
separate battalion to a railway battalion.

I. Combat.-(l) The railway operating battalion will be
used in combat only under the most extraordinary conditions.
Railways are protected by combat troops located in the zone
of operations of the railway. Where a line is subjected to
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TROOPS AND OPERATIONS

frequent raids it may be protected by armored trains manned
and commanded by personnel from other arms. The railway
operating battalion provides train crews for armored trains.
Movements of armored trains over a railway are governed by
tactical considerations and may have priority of movement
in an emergency.

(2) Combat training of railway operating battalions must
be sufficient to give them confidence to meet any emergency,
particularly for their own security from foot or mechanized
raiding parties or from airplane attacks. When it is neces-
sary for the railway battalion to enter combat it may be
organized into a battalion of two rifle companies and one
headquarters and service company and employed in accord-
ance with fundamentals outlined in paragraphs 29 to 34.
The transportation company (armed with pistol) is used to
care for and protect railway equipment and material not
in use, and to furnish replacements to the other companies.

* 126. RAILWAY SHOP BATTALION.--a. Mission-This unit
handles heavy shopwork for several railway operating
battalions. Its mission is to-

(1) Accomplish repairs to existing commercial or light
standard equipment beyond capacity of railway operating
battalions.

(2) Stock and furnish to railway operating battalions
finished and semifinished parts as nearly prepared for
application as practicable.

(3) Repair work equipment not permanently assigned to
railway operating battalions or which is in need of repairs
beyond their capacity to accomplish.

(4) Repair railway equipment assigned to the Coast Artil-
lery Corps, Medical Department, or other arms and services.

b. Organization.-The railway shop battalion consists of a
battalion headquarters, headquarters and service company,
erecting and machine shop company, boiler and smith shop
company, car repair company, and attached medical per-
sonnel, organized in general as shown in figure 27 and table
XLII, appendix II. It is the basic unit for railway shop opera-
tions and may be expanded for operation of shops beyond
capacity of the organization as shown. The type of railway
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TROOPS AND OPERATIONS 126-129

equipment in use and actual operations may require modifica-
tions in the organization shown.

c. Initial operations.-Extensive repairs to railway equip-
ment initially found in a theater of operations are not con-
templated, but will probably have to be accomplished until
sufficient standard military railway equipment can be put in
service to relieve existing equipment. Initial operations
theref ore involve both heavy repairs to existing equipment and
assembly and placing in service of such standard equipment
as may be provided from time to time.

SECTION III

HEADQUARTERS, INLAND WATERWAYS

* 127. GENErRAL.-Headquarters, inland waterways (T/O
5-603), is a separate engineer staff which is organized to
operate the Inland Waterway Service (IWS), either in the
theater of operations or in the zone of the interior under
instructions from the engineer section of higher headquarters.
The Inland Waterway Service bears the same relation to the
other arms and services as does the Military Railway Service
(MRS). Its function is that of a general carrier. The status
of inland waterways turned over for military use and their
methods of operation are similar to those for military railways
described in paragraph 114b.

* 128. ORGANIZATION.--Organization of the Inland Waterway
Service in general is in accordance with the doctrines govern-
ing military railway organization (see par. 114 and TM 5-400).
Its headquarters organization (shown in figure 28) consists of
a manager, Inland Waterway Service, a headquarters detach-
ment, and four staff sections directed by superintendents of
stores, operations, equipment, and channels and structures,
respectively. Each staff officer has technical supervision over
the activities of his department in subordinate units.

B 129. OPERATIONS.-a. The manager reports to the engi-
neer, communications zone. In a large system it will usually
be necessary to divide the water routes into grand divisions
and divisions. Length of grand divisions and divisions will
vary more than on railways, and will depend upon relative
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TROOPS AND OPERATIONS 129-130

geographical position of waterways utilized, their charac-
teristics, length, importance, amount of traffic, ports, means
available for supervision, and the military situation.

b. Plans for use and construction of inland waterway facili-
ties will be prepared by the chief engineer, theater of opera-
tions. Under his technical control the various engineer
headquarters of the communications zone and its sections
are charged with actual construction of inland waterway
facilities in the theater of operations.

c. Supplies are procured through the supply section of
engineer headquarters, communications zone.

d. For further details of operations, see TM 5-400.

* 130. TRoops.-No Tables of Organization are provided
for inland waterway troops. Upon recommendation of the
manager, Inland Waterway Service, to the engineer, com-
munications zone, GHQ will prescribe the engineer troop units
to be organized for this service. Such troops normally will be
organized into battalions similar to railway operating bat-
talions, the duties of the three lettered companies being
maintenance of channels and structures, maintenance of
equipment, and transportation. Local pilots will be employed
where available. Commercial navigation may be employed
with military personnel for control.
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CHAPTER 8

MAPPING UNITS
Paragraphs

SEcron I. General -__..........._......... 131-135
II. Corps topographic company - . .............. 136-142

111. Army topographic battalion ----------------- 143-151
IV. GHQ topographic battalion ----------------- 152-154

SECTION I

GENERAL

* 131. ASSIGNMENT.-Mapping units consist of the corps
topographic company, the army topographic battalion, and
the GHQ topographic battalion. For typical assignment to
a balanced GHQ force, see table I, appendix II.

* 132. MissIONS.--In accordance with the basic requirement
that field forces must be prepared to map as they move, pro-
duction and reproduction of maps must be decentralized to
the greatest extent possible. Hence mapping units are given
general missions as follows:

a. GHQ topographic battalion.-The primary mission of
this unit is reproduction at the outbreak of hostilities of ex-
isting maps of the theater of operations and of such other
maps, sketches, and drawings of permanent character as may
be prepared thereafter. Its reproduction functions approach
those of a permanent establishment and its equipment will
be relatively heavy and immobile. In addition to its re-
production function, it prepares maps by photogrammetrical
methods as the situation requires and it may, if necessary,
advance horizontal and vertical control to the zones of army
topographic battalions. It may frequently be required to re-
inforce army topographic battalions. It may be called upon
to make ground surveys for special installations such as camps
and construction projects.

b. Army topographic battalion.-The primary mission of
this unit is to provide map information adequate for tactical
and strategical requirements of the army. It may reproduce
existing medium scale maps, prepare various map substitutes
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and battle maps, and establish and extend control. Sketches,
drawings, and compilations are also provided for the army
by this battalion. Detachments may be made to a corps
operating on an independent mission. Its reproduction func-
tions will probably be handicapped by greater time restric-
tions and lighter and more mobile equipment than in the case
of the GHQ battalion.

c. Corps topographic company.-The primary mission of
this unit is rapidly to prepare and provide map information,
particularly the hasty types of map substitutes required
initially by the corps, as compared with the slower and more
accurate information at greater depths, both in our own and
enemy territory, provided by the army battalion. Part of
this mission involves increasing the density and extending the
control needed for coordination of field artillery fire. In case
of rapid movement or breakdown of map supply, it will also
reproduce in one color on its portable equipment maps issued
by higher headquarters. It is the smallest engineer unit with
a topographic mission.

* 133. CONTROL DATA FOR FIELD ARTILLERY.-It is the responsi-
bility of the chief engineer, theater of operations, to furnish
to field artillery, through the unit engineers of subordinate
echelons, appropriate data concerning monuments, bench
marks, and other control points in the artillery zone of action
in form for use by artillery survey personnel. This requires
close cooperation between field artillery survey sections and
engineer mapping units of various echelons in order to elimi-
nate unnecessary duplication in their respective tasks. If in
any particular situation conflicts arise, the matter is one for
decision by the higher commander of the major unit concerned
who will adjust the differences so as to accomplish the work
in the order of importance to the unit as a whole. Control
points should be established where needed and control trav-
erses should be carried forward in the proper direction.
Initial or changed gun positions and targets and major
changes in tactical dispositions must be anticipated and
necessary control points and map data provided in advance
of their need.

* 134. TRAINN.---a. Engineer.-(1) Personnel souree.-Per-
sonnel of mapping units is drawn insofar as possible from
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existing military units and from personnel of Government
agencies and private enterprises engaged in similar work.

(2) Unit.-Mapping units are trained in establishment of
ground control, photogrammetry, topographical drafting and
map compilation, map reproduction, and care and operation
of the special equipment required for such work.

(3) Joint-(a) Engineer mapping units and Air Corps
photographic units participate jointly in mapping activities
for training in use of wartime methods and for perfection of
teamwork. This training consists of participation in maneu-
vers and all possible preliminary training in time of war prior
to actual performance.

|COMY COMMANDER
l CATAIN)

COMprMY SURVEIY PHOTO- MAPPING REPRODUCTIO
HEADQUARTERS PLATOON PLATOON PLATOON

FalsN 29.-Corps topographic company (T/O 5-167).

(b) Similarly, joint training of artillery survey personnel
and mapping units of the various echelons is held whenever
possible.

b. Basic, technical, and tactical.-For basic, technical, and
tactical training, see sections V and VI, chapter 1.

c. References.-See appendixes for general references. For
specific references for mapping units, see paragraph le
appendix I.

[ 135. COBAT.-See section VI, chapter 1.

SECTION II

CORPS TOPOGRAPHIC COMPANY

[ 136. ORGANIZATION.-The corps topographic company con-
sists of a company headquarters, and survey, photomapping,
and reproduction platoons organized as shown in figure 29
and table XLIII, appendix II.

* 137. COMPANY HEADQUARTERS.-In addition to the personnel
and duties described in paragraph 12, company headquarters
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includes an additional officer as shown in table XLIII, ap-
pendix II, to relieve the company commander of administra-
tive details. This leaves him free to direct the activities
of the three platoons.

* 138. SURVEY PLATOON.-The survey platoon is charged with
execution and computation of ground control.

a. Organization.-The survey platoon, commanded by a
lieutenant, includes topographic surveyors, topographical
computers, instrument men, recorders, rodmen and chain-
men, axmen, chauffeurs, and a clerk.

b. Equipment.-Equipment of the survey platoon includes
theodolites, transits, levels, stadia and level rods, tapes,
sketching sets, and miscellaneous surveying and computing
equipment. The platoon itself can furnish a limited amount
of transportation for survey parties, obtaining additional
transportation from company headquarters as necessary.

c. Operations.-Personnel and equipment are sufficient to
permit organization into triangulation, traverse, plane table,
or level parties, in practically any combination desired or
into several parties of one kind.

* 139. PHOTOMAPPrNG PLATOON.-Compiles provisional maps
of limited areas from photographs taken by corps aviation
and prepares mosaics and other photomaps for reproduction.

a. Organization.-The photomapping platoon, commanded
by a lieutenant, includes aerial phototopographers, drafts-
men, computers, chauffeurs, and a clerk.

b. Equipment.-Equipment of the photomapping platoon
includes stereocomparagraph sets, a photomapping set, and
miscellaneous drafting equipment. Two l/2 -ton trucks trans-
port platoon equipment.

c. Operations-This unit normally will be with company
headquarters and the reproduction platoon near corps head-
quarters. It uses the slotted templet method and stereocom-
paragraphs for preparation of contoured sketches or maps
from ground control and from aerial photographs. By these
same methods it is possible to extend photographic control
and photomapping into enemy territory.

· 140. REPRODUCTION PLATOON.-Performs map reproduction
functions of the company (see par. 132c).
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a. Organization.-The reproduction platoon, commanded
by a lieutenant, includes lithographers, photographers, copy
cameramen, pressmen, water purification unit operators, and
chauffeurs. It is organized for two-shift operation.

b. Equipment.-Equipment of the reproduction platoon
includes mobile trailers fitted with a copying camera and
17-inch by 19-inch multilith presses, a black and white print-
ing set, a duplicating set, miscellaneous reproduction equip-
ment, and a water purification unit. The platoon has
sufficient trucks to transport its own equipment.

c. Operations.-This platoon reproduces in required quan-
tities the work produced by the photomapping platoon and
existing maps and charts. It is centrally located in order
to take advantage of existing distribution facilities.

* 141. EQUIPrmENT.-Technical equipment of the corps
topographic company consists of surveying, photogrammetri-
cal, and map reproduction equipment. It is characterized by
its relative mobility compared to army and GHQ equipment.

* 142. OPERATIONs.-Operations of the 'corps topographic
company are covered generally in paragraph 132c and the
preceding discussion of the several platoons of the company.
The company operates under control of the corps engineer,
and cooperates with the Air Corps observation squadron and
the field artillery in the corps sector. Its function in pro-
viding control points for field artillery fire will be to carry
forward the control provided by the army topographical
battalion and to increase its density near the artillery areas
so that it will be more readily available for field artillery
survey sections of the corps and divisional field artillery.

SECTION III

ARMY TOPOGRAPHIC BATTALION

* 143. ORGANIZATION.-The army topographic battalion con-
sists of a battalion headquarters, a headquarters and service
company, two survey companies, a photomapping company,
a reproduction company, and attached medical personnel.
Its organization, exclusive of- medical personnel, is shown in
figure 30 and table XLIV, appendix II.
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* 144. BATTALION HEADQUARTERS.-Battalion headquarters in-
cludes a lieutenant colonel commanding the battalion; a
major, operations officer in charge of the operations section,
and chief technical advisor to the battalion commander; a
captain, assistant operations officer; and a captain, adjutant.
For duties and functions of the staff see paragraph 11.

,w 145. HEADQUARTERS AND SERVICE COMPANY (see table XLV,
app. II).-The headquarters and service company includes
personnel, equipment, and transportation for administrative,
operations, and supply functions of battalion headquarters
and the company itself. Detailed organization and qualifica-
tions of the principal noncommissioned officers and specialists
are given in T/O 5-56.

a. Company headquarters.-Includes the company com-
mander (also battalion supply officer), a commissioned as-
sistant, and enlisted men for company administration, mess,
and supply.

b. Administrative section.-,See paragraph 10b.
c. Operations section.-Under the battalion operations

officer, includes topographic surveyors, topographic draftsmen,
a map editor, and clerks who assist the operations officer in
planning employment of the battalion and in preparing
specifications for aerial photography. They also collect,
evaluate, and file control data from outside sources, assist in
Initial stages of control establishment, prepare mapping
specifications, make field checks, and edit all maps prepared
in the battalion.

d. Supply section-Under the battalion supply officer, in-
cludes a lieutenant, a battalion supply sergeant, an instrument
repairman, a storekeeper, and clerks.

e. Transportation section-Under a lieutenant, includes
motor sergeants, auto mechanics, chauffeurs, and motor-
cyclists. It is charged with operation and maintenance of all
motor transportation serving battalion headquarters and
headquarters and service company.

f. Map storage and distribution section.-Under a lieuten-
ant, includes a chief of section, a map supply record sergeant,
and clerks. It orders supplies of, stores, and distributes fin-
ished maps, keeping records of all transactions.
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* 146. SURVEY COMPANY,-a. Organization.-The survey com-
pany comprises a company headquarters and two platoons, as
shown in table XVI, appendix II.

(1) Company headquarters.--The company headquarters
consists of the company commander, two lieutenants, per-
sonnel for routine administration, mess, and supply, and topo-
graphic surveyors, topographical computers, draftsmen, an
instrument repairman, and a record clerk. The company
headquarters has, in addition to normal administrative
responsibilities, the functions of planning and coordinating
company work in accordance with assigned missions and mak-
ing computations to complete control from field data obtained
by the platoons.

(2) Survey platoon.-Each survey platoon is under the com-
mand of a lieutenant and contains a platoon headquarters,
three survey squads, and a signal squad. Personnel includes
a topographic surveyor, survey party chiefs, instrumentmen,
recorders, rodmen, tapemen, riggers, a carpenter, and a record
clerk. The platoon has a limited amount of transportation
for equipment and survey parties; chauffeurs are furnished
by company headquarters. Each of the survey squads
includes a party chief, a transit party, a taping party, and a
level party, and each has identical surveying equipment. In
normal operation each squad is assigned a traverse and exe-
cutes all field work connected therewith. For reconnaissance,
triangulation, or plane table work one or more squads is as-
signed as required, and equipment for the purpose is obtained
from company headquarters. Extra cooks may be attached
and cavalry pack field ranges may be issued from company
headquarters for work on distant missions. In triangulation
work the signal squad assists by erecting towers and signals,
clearing lines of sight, installing monuments, etc.

b. Operations.-The survey company's primary mission is
establishment of control for mapping and its identification on
air photographs. This is accomplished by traverse and tri-
angulation. When use of the aerial photographic method of
mapping is impracticable, the survey companies, in addition
to establishing control, may be required to produce the map
entirely by ground methods. On account of the slowness of
the latter and its limitation to friendly territory, its employ-
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ment should be regarded as an emergency method for small
areas only. The surveying company pushes forward control
as close as possible to the front. It may be made responsible
for a frontal sector of frofn 10 to 15 miles.

U 147. PHOTOMAPPING COMPANY.-This company makes maps
by photogrammetrical methods from aerial photographs and
ground control, the aerial photographs being furnished by
the Air Corps and the ground control by the survey company.

a. Organization.-The company comprises a company
headquarters and three mapping platoons as shown in table
XLVII, appendix II. It is organized to operate in three shifts,
a mapping platoon being assigned to each shift.

(1) Company headquarters.-Includes the company com-
mander, two commissioned assistants and, in addition to per-
sonnel for routine administration, mess, and supply of the
company, a technical group consisting of photogrammetrist,
an aerial photographic laboratory technician, map editors,
and topographical computers.

(2) Mapping platoon.-Each mapping platoon consists of
a platoon headquarters, multiplex, photolaboratory, stereo-
comparagraph, plotting, and drafting sections.

(a) Platoon headquarters.-Consists of two officers, a
photogrammetrist, and clerks. It coordinates work of the
other sections of the platoon.

(b) Multiplex section.-Consists of aerial phototopogra-
phers. With its multiplex equipment it develops topography
on the basis of ground control furnished by the survey com-
pany. The multiplex equipment allows extension of topogra-
phy about 20 miles from an area of dense control with only
moderate errors in position and elevation. Longer extensions
are possible with less assured accuracy.

(c) Photolaboratory section.-Consists of aerial photo-
graphic laboratory technicians who prepare diapositives for
use in the multiplex section of the platoon.

(d) Stereocomparagraph sectiom-Consists of aerial photo-
topographers and photogrammetrists. The stereocompara-
graph is used to supplement the multiplex in plotting contours.

(e) Plotting section.-Consists of photogrammetrists, aerial
phototopographers, and topographical draftsmen. It makes
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projections and prepares control sheets for other sections of
the platoon.

(1) Drafting section.-Consists of an aerial phototopogra-
pher and topographical draftsmen. It compiles or revises
maps by assembling results of work completed by other sec-
tions of the platoon and preparing it for reproduction, includ-
ing color separation drawings where required.

b. Equipment.-Its equipment consists of multiplex pro-
jectors, salzman projectors, stereocomparagraphs, and mis-
cellaneous photogrammetrical equipment and supplies.

c. Operations.-Using the ground control furnished by the
survey company and obtained by other means, and aerial
photographs of territory behind and in advance of the front
lines, the photomapping company makes up control sheets
and fills in the detail by photogrammetrical methods.

* 148. ARMY REPRODUCTION COMPANY.--. Organization-
The company consists of a company headquarters, two litho-
graphic platoons, and a mobile map reproduction platoon
(see Table XLVIII, appendix II).

(1) Company headquarters.-Includes the company'com-
mander; his commissioned assistants, of whom one normally
handles routine company administration, messing, supply, and
operation and repair of transportation, and the other is
the operations assistant for technical supervision of opera-
tions of the company; the enlisted personnel necessary for
company routine; and technicians for supervision over and
assistance to platoons of the company, including lithogra-
phers, electric plant operators, topographic draftsmen, and
phototransferer lithographers.

(2) Lithographio platoon.-Each consists of a platoon
headquarters, drafting, photographic, plate, and press and
finishing sections.

(a) Platoon headquarters.-Consists of the officer in com-
mand of the platoon and a small technical and command
group.

(b) Drafting section-Executes drafting work of the bat-
talion including lithodrafting, except compilation and color
separation of maps prepared by the photomapping company.

(ec) Photographic section.-Consists of photographic tech-
nicians, including wet plate and copy camera photographers,
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retouchers, and printers. It is equipped to make wet plate
and film negatives, contact prints in limited quantities, and
ozalids or black and white prints.

(d) Plate section.-Consists of phototransferer, lithogra-
phers, lithographic draftsmen, and plate grainer operators.
This section prepares lithographic plates.

(e) Press and ftnishing section.-Consists of rotary litho-
graphic pressmen, a printer for preparing titles, place names,
etc., a paper cutter, a paper folder, and a paper racker. This
section reproduces maps on the rotary offset press.

(3) Mobile reproduction platoon.-Consists of a platoon
headquarters and two mobile reproduction sections for two-
shift operation.

(a) Platoon headquarters.-Consists of the officer in com-
mand of the platoon, operators of platoon motor transporta-
tion and accessories, a general lithographer, a map editor, a
topographic draftsman, and a clerk. This section operates
and maintains all automotive equipment of the platoon and
supervises its technical operations.

(b) Mobile reproduction sections.-Each consists of general
lithographers, rotary lithographic pressmen, lithographic and
topographic draftsmen, photographers, retolduchers, paper
handlers, plate grainer, and water purification unit operators,
and a general mechanic. These sections operate cameras and
presses of the mobile reproduction train.

N 149. ATTACHED MEDICAL.-Attached medical personnel have
the normal duties of such a detachment (see par. 13).

* 150. EqmMENT.-Equipment of the army topographic
battalion consists of surveying, photogrammetrical, and map
reproduction equipment. All equipment is mobile but rela-
tively heavier than that of the corps topographic company.

* 151. OPERATnoNs.a. The headquarters of the topographic
battalion, the map reproduction company, and the photo-
mapping company are normally located in the immediate
vicinity of army headquarters to facilitate close coordination
of command and staff functions in the formulation and execu-
tion of mapping operations which involve the army com-
mander, G-2, the army engineer, artillery commander, and
air officer.
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b. Aathority to make reproductions of any nature comes
from the army headquarters. Requests for work are re-
viewed by the appropriate unit engineer. No work should be
done without proper authorization.

c. The battalion commander obtains from G-2 all available
maps of the area of proposed operations, and prepares plans
for amplifying and correcting them. Data for correcting
maps come largely from aerial photographs.

d. In early stages of operations staffs and advanced troops
require maps at once. Immediate delivery is paramount even
at a sacrifice of cartographic excellence. The painstaking
and accurate methods of instrumental topographic surveying
cannot produce maps of new areas with the necessary speed.
The requirement is met by preparation of guide maps and
correction of existing maps from airplane photographs.
Gradually the necessary control work is accomplished and
in successive issues maps can be published in more accurate
form. Control includes recovery of established geodetic
points or beginning a new system after base line measurement,
triangulation, traverse, leveling, and accurate plotting of
control points on the photographs in the field. This control
is supplemented by additional control points to serve as the
basis of control for field artillery fire. It is carried as close
to the front as practicable and serves as a base upon which
to construct, from aerial photographs, maps extending as
deeply as possible into enemy territory. While the occupied
area is the only area fully controlled and only limited control
can be exercised through intersection of points in enemy
territory, reasonably accurate maps may be prepared for
some distance into enemy territory.

SECTION IV

GHQ TOPOGRAPHIC BATTALION

* 152. ORGANIZATION.-The GHQ topographic battalion (see
fig. 31 and table XLIX, App. II) consists of a battalion head-
quarters, headquarters and service company, a survey com-
pany, a photomapping company, a reproduction company,
and attached medical, all of which except the reproduction
company are identical in organization and equipment with
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the corresponding Unit:s of the army topographic battalion
(see sec. III). Therefore the reproduction company only
will be discussed.

* 153. GHQ REPRODUCcnON COMPANY.---. Organizatio.-The
company consists of a company headquarters and three litho-
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graphic platoons for full 24-hour operation (see table L,
App. II).

(1) Company headquarters.-Consists of the company
commander; two commissioned assistants, of whom one han-
dles company routine and the other is operations assistant;
enlisted personnel for routine administration, mess, and
supply; and a technical group, including a general lithog-
rapher, lithographic press erector, electric plant operator,
map editors, and a map mounter who assist in technical
supervision and operations of the company. The company
has a limited amount of transportation.

(2) Lithographic platoon.Each includes a platoon head-
quarters, drafting, photographic, plate, and press and finish-
ing sections, all of which have organization, equipment,
specialists, and duties similar to the corresponding units of
the lithographic platoon of the reproduction company of
the army topographic battalion (see par. 148).

b. Equipment.-Equipment of the GHQ reproduction com-
pany is similar to that of the army reproduction company,
except that it has no mobile reproduction train and its equip-
ment is generally larger and heavier. It is therefore much
less mobile than the army battalion reproduction company.
Whenever suitable lithographic plants exist in the vicinity
of general headquarters they may be taken over and operated
in place of setting up a new plant.

* 154. OPERATIONS-a. The GHQ topographic battalion nor-
mally is located near the general headquarters. It does sur-
veying and mapping of areas within the communications zone
and operates a base printing plant for the field force.

b. The headquarters and service company handles adminis-
tration and supply of the battalion and the map stocks.

c. The surveying company and the photomapping company
operate in a manner similar to the same units of the army
topographic battalion except that in the communications zone
there is less call for the cruder and more rapid methods and
more demand for accurate work. The companies are called
upon for general mapping, and for surveys of sites for camps
and construction projects. The survey company from the
GHQ topographic battalion may be used to supplement those
of the army topographic battalions.
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CHAPTER 9

SUPPLY UNITS

Paragraphs
SECTIoN 1. General .....................- 155

II. Water supply battalion -. ................ 156-167
III. Depot company ............-- 168-171
IV. Mobile shop company .-.................. 172-175

V. Dump truck company ------------------- ---- 176-179

SECTION I

GENERAL

* 155. GENERAL.-Certain engineer troop units, both general
and special, have certain supply functions in addition to their
primary missions. The units discussed in this chapter are
water supply battalion, depot company, mobile shop company,
and dump truck company, the primary functions of which
are of a supply nature.

SECTION II

WATER SUPPLY BATTALION

* 156. MIssIoN.-The major mission of the water supply
battalion is the purification and distribution of water. It
may also be charged with developing sources and installing
and operating water supply points in the absence of general
engineer units.

* 157. ASSIGNMENT.--a. Water supply battalions are assigned
to field armies and the GHQ reserve as shown in table I,
appendix II. Where there is an adequate distribution of
water sources such as in the eastern part of the United States
or in Europe, one water supply battalion can provide water
requirements for an army. The number may be increased
to two or more if adequate sources are sparsely located.

b. Water supply battalions assigned to the army are under
command of the army engineer who usually exercises his
control through a subordinate officer on his staff known as
the army water supply officer.
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* 158. ORGANIZATION.-The water supply battalion consists
of battalion headquarters, headquarters and service company,
three lettered companies, and attached medical personnel as
shown in figure 32 and table LI, appendix II.

* 159. EQUIPMENT.-The water supply battalion is equipped
to pump, purify, store, and transport water and has medical
personnel to test the quality of the water. Equipment for
installation of water supply points is also provided.

* 160. TRANSPORTATION.-The water supply battalion is pro-
vided with sufficient motor vehicles for routine administration
of the battalion, and for supervision of subordinate units while

FInuRE 32.-Water supply battalion (T/O 5-65).

at work. For performance of its water transporting and puri-
fying functions, the battalion contains 15 basic transportation
units of six 750-gallon tank trucks each, and 9 purification
truck units distributed as explained in paragraphs 164 and 165.
The officers and men ride on the vehicles when the unit moves.

* 161. TRAINING.--a. Engineer.-Water supply battalions are
trained in operation and care of motor vehicles and special
equipment assigned to the unit, in development of water
resources, including installation of water supply points, in
technique of water purification, and in water distribution over
wide areas.

b. Basic, technical, and lactical.-See sections V and VI,
chapter 1.
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* 162. COMRAT.-See paragraph 30.

* 163. BATTALION HEADQUARTERS (see table LI, app. II) .--Com-
prises the battalion commander and four members of his staff.
Designations of his staff officers are executive, battalion
adjutant, operations officer, supply officer, and surgeon. Their
duties are in general as prescribed in paragraph 10b, except
that the operations officer combines the duties of operations,
intelligence, plans, and training. The operations officer has
an assistant whose principal duty is concerned with compila-
tion and distribution of water supply information.

* 164. HEADQUARTERS AND SERVICE COMPANY (see table LII,
app. In).-Headquarters and service company is an admin-
istrative and supply unit. It is not organized or equipped
to transport water as are the lettered companies.

a. Organization.-See paragraphs 10o and 16b. This unit
includes personnel for operating the various staff sections of
the battalion headquarters, the supply service for the bat-
talion, and the supervision and reinforcement of water supply
operations.

b. Equipment.-Organizational equipment comprises that
generally described in paragraph 16. The principal engineer
equipment is listed in table LII, appendix II. Transportation
is assigned to the transportation section except the six puri-
fication trucks which are assigned to the purification section.
For description of the water purification truck, see paragraph
223, FM 5-10, and the operating instruction manual for the
M3 water purification unit.

c. Company headquarters (see table LII, app. i).--Oper-
ates and is constituted as described in paragraph 12 a. The
company commander is assisted by a commissioned officer
who handles company administrative details.

d. Headquarters platoon-Supplies enlisted personnel for
battalion staff functions (see pars. 10b and c).

(1) Administrative section.-Includes clerical personnel
making up the office of the battalion adjutant and operates
under his direct charge. It handles routine administration,
clerical work, mimeographing, postal service, and message
center.
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(2) Operations section.-Provides personnel for work
under the operations officer and handles plans, orders,
estimates, engineer reconnaissance, and inspections of
engineer work.

(3) Supply section-Provides personnel for operation of
the battalion supply office. It operates under direction of
the battalion supply officer.

e. Service platoon.-In addition to duties described in
paragraph 10c contains a purification section which includes
six basic water purification units of four men and one puri-
fication truck each. These units may be attached to rein-
force the companies of the battalion or direct to tactical units
as needed.

* 165. WATER SUPPLY COaMPANY.-a. Organization.-The
company as the basic water supply unit is organized and
equipped to procure, pump, transport, purify, and store
water. Detailed organization and qualifications of the prin-
cipal noncommissioned officers and specialists are given for
subordinate company units in T/O 5-67.

b. Company headquarters (see table LIII, app. II).-Han-
dies routine administration of the company and supervises
operations of the two platoons (see par. 12a). In addition
to the administrative personnel and chauffeurs for the com-
pany headquarters transportation, one staff sergeant is chief
mechanic and motor inspector for the company. He is in
charge of the motor repair truck and supervises training of
platoon mechanics. The engineer equipment listed in table
LIII, appendix II, is transported in the company headquarters
cargo trucks.

c. Transportation platoon.-() Platoon headquarters.-
Personnel operates its organic transportation, supervises me-
chanical condition of the platoon transportation, and super-
vises operations of the platoon.

(2) Tank truck section.-Basic water transportation unit.
One chauffeur and an assistant chauffeur are provided for
each tank truck. The section cares for, operates, and makes
running repairs to its six tank trucks.

d. Service platoon.-Provides personnel and equipment for
purification, pumping, and storage of water, and provides an
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additional tank truck section for local distribution from a
water source or to supplement the transportation platoon.

(1) Platoon headquarters.-Has personnel for supervision
of the platoon operations and to operate any transportation
that may be assigned to it.

(2) Tank truck section.-Organized and equipped essen-
tially the same as the tank truck section of the transportation
platoon.

(3) Purification section.--Operates one purification truck
on a two-shift basis. It is supervised by a staff sergeant who
is a water purification expert. The other enlisted personnel
include a chauffeur for the purification truck, two enginemen
for the pumping plant, and two filter operators. All per-
sonnel assigned to the purification truck are trained in its
operation.

(4) Installation section.-Comprises a section sergeant and
two installation squads. Each installation squad includes a
corporal and necessary specialists for installation (carpenter,
engineman, mechanic, canvas worker, water tender, and
laborer). It installs and operates the water supply equip-
ment (canvas basins and pumps) at temporary water supply
points. Necessary tools and equipment for this work are ob-
tained from the company and headquarters and service
company.

* 166. ATTACHED MEDICAL.-The medical detachment is simi-
lar in organization and duties to the medical detachment de-
scribed in paragraph 13, and in addition is charged with
analysis of the water provided for troops by the water supply
battalion.

* 167. OPERATIONS.-a. Commanders of troops of all arms are
responsible that their units are provided with an adequate
supply of water. When local supply is inadequate in quantity
or quality, the battalion may develop additional facilities and
it distributes and purifies water to meet minimum require-
ments of the command. Development of additional facilities,
including installation and operation of water supply points, is
a function of general engineer troops of all echelons. Water
may be transported by railway tank cars to railheads and by
the water supply battalion either from such' railheads or from
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water supply points to water distributing points, both of which
are installed and operated by general engineers. Water dis-
tribution from such points to troops is a function of the using
unit. For other water supply operations, see paragraph 273.
For technical details, see FM 5-10.

b. The battalion has equipment for pumping, purifying,
storing, and transporting water as shown in table I below:

TABLE I

Gallons per minute Gallons

Pump Purify Store Transport

Headquarters and service ..... '1,590 420 055,560
Company -. 2. 1 100 70 22, 500 22, 500
Battalion (total) 1,. 80 630 123,060 67,500

' 6 purification trucks used as simple pumps and 18 power pumps provided in
water supply equipment.

2 I purification truckl used as a simple pump.
I 6 purification trucks.

1 purification truck.
E in eighteen 3,000-gallon and six 260-gallon eanvas basins of water supply equip-

ment.
e Storage capacity of tank trucks.

c. The water supply battalion may act as a unit or sub-
divisions thereof may be attached to other engineer units.

d. The company may operate under direct command of
the battalion commander or may be attached to a corps
or a division. It may also be attached to other engineer units
to which water supply work has been delegated in a given
area.

e. Employment of platoons of the water supply company
depends upon the situation.

(1) The transportation platoon is equipped only for trans-
portation of water but may operate its source of supply by
attachment of an installation squad from the service platoon.
It also may be equipped to purify water by attachment of a
purification section from the service platoon or from the head-
quarters and service company.
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(2) The service platoon has personnel for operating water
sources as well as personnel and equipment for purifying and
transporting water. It may be operated as a unit or sections
thereof may be attached to transportation platoons.

(3) Two water supply units (to operate sources, purify,
pump, and transport water) may be simultaneously formed
in the company. One is formed by attaching the purification
section and an installation squad from the service platoon
to one transportation platoon. The other is made by com-
bining a purification section from the headquarters and serv-
ice company with the second installation squad from the
service platoon and the second transportation platoon. In
such cases the tank truck section of the service platoon would
be attached as a whole or by subsections to one or both of
the transportation platoons, or it may be given the separate
mission of local supply of units near the water supply point.

f. Headquarters and service company is provided with water
supply equipment and transportation to permit the battalion
commander to increase the capacity of water supply com-
panies if the situation demands. Water supply and water
purification equipment may also be attached to corps or
divisions without reducing working capacities of water.supply
companies. When purification units are attached to other
units the purification truck is accompanied by its personnel.

SECTION III

DEPOT COMPANY

U 168. GENERAL.-a. Mission.-The primary mission of this
unit is the operation of engineer depots and other engineer
supply agencies. It may form the nucleus of a large special
engineer depot, or the engineer section of a general depot, or
may operate a small engineer supply establishment. Depot
sections or detachments therefrom may assist in operation of
supply points in army service areas, or may be attached to
corps (see ch. 11).

b. Assignment.For normal assignment in a balanced GHQ
force, see table I, appendix II.

c. Organization-The depot company consists of a head-
quarters platoon and three depot platoons organized as shown
in figure 33 and table LIV, appendix II. The basic operating
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unit is the depot section of about 35 men. There are four
such sections in the company.

d. Equipment.-(1) The organic equipment of the engineer
depot company is sufficient to operate its various depot de-
tachments. The company transportation consists of ve-
hicles for routine company administration, handling supplies
and operating equipment, and reconnaissance and inspection,
but is insufficient for moving its personnel. The unit moves
by rail or by trucks specially assigned by higher headquarters
for the purpose.

(2) The equipment for depot operations includes standard
engineer sets as listed in table LIV, appendix II, and special
equipment, including a library of engineering handbooks and
catalogs, and warehouse tools for receipt, inspection, account-

CO..AS. COMMAE. R
CAPTAIN
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Fioazm 33.-Engineer depot company (T/O 5-47).

ing, care, storage, and shipment of engineer equipment and
supplies.

e. Training.-(1) Engineer.-Depot companies are trained
in methods of storage of all classes of engineer equipment
and of those supplies of all arms and services needed for en-
gineer work, and also in paper work involved in receipt, stor-
age, and issue of equipment and supplies.

(2) Basic, technical and tactical.-See sections V and VI,
chapter 1.

f. Combat.--See paragraph 30.

* 169. HEADQUARTERS PLATOON.-a. Company headquarters
section.--Organized and operated as described in paragraph
12a.

b. Depot section. headquarters platoon.-Used either in the
operation of a part of a large depot in which the whole com-
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pany may be engaged, or where the company is assigned to
an area in which its platoons are dispersed on several supply
installations, it may be assigned to the operation of one of
these installations. Its organization is similar to the depot
section of the depot platoon described below.

U 170. DEPOT PLATOON (see fig. 33).-Suitable for employment
in a portion of a large depot where it may handle several
departments; for operation of a smaller engineer supply point
such as an engineer :railhead; or for attachment to a lower
echelon such as a corps for operation of one or more dumps.
However, it is not necessarily attached to the corps because
of the fact that it operates supply points in the corps service
area. Instead, administrative advisability governs its attach-
ment in such cases.

a. Platoon headquarters section.--Includes the platoon
commander and enlisted clerical personnel who handle the
paper work at platoon headquarters and the clerical work of
the depot or supply point to which the platoon may be assigned
for operations. The section handles incoming requisitions,
routing them to the proper place for supply, prepares outgoing
requisitions for stockages, keeps note of supply levels and
operates messenger service.

b. Depot section.-Includes a sergeant in charge of the
section; a sergeant storekeeper who is charged with super-
vision over stocks kept in the depot or supply point; 4 cor-
porals and 29 privates who do clerical work in connection with
handling stocks, general warehousing, assembling of equip-
ment, and general repairs to salvaged articles returned to the
depot. This section handles supply items, making receipts
and issues, classifying, salvaging, repairing, and guarding the
engineer stores.

* 171. OPERATIONS.-. Depot companies may be employed
anywhere in the theater of operations. When used in the
larger depots of the communications zone where the tonnage
of supplies handled is beyond the labor capacity of the depot
company, civilian labor may be employed or additional troops
may be detailed. When conditions warrant the assignment
of a unit of general engineer troops such as a battalion to an
engineer depot, together with a depot company, the usual plan
of operation is to charge the commander of the general engi-
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neer troop organization with sole responsibility for conduct
of the depot and to attach the depot company to his organi-
zation for use as the depot overhead organization.

b. When depot companies are assigned to tactical service
areas or commands for operation of engineer supply installa-
tions pertaining exclusively to the unit, they operate under
the unit engineer (see par. 9). As a general rule, depot com-
panies are charged with receipt, inspection, storage, and issue
of engineer supplies. Normally, one company is assigned to
the army service area and one company to each section of the
communications zone. Additional depot companies from
GHQ reserve will be attached as necessary.

c. In a war of movement the amount of the engineer sup-
plies received from the rear by divisions, corps, and armies
will be comparatively small but the collection of engineer
supplies found locally within the areas may become of consid-
erable extent and importance. Depots and similar establish-
ments move by bounds. In an advance they are located and
supplies accumulated as far forward as the tactical situation
permits and the communication system affords distribution to
the front. Depot platoons or detachments from depot com-
panies may be assigned as necessary to assist in receipt and
issue of such supplies. When the advance is resumed this
depot personnel remains in the area and continues to admin-
ister these stores as directed by higher authority, usually the
army engineer.

d. One engineer depot company can furnish personnel to
handle a depot of about 300,000 square feet of storage area.
The company commander organizes depot operations, as-
signing his depot platoons or sections to handling supplies
by categories, namely, transportation, water supply, explosives,
electrical supplies, lumber and shelter, technical equipment
(surveying and drafting instruments, etc.), road building
equipment, camouflage, field fortification supplies, etc. Sup-
ply operations of the company include receipt, storage, and
issue; assembly and test of machinery; repair and restocking
of salvage. The depot officer is not concerned with estab-
lishing priorities, that being a function of higher authority.
He issues upon requisitions submitted according to the funda-
mentals outlined in chapter 11. He keeps his unit engineer
informed at all times of the. status of stocks and makes recoem-
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mendations designed to avoid accumulation of supplies not
needed and to prevent exhaustion of stocks for which there
is a great demand. He maintains a guard to prevent unau-
thorized tampering with depot stocks and prepares plans
for removal and destruction of stores in event of withdrawal.
Details of organization and operations of engineer supply
establishments is covered in chapter 11.

TECH SEC REPIIR SEC

i nIx . 4.. b p company (T/O 5 157).
Fixuas 34.--Mobile shop company (T/O 5-157).

SECTION IV

MOBILE SHOP COMPANY

i 172. GENERAL.-a. Mission.-The mission of the mobile
shop company is to accomplish third echelon maintenance of
all equipment for which the Corps of Engineers has main-
tenance responsibility.

b. Assignment-The assignment of mobile shop companies
in a GHQ force is given in table I, appendix II.

c. Organization.-The mobile shop company, as prescribed
in T/O 5-157, consists of a headquarters platoon and three
mobile shop platoons (see table LV, app. II, and fig. 34).

d. Equipment.The company is equipped with such hand
tools and small power tools as are normally required in the
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repair of heavy equipment and it has certain machine tools
in addition. All equipment is mobile, mounted on tool and
bench trucks, machine shop trucks, welding trucks, and wreck-
ing trucks. Spare parts trucks are also organic equipment.
For purposes of messing, administration, and self-supply, the
mobile shop company has the usual equipment and trans-
portation (see pars. 16 and 18).

e. Training.-(l) Because of the specialized nature of tne
work on which this company is employed, it is essential that
the provisions of paragraph 24 regarding initial selection of
personnel, training of additional specialists, etc., be followed
insofar as possible. This is not always possible. In any
event, prior to assignment, personnel assigned should have
demonstrated aptitude for mechanical work through standard
Army aptitude tests. The unit commander should constantly
train increasing numbers of personnel in all essential tasks,
utilizing the apprentice system, in order that casualties will
not cripple the work and that ready expansion may be made
to meet military needs.

(2) Basic, technical, and tactical training is conducted as
prescribed in paragraphs 20 to 28.

(3) Combat training for the mobile shop company is covered
in paragraphs 29 and 30,

* 173 HEADQUARTERS PLATOON.-a. Is charged with general
coordination of work of the other platoons of the company
and handles routine administration and supply of the com-
pany. Detailed: organization and requisite qualifications for
noncommissioned officers and specialists for this platoon and
other subordinate units of the company are given in T/O
5-157.

b. Company headquarters section.-Includes the usual per-
sonnel for company administration, and routine (see par.
12a).

c. Supply section.-Includes a sergeant, storekeeper; a cor-
poral, stock record clerk; a private, general clerk; and a
chauffeur. It is charged with procurement of spare parts
and all other necessities for shop operations.

d. Technical section.-Includes a master sergeant, master
mechanic; a staff sergeant, general electrician; a corporal,
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record clerk; and a private, toolmaker. It functions as an in-
formation agency on all technical matters for the entire
company. It collects and disseminates information on repair
methods, repair expediencies, spare parts, etc. Its services
are available as requested by using organizations to facilitate
first and second echelon maintenance. Services of its tech-
nical specialists are rotated among the platoons to insure
proper maintenance of equipment of the company.

] 174. MOBILE SHOP PLATOON.-Includes a platoon headquar-
ters, a repair section, and an emergency repair section which
perform all actual maintenance tasks.

a. Platoon headquarlers.-Includes a first lieutenant, pla-
toon commander who should be experienced in equipment
maintenance; a technical sergeant, mechanic foreman; a ser-
geant, storekeeper; and a corporal, record clerk. It controls
and oversees operations of the platoon, insures supply of spare
parts, and keeps necessary records of the maintenance work
accomplished.

b. Repair section--Commanded by a staff sergeant, gen-
eral mechanic, and includes additional general mechanics, a
blacksmith, a carpenter, general electricians, machinists, a
carburetion mechanic, an ignition mechanic, and a welder.
The section is equipped with such mobile repair units as
machine shop truck, a tool and bench truck, a welding truck,
and a spare parts truck, and performs tasks on all equipment
which is brought to its temporary shop location.

(1) Machine shop truck is equipped with machine tools,
including a lathe and a drill press.

(2) Tool and bench truck provides work benches and spe-
cial mechanic's tools not included in individual mechanic's
kits.

(3) Welding truck provides electric and acetylene weld-
ing and acetylene cutting facilities.

(4) Spare parts truck furnishes a wide variety of essential
replacement parts.

c. Emergency repair section.-Includes a sergeant, general
mechanic; two privates, general mechanics; and a chauffeur.
It is equipped with an emergency repair truck and a wrecker
truck so it can move to any point as needed within the area
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served. It makes repairs on the spot where possible; other-
wise, it secures additional facilities from the repair section
or it transports damaged equipment to the repair section.

* 175. OPERATIONS.-a. Operations of the mobile shop com-
pany are characterized by its ability to maintain close con-
tact with the units served and thus provide third echelon
maintenance in forward areas. Emergency repair service is
provided at the site of breakdowns.

b. Facilities available for conducting operations of the
mobile shop company are truck-mounted and are independent
of commercial power sources. Such sources may be used
when available.

c. The mobile shop company is assigned to a field army.
The company may be established as a unit or it may be
decentralized to permit assigning mobile shop platoons to
individual corps.

d. Facilities for fourth echelon maintenance will be pro-
vided by the organization of a shop unit with heavier and more
complete shop equipment such as a heavy shop company or
a heavy shop battalion. Such a shop unit, in conjunction
with the mobile shop companies, will provide third and fourth
echelon maintenance facilities similar to those of correspond-
ing quartermaster units.

SECTION V

DUMP 'TRUCK COMPANY

* 176. GENERAL.--a. Mission.-The primary mission of this
unit is to transport road metal or other bulky materials in
connection with engineer operations.

b. Assignment.-For assignment to a balanced GHQ force
see table I, appendix II.

c. Organization.-The war strength dump truck company
is organized generally as shown in figure 35 and table LVI,
appendix II.

d. Equipment.-The principal equipment of the dump truck
company consists of 1/2-ton dump trucks. Nine trucks are
provided for each dump truck section; 45 for the entire com-
pany. Organizational equipment is provided similar to that
of the company (see par. 16).
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e. Training.-Dump truck companies are trained in opera-
tion and care of motor vehicles, in delivery of material to
working parties, and in handling motor convoys. For basic,
technical, and tactical training, see sections V and VI,
chapter 1.

f. Combat.-See paragraph 30. Use of dump truck com-
panies in combat will be rare. Their training for combat will
be principally with the rifle for their own security and for
protection of their movements, and similar to training of
infantry in this respect.

* 177. HEADQUARTERS PLATOON.-This platoon is divided into
a company headquarters and a dump truck section.

a. Company headquariers.-Consists of the company com-
mander, a lieutenant, and the necessary enlisted personnel

| H I< ISW I I SEC ISEC II SEC. || SEC I SEC:I S

FIGURE 35.-Dump truck company (T/O 5-88).

for carrying on the functions described in paragraph 12a. For
motor movements, three 1'/-ton dump trucks, in addition to
vehicles organically assigned to the company headquarters,
are required for movement of rations and baggage, and for
gas and oil.

b. Dump truck section.-Consists of enlisted men who op-
erate nine I /2 -ton dump trucks. It is commanded by a
sergeant, truckmaster. The section provides one chauffeur
for each truck and five spare chauffeurs. One of the privates
of the section is an automobile mechanic and makes minor
repairs to vehicles of the section.

* 178. TRANSPORTATION PLATOON (see fig. 35).--a. General.-
The transportation platoon is commanded by a commissioned
officer and contains a headquarters section and two dump
truck sections.
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b. Headquarters section.--Includes a lieutenant, platoon
commander; a staff sergeant, platoon leader; and two privates.
This section provides the platoon commander with assistance
necessary for supervising operations of the dump truck sections
and maintenance of their vehicles.

c. Dump truck section.--Consists of a sergeant, truck-
master, two corporals, nine chauffeurs (one for each dump
truck), and five spare chauffeurs, one auto mechanic for
minor repair work, and two basic privates.

* 179. OPERATIONS.-a. Dump truck companies furnish trans-
portation for movement of bulk materials in connection with
engineer operations. In normal employment they are at-
tached to organizations of general engineer troops engaged
on road and railroad construction involving earth cuts and
fills, bridges, and placing road metal and track ballast.

b. Determination of size of subdivision of a dump truck
company to be assigned to a unit for a specific operation in-
volving haulage must take into consideration not only cargo-
carrying capacity of the trucks, but also capacity of the unit
served to handle the material at both loading and receiving
ends of the job. It must also take into consideration limita-
tions imposed by the site of the work upon the number of
trucks which can be used economically.

c. For operations the dump truck company frequently is
broken up into platoons or sections and attached to general
engineer troops distributed over a wide area. For such opera-
tions it may be impracticable for some of the elements to
be fed and supplied by the company headquarters and these
services must be Performed by the units to which they are
attached. In such cases the company headquarters functions
are reduced to technical supervision of the various elements
of the company as far as this may be practicable and desirable,
and repair or exchange of equipment. When the company
is divided, the headquarters platoon may itself be attached
to a unit with or without transportation platoons or elements
thereof. In such a case it normally should be attached to the
unit to which the greatest proportion of the transportation
of the company is to be attached.
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CHAPTER 10

TROOP MOVEMENTS. SHELTERS AND CAMPS

Paragraphs
SrcnoN I. Troop movements -------------------------- 180-193

II. Shelters and camps ------------------------- 194-201
III. Engineer assistance to large units for movements

and shelters ------------------------------- 202-207

SECTION I

TROOP MOVEMENTS

* 180. GENERAL.-A successful troop movement is one that
places troops and their equipment at their destination at the
proper time and in condition for effective work. This requires
careful plans and preparations, and rigorous execution. For
general information, see FM 100-5 and 25-10.

* 181. METIHOD.-a. Troop movements are made by marching
by foot, by truck, rail, water, or air, or any combinations
thereof.

b. All movements in the combat zone and shorter move-
ments in rear of the combat zone are generally made by
marching by foot and by truck. Trucks should be used when-
ever practicable to increase mobility and reduce fatigue of
troops.

c. Longer movements in areas reasonably free from hostile
air attack are generally by rail.

d. Movements by land are usually preferable to movements
by water when an adequate land route exists.

e. Air movements are used for bodies of troops when time
is the primary consideration, when destination is inaccessible
to other means of transport, and for bodies of troops to be
used for disrupting air, signal, and other enemy rear installa-
tions in support of a general offensive.

* 182. DEFIrrINsONS.-. March unit.-A tactical unit or group
of tactical units under a single commander for purposes of
march control. This term is applied to all types of units
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whether foot, horse, or motor. For engineer foot troops the
march unit is the battalion; for completely motorized engi-
neer units, the company.

b. March column.-One or more march units, or serials,
under a column commander and using the same route.

c. Serial.-One or more march units, preferably with simi-
lar mobility, placed under one commander for march pur-
poses. Frequently serials are formed by combining elements
of a command that are to travel at the same rate of march,
as by combining foot, horse, and motor elements each in
different serials. Serials should be numbered consecutively
in their order of march from front to rear in columns, be-
ginning with the column on the right. For example, if a
command is to march in two columns and there are three
serials in the right column, the leading serial in the left column
will be number 4.

d. Initial point (IP).-A point at which a moving column
is formed by the successive arrival thereat of its subdivisions.

e. Regulating point (RP).-An easily recognizable point
where a motor transport column is separated into groups for
entrucking and detrucking.

f. Entrucking point (EP) or detrucking point (DP).-Des-
ignated locality where the head of a group of trucks halts for
the entrucking, or detrucking, of troops or supplies. If
practicable, troops will be entrucked and detrucked in areas
affording concealment.

g. Entrucking (detrucking) group.-Troops, material, and
supplies entrucked (detrucked) at an entrucking (detruck-
ing) point, including motor transportion used.

h. Shuttling.-Movement of troops, equipment, and supplies
by truck involving one or more return trips.

i. Entraining (detraining) point.-Station or yard on a
railroad at which troops are entrained (detrained).

* 183. ORDERS FROM HIGHER COMMANDER.-a. Engineer units
normally move either as a part of a large unit (for example,
a combat battalion accompanying its division) or inde-
pendently on order of a higher headquarters (for example,
a corps combat regiment moving to a new work site on orders
of its corps commander). In both instances the engineer
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commander will receive orders for the move from the unit
commander. These orders in the form of a five-paragraph
field order generally cover such details as-

(1) Kind of movement.
(2) Time of starting.
(3) Destination, or duration of move.
(4) Route.
(5) Location of IP or EP and route thereto.
(6) Missions en route.
(7) Instructions for engineer troops to be attached to

other elements of the command.
(8) Precautions as to secrecy and security.
(9) Instructions for detachments left behind.
(10) Instructions for trains, supply, and evacuation.
(11) Other details requiring coordination by the higher

commander.
b. When an engineer commander desires to move his unit

on his own initiative he should request authority of his
commander to prevent interference with movements of other
units.

E 184. REcoNNAIssANcE.-a. Plans and orders for movement
must be based on conditions affecting the movement. When
it is made into an area not occupied by friendly troops or
when friendly sources of information are inadequate nec-
essary information must be obtained by reconnaissance.
Ground reconnaissance is usually essential, although it may
be materially assisted by air or map reconnaissance. Engi-
neer units moving independently provide their own recon-
naissance. Engineer units accompanying a large command
usually make only engineer reconnaissance.

b. Engineer reconnaissance primarily is to determine the
condition and capacity of routes, particularly those for motor
transportation, and to find out what engineer work should
be done to assist the movement.

1 185. SEcuRITY.-Engineer troops moving in rear protected
areas as a rule need security only against air attack. How-
ever, in a rapidly moving situation or in case of a hostile
break-through measures must be taken to prevent surprise
by armored groups. In proximity to the enemy, engineers
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usually move in company with other troops who furnish
necessary security against ground forces, the engineers fur-
nishing their own security against air attack. Where
engineers must provide their own security against ground
forces, they do so as prescribed in FM 100-5.

* 186. SECRECY.-Measures to insure secrecy for a movement
are directed primarily against aerial observation. They in-
clude marching at night instead of in daylight, prohibitions
on use of lights, taking cover when enemy airplanes appear,
etc.

* 187. NGINNEER DECISIONS AND ORDERS.-a. Orders of the
higher commander must be supplemented by detailed decisions
of the engineer commander.

b. Based on orders received and on information gained from
reconnaissance, the engineer commander prepares a detailed
plan as the basis of a march order in the general form of a
field order. It is normally desirable to precede the march
order with a warning order so that subordinate units can
make preparations in advance.

* 188. PREPARATIONS.-a. In preparing for the movement,
allowance must be made for the time required for caring for
engineer equipment. It often happens that engineer units
have in their possession equipment issued to them for special
work which it is not desirable or practicable to take with
them to their new location. Arrangements must be made
to turn over this equipment either to other using troops or
to army or corps depots prior to the movement. Detachments
from depot companies may be employed to take 'over these
supplies.

b. Administrative preparation should insure that-
(1) Men, equipment, and motor vehicles are in the best

possible condition.
(2) Units are properly equipped.
(3) Vehicles are properly loaded and serviced.
(4) Replenishment of supplies is provided for.
(5) Traffic control arrangements are complete.
(6) Provision is made for care and evacuation of sick

and wounded.
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* 189. MARCHES BY FoOT.-a. General-(l) Movements of
foot troops normally include movement of their organic trans-
portation. This transportation should be used whenever
practicable to lighten the load on the individual by carrying
as much of his personal equipment as the tactical situation
and road capacity permit.

(2) Movement of organic and attached motor transporta-
tion of a unit moving on foot should be regulated so that the
vehicles while moving. travel at their normal road speed and
not at the speed of the foot troops. To accomplish this,
motor transportation may precede the foot troops to the
destination, or follow them at such a time interval as to
arrive at the destination with or soon after the foot troops,
or accompany them by moving by bounds, or move by a
route other than that used by the foot troops. It is fre-
quently desirable to break motor transportation up into two
or more serials. In any case, motor movements should be
so regulated that supplies and equipment carried thereby
may be used to facilitate the march of foot troops and to
assist them in execution of any assigned missions.

b. Orders.-The order for a march should cover all the
following points that apply to the particular situation. They
are listed below in the sequence followed in a five-paragraph
field order:

(1) Information of the enemy and our own troops when
advisable.

(2) Statement of object of the march, time of starting,
route or routes, and destination.

(3) Detailed instructions for-
(a) Each march serial, to include such points as-

1. Location of, route to, and time of clearing IP.
2. Route of march.
3. March formation and rate of march to be used.
4. Position in march column and intervals to be

maintained.
5. Missions en route.
6. Liaison.
7. Equipment to be carried.
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(b) Subordinate units to be attached to the other com-
mands, to include such points as-

1. Liaison to be established prior to attachment.
2. Time and place to report for attachment.
3. Missions while attached.
4. Supplies and equipment to be taken.
5. Duration of attachment.

(c) Precautions as to secrecy, security, and march dis-
cipline applicable to the command as a whole.

(4) Detailed instructions for supply and evacuation, to in-
clude such points as arrangements for-

(a) Supply of engineer materials needed to accomplish
missions en route.

(b) Evacuation of casualties occuring during the march.
(5) Detailed instructions providing for maintenance of

signal communications, to include such points as-
(a) Location of the commander, or place where messages

will be sent in the march column.
(b) Location and time of opening of any temporary com-

mand post to be established during the march.
c. March table.-In the march order of the division or

higher unit, certain of the instructions for the march are
frequently incorporated in an annex to the field order called
a march table. A form for a march table is given in FM
101-10.

d. Conduct of march.-() In starting the march the com-
mander assembles his subordinate units in an appropriate for-
mation and moves them to the initial point at such time and
in such manner that there will be neither delay for other
elements of the march column nor unnecessary waiting for
his command at the initial point or elsewhere.

(2) On the march, rest halts are usually made during
the last part of each hour; 15 minutes the first hour and 10
minutes thereafter. At these halts, men should get off their
feet and rest as much as possible.

(3) Troops should drink all the water they need before
starting and drink sparingly during the march. Water should
come only from sources found safe by the medical service.

(4) The head of each march unit should maintain a steady,
even pace at all times to prevent crowding or overextension
at the rear.
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(5) The engineer commander. and his staff ordinarily
march at the head of the main body of engineer troops.

(6) Stragglers are either admitted to an ambulance by
authority of the unit surgeon, or are taken in charge by a
small guard marching at the tail of the unit.

(7) For protection against air attack troops break forma-
tion, take cover on both sides of the road, and then deliver
rifle and machine-gun fire on attacking planes. As soon as
attacking planes have passed, troops should be reformed and
the march continued with minimum delay.

(8) Troops are not kept in column or under arms any
longer than necessary, particularly during rest halts and on
arrival at destination.

U 190. MARCHES BY TRUCK (see also FM 25-10) .- a. General.-
(1) The two major sources of trucks for moving troops are-

(a) Vehicles of the organization concerned. As some engi-
neer units do not have transportation for all equipment and
personnel at one time, movements depending on organic
transportation only may involve shuttling.

(b) Vehicles assigned by higher headquarters. These may
consist of quartermaster motor units of division, corps, or
army, or of borrowed organic transportation of other units.

(2) In planning a movement by truck, the following par-
ticular points should be considered:

(a) Number of troops to be moved and amount of equip-
ment and supplies.

(b) Transportation available.
(c) Distance or duration of the movement.
(d) Motor routes available.
(3) An engineer unit, whether moving independently or as

part of a command, normally needs only one entrucking point
for loading. When several units are included in one move-
ment or when it is desirable to provide more than one entruck-
ing point for a single unit as when the unit is scattered and
there is not time for assembly prior to the move, the plan
for loading should provide for-

(a) Regulating point (RP) where incoming truck column
is divided into groups, one for each entrucking point.

(b) Entrucking points (EP) to which groups of trucks go
from regulating point for loading.
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(c) Initial point (IP) to which groups of loaded trucks go
to be reformed into one column. The same general method is
followed for unloading at detrucking points.

(4) -Routes from RP to IP should be such that trucks do not
have to turn around on a road or double back on incoming
columns. When a choice exists, routes from RP to EP's and
from EP's to IP should be chosen so that if a steep grade
must be passed it is climbed when the trucks are empty.
Whenever practicable, trucks should avoid passing through
bivouac areas of troops not engaged in the movement.

(5) (a) Shuttling may be done in one of two ways, by
having trucks make complete trips each time, keeping all
entrucking points in the vicinity of the initial bivouac or
assembly area; or by having trucks make partial trips after
the first trip, marching troops to advanced entrucking points
while trucks are moving initial loads. The first method ordi-
narily is preferable; the second method should be used only
when saving time for the movement is of importance.

(b) For an engineer unit moving independently by shuttling
in a rear protected area, the simplest procedure is first to
move all vehicles to the destination with their organic car-
goes; then to send back empty such vehicles as are needed
to transport the foot troops. For an engineer unit ac-
companying a large command moving by shuttling, details of
the move will be prescribed by the higher commander and
may involve use of engineer transportation for moving other
troops, if engineer work is not more important.

b. Orders.-The order for a movement by truck is similar
in form and in general contents to the march order described
in paragraph 189 b, with modifications of paragraph three to
include RP's, EP's, routes of motor columns thereto and to
IP's, and similar data pertaining to a truck movement covered
above. When shuttling involving marching is used, orders
should also cover instructions for troops marching from
initial area to advanced EP's.

c. Entrucking tables.-When a truck movement involves
use of several entrucking points, instructions for movement
to the IP may be incorporated in an annex to the field order
called an entrucking table. A form for an entrucking table
is given in FM 101-10 and 25-10. Data for an entrucking
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table is prepared most easily by using a computation sheet as
given in FM 101-10 or 25-10.

d. Conduct of truck movement.-(1) Guides meet the in-
coming truck column at the RP and conduct trucks of each
group to designated EP's. Each truck group usually halts at
the RP for a short time to receive orders and pick up guides.
After entrucking is completed, guides conduct truck groups
to the IP.

(2) Trucks usually use the halt at the EP for inspection and
servicing, for which 30 minutes ordinarily is allotted. The
work of loading personnel and mat6riel is done concurrently.
The latter is begun upon arrival of the trucks, but loading of
troops should be timed so that they do not have to wait more
than a few minutes before the trucks move out. Fifteen
minutes is ample time for loading troops with their individual
equipment; six minutes is enough for trained troops.

(3) On arrival at the EP, troops should be divided into
groups of the proper size for truck loads and placed along
the road so that each group will be near its truck. This should
be done without interfering with other traffic on the road, and
without exposing the troops unduly to air attack.

(4) When tactical considerations permit, truck columns
may move at prescribed average rates of speed. The distance
between trucks varies almost directly with the speed. Thus
the time length of a column, that is, the time required for it
to pass a given point, is about the same for all speeds. The
rate of speed prescribed should suit type and condition of
road, weather, etc. A long column, as for a regiment, operates
most efficiently at speeds from 25 to 35 miles per hour on
good roads, and from about 15 to 25 miles per hour on poor
roads.

(5) A 15-minute halt is usually made at the end of the
first hour to inspect trucks and loads, and permit men to
relieve themselves; similar halts are made every 2 or 3 hours
thereafter. Trucks close up with marching units when they
halt.

(6) A truck which has to stop for any reason should move
off the road. If unable to clear the road under its own power,
it should be pushed off promptly by a following truck. If the
truck is disabled so as to require major repairs, its load is
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removed and transferred to an extra truck. If able to rejoin
the convoy, it should fall in at the rear of the next marching
unit that passes.

(7) Repair trucks and extra trucks for replacement pur-
poses travel at the tail of the truck column. Disabled trucks
which can be placed in running condition by minor repairs
are repaired by the mechanics on the repair trucks and rejoin
the convoy by proceeding at increased speed. Trucks requir-
ing major repairs are towed by extra trucks to the convoy
destination; if towing is impossible they are left alongside the
road to be recovered as the situation permits.

(8) After detrucking, troops and mat6riel should be kept
clear of the road until the empty trucks have cleared the
detrucking point and following columns have passed.

* 191. MOVEMENT BY RAIL.-a. General.-(1) Troop units are
moved on standard trains of either type A or type B, consisting
of the following kinds and numbers of cars:

Kinds of cars Type A Type B To accommodate-

Coach . 1 1 Officers.
Box .--------.......... 18 0 Men, supplies, and equipment.
Flat ------.----.-------.---- 14 23 Vehicles.
Caboose - ------- - 1 1 Train crew.

Total -- 34 34

i I for use as a kitchen car.

Tactical units on any given train are usually accompanied by
their organic and attached motor transportation and equip-
ment on the same train. However, in some situations it may
be desirable to have motor transportation of the units move
by highway in order to reduce rail transportation require-
ments.

(2) Instructions relative to a rail movement, which gen-
erally come from army or higher headquarters, specify time
movement is to begin or be completed, destination and future
employment of unit, entraining and detraining points, and
number of trains available for the movement. The com-
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mander of a unit ordered to move by rail is especially con-
cerned with orderly entrainment and detrainment of his unit
as scheduled with minimum inconvenience to the troops,
security measures at entraining and detraining points and
en route, and special supply and administrative arrange-
ments required.

(3) The troop commander has no control over operation of
trains. A railway traffic officer accompanies each train and
is the intermediary between the commander of the troops
carried on the train and railway personnel.

b. Orders-The order for a rail movement is similar in
form and general contents to the march order described in
paragraph 189b, with modifications in the third paragraph
to include entraining points, routes thereto, and entraining
schedule.

c. Entraining table.--Instructions relative to trains and en-
training groups may be incorporated in an annex to the field
order called an entraining table. A form for an entraining
table is given in FM 101-5.

d. Conduct of rail movement-(1) An early reconnaissance
should be made of entraining points to determine whether or
not adequate loading facilities for vehicles and heavy equip-
ment are available. If not available, they should be provided
well in advance.

(2) Each company loads its own baggage and equipment.
However, all motor vehicles should be loaded and all cooking
equipment installed by one detail for the entire unit.

(3) Motor vehicles are secured against shifting by blocking
wheels, strapping down axles, and inflating tires. See
FM 25-10.

(4) Meals are cooked en route on field ranges installed
in the kitchen car. Gasoline ranges must be secured to the
floor of the car; wood ranges must be provided with bases
of dirt held in place by shallow, tin-lined, wooden boxes.

(5) Three hours are sufficient for loading or unloading a
train carrying both troops and motor vehicles or artillery.
One hour is sufficient for troops alone.

· 192. MovEMErrNT BY WATER-.. In general, troop move-
ment by water involves movement of large bodies of trocps
overseas or coastwise, and since such movements are covered
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in great detail by higher headquarters, the function of a
unit commander is primarily administrative.

b. Ships are loaded in accordance with an embarkation
order and schedule issued by the port commander upon which
the troop commander's order for loading is based. Troops
are marched or transported to the pier at the designated hour
and are checked on board by name from previously furnished
lists. Troops load their personal baggage, but normally their
organization equipment is loaded by civilian labor in
accordance with a detailed plan and prior to date of
embarkation.

c. A commanding officer is designated for each transport
who has command of all military personnel on board, except
casual senior officers. This officer prescribes routine on
board, posting of guards, etc. Each day, troop accommoda-
tions are inspected throughout, men are exercised and
required to bathe, and bedding is aired. Boat and fire drills
are held shortly after putting to sea and at least once a
week thereafter.

d. Debarkation normally is under control of the com-
mander of the port of debarkation or expeditionary force.
Before debarking, each unit places a guide on the pier as
directed by the debarkation officer; when troops debark
they form on their unit guides. Troops leave the ship by
unit or organization. They furnish details for policing the
ship, removal of baggage, etc.

* 193. MOVEMENT BY AIR.--a. The normal movement of engi-
neer troops by air usually will be limited to movement of
troops attached to Air Corps units and/or engaged in work
on Air Corps facilities. Equipment and supplies accompany-
ing the troops should be kept to the minimum consistent
with accomplishing the mission. The squad is the basic
troop load. Each airplane is loaded with the number of full
squads it can carry; any excess capacity is then used for
supplies, equipment, or command personnel.

b. Movement by air as part of a general offensive for the
purpose of disrupting air installations and communications
of vital importance to the enemy will involve a strong
engineer complement.
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SECTION II

SHELTERS AND CAMPS

* 194. GENEAL.--a. Troops may be sheltered in any of the
following ways:

(1) Bivouacs, in which troops rest on the ground, covered
by shelter tents or hastily improvised shelter, or without any
overhead cover.

(2) Camps, in which cover is provided by tentage more
elaborate than shelter tents.

(3) Cantonments, in which shelter is provided by perma-
nent or semipermanent buildings erected for that purpose.

(4) Billets, in which shelter is provided by public or private
buildings, houses, etc., subject to certain restrictions of law.

b. That type of shelter should be selected which offers the
most comfort and protection consistent with the tactical situ-
ation. Bivouacs are best for temporary occupancy, when
troops must be held in readiness for action or movement in
the near future. Camps and cantonments are best for rest
areas, training centers, and concentration areas. Billeting
affords excellent shelter immediately available and screens
troops from hostile air observation, but troops in billets are
not readily available for action.

* 195. QUARTERING PARTIEs.-Shelter areas, when not assigned
by higher headquarters, should be selected in advance by a
detail known as a quartering party, sent forward to select
camp or bivouac sites or to locate billets. Members of the
quartering party guide units to their areas on arrival, and may
lay out vehicle parks, kitchens, latrines, bivouac areas for the
men, etc., depending on time available and authority delegated
to them.

* 196. SELEcnoN OF CAMP AND BIvoUAC SITES.-a. From the
standpoint of comfort and convenience, a camp or bivouac
site should be selected which provides-

(1) Ample source of potable water, conveniently located.
(2) Good roads leading to, and easy communications

within, the area.
(3) Room enough to accommodate the command without

crowding.
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(4) Dry ground sufficiently high and rolling to provide
good drainage.

(5) Freedom from infection due to soil pollution, malarial
mosquitoes, etc.

b. From the tactical standpoint, the following points should
be considered:

(1) Expected duration of occupancy.
(2) Desirability of accommodating entire command in one

area.
(3) Concealment and security.
(4) Availability of alternate sites to which units can move

in case of gas attack.
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FGarn 36.-Diagrammatic lay-out of battalion bivouac (not to
scale).

U 197. SECURITY.-a. General security of engineer units
sheltered in areas subject to hostile ground attack usually
will be provided by outposts and outguards furnished by other
arms. However, each unit must furnish its own local security
to protect against air attack and armored raiding parties,
and must furnish its own local guard for vehicle parks, etc.

b. Engineer units sheltered in rear protected areas nor-
mally furnish their own local guard, and may be required to
furnish their own local protection against air attack.

* 198. BrvouAcs.--a. Location and lay-out of a bivouac de-
pends primarily on the tactical situation. A typical lay-out
is shown in figure 36.
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(1) When troops are engaged in a movement bivouacs
should be located close to or on the route being used. Where
requirements of security permit they should roughly parallel
the route of march so as to facilitate going into bivouac from
the march column and leaving bivouac to form the march
column.

(2) When troops are about to engage in operations,
bivouacs should be located as conveniently to probable site
of work as is possible.

(3) When subject to hostile air activity bivouacs should
be located in natural cover such as woods. All units from
the squad up should be prohibited from using any kind of
regular pattern in laying out shelter tents or parking vehicles,
and should be required to take full advantage of whatever
overhead cover exists. New paths and roads within the
bivouac should be located under cover and should be limited
to those which are absolutely necessary.

(4) When bivouacs need not be concealed and there is
no sacrifice of troop comfort, they may be located in open
fields with a regular lay-out to facilitate control.

b. Sanitary measures must be initiated promptly, and must
be strictly enforced (see FM 21-10).

(1) Latrines should be dug immediately on going into
bivouac, normally providing one per company for men and
one per battalion for officers. The latrine pit should be
1 foot wide and 4 feet deep. Length varies with number of
men using it and length of time it will be used. Latrines
should be located on the opposite side of the bivouac from
kitchens, and sited so that drainage cannot pollute the water
supply.

(2) Water supply facilities are set up as quickly as possible
and troops informed thereof. Water, unless tested and found
pure, must be chlorinated or boiled. If the source is a stream,
watering places should be separated by purpose, beginning
upstream, as follows: drinking, cooking, watering animals,
bathing, washing clothes. Watering places should be marked
clearly and guards posted to insure their proper use.

(3) A garbage disposal pit 4 feet square by 3 to 4 feet
deep is dug for each kitchen. This is used for very wet
garbage, dry garbage being burned.
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c. Vehicle parks should be located so that vehicles can get
in and out of the bivouac area quickly and easily, and without
disturbing the troops. Parks should be sited on firm, well-
drained ground, preferably where a turn-around is available
so as to eliminate excessive backing.

d. The over-all area required to bivouac any particular unit
can be estimated roughly by allowing 50 square yards per
man or animal and 100 square yards per vehicle. These
figures provide room for all essential facilities without
crowding.

e. When evacuating a bivouac, the site should be policed
thoroughly, all refuse burned or buried, latrine and garbage
pits filled and posted with a sign giving date of closure and
nature of the pit, and all fires extinguished. Each unit com-
mander should inspect his area, and have any defects cor-
rected before his unit leaves.

U 199. CAnps.-a. Standard tentage for camps consists of
large pyramidal tents accommodating eight enlisted men
each, and wall tents for the officers. When a camp is to be
maintained for several months, floors may be provided if
necessary materials are available. Folding cots or improvised
lumber bunks are usually provided for all personnel. For
cold weather each tent should be equipped with a stove.

b. Small camps of a temporary nature can be concealed in
heavy woods by keeping everything under cover, by using an
irregular lay-out, and by properly controlling use of paths
and roads. It is practically impossible to conceal large camps;
however, they will usually be located in rear areas protected
by antiaircraft and passive air defense measures. When
large camps are located in the open, they may have a regular
lay-out in order to simplify erection of the camp and facilitate
control of occupying troops. A typical lay-out for a regi-
mental camp is shown in figure 37. The over-all area required
for the camp for any unit can be estimated roughly by allow-
ing 50 square yards per man or animal and 100 square yards
per vehicle. These figures include allowances for roads, stor-
age areas, etc., but do not include allowances for drill or
athletic fields.

c. Extent of water supply and sanitary facilities provided
for any camp depends on length of time it is to be occupied
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and availability of necessary materials and supplies. These
facilities may include running water for kitchens, bathing,
etc., bathhouses, box latrines, limited electric lighting, and
incinerators.

d. Tentage for troops is not a part of the organizational
equipment. Necessary tentage is supplied from quartermas-
ter depots on order of higher headquarters, which may erect
and maintain camps for use by subordinate units or may
turn over tentage to using units for erection. When a camp
is preferable to bivouac but no tentage has been provided, the
unit commander may requisition necessary tentage through
higher headquarters.

· 200. CANTONMIENTS.-a. Shelter for troops in cantonments
in the theater of operations normally consists of simple, one-
story, frame buildings designed to accommodate 50 men.
They are provided with wooden bunks for sleeping. Frame
buildings are also provided for kitchens and mess halls, quar-
ters for officers, latrines, bathhouses, etc. Facilities normally
include running water for kitchens and bathhouses, electric
lights, box latrines, incinerators, recreation buildings, hos-
pitals, a substantial road net, athletic grounds, etc.

b. GHQ decides on construction and occupation of canton-
ments in the theater of operations. A unit ordered to a
cantonment is assigned definite buildings which the unit
commander reassigns to his subordinate units. It is desirable
to assign organizations the size of a platoon and larger
to separate buildings or groups of buildings.

U 201. BILLETS-a.. Billeting in dwellings in the United States
and possessions is limited by law so that in time of peace
no troops can be quartered in a private house without con-
sent of the owner, and in time of war only in a manner pre-
scribed by law. However, available Federal buildings may
be used or private buildings rented.

b. In assigning billets each tactical unit should be kept
intact within one general locality to simplify control and ad-
ministration. Existing facilities such as water, sewerage,
light, and training areas should be utilized fully. It may
be necessary to provide additional facilities such as latrines,
garbage disposal, etc. Frequent medical inspections should
be made and sanitary measures must be strictly enforced.
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SECTION III

ENGINEER ASSISTANCE TO LARGE UNITS FOR
MOVEMENTS AND SHELTERS

· 202. GENERAL.---. Large units usually require engineer
work to facilitate their movements and to assist in the occupa-
tion of new shelter areas. This work generally consists of-

(1) Providing facilities for and assistance in loading and
unloading at entraining, embarkation, detraining, and de-
barkation points.

(2) Maintaining roads for movements by marching by
foot and by truck.

(3) Preparations for receiving a unit at its destination.
(4) Providing or improving facilities in shelter areas.

To accomplish these tasks it is normally necessary to keep
some engineer troops at the starting point until all or the
bulk of the force has departed; to send other engineer troops
to the destination before the bulk of the force arrives; and
in some cases involving truck or rail movements, to have
engineer troops accompany certain elements of the force
during the movement.

b. In general, engineer assistance should be limited to work
for the benefit of the command as a whole, or to work for
which engineers are better trained and equipped than are the
other troops. Other arms should provide their own facilities
insofar as is practicable.

* 203. ENTRAINING POINTS.-a. Work done by engineers at en-
training points may include any or all of the following:

(1) Constructing or strengthening ramps and loading plat-
forms for materiel, particularly for loads such as tanks and
heavy artillery.

'(2) Constructing or improving routes of approach for ve-
hicles to entraining points.

(3) Constructing or improving railway spurs and sidings.
(4) Assisting troops or other arms in loading and securing

heavy loads.
(5) Converting railway cars for special uses as modification

of boxcars to accommodate animals.
b. Entraining points should be chosen so as to require

minimum new construction or improvement. Work most
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frequently required will be construction of loading ramps and
platforms (see FM 25-10). Loading facilities are of two
general types, for side-loading and for end-loading.

(1) Side-loading.--A platform with a ramp at one end is
constructed parallel to the railway track with a height above
top of rail of 3 feet 9 inches, a clearance from center line
of track of 6 feet, and a minimum width of 10 feet. The
length of a platform for loading one flatcar at a time is 40
feet. Incline of the ramp should not exceed a 20 percent
slope. Platforms and ramps may be built of timber or may
be improvised, as from bales of hay or ties stacked in cribs and
covered with a floor of ties or lumber, or from well-packed
earth and revetted sides.

(2) End-loading.-A ramp is constructed at the end of a
siding or spur or on a through track so that vehicles can load
directly from the ramp to a flatcar. The gaps between adja-
cent flatcars in the train are bridged by spanning platforms
made of steel plates or beams or by 3-inch by 12-inch planks
4 feet long cleated together on the under side and placed
across the gaps under each tread. Ends of planks should be
beveled. All vehicles then load from the end of the train and
close up on the most forward flatcar until all flatcars are
loaded. When the ramp is built on a through track, that part
of the track which must be traversed by vehicles using the
ramp should be decked with 6-inch by 6-inch lumber resting
on the ties. Decking is laid parallel to the rails and should
cover the ties both between and outside the rails. If lumber
is not available, dirt or ballast may be used. Decking serves
to protect rails from damage by tanks and other heavy
vehicles, and to make use of the ramp easier for all vehicles.
When loading heavy tanks the end of the flatcar next to the
ramp should be supported on heavy blocks so that the impact
created as the tank rocks forward onto the car from the ramp
will not damage the car springs or truck. End-loading ramps
may be built of lumber or stacked ties in the same manner as
platform ramps. An end-loading ramp may be improvised
by using a spare flatcar with the truck removed from one end
for the incline; it is then necessary only to bridge the short
gaps at each end of the incline. Railway car jacks facilitate
raising and lowering the car to remove and replace the truck.
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* 204. EMBARKATION AND DEBARKATION POINTS.-These points
normally will be located at ports with existing facilities gen-
erally adequate for military needs. Frequently no engineer
work will be necessary at such ports; when required it will con-
sist generally of minor repairs to existing wharves and
improvement of existing routes of approach with little or no
new construction.

· 205. RoADs.-a. Movements by road involving either
wheeled or track-laying transportation should be preceded,
whenever the tactical situation permits, by a detailed recon-
naissance by engineers of the route or routes available to
determine their suitability for vehicles making the move.
This reconnaissance should furnish complete information as
to capacities of bridges, loads which roads can carry with-
out injury to the surfacing, and density and speed of traffic
which roads can bear without undue wear and tear. Based
on this information the unit engineer concerned should make
recommendations as to routes to be followed by various types
of vehicles, maximum speeds to which vehicles should be
restricted, amount of engineer work, if any, required to put
routes in proper condition, and time required to perform this
work.

b. Engineer work necessary to put roads in condition for
a troop movement should wherever possible be completed
before the move starts. Such work consists generally of
strengthening existing bridges and making minor repairs to
road surfacing. Routes should be chosen so as to eliminate
need for new construction or extensive repairs.

c. When the tactical situation prohibits advance recon
naissance or work, sufficient engineer troops with their tools
should accompany advance elements of the force to do what-
ever work is known to be necessary or is foreseen as probable.
Likewise engineer troops with their tools should be located
in the march column or columns so as to be readily available
to do work which is beyond capacity of the engineers with
advance elements, and to do any maintenance work made
necessary as the force advances.

* 206. WORK AT DESTINATION.-a. Troops moving by marching
or truck should be able to move their organic and attached
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transportation off the road and into their bivouac or similar
area immediately on arrival at the destination. To permit
this, engineers may have to construct temporary crossings
over roadside ditches, gullies, etc., to improve secondary roads
and trails, and to clear new trails.

b. At detraining points engineer work is similar to that at
entraining points, consisting generally of constructing ramps
and platforms for unloading vehicles, improving routes lead-
ing from detraining points, and assisting other troops in un-
loading heavy mat6riel.

c. Engineer work at embarkation and debarkation points
will consist generally of minor repairs to and improvements
of existing port facilities. However, troops, equipment, and
materials suitable for the work at hand must be moved to
the destination in ample time to complete the work before
the bulk of the force arrives.

* 207. SHELTER AREAS.-a. Engineer work in shelter areas con-
sists of such of the following tasks (see FM 5-10) as apply in
the particular situation:

(1) Water supply.-(a) Providing an adequate source, as
by driving wells or damming a stream where no adequate
supply exists.

(b) Installing and operating water purification units.
(c) Erecting and maintaining water storage facilities, vary-

ing from portable canvas tanks for bivouacs to permanent
tanks of wood, steel, or concrete for cantonments.

(d) Preparing and operating watering points for men and
animals, as when in bivouac.

(e) Installing and maintaining water mains and piping for
camps and cantonments.

(2) Roads.-(a) Improving, constructing, and maintaining
any roads, railroads, bridges, etc., needed for supply and com-
munications within shelter areas.

(b) Providing and placing signs for traffic routing and
control.

(3) General eonstruction.--(a) Performing all construc-
tion and maintenance work for cantonments in the theater
of operations.

(b) Erecting tent camps.
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(4) Electric power.-(a) Installing and operating electric
generating equipment for lighting or other use.

(b) Installing and maintaining electric power lines and
wiring for lights, etc.

(5) Special work.--Constructing and maintaining such
special works as camouflage and protected shelters for in-
stallations of special importance as directed by the force
commander.

b. In all cases, full use should be made of existing facilities
in order to reduce need for new construction. This applies
particularly to water supply and electric power facilities.
roads, and railroads.
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SUPPLY
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SECTION I

SUPPLIES AND SUPPLY SYSTEM

* 208. GENERAL.-Organization of a theater of operations and
administrative functions therein are prescribed in detail in
FM 100-10 and 100-15. For supply definitions, see FM 100-10.

* 209. NATURE OF SUPPLIES.-The Corps of Engineers is spe-
cifically charged within any theater of operations with pro-
curement, storage, and issue of all engineer equipment, ma-
terials, and supplies required for use of engineer troops or
for troops of other arms and services.

a. General.OGeneral supplies are articles of standard man-
ufacture and those stored and issued by two or more supply
arms or services of the Army. They are procured by the
Quartermaster Corps.

b. Special.-Special supplies are those special or technical
articles in process of development or not commercially stand-
ardized issued or used exclusively by any one supply arm
or service. They are procured and supplied to troops by the
technical supply arms or services (Corps of Engineers, Signal
Corps, Ordnance Department, Chemical Warfare Service, Air
Corps, Medical Department). Included in these special sup-
plies are those pertaining to the Corps of Engineers which
are referred to ordinarily as engineer supplies. These sup-
plies are officially enumerated in two lists known as the
engineer procurement list and the engineer storage and issue
list.

c. Engineer procurement list.-The engineer procurement
list and the corresponding lists of the other supply services do
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not directly concern officers in command of troops. The pro-
curement lists merely effect a division of responsibility in
the purchasing functions of the War Department and do not
govern the responsibility of the supply services for supply of
articles to troops.

d. Engineer storage and issue list.-(1) The engineer stor-
age and issue list is divided into two parts. The first part
designates articles and units of equipment stored and issued
exclusively by the Corps of Engineers, and the second part
designates articles procured by the other supply services which
may be stored in limited quantities only by the Corps of Engi-
neers to supplement assembly of units of equipment. The
first part of the engineer storage and issue list includes all-

(a) Sets of equipment or supplies issued exclusively by the
Corps' of Engineers (listed in Tables of Basic Allowances as
engineer equipment or supplies).

(b) Other supplies used exclusively by the Corps of
Engineers.

(2) Due to the fact that in peacetime army construction
work is not an engineer function construction plant and con-
struction materials are absent from the list. In war however
construction work in the theater of operations is a duty of
engineers and engineers are charged specifically with procure-
ment, storage, and issue of all materials for construction work,
for organization of defensive systems, and for all other opera-
tions assigned to the engineer service, including all plant, tools,
and appliances for such work. In the theater of operations
therefore this large class of supplies is added.

* 210. SUPPLY ITEMS.--a. Engineer supplies-The engineer
organizational equipment of troops is in class II, while the
bulk of engineer construction materials is in class IV (see
FM 100-10).

b. Troop equipment.-Standard items of engineer equip-
ment are issued to troops of all arms and services in accord-
ance with Tables of Basic Allowances. These items are for
the most part sets of equipment similar to those issued to
engineer troops (see Corps of Engineers Supply Catalog).

c. Supply items in division.-In addition to troop equip-
ment, engineer supplies used in the division vary consider-
ably both in kind and quantity, depending upon character
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of operations in which the division is engaged. Principal
requirements may be summed up as intrenching equipment,
construction materials required for organization of the
ground and for obstacles, camouflage material, materials for
road building and maintenance, river crossing material, de-
molition equipment and supplies, and water supply equip-
ment and supplies.

(1) Intrenching equipment.-Intrenching equipment, in-
tended primarily for use of troops of the division in
preparation of defensive positions, is carried as follows:

(a) Triangular infantry division, 3 infantry sets in six
1-ton trailers of the headquarters company of the engineer
combat battalion (triangular division).

(b) Square infantry division, 6 infantry sets in twelve
1-ton trailers of the headquarters and service company of
the engineer combat regiment (square division).

(c) Cavalry division, 4 cavalry sets in six 1-ton trailers
of the headquarters and service troop of the engineer
squadron.

(d) The headquarters and service company of the engi-
neer combat regiment (corps) has 2 infantry sets carried
on four 1-ton trailers which may be attached to divisions
as necessary. This will be supplemented when necessary by
additional equipment brought up from engineer depots.

(2) Fortification supplies.-Materials required for organi-
zation of the ground include trench revetment of various
kinds, such as sandbags, wire netting, corrugated iron,
expanded metal, brushwood, poles, etc.; trench boards,
A-frames, trench pumps, materials for construction of dug-
outs and mine galleries, principally lumber or concrete; and
materials for construction of obstacles such as barbed wire
and pickets. As organization of the ground progresses
requirements in construction material for this class of work
grow very rapidly.

(3) Camouflage supplies. Some of the more important
articles of camouflage supplies are osnaburg (or burlap),
cotton cloth, camouflage nets, paints, paint-spraying
machines, chicken wire and smooth wire rolls.

(4) Road materials.-Materials for road repair consist
principally of crushed rock, gravel, plank, etc., obtained from
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local resources to the greatest extent possible. Equipment
carried by divisional engineer units for road work and local
development of such supplies includes a power earth auger,
tractors, and air compressors for drilling and other work.
Heavier road equipment is obtained from rear echelons.

(5) River crossing materials.-Standard assault boats are
carried in small quantities in the vehicles of divisional engi-
neer units. Standard steel bridges, ferries, and ponton bridge
equipage are carried in the vehicles of the armored battalion.
Engineer units of higher echelons that may be attached to
divisions as necessary carry assault boats, foot bridges, and
ponton bridges. Bridge materials placed in dumps consist
principally of light portable bridges to assist artillery over
rough ground, bridge timbers, and bolts. All types of bridge
materials and equipage are carried in engineer depots.

(6) Demolition materials.--Consist of TNT, caps, fuses, and
accessories and are carried in limited quantities in the engi-
neer trains. Additional quantities of TNT and dynamite
may be obtained from higher echelons, army depots, or rail-
heads.

d. Suipply items in higher echelons.-Engineer supplies re-
quired by units in echelons higher than the division and
located principally behind the division areas consist in general
of units of engineer equipment, camouflage materials, fortifi-
cation materials, and construction materials, the latter consti-
tuting a large portion of engineer supplies. They include
road, railroad, building, electrical, water supply, mechanical,
and bridge materials, etc., including equipment and tools for
all types of construction work.

* 211. SUPPLY IN ZONE OF THE INTERIOR.-a. The engineer
supply functions of the zone of the interior are a responsibility
of the Chief of Engineers and the immediate responsibility of
the supply section of his office. This supply section is divided
into five branches, requirements, storage and issue, procure-
ment, supply information and engineering, development, and
specifications.

b. For administration and command, engineer depots in
the zone of the interior are part of the general depot system.

c. All requisitions originating either in the theater of opera-
tions or zone of the interior that must be acted on by the
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Chief of Engineers are received by the requirements branch
of the supply section where they are reviewed and approved
for purchase or issue. Delivery is made from one of the
depots or direct from manufacturer to destination.

* 212. SUPPLY IN THEATER OF OPERATIONS.-Engineer equip-
ment and materials must be made available for every military
operation. The plans for engineer supply must fit into
the general supply plan as prepared by the G-4 of the theater
and approved by the theater commander.

a. Supply responsibilities of unit engineers.-To further de-
centralization of supply operations the unit engineer of every
command is charged with responsibility for the engineer
supply of that command. Under each unit engineer
within the theater of operations agencies are provided whose
primary duty is to provide for requirements of the troops
of that unit in engineer equipment, material, and supplies.
These supply agencies vary from a very limited personnel
and a small amount of mobile supplies within the division
to extensive depot and supply organizations in the army
and communications zone. Figure 38 shows routing of
requisitions and flow of supplies.

b. Credits.-As an aid in equitable distribution of material,
in automatic check on waste, and as an assurance that supply
will be certain, credits for engineer supplies may be given
to the armies in communications zone depots and to corps
or divisions in army depots. When such credits have been
established there is no necessity for submission of formal
requisitions but periodic notifications must be given as to
items, quantities, and time of delivery (credits usually are
established initially as the result of submission of requisi-
tions by engineers of the communications zone and of the
armies).

c. Supply agencies.-(l) GIQ theater of operations.-(a)
The supply section of the office of the chief engineer, theater
of operations, is an organization for control and planning.
Actual supply operations are handled by engineers of the
communications zone and of the armies.

(b) This supply section is concerned with determination
of requirements in engineer supply, information of policies
and priorities, and in allocation of equipment, materials, and
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supply between the several armies and the communications
zone, consideration being had for general arrangements,
policies, and directives of G-4. The functions of procure-
ment, storage, and issue of engineer supplies are charged
to the engineer of the communications zone.

(c) The supply section of the office of the chief engineer
is generally organized into five branches; requirements, pro-
curement, storage and issue, supply information, and engi-
neering, development, and specifications. The requirements
branch is responsible in general that all requirements of the
theater of operations are estimated sufficiently in advance of
need and with sufficient factors of safety to insure that all
needs will be met. It establishes credits at depots and ap-
proves such requisitions as are required to be submitted
directly to the chief engineer, theater of operations. The
procurement branch supervises purchasing within the theater
of operations. The storage and issue branch supervises the
depot system of the Corps of Engineers of the entire theater
of operations. The supply information branch will be organ-
ized upon mobilization to maintain and furnish statistics
concerning purchase and delivery of equipment. The engi-
neering, development and specifications branch investigates,
designs, develops, and prepares necessary specifications and
drawings for all items of engineer equipment for military use.
It supervises activities of the Engineer Board and the Wright
Field engineer detachment.

(2) Communications zone.-(a) The supply section of the
office of the engineer, communications zone, is an operating
agency as distinguished from the supply section of the office
of the chief engineer, GHQ, which is a control and planning
agency. The general character of the supply section of the
office of the engineer, communications zone, is similar to that
described above for the supply section of the office of the
chief engineer, theater of operations. It exercises general
control over supply activities of engineers of the various sec-
tions of the communications zone. The subdivisions of the
supply section of the office of the engineer, communications
zone, also maintain close liaison with the corresponding sub-
divisions of the chief engineer, theater of operations.
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(b) Replenishment of all depot stocks both in the combat
zone and in the communications zone as approved by the en-
gineer, theater of operations, is the direct responsibility of the
engineer, communications zone. Operation of engineer depots
and supply activities in ports and sections (base, intermediate,
and advance) of the communications zone when so divided
may be placed directly under the section engineers within
whose sections they lie.

(c) The supply officers of troops on engineer work operat-
ing under section engineers either submit requisitions to the
section engineers or call directly at the nearest depot where
they have been allotted credits.

(d) The supply section of the office of the engineer, com-
munications zone; is generally organized into three branches:
requirements, procurement, and storage and issue. The re-
.quirements branch is responsible that the estimate of require-
ments for all troops and projects of the Corps of Engineers in
the communications zone is prepared sufficiently in advance of
needs so that ample stocks can be built up in depots in time
for issue when needed. It acts upon requisitions from the
field, routing them to the storage and issue branch when
stocks are on hand, on order, or en route to the theater of
operations. If the supplies requested are not on hand, on
order, or en route, the requirements branch makes requisition
through the chief engineer, GHQ, upon the zone of interior,
or if the supplies can be purchased within the theater of op-
erations, on the procurement branch of the supply section of
the engineer communications zone. The procurement branch
makes purchases of supplies in the theater of operations in
accordance with the procurement schedule furnished by the
requirements branch. The storage and issue branch is re-
sponsible for storage of supplies and their issue upon requisi-
tions from the field. Requisitions may be approved by the
engineer, communications zone, or the issue may be a proper
charge against credits established by authority of the engineer,
communications zone.

(e) Engineer depot companies furnish the office and out-
,side organizations for depot operation.

(3) Army,-(a) The army engineer of each army usually
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will maintain and operate one or more engineer depots for
engineer supply of troops of the army. The corps when part
of an army is not a link in the chain of supply and evacuation
except for corps troops. Its divisions are supplied directly
from army supply points. When a corps is detached from the
army for both operations and administration it becomes in
effect a small army and must be considerably reinforced by
additional service units because then it must perform supply
and evacuation functions normally performed by the army.

(b) Depot companies provide personnel for operations of
army depots. Platoons or sections may be detached from
depot companies to take over forward engineer dumps when
an advance is contemplated. When army supply activities
are very extensive, general engineer troop units may be
assigned to operation of depots.

(4) Corps.-(a) The corps engineer is responsible for the
distribution of engineer supplies to corps troops only. In
addition, when the corps is detached from the army he per-
forms duties similar to those of an army engineer in supplying
the divisions of the corps. He also exercises general super-
vision over supply to divisions, and assures himself that
engineer supply to the divisions is adequate for the operations
in view. He makes provision for relieving divisions of care
of accumulated materials.

(b) The corps engineer in all situations is responsible for
procurement, production, reproduction, and distribution of
maps for divisions and corps troops.

(c) When the corps is detached from the army, personnel
for operation of corps engineer supply establishments may be
either depot companies attached by a higher echelon for the
purpose, or general engineer troops.

(5) Division.-(a) The division engineer exercises his func-
tion as engineer supply officer of the division chiefly through
the supply officer (S-4) of the divisional engineer unit. The
intelligence officer (S-2) is charged with all matters con-
cerning map supply. A small reserve of engineer materials
and supplies is carried in the transport assigned to the
divisional engineer unit.
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(b) Supply activities of the division for troops of the
division include-

1. Establishment and operation of engineer dumps,
distributing points, and water supply points.

2. Procurement and distribution of maps and their
production and reproduction within capabilities
of the divisional engineer unit.

SECTION II

TRAINS

U 213. DIVISIONAL TRAINS.-a. General.-Vehicles of the divi-
sional engineer units, that is, the combat battalion (triangular
infantry division), the combat regiment (square infantry
division), the squadron (cavalry division), and the armored
battalion (armored division), supplemented when necessary
by vehicles of the divisional quartermaster unit or by corps
vehicles attached, perform train functions for the division for
engineer materials and equipment. The nature of engineer
operations in the field makes it impracticable to classify per-
manently vehicles and cargo carriers of the divisional engineer
units on a functional basis.

b. On march.-When the division is on the march distribu-
tion of engineer vehicles in the column must be determined
for every march under the basic doctrine that equipment,
tools, materials, and transportation must be available for work
of engineer units as soon as the site of the work is reached.
Some vehicles of the headquarters and service unit of the
divisional engineer unit carry engineer equipment, tools, and
materials for general use of the division and other supplies,
need for which has been foreseen. Transportation to accom-
pany the troops depends therefore upon thework that must be
provided for during the march and immediately upon its
termination. This involves a careful estimate of the situation.

c. Halts.-When the division halts, any or all transportation
of the divisional engineer unit may operate as a train between
the supply Point for engineer supplies (army depot or rail-
head) and the divisional engineer dumps and/or distributing
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points. When on engineer work any or all transportation of
the divisional engineer unit may be a work and supply train,
since use of every available cargo carrier or any number
thereof may be essential for handling materials for the work
being performed. A. careful estimate of each situation is
essential.

· 214. COMBAT BATTALION TrIANS, TRIANGULAR DIYISION--

a. Headquarters conmpany.-In the headquarters company
certain vehicles normally accompany the unit or are readily
available to it as they transport personnel and equipment
essential to operation of the headquarters sections. These
include light trucks and motorcycles for reconnaissance and
messenger service, trucks and trailers carrying the electric
lighting equipment, map reproduction equipment, and water
supply equipment. Other trucks and trailers transporting
equipment for regimental and divisional use for special work
which may accompany the unit or not, depending upon the
situation, include those carrying assault boats, supplementary
equipment, intrenching tools, ammunition, and explosives.
On the march these vehicles may be combined with other divi-
sional transportation under division control when required
by 0-4. When an engagement is imminent or when this
transportation is needed for engineer work, it should be
released immediately to the division engineer.

b. Comnpany.-In companies light trucks, motorcycles, dump
and cargo trucks, trailers, and the company kitchen truck
and trailer, together with such additional transportation as
may be attached from the service platoon of headquarters
company under special situations, constitute the train of
the company. When the vehicles cannot go with the com-
pany they are nevertheless a part of its train and are dis-
posed in the column so as to be readily available for work
purposes. In some cases company trains or certain vehicles
thereof may be grouped under S-4.

c. Platoon.-The platoon and squad transportation always
accompanies the platoons and squads as it is essential to their
engineer operations. In combat this transportation keeps
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the platoon supplied with ammunition and other necessities
from the appropriate supply point.

· 215. COMBAT REG17MENT TRAINS, SQUARE DIvsrION.-a. Gen-
eral.-Paragraph 214 relative to the headquarters company,
company, and platoon of the combat battalion, triangular
division, applies to the corresponding units of the combat
regiment, square division.

b. Battalion.-In battalions no trains are permanently as-
signed. A portion of the transportation from the head-
quarters and service company may be attached to a battalion
when needed. The battalion commander may pool company
vehicles into a battalion train when the situation makes this
desirable.

* 216. SQUADRON TRAINS, CAVALRY DIvsloN.-Paragraph 214
relative to the combat battalion, triangular division, applies
to the squadron, cavalry division. However, the greater dis-
persion of the cavalry division generally will require that the
organic transportation of each subdivision of the squadron
be immediately available to it.

* 217. ARMORED BATTALION TRAINS, ARMORED DIVISION.-Para-
graph 214 relative to the combat battalion, triangular division,
applies in general to the armored battalion, armored division.
However, the accelerated pace at which movements and op-
erations of the armored division are accomplished generally
requires that the organic transportation of each subdivision
of the battalion be immediately available to the subdivision.
Pooling of vehicles is anticipated only when extraordinary
operating conditions necessitate it.

* 218. CORPS TRAINS.-Transportation of engineer supplies
for corps engineer supply operations is accomplished by ve-
hicles of corps engineer units supplemented when necessary
by attached trucks of corps quartermaster or higher echelons.

* 219. ARMY TMRANs.-Transportation required for army en-
gineer supply operations is accomplished by vehicles of army
engineer units supplemented when necessary by attached
trucks of the army quartermaster or communications zone.
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SECTION mI

OPERATIONS

· 220. GENERAL.--General precepts applying to engineer
supply are-

a. Fit engineer supply into supply plan of the unit con-
cerned. This implies-

(1) General coordination by G-4 of the unit.
(2) Flexibility of supply to meet contingencies.
(3) Establishment of priorities favoring main attack of the

unit or defense of the most probable enemy attack when
supplies are insufficient.

b. Limit number of supply items to the minimum. Difficul-
ties of engineer supply vary directly with the number of supply
items.

c. Exploit local resources to the utmost before requisitioning
from the rear.

(1) As transportation is the bottleneck of the supply system
and as engineer supplies are bulky, use local resources to
reduce load on transportation and to increase efficiency of
supply system.

(2) Open quarries and gravel pits, and reconnoiter for local
sources of other engineer materials.

(3) Seize abandoned enemy supplies.
(4) Buy local supplies under proper regulations.
(5) Use expedients with local materials.
d. Minimize waste and reduce construction to bare neces-

sities.
(1) Cut factors of safety.
(2) Use standard types.
e. Consider supply as a twofold function.
(1) Engineers of rear echelon supply agencies must have

supplies available when and where needed.
(2) Unit engineers of forward echelons must estimate far

enough ahead and ask for supplies needed.
f. Constant and thorough engineer reconnaissance is neces-

sary to determine requirements in materials and supplies and
availability and character of local sources of supply.
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· 221. PLANNING AND SUPERVrSION.--. A careful estimate of
the supply situation is made by the unit engineer and his staff,
considering present and prospective operations, general plan
for supply of the unit, probable demands for engineer supplies,
available transportation, and time element.

b. Based upon reconnaissance and estimate of the engineer
supply situation, a plan of engineer supply is drawn up,
approved by G-4 of the unit, and published in orders. The
plan sets forth location of engineer supply points, character
of items to be supplied therefrom, troops, engineer and others,
to be engaged in engineer supply operations, and transporta-
tion to be allotted to supply agencies for movement of supplies.

c. In order that the supply plan may be successfully carried
out, ample time for necessary preparations must be available.
Preparations include assembling and inventory of stocks
locally available, procurement and transportation of stocks
from engineer supply points in the rear, and placing supplies
near points of probable use.

d. The working of the supply system must be carefully
supervised by the supply officer on the staff of each unit
engineer. The supply officers of the several echelons main-
tain liaison among themselves with a view to rendering
mutual assistance and making maximum use of available
stocks of engineer supplies.

* 222. DIVISIONAL RECONNAISSANcE.-Engineer reconnaissance
is classified as general and special.

a. General reconnaissance is defined as the systematic
search of an area for all engineering information of value,
including information on engineer supplies and equipment
in the area. Special reconnaissance is defined as the sys-
tematic search of an area for some particular kind of engi-
neer information. It may be concerned with engineer
supplies only.

b. General and special reconnaissances are duties of all
engineer commanders in order to determine, among other
things, location and quantity of all engineer supplies and
those supplies of particular importance in the area assigned
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to the unit. Such reconnaissance is carried on in accordance
with the unit reconnaissance plan and standing orders on
reconnaissance.

c. When battalions or companies of the divisional engineer
unit are assigned to combat teams or are otherwise assigned
to a part of the zone of action or sector of the division,
they normally will be called upon by the divisional engineer
headquarters to conduct general reconnaissance in their
particular areas, and to conduct such special reconnaissances
as are necessary.

d. In the usual case, in addition to the reconnaissance
reports required of lower units, the divisional engineer head-
quarters will conduct special reconnaissances and may con-
duct general reconnaissances. Any areas not covered by
lower units and areas of particular importance even
though covered by lower units may be examined by
general reconnaissances. Special reconnaissances to cover
the entire zone of action of the division and to examine it
for engineer supplies of particular importance to the division
as a whole will be conducted in practically all situations.
Special reconnaissance for engineer supply purposes normally
will be carried out by the S-4 of the unit and personnel of
his staff. However, any of the officers or key noncommis-
sioned officers of the divisional engineer unit may be
specially detailed for this important work.

e. It is evident from the above that no fixed rule can be
laid down for all situations as to what reconnaissances will
be conducted, by what units or headquarters they will be
conducted, or how they will be conducted. These details
will depend on the particular situation, but in all cases the
reconnaissances must furnish full information of the supply
of local engineer materials and abandoned enemy engineer
supplies obtainable in the area to the engineer headquarters.
While no set forms may be specified, a model form for
reconnaissance for construction materials and equipment is
shown below:
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ENGINEER RECONNAISSANCE REPORT

CoNsTluCTlON MASERIALS AND EQU[PMENT

Dat .. ------.--------- Party
Map reference......
1. Area covered by reconrals-ane .....
2. Standing timber: General location if plentiful.....

Specifdc location ii rarce
Range of sizes ...........-- ---------- --------- -
Accessibility from roads --------------------------------

3. Lumber yards: Location Quantities Cutting machinery

4. Hardware stores: Location General description of stock

5. Gravel pits: Location Machinery at pit Daily capacity

6. Quarries: Looation Crushing mnehinery Daily capacity

7. Brickyards: Location..............
8. Road machinery: Location Number

Plows: ........- --- ---------------------------

Scrapers: ...................

Rollers: ..... ..-...........

Concrete mixers: I-- . - -. . . -

9. Pile drivers: Location .....
10. Barbed wire: ]ocation Approximate quantity

11. Additional materials or equipment: ............................
12. Remarks: ...................................-..

Signature ................
Grsade .......- - - ---------

* 223. SUPPLY IN OFFENSIVE.-In the offensive, the principal
items of engineer supply consist of materials for repair and
maintenance of routes of communication. Road metal will
be required in large quantities. It is procured from local
quarries if possible, and is placed in convenient piles by the
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sides of the roads most vital to the operation. Road plank is
concentrated at dumps for use in making turn-outs around
craters where use of alternate roads is impracticable. Bridge
timbers are located near bridges which may possibly be de-
stroyed by enemy fire or which may be strengthened for heavy
loads. As the attack- progresses dumps of engineer material
are advanced. Captured supplies and local resources such as
rock quarries and standing timber are exploited to the utmost
in order that transportation over congested roads in rear of
the attack may be kept to a minimum. This calls for active
and persistent engineer reconnaissance of captured ground.
As the divisions advance army engineers, utilizing personnel of
depot companies, take over operation of engineer dumps
which the divisions relinquish. They may assist division en-
gineers by sending transportation and personnel for supply
operations and by advancing materials from army supply
points to the new dumps established by division engineers in
captured territory. The engineers of all echelons prepare
plans of supply for the attack as planned, and all eventualities
such as organization of a defensive position, renewal of the
attack, pursuit, or withdrawal or retirement. However, this
is to insure timely meeting of a new situation and not the
institution of stockages which will overload the means of
supplying the basic operation.

* 224. SUPPLY IN PURSUIT OR RAPID MovEMN.--The location
of rapidly moving columns for supply purposes must be de-
termined in advance. This is difficult and requires exacting
staff work. Engineers must accompany such columns with
loads of vitally necessary engineer supplies. Local materials
and abandoned enemy supplies must be exploited to the
utmost.

* 225. SUPPLY IN DEFENSE.-a. When the defensive is as-
sumed, intrenching tools and fortification supplies must reach
the troops promptly. One or more engineer distributing
points are established per division where supplies are de-
livered to using troops. Tools and supplies may be deliv-
ered direct to the battalion sector, the trucks checking
through the distributing points. These engineer distributing
points are located in the general vicinity of the regimental
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reserve line, and near a good road on a good road net so
as to be easily accessible to the battalion sector. An engineer
dump and distributing point are usually established in the
vicinity of the engineer bivouac area, stocked initially with
supplies dumped by trucks of the divisional engineer unit.
This supply point normally will be stocked with additional
fortification materials, camouflage materials, and road plank.
Other dumps and distributing points as required, in rear
of artillery areas, similarly stocked, may be established in
some situations. All these will be supplied from the en-
gineer supply point by trucks of the divisional engineer
unit, augmented when necessary by trucks of the divisional
quartermaster unit.

b. Large quantities of road and camouflage materials are
required. Road materials, except plank, are usually placed
in separate dumps so as to be best distributed and placed
for the work to be done. Road plank is stored at dumps
of general supplies as well as near the site of the work as
required.

c. The supply of antitank mines, employed mainly in de-
fensive situations, is a special case. They are normally
stocked and issued by the division ordnance officer from the
ammunition supply points, based on allocations to units
recommended by the division engineer in the same manner
as ammunition (see par. 32). In special cases where the
using units cannot go to the ammunition supply point,
divisional engineers may stock antitank mines at engineer
distributing points or even haul direct to the using units.

d. The unit engineers of all echelons prepare for resumption
of the offensive or a withdrawal. If the offensive is to be
resumed engineer supplies will be concentrated in army supply
points located well forward and in the divisional areas. If a
withdrawal is indicated the forward movement of supplies
will be held to the minimum and stocks in forward supply
points will be used up.

* 226. SUPPLY IN WITHDRAWAL OR RETIREMENT.--a. In a re-
tirement the troops continually move toward supplies pre-
viously concentrated. The principal supplies required will
be for organization of selected defensive positions in the rear.
The most difficult problem will be to evacuate supplies to the
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rear. If a retrograde movement is possible or expected, sup-
plies may be held on vehicles rather than placed in depots
or dumps.

b. When the decision to withdraw has been reached, the
quantity of supplies brought into the area is held to the
minimum and every effort is made to use forward stocks.

c. Considerations governing removal or destruction of sup-
plies are secrecy and noninterference with movement of
combat troops by movements of trains. All supplies must be
either used up, evacuated, or destroyed. Great care must be
exercised in blowing up or burning dumps of supplies as this
is a strong indication to the enemy of a contemplated re-
tirement. The decision to destroy or abandon supplies is
made by the commander of troops in the area, and a request
is made by the unit engineer for such a decision early enough
so that destruction can be accomplished.

* 227. DIvIsIoN OPERATIONS.-- . When the commander has
announced his decision to undertake a course of action, the
division engineer makes a supply estimate of the situation.
He decides what, when, and where engineer supplies are
needed and how he is going to place them there.

b. He checks this plan of engineer supply with G-4 for
coordination, makes request for any divisional quartermaster
or higher echelon trucks needed, and furnishes G-4 with
such parts of his plan as should go into the administrative
order of the division.

c. He then turns the plan over to his S-4 for execution
and supervises engineer supply as the tactical situation
unfolds.

d. The unit S-4 obtains additional personnel and equipment
that may be necessary to carry on the supply operations from
the headquarters and service company or headquarters com-
pany and combat companies.

e. Operation of engineer distributing points is the function
of the supply officer (S-4) of the divisional engineer unit.
For this purpose he utilizes the supply section of the head-
quarters platoon of the headquarters and service company of
the combat regiment or the supply section of the head-
quarters company of the combat battalion, augmented as
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necessary by qualified personnel from service elements of the
headquarters and service company or the combat companies.
A noncommissioned officer and two privates are normally
sufficient for 24-hour operation of a divisional engineer dis-
tributing point. These establishments are handled without
formality. Issues are made to troops of all arms, whether
attached or belonging to a division, upon the statement of
the commander that the supplies are necessary. A running
account of stock is kept and studied to determine what items
are available and what items are in demand. An orderly
arrangement of stocks is maintained to promote efficient
operation. Care is taken to disperse stocks and to camouflage
distributing points. Bombproof shelter may be provided for
personnel. It may be necessary to construct additional road
facilities in and around distributing points.

* 228. ARMY AND CORPS OPERArTINS.-a. General--Corps and
army engineer depots differ mainly in size. Since the corps
when detached from the army becomes in effect a small army
(see par. 212c (3)), and operates on the same lines as the
army, only operations of the army engineer for supply will
be discussed.

b. Army engineer operations.-Operations of the army en-
gineer for supply are as follows:

(1) Confers with G-4 of the army on tactical requirements
and general plan of supply and evacuation.

(2) Draws up lists of necessary items well in advance of
needs.

(3) Requisitions items from the engineer of the theater of
operations who may approve same for immediate issue or
may direct that credits be allotted in communication zone
depots. Copies of the requisitions go through G-4 of the army
to the regulating officer for the army.

(4) Supplies normally are shipped from depots through
the regulating officer, to army engineer depots or railheads.

'(5) When supplies arrive they are disposed of in accordance
with the tactical plan and general plan of supply and
evacuation of the army.

(a) In a mobile situation depots may be established when
they can be placed far enough forward to supply the con-
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templated operations, or all or a part of the supplies may be
kept mobile on railroad cars or motor vehicles.

(b) In a static situation depots normally will be estab-
lished.

(c) Troops needing supplies at once are issued them
immediately on call.

(d) If supplies are needed at once by troops who cannot
call for them immediately, forward dumps for the lower units
are established by the army.

(6) Supplies will be issued on requisitions from divisions
or by setting up credits for them in army engineer depots.

(7) Continued adequacy of supplies to comply with the
general plans of the army must be assured. This is done
by careful estimates of anticipated requirements and checks
of stocks on hand, in depots, and in the hands of subordinate
units. The time lag in obtaining supplies must be taken
into account.

(8) Proposed depot locations are recommended to army
G-4, and established when approved.

(9) Requirements of a depot are-
(a) Siding capacity for at least one standard railroad train.
(b) Good motor road facilities. It usually will be necessary

to construct additional roads in and around depots.
(c) Out of range of enemy artillery fire.
(d) Centrally located, well forward or so as to best favor

the contemplated operations. Army depots usually are
located in rear part of the army area.

(e) Covered (about 10 percent of total) and open storage.
(10) More than one depot may be established for an army

but if it is possible to meet supply needs with one it is best to
establish only one initially. Additional depots may be located
farther forward or to rear as the situation changes.

(11) Personnel for operation of depots consists of depot
companies, shop companies, and other engineer troops. Por
a very large establishment a separate battalion may be as-
signed. In this case personnel of depot companies may be
attached to the separate battalion to furnish expert supply
personnel.

(12) Requirements of a railhead are similar to those of a
depot but much smaller. Siding capacity for one standard
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train is usually sufficient and issue normally will be direct
from railroad cars to trucks of the units drawing supplies, or
with a minimum of preliminary sorting on the ground.

* 229. TYPICAL ARMY ENGINEER SUPPLY DEPOT.-A typical lay-
out for an army engineer supply depot in the combat zone is
shown in figure 39. The areas required for the various classes
of supplies are based on an estimated initial depot stockage of
15 days' supply for an army of three corps of three divisions
each in a relatively stable situation. Operating force is one
depot company. It may be used as a guide only. It must
be modified as necessary to conform to existing terrain and
communication facilities, type of operations to be expected and
hence stockage to be maintained, and to many other and
varied considerations always existing. It must be protected
against aircraft, and establishments scattered and camou-
flaged to minimize effects of aircraft bombing.

* 230. DEPOTS IN COMfml CATIONS ZONE.-In the communi-
cations zone an engineer depot may be exclusively an engineer
establishment in which case it is called a special depot, or it
may be an engineer section of a general depot. In a general
depot an officer is designated as engineer supply officer. He
has charge of proper storage care, maintenance, and issue
of all engineer supplies, equipment, and material under such
instructions as may be prescribed by the engineer of the com-
munications zone. He controls the necessary technical per-
sonnel to handle the engineer supplies and the records per-
taining thereto. He supervises loading and unloading of
engineer supplies, proper marking of all shipments, and
transmittal of information in regard to shipments to con-
signees through prescribed channels. He arranges for trans-
portation only through duly constituted transportation
agencies which are under supervision of the commanding
officer of the general depot.

* 231. SPECIAL SUPPLY DEPOT.---a. Organization.-A large
special engineer supply depot in the base or intermediate sec-
tion of the communications zone consists of a headquarters, a
supply department, and an operating department. A general
outline of its organization, which must be flexible and capable
of rapid expansion, is as follows:
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(1) Headquarters.-(a) Depot engineer offleer.-In com-
mand and is responsible for organization and operation of the
depot.

(b) Personnel otcer.--Looks after all administration,
camp orders, travel orders, and correspondence.

(c) Chief clerk.-Looks after all paper work of the depot,
and has three sections directly under him as follows:

1. Requisition.-Handles all incoming requisitions,
gives them the depot requisition number, passes
them to the supply department, and later checks
shipments against the requisitions.

2. Inventory-Receives inventories from sections of the
supply department and consolidates them into a
complete depot inventory. The consolidated in-
ventory is sent periodically to the section engineer
under whose control the depot operates.

3. Mailing and filing.-Handles all correspondence for
the depot.

(2) Supply department.-Under one of the depot engineer
officer's assistants, and is divided into sections as follows:

(a) Mechanical-Handles power-operated e q u i p m e n t,
cranes, boilers, engines, hoists, derricks, concrete mixers, gas
engines, cables, etc.

(b) Barracks and buildings.-Handles wooden barracks,
steel buildings, warehouses, hospital wards, corrugated iron,
roofing paper, etc.

(c) Water supply.-Handles pipe, pipe fittings, pumps, well
drillers, bath supplies, plumbing, well casing, and all special
water supply material.

(d) Forestry-Handles sawmills, sawmill supplies, special
saws, axes, and other equipment required for lumbering opera-
tions.

(e) Roads-Handles all road-making equipment, road
graders, dump trucks, scrapers, plows, scarifiers, road rollers,
and similar special equipment required for road construction.

(i) General.-Handles all general hardware, small tools,
hammers, carpenter tools, blacksmith tools, and all tools com-
mon to several departments.

(g) Pioneer.-Handles unit equipment, technical supplies,
special supplies for combat troops, etc.
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(h) Construction materials.-Handles lumber, sand, gravel,
stone, trench boards, A-frames, etc.

(i) Electrical.-Handles generators, motors, lamps, electric
wire, insulators, switches, etc.

(j) Railways.-Handles rails, track gages, lanterns, flags,
track tools, and all railway equipment used for maintenance
of way and equipment.

(k) Camouflage.-Handles paints, paint brushes, paint-
spraying machines, osnaburg (or burlap), chicken wire,
smooth wire, cotton cloth, and all special camouflage mate-
rials.

(I) Searchlight.-Handles searchlights and special material
pertaining to them.

(m) Mining.-Handles mining supplies except explosives
and all special equipment for mining operations.

(n) Explosives.-Handles all explosives.
(3) Operating department.-Divided into sections as fol-

lows:
(a) Crane and yard equipment.-Has charge of all crane

crews, cranes, yard equipment, etc. It works in conjunction
with all sections that require service in loading and unloading
cars.

(b) Transportation and shipping.-Looks after spotting
of all cars and makes out bills of lading. This requires that
men be suitably placed in receiving yards of depots to
mark all cars for the engineer depot, giving track and yard
location, and to assist train crews in spotting cars in the
proper section and at the right place. The transportation
and shipping section attends to ordering all empty cars for
shipments and acts as the depot agent between all sections
of the engineer depot and the railway service. It has charge
of all convoys on convoyed shipments.

(c) Small lots.-Looks after all shipments less than car-
load lots. These shipments are taken from the different
supply sections to the small-lot shipping platforms, whence
they are shipped by truck or local freight to destination.

(d) Trucks and local transportation.-Handles all truck
transportation assigned to the depot, and makes local
deliveries for the small-lot shipping section.
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(e) Salvage-Receives all salvaged material, reclassifles
it, and turns over that portion in good condition to the
proper issuing sections for reissue.

(f) Labor.-Has charge of all pool labor of the depot, and
assigns it to the various sections according to the amount
of work each has for the day. Through this section the
depot engineer officer can control priorities.

b. Typical operations.-When the supply department re-
ceives requisitions from depot headquarters, it requests the
necessary cars from the operating department. When cars
have been loaded, it notifies the operating department, giving
data for preparation of the bill of lading, and then reports
to depot headquarters that the requisition has been filled.
The headquarters checks the filled requisition with the origi-
nal and notifies the consignee by wire and letter, giving car
numbers, bill of lading number, and date of shipment. This
permits the consignee to make plans for receipt of the goods
and to initiate a tracer of the shipment if necessary.

* 232. ADVANCE SUPPLY DEPOTS.-Engineer supply depots in
the advance section of the communications zone are much
smaller than those in the base or intermediate sections.
They are located about 6 to 8 hours' freight haul from the
railheads. They carry the more common engineer supplies
and technical equipment for combat engineer troops. The
supply sections are less numerous than in the organization
given in paragraph 231, but they are organized on the same
lines, two or more of the depot sections being combined into
one at the advance depots.

SECTION IV

MAP SUPPLY

E 233. FUNDAMENTALS.-a. Adequate supply of the best and
most suitable types of maps that can be made available is
essential to efficient military operations.

b. Coordination of map-making and map supply agencies
of the forces is essential to success and is a vital command
function. Allowances of maps will be prescribed for each
theater of operations by the commander thereof.

c. Where suitable maps for military purposes do not exist,
the aerial photograph in its various forms must be accepted.
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The aerial photograph will not only serve as a map but as a
means of producing a map by photogrammetric methods.
Where suitable maps are available, the aerial photograph will
be used to supplement the information on the map.

d. Except for initial allowances of existing military maps,
automatic supply will be impossible. Considerable bulk
and weights are involved. The initial allowance of maps for
a field army will weigh approximately 15 tons. Supply of
maps and aerial photographs requires continuous coordina-
tion and supervision both as to procurement and distribution.

e. Decentralization of production, reproduction, and dis-
tribution will be necessary. Means must be provided in ap-
propriate echelons for procuring photographs, making maps,
and producing and distributing both in quantity.

* 234. MILITARY MAPPING AND SUPPLY MxSSION.--Owing to
lack of suitable topographic maps of. the United States as
well as of other parts of the world, the army must be pre-
pared to map as it moves in the theater of operations. The
Corps of Engineers and the Air Corps are trained and
equipped to provide the necessary maps in the field. This
requires decentralization of map preparation and map supply.

* 235. TYPEs.--a. Maps used in the theater of operations con-
sist of those prepared-

(1) During peace.
(2) After outbreak of hostilities
b. Maps prepared during peace ordinarily will be of small

scale, either planimetric (without relief) or with relief of a
very general nature.

c. Maps prepared after outbreak of hostilities consist of
those prepared initially by compiling information from exist-
ing source material and those produced by troops in the
field.

d. Classification of military maps as to purpose, character-
istics, use, types, how prepared, scales, etc., is covered in
FM 30-20 and AR 300-15.

2 236. RESPONSIBILITY FOR MAPPING AND MAP SUPPLY.-. The
Chief of Engineers under policies prescribed by the assistant
chief of staff, G-2, is charged with all military mapping in
the zone of the interior and with preparation or procurement
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of such maps of foreign territory as may be prescribed by
the Secretary of War. He is responsible for the supply of
maps needed for training purposes by authorized organizations
and individuals in the military service. He prepares the
initial supply of maps that may be needed in an emergency.

b. The Corps of Engineers and the Air Corps are charged
jointly with preparation of all maps requiring use of aerial
photographs.

c. The Air Corps is charged with aerial photographic work
for military mapping operations in accordance with specifica-
tions prepared by the Corps of Engineers.

d. The Corps of Engineers is charged with preparation of
maps and map substitutes from aerial photographs, with
prosecution of surveys, with compilations for production or
revision of maps, and with their production, reproduction,
supply, and distribution.

e. In a theater of operations coordination of map-making
and supply agencies is a function of command.

(1) Unit engineers of the various echelons of command
(GHQ, army, corps, and division) are responsible for prepara-
tion or procurement, production, reproduction, supply, and
distribution under approved policies of the various command-
ers and under direct supervision of the various assistant chiefs
of staff, G-2, of all maps required by their units for the
operations.

(2) GHQ, army and corps topographic units, and the map
section of divisional engineer units are under control of the
respective unit engineers. Within limits and capabilities of
his equipment and personnel to execute and in cooperation
with the unit G-2, the unit engineer is charged with the
following duties:

(a) Requisition of necessary maps obtainable from higher
echelon.

(b) Preparation of maps not obtainable from higher eche-
lon that are required for his unit.

(c) Liaison with the Air Corps for furnishing photographs
for mapping purposes or map substitutes.

(d) Assignment of mapping missions with priorities in
accordance with the tactical situation and policies of the unit
commander.
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(e) Reproduction of maps, sketches, overlays, graphical
data, aerial photographs, etc., as necessary.

(f) Preparation of table of map allowances in cooperation
with 0-2 of the unit.

(g) Distribution of military maps, except such confidential
or secret maps as may require special distribution.

(h) The cartographic (chart or map) representation of
all information of the enemy obtained from all available
sources.

* 237. MAPPING AND MAP SUPPLY UNITS.--. For detailed
operations of the various mapping units, including types of
maps produced and reproduced, see chapter 8.

b. For divisional engineers, see paragraphs 40 and 48.

* 238. INITIAL ALLOWANCES OF EXISTING MAPS.-Initial allow-
ances of existing military maps are as follows (see FM 30-20
and AR 300-15):

a. Small scale maps from 1:1,000,000 to 1:7,000,000 for gen-
eral planning and for strategical studies:

(1) Regular.-One copy per headquarters component
shown in Tables of Organization of each organization con-
sidered down to and including the battalion or similar unit.

(2) Exception.-Organizations covered by special allow-
ances.

b. Intermediate scale maps normally from 1:200,000 to
1:500,000 for planning operations, including movements, con-
centration, and supply of troops.

(1) Regular.-(a) One copy per commissioned officer of
each headquarters shown in Tables of Organization down to
and Including the battalion or similar unit.

(b) One copy per organization assigned a Table of Organi-
zation down to and including the battalion or similar unit.

(c) One copy per section of division, brigade, regimental,
and battalion staffs.

(2) Exceptions--(a) For cavalry, the allowance will be
increased by 50 percent.

(b) For the Air Corps, aeronautical charts will be issued in
lieu of intermediate scale maps.

c. The allowance of aeronautical charts for the Air Corps
is-

GHQ Air Force, 25.
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Division headquarters (air section), 100.
Each wing headquarters, 10
Each group headquarters, 10.
Each squadron headquarters, 4.
Per airplane, 4.

d. Medium scale and large scale maps normally from
1:125,000 to 1:20,000 for strategical, tactical, and administra-
tive studies, and for tactical and technical battle needs.

(1) Regular-(a) One copy per commissioned officer.
(b) One copy per each component shown in Tables of

Organization of each organization considered as follows:
3 copies per component regiment or larger unit.
2 copies per component battalion.
1 copy per component company.

(c) One copy per section of division, brigade, regimental,
and battalion staffs.

(2) Exceptions.-(a) The Air Corps will be allowed 10
copies of the medium scale map Per observation airplane. No
copies of the large scale map will normally be issued to the
Air Corps.

(b) 100 to division staff.

Nonr.-Division headquarters (or, in the case of smaller expedi-
tions acting independently, the headquarters thereof) normally will
be allowed an additional quantity of each map equal to 50 percent
of the Initial distribution provided above, normally to be in custody
of the division or detachment engineer, to be issued as required
prior to the reproduction of maps in the field.
· 239. ALLOWANCES OF MAPS PRODUCED IN THE FIELD.-The
allowances of maps produced in the field in time of war will
be prescribed for each theater of operations by the commander
thereof.

* 240. MAP SUPPLY AND DISTRIBTrIONt---a. Maps are class IV
supplies and are furnished on requisition in the same manner
as other engineer class IV supplies.

b. Each unit engineer is charged with the distribution of
maps under the policies and supervision of the unit G-2,
except such confidential or secret maps as may require special
distribution. I-e will obtain maps not published by his unit
from the engineer of the next higher unit.

c. Table II below shows channels for map supply and
distribution.
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TROOPS AND OPERATIONS 241

* 241. DISPOSITION WHEN TROOPS LEAVE AREA.-Whenever a
tactical organization is relieved from duty in a particular area,
the commanding officer thereof is responsible that all maps
and map substitutes are collected and turned over to the
commanding officer of the relieving unit or, if not replaced by
troops, to the engineer of the territorial command who will
cause all unserviceable copies to be destroyed under the
personal supervision of an officer. Particular care will be taken
to insure that no maps or map substitutes are abandoned.
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CHAPTER 12

TRAFFIC CIRCULATION
Paragraphs

SscnoN I. Control ----------------- _............. 242-247
II. Considerations affecting plans - . .......... 248-253

III. Formulation of plans ------------------------ 254-257

SECTION I

CONTROL

U 242. REGnLATION.-a. The heavy and continuous traffic to
which roads in a combat zone are subjected requires com-
plete and thorough regulation of traffic. To insure efficiency
in supply, evacuation, and troop movements traffic must be
regulated in accordance with a plan based on the tactical
situation and a thorough study of capacity and condition of
available roads. The fewer the roads and the poorer their
condition, the greater the necessity for a carefully planned
system of traffic circulation and control. Elimination of
animal-drawn transportation for supply and evacuation re-
moves the difficulties incident to its coordination with motor
transportation. However, complications are introduced
through need for good roads for motors somewhat further to
the front than heretofore. Traffic management, with par-
ticular reference to motor transport, is covered in FM 25-10.

b. Principal measures for regulation of traffic are-
(1) Formulation and issuance in orders of the traffic circu-

lation plan embracing-
(a) Reservation for necessary time of separate roads for

tactical movement of troops. When such reservation of
separate roads for different types is impracticable due to lack
of sufficient roads, different types of traffic may be allotted
use of the same road on a time schedule.

(b) Provision of circuits of one-way roads, including two-
track roads used for one-way operation where such use is
advantageous.

(c) Reduction to the minimum of crossing of traffic
currents.
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(2) Erection and maintenance of legible and readily
understood traffic signs to indicate authorized directions of
movement and locations of units and establishments.

(3) Provision of an ample supply of traffic circulation
maps.

(4) Rigid enforcement of traffic regulations and march
discipline by all commanders.

(5) Organization and subdivision of the road-net for
purposes of construction and maintenance.

(6) Establishment of necessary traffic control posts and
traffic patrols for enforcement of traffic regulations and for
guidance of movements on roads.

· 243. PRIORITY.-a. Priority of traffic toward the front dur-
ing active operations will depend upon the tactical situation.
It is essential that priority lists be furnished traffic control
personnel who must otherwise use their judgment in case of
congestion by clearing a traffic jam in the most expeditious
manner.

b. In case of attack a line, usually a road generally paral-
leling the front, is designated as a barrier line beyond which
vehicles will not be permitted to proceed except as provided
for in the priority list of the circulation plan. This line is
designated to limit circulation in the forward area until the
attack is well launched in order to afford combat units and
their accompanying transportation full freedom of maneuver.
The following may be taken as a rough guide governing
priority in passing the barrier line:

Priority Class of vehicle

1._ -------- Ambulances, staff cars, motorcycles.
2 ...-----..--- Signal Corps trucks.
3 -... ..---- Trucks loaded with road or bridge material.
4-- ------- Trains of regiments and lower units, not accompanying troops.
5-.......... Trucks loaded with ammunition or with gasoline for tanks.
6-...------- Trains of the divisional service units.

* 244. JArs.-Traffic jams can be avoided by proper planning
(see par. 242). They are usually due to the following causes:

a. Paulty traffic circulation plans.
211
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b. Unnecessary directions, complicating the system.
c. Errors in timing and routing of columns.
d. Poor traffic control, especially at road intersections and

supply points.
e. One-track bridges or other defiles on two-track roads.
f. Poor march discipline of troops and transport.
g. Motor traffic routed on roads which will not support it.

U 245. CENTRALIZED CONTROL.-a. GeneraL-The necessity for
adapting the supply and evacuation system to changes in
the situation at the front and for coordinating transportation
by road and by railroad requires centralized control of traffic.
In the combat zone such control is primarily a function of
army commanders. Each subordinate commander (corps
and divisions) so organizes and regulates traffic under his
jurisdiction as to conform to the system prescribed by his
immediate superior.

b. Army control.-The army, either by means of a circula-
tion map or by paragraphs in the army administrative order,
provides for circulation within the army area and for restric-
tion within indicated limits of use of certain specified roads.
These restrictions for important roads may extend into corps
and possibly division areas. The corps, however, is normally
responsible for all circulation within its own area. Only
in case of need for adjustment of conflicts between two corps
circulation plans or because of army requirements will the
army specify traffic circulation extending into the corps area.

c. Corps control.-The corps may prescribe circulation on
the main roads in divisional areas in order to coordinate
the division traffic control plans with its own. This is often
necessary in an attack when the road net does not provide
within the zone of each division at least one forward-bound
and one rear-bound road. The divisions must obtain ap-
proval of the corps before making any changes in their own
circulation plans which will affect the corps plan.

d. Division control.Subject to such restrictions as are
imposed by higher authority, the division prescribes the cir-
culation within its own area. No division plan should provide
for use of any road outside the division area unless authority
therefor has been given in the circulation plan of the corps
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or has been obtained by arrangement with the unit concerned
or with the corps.

* 246. DUTIES AND RESPONSrBILITiEs OF SUBORDINATES.-a.
Formulation of a plan of road circulation and traffic control
within a unit is a function of the G-4 section of the staff of
that unit, cooperating with the G-3 section in regard to the
tactical plan. Issuance of orders for road circulation and
traffic control is a function of the commander. These orders
are promulgated as part of the administrative order. A cir-
culation map usually is issued as an annex thereto. Enforce-
ment of the orders is the duty of military police operating
under direction of the provost marshal.

b. The circulation plan prepared by G4 ordinarily is based
on recommendations of the unit engineer. The latter is
responsible for reconnaissance of routes and for submission
of recommendations to G-4 as to direction, amount, and kind
of traffic to be authorized on the various roads. The unit
engineer is also responsible for construction, repair, and main-
tenance of roads and bridges, for regulation of traffic over
bridges, for preparation and posting of signs to mark routes
and direct traffic, assistance of traffic over particularly bad
sections of roads, and, when ordered in an emergency, for
relief of traffic jams.

c. In a critical situation or where engineer work is of para-
mount importance, the unit engineer may be made temporarily
responsible for enforcement of traffic circulation and control
orders. IHe should, in this case, be given assistance of military
police and such other assistance as he may need.

* 247. CONTROL SYSTEMS.--L. Escort.-The escort system is
employed for movement of small bodies of troops or of columns
not in presence of the enemy and on roads not in constant
use. Motor traffic control groups proceed in advance along
the routes to be followed. They notify such control agencies
as exist to block off all traffic until troops or columns have
passed. At crossings, supply points, and other places where
there are no control posts they take station far enough ahead
to insure the march being made without interference by other
traffic. When the head of the column reaches a post thus
established, the escort Proceeds to the next unposted point,
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clearing the road as; it goes. This procedure is carried out
until the troops have reached their destination. If there
is an extended interval between troops and transport, separate
blocking parties should be detailed for each. This system
presupposes priority on the road to the column using it.

b. Point.-() The point system of traffic control consists
of use of traffic control posts and patrols. It is employed-

(a) On roads in constant use.
(b) During movements of large bodies of troops on roads

not in constant use.
(2) Duties of traffic control posts of the point system are

to-
(a) Require all traffic to follow route prescribed in traffic

orders and as indicated by traffic signs.
(b) Control and regulate passage of all vehicles and pre-

vent blocking of roads. At points where congestion is likely
to occur, vehicles must be kept moving.

(c) Stop all vehicles proceeding against authorized traffic
direction except those having special authority for such action.
If not authorized to proceed against traffic, make and number
of any such vehicle, together with army serial number and
organization of the driver, will be taken and if feasible the
vehicle will be turned back and ordered to proceed to its
destination by the authorized route.

(d) Stop all vehicles exceeding prescribed speed limit and
to report the drivers except where there is a manifest
emergency.

(e) Enforce compliance with all traffic regulations.
(3) Each traffic control post is furnished-
(a) A copy of the circulation map.
(b) A copy of any special traffic control orders.
(c) Signboards showing directions, distances, etc.
(d) Red and white lanterns where lights are allowed.
(e) Priority list.
(f) March tables or march graphs covering movements of

large units.
(4) Traffic patrols of the point system consist of men

mounted on motorcycles who singly or in groups of two or
more constantly patrol the roads between traffic control posts.
They are charged with the same general duties as traffic
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control posts. They also make daily reports on condition of
roads, including location and extent of landslides, shell holes,
bad ruts, accumulation of water in depressions, spongy or
soft spots in metalled roads, and any other evidences of de-
terioration. Patrols should be furnished the same kinds and
means of information as traffic control posts.

c. Schedule.--() The schedule system, which is an elabo-
ration of the escort system, is essentially an adaptation from
railroad practice. It is particularly applicable to static situ-
ations with large volumes of traffic. It is also useful in rear
areas where railroads are inadequate or nonexistent. Its
greatest usefulness is on a single road without crossings,
although cross traffic can be taken into account without great
difficulty. This method of dispatching may be used in con-
junction with either the escort or point system for detailed
control.

(2) To use this system, crossing roads and side streets in
towns must be available for use as make-up and dispatching
yards for motor trains. Turn-outs must be provided for ve-
hicles in local service such as road material carriers, and
for disabled vehicles. All traffic usually will move at the
same average speed; if it does not, facilities analogous to
sidings to permit overtaking and passing must exist. Control
posts are located at all intersections of any importance, and
may be at intermediate intersections if distances are great.
Facilities for communication between these stations by wire,
radio, motorcycle messenger, or by visual means are essential.
Signals for traffic control such as traffic lights or semaphores
are advantageous.

SECTION II

CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING PLANS

* 248. GENERAL.-Traffic circulation means movement of
traffic over roads in accordance with a plan which prescribes
direction of movement and class of traffic allowed over various
roads. While considerations affecting traffic circulation plans
are many and varied, the principal ones are-

a. Tactical situation.
b. Roads and road net.
c. Transportation available.
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d. Supply and evacuation plan.
e. Restrictions by higher authority.

U 249. TACTICAL SITUrATION.-All traffic circulation plans must
conform to the fundamental that requirements of combat
troops must be given primary consideration. In formulating
a traffic circulation plan all troop movements, known or fore-
seen, by any and all means (motor, foot, animal) should be
allotted such roads and periods of use as will insure their
arrival at their destination at the proper time and with the
least possible delay and fatigue. After a traffic circulation
plan has been formulated and put into effect, troop movements
cannot always be planned so as to conform to this plan but will
in the main be determined by action of the enemy or other
circumstances, time and distance being normally the con-
trolling elements. Tactical necessity may demand utilization
of roads for troop movements without regard to the circulation
enforced for supply and evacuation or other purposes. Con-
trol of traffic under the circulation plan in force and the plan
itself must be sufficiently flexible so that prompt adjustment
to meet changed conditions necessitated by troop movements
may be made without; delay or confusion.

* 250. ROADS AND ROAD NET.. Importance.-The rate of
movement of an army is limited to a great extent by the rate
at which it receives supplies. In warfare all supplies must
eventually reach the troops by road. The road system should
be adequate to carry all supplies from the railroad terminals
to troops in advance of these points, to supplement the rail
system by relieving it of part of its load, and to replace it
entirely during temporary breakdowns. In recent years there
has been a marked increase in the volume of road traffic due
to organization in depth over broad fronts, development of
motor transportation and armored forces, and great increase
in requirements of ammunition and engineer supplies and in
daily march and rate of advance. Thus an adequate net of
good roads is necessary to the modem army.

b. Tpes.--All roads fall under two general headings,
namely, standard and improvised or hasty (see FM 5-10).

(1) Standard roads are all roads designed and constructed
in general accordance with civil practice. They may be classi-
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fled as high type and low type. High-type roads, that is, hard-
surfaced pavements of blocks, cement concrete, bituminous
concrete, or any of the various types of macadam pavements,
are capable of bearing sustained traffic in all kinds of weather,
and are termed "all-weather" roads. However, the water-
bound macadam road requires heavy maintenance in wet
weather and under heavy motor traffic. Low-type roads, that
is, gravel, coral, shell, sand-clay, or earth roads, are all diffi-
cult to maintain for heavy traffic or in wet weather, under
which conditions they deteriorate rapidly. If well-drained,
sand-clay and earth roads will bear a moderate amount of
traffic in dry weather. In wet weather they will bear no
heavy motor traffic and animal-drawn traffic will move with
difficulty.

(2) Improvised or hasty roads are all roads of a cruder
type than the standard roads, used to move traffic across other-
wise impassable areas. Included are plank, corduroy, wire
mesh, and tread roads and trails. They are usually con-
structed to meet exigencies of a particular situation.

c. Classification.-(1) One-track.-A one-track road is one
which is capable of accommodating only one column of
traffic. It requires a minimum width of 9 feet, and preferably
10 feet. In civil practice the term "lane" is used instead of
"track."

(2) Two-track.-A two-track road is one which is capable
of accommodating two columns of traffic, either in the same
or in opposite directions. It requires a minimum width of
18 feet. A four-lane highway will provide a two-track (two-
lane) road in each direction.

(3) One-way road.-A one-way road is one on which traffic
moves in one direction only. It may be either a one-track
road or have two or more tracks.

(4) Two-way.-A two-way road is one on which traffic
moves in both directions. In designating two-way roads con-
sideration must be given to widths of roadway, culverts, and
bridges, since one-track stretches form bottlenecks which
materially reduce capacity of two-way roads.

d. Traffic capacity.-(1) Traffic capacity of a road depends
primarily on tactical considerations governing its use and on
its type, quality, condition, and type and regulation of its
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traffic. Engineer reconnaissance is necessary in order to
determine type and amount of traffic that can be routed over
a particular road.

(2) In a continuous motor column the number of vehicles
which will pass a given point in a given period of time is
dependent upon speed and average distance between vehicles.
As the speed increases the safe driving distance between
vehicles increases; at speeds of from 10 to 35 miles per hour
the safe driving distance varies almost directly with the
speed. Observations of civilian traffic indicate maximum
traffic capacity at about 33 miles per hour but for practical
purposes traffic capacity at all speeds between 25 and 45
miles per hour is constant:

(3) Where tactical considerations permit, and consistent
with prescribed speed of traffic, motor columns will utilize
traffic capacity of the road to the utmost if leading vehicles
move at a constant speed and following vehicles maintain
minimum safe driving distance. The minimum safe driving
distance is not fixed but is determined by each driver as a
result of training and experience. A column of 100 11/2-ton
military trucks will, when moving at a speed of between
10 and 35 miles per hour, normally have a time length of
about 8 minutes. Therefore, normal traffic capacity of a single
road lane supporting a continuous column of motor trucks
moving at a constant speed within this range is about
6%X100, or 750 vehicles per hour. Although traffic capacity
of a road is greatly affected by road conditions, visibility,
passing or crossing traffic, terrain, and similar factors, this
figure of 750 vehicles per lane per hour may be used in com-
puting normal traffic capacity of a road for military trucks.

(4) For short periods of time only, in order to prevent
capacity of an entire road system from being reduced by
towns where different lines of traffic merge or by other bottle-
necks in the system, the distances between vehicles may be
decreased if careful traffic regulation is observed. For speeds
of from 25 to 35 miles per hour this reduced distance may
be taken as slightly more than one-third of the normal
driving distance. Thus the ultimate capacity of a single lane
of traffic through towns or other bottlenecks at 25 to 35
miles per hour may be taken roughly as about 2,000 vehicles
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per hour. If the speed falls below 25 miles per hour the
ultimate capacity decreases rapidly. At 15 miles per hour,
about the maximum practicable speed for hours of darkness,
1,200 vehicles per hour at an average distance center to
center of about 22 yards is the ultimate capacity. Converting
the above figures to tons carried by 1'/2 -ton trucks, in 14
hours of daylight and 10 hours of darkness, the ultimate
capacity of a single lane of traffic through towns or other
bottlenecks is about 60,000 tons; the normal capacity on the
open road is about 27,000 tons. During 10 hours of darkness,
the ultimate capacity is about 18,000 tons and the normal
capacity is about 11,000 tons. The above figures are based
upon a single lane of traffic without opposing traffic in the
adjacent lane, all vehicles moving at the same speed on an
unobstructed road. Obviously, presence of slower-moving
vehicles in the column, loss of time due to breakdowns, and
impracticability of maintaining continuous traffic at a con-
stant speed will result in reducing these figures. The ad-
vantage of using roads of more than one track for one-way
traffic to reduce such difficulties and to eliminate delays
incident to left turns across opposing traffic is obvious.

(5) As previously shown, where a road bears a continuous
stream of traffic and where the problem is only one of mov-
ing the maximum tonnage daily over the road, there is no
advantage in excessive operating speeds. The speed giving
the maximum capacity and at the same time the safest and
most economical operation (about 30 m.p.h.) is the proper
one. However, where the problem is to complete a given
movement of troops or supplies in the least possible time,
the proper average speed is about 35 miles per hour in convoy.
Speeds greater than this are not justified due to excessive
distances between vehicles, danger of accidents, difficulty of
control, and, in the case of heavy vehicles, excessive damage
to the road.

* 251. TRANSPORTATION.-Tables of Organization for the units
comprising the infantry divisions eliminate all animal-
drawn supply and evacuation transportation. Under these
tables, the only animals are in the horse-drawn field artillery
regiment of the square type division. All trains are fully
motorized, including trains of the horse-drawn artillery regi-
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ment. It follows therefore that good motor roads must be
available or made available for all supply and evacuation
purposes; and in almost every situation they will be necessary
for movement of combat troops and equipment, either by
their organic motor transportation or by motor transporta-
tion temporarily assigned for the purpose.

U 252. SUPPLY AND EVACUATION.--a. General.-The subject of
supply and evacuation, including the general supply prin-
ciples, classification of supplies, nature and locations of supply
and evacuation establishments, and classification and oper-
ations of trains, all of which are essential to formulation of
a traffic circulation plan, is covered in FM 100-10 and 100-15.

b. Location and establishments.-Locations of the supply,
evacuation, and administrative establishments of the division
must be known before the traffic circulation plan for the
division can be completed. These establishments may
include-

(1) Railhead.
(2) Supply point for gasoline and oil (normally at all

depots, railheads, and truckheads or at convenient locations
on main supply routes leading thereto).

(3) Ammunition supply point (may be an army ammuni-
tion railhead, truckhead, or depot).

(4) Engineer supply point (normally is the same as the
railhead except in defensive situations when an army engineer
railhead, truckhead, or depot is the supply point).

(5) Distributing points.
(6) Collecting stations for men.
(7) Ambulance stations.
(8) Clearing station or stations.
(9) Bivouacs of various regimental and lower unit trains.

(10) Bivouacs of various divisional service units.
(11) Command posts of division and next lower echelons.
(12) Rear echelon of division headquarters.

U 253. RESTRICTIONs BY HIGXER AUTiHORITY.-Restrictions on
traffic by each echelon of command should be held to the
minimum necessary. These restrictions may take several
forms such as designation of a line beyond which vehicle lights
are prohibited, designation of a line forward of which certain
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classes of traffic may not proceed during daylight, designation
of certain roads or of all roads in a prescribed area for exclu-
sive use of a particular unit either for a specified time, or
without limitation as to time. The restrictions imposed by
higher authority may have an important influence on the
traffic circulation plan of a subordinate unit such as a divi-
sion, and must be rigidly adhered to in the formulation of a
traffic circulation plan.

SECTION I

FORMULATION OF PLANS

d 254. GENERAL.---a. General.-The fundamentals of traffic
circulation are applicable to any tactical situation, although
the amount of detail prescribed will vary widely in accordance
with the situation. In a rapid advance where the road net
is excellent it may be sufficient to prescribe merely the main
supply road of the unit. In a stabilized situation where
traffic is heavy and roads poor, the circulation plan may
embrace the most minute details. In any case the plan must
be flexible.

b. Reconnaissance.-Engineer reconnaissance must be per-
formed wherever possible prior to formulation of a traffic cir-
culation plan, since obstruction of routes by a retreating
enemy or faulty map information may make the proposed
plan impracticable.

c. Simplicity.-Any restrictions on traffic other than those
absolutely necessary will impede rather than facilitate traffic
circulation. The simplest plan which will provide for neces-
sary supply and evacuation movements is the most efficient.

d. Road nets-(1) When possible, a division should have
at least two good roads within its area, one for traffic mov-
ing toward the front, the other for traffic returning to the
rear, thus providing a one-way road circuit. In planning
such a circuit, consideration should be given to condition of
the road, and when feasible the best road should be designated
as the forward route, as practically all transportation moving
to the front is loaded while that returning to the rear is
generally empty. This road will be designated as the main
supply road and engineers will give it priority of maintenance.
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In some situations but one good road leading into the divi-
sional area will be available. If this is a two-track road,
rearward-bound traffic may return by it. The main objection
to a two-way road is that forward-bound traffic moving to
the side roads leading to the left of the main supply road
must cross rearward-bound traffic, and that rearward-bound
traffic moving on to the main supply road from side roads
on the right must cross forward-bound traffic. When this
occurs careful traffic control is necessary. When practicable,
directions for traffic leaving a two-way road should provide
for right-hand turns. If there is only one good one-track
road leading into the area the problem presents greater dif-
ficulty, as it will be necessary to route return traffic on the
side roads to the right or left of the main road.

(2) Train bivouacs, supply points, clearing stations, and
similar establishments should be located on loops or spurs
off the main road. The best form of road is a loop provid-
ing for traffic exclusively forward on one road and back on
another. On such a road the traffic is to a certain extent
self-regulating, and a continuous stream of vehicles may be
most nearly approached. Use of loop roads results in such
a marked reduction in traffic congestion that they should
be provided wherever practicable even if it is necessary to
require two divisions to use the same loop.

(3) Traffic circulation should never be prescribed farther
to the front than required by actual needs of traffic. Thus,
traffic directions on routes forward of collecting stations for
men will rarely be prescribed since heavy and continuous
traffic is not to be expected forward of these points. A
traffic circulation plan is intended primarily to regulate
movement of trains performing supply and evacuation func-
tions and is based on locations of the fighting front and
supply and evacuation establishments.

(4) The traffic circulation plan should provide for use of
existing standard roads to the fullest extent. Engineers
must not be burdened with excessive new road construction
or extensive improvement. Their most important duty is
to maintain existing roads.

e. Defense.-When a position is to be organized and de-
fended, a traffic circulation plan will be put in effect. Tenta-
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tive circulation plans based on passing to the offensive or
withdrawing from the position must be prepared and kept
ready to be placed in effect for either of these contingencies.

f. Attack.-Prior to an attack road circulation will be
prescribed but supply traffic will be reduced to a minimum
in order to give combat troops access to the roads. The road
net in the enemy's area is studied, and a tentative plan for
circulation thereon is prepared. When it becomes necessary
to move supply and evacuation establishments forward, this
plan, revised as the result of engineer reconnaissance, will
be put into effect as required by the situation. If the attack
makes but little progress, evacuation and supply can function
on their former basis, and the road circulation will remain
unchanged. In an attack after a period of stabilization, the
most critical part of the road system is that which extends
across "no man's land." Here the roads will be few, in very
bad condition, and will require the greatest attention.

g. Withdrawal.-In a withdrawal, movements of troops and
supplies normally will be from the front to the rear. Move-
ments in the opposite directior must be avoided as much as
possible. Supplies should be evacuated first to clear roads
for movement of troops. Routes or zones of withdrawal
should be assigned for troop movements to the rear. Full
advantage should be taken of two-track roads leading to
the rear by using them as one-way roads. This will then
permit movement of two columns of traffic abreast in the
same direction, commonly known as "double-banking." As
withdrawals usually take place under cover of darkness, con-
trol of traffic is of primary importance. Any traffic jams
which occur increase the danger of capture by the enemy of
the delayed transportation.

* 255. PREPARATION OF PLAN-Knowing the locations of
supply, evacuation, and administrative establishments
and fundamentals of supply, evacuation, and traffic control,
formulation of the traffic circulation plan and preparation
of the circulation map is undertaken.

a. Tactical situation.-The initial consideration is the tac-
tical situation, including necessary troop movements and
restrictions by higher authority. Thus in an attack or de-
fense of a position, troops and supplies must move to the
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front while the sick, wounded, and prisoners move to the
rear. Situations will sometimes arise, as in delaying actions,
where certain types of supplies move to the rear, while other
types such as ammunition are being moved to the front.

b. Road net.-(l) A careful.study should next be made of
the existing toad net, and a tentative decision reached as to
direction of traffic to be prescribed for roads leading to the
front and returning through the area. The results of all
available road reconnaissance should be noted and considered,
since condition of the roads and bridges is of primary im-
portance. As previously stated, the best route will usually
be selected as the route to carry the greatest volume of sup-
plies. Care must be taken that routes for movements from
the front are provided; that evacuation to the clearing station
is made as direct as practicable; that movement of loaded
vehicles to unit train bivouacs, ammunition dumps, and en-
gineer distributing points, and their return to the rear after
unloading is made as direct as practicable; and that back
hauls for loaded vehicles are reduced to a minimum.

(2) With direction of traffic determined for main routes
of travel to front and rear, the next step is to decide upon
direction of traffic on lateral roads.

e. Tests.-The last step is to test the circulation plan with
respect to functioning of trains as given in FM 100-10. In
addition it should be tested with respect to-

(1) Movements of regimental and lower unit trains to
water supply points and engineer distributing points, thence
to points of delivery, and thence to bivouac.

(2) Movements of supply vehicles of the signal and ord-
nance units to their respective supply points, thence to their
bivouacs.

(3) Engineer vehicles must have access to all parts of the
area for work without having to use very circuitous routes.

d. Roads crossing boundaries of area.-Having completed
the tentative circulation plan for roads lying wholly within
the area of the division it is then necessary to indicate traffic
directions on sections of roads crossing the division bound-
aries. Agreement should be reached with adjacent divisions
with regard to traffic directions, provided the corps has not
already prescribed these details.
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e. Circulation map.-A circulation map is normally issued
by the division as an annex to the administrative order in the
form of an overlay to a map referred to therein.- On this over-
lay are shown the road net, the prescribed circulation on the
roads, and the locations of supply, evacuation, and adminis-
trative establishments. This information may be readily
transferred from the overlay to the basic map of the receiving
unit, or the overlay itself may be used for the direction of
traffic. Sufficient information to permit such use should be
included on the overlay.

* 256. EXAMPLES.-. There is but one good one-track road,
A-B, leading to the front near the left boundary of an area,
and a return route near the right boundary, as shown in
figure 40(). The road A-B is the route over which all
in-going, that is, forward-bound, traffic should move, and
hence is designated as the main supply road. Vehicles re-
turning to the rear will take the road C-D. The roads B-C,
a-b, c-d, and e-f are lateral roads. The direction of traffic
on these roads is alternated as indicated by the arrows. Un-
der this arrangement loaded vehicles, in order to reach supply
points located along the road a-b, for example, must follow
the circuitous route: A-B---C-b-a-B--C-D. Note the
back haul necessary to serve an establishment located along
b-d. Traffic over all the lateral roads moves from left to
right. Establishments located on the road a-b may be
reached by following the route A-a--bD. Similarly, the
problem is simplified for all locations. Note that in order to
reach establishments located on the road C-D some back
haul of supplies toward the rear is necessary. In this case,
however, supplies dumped at d, for example, cannot be moved
forward, whereas in the first instance they can reach the main
supply road via the route d-f-e.

b. There is one good one-track road leading to the front
located approximately in the center of an area, and two roads,
one on the right and one on the left, available for return
traffic as shown in figure 40 ®, The road A-B is the main
supply road, return routes are indicated as C-D and C'-D',
and the direction of traffic on the lateral roads is alternated
on each side, No difficulty will be encountered in delivering
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supplies to establishments located on the roads B-C and
c-d, nor will there be any difficulty in suppling establishments
located on the-corresponding roads B-C' and c--d'. Sup-
plying the remaining four roads, b-a, f-e, b'-a, f'-e, will
be less efficient due to the necessity for back hauls and cir-
cuitous routes. These back hauls are unavoidable under the
assumption that the roads involved are one-track routes with
the directions of traffic as shown.

c. Figure 40 ( shows the same road net as in figure 40 (D
with the direction of traffic on all of the lateral roads routed
away from the main supply road A-B. With the return
routes C-D and C'-D' provided, it is feasible to supply all
establishments with a minimum of lost motion. However,
as before, supplies dumped at any point on the lateral or
return roads cannot be moved forward.

d. Another traffic arrangement is shown in figure 40 (D,
under the assumption that the main supply road A-B is a
two-track road. In this case a complete loop around each
area between lateral roads is provided by utilizing the main
supply road A--B as a two-way road so that it carries all
forward-bound as well as all rearward-bound traffic. The
fault in this system lies in its complexity. Traffic control
will be difficult and without an undue use of control personnel
traffic jams will occur. In addition, there will be many left-
hand turns against traffic which might be avoided. A better
solution in this case is to route traffic as shown in figure 40 ®,
using A-B as a one-way, two-track, forward road. The rout-
ing is similar to that shown in figure 40 ® except that the
traffic on the roads e-f and e-f' has been routed toward
the road A-B so as to facilitate forward displacement of
supplies.

* 257. SUMMARY.-From the foregoing, the following general
rules relative to traffic circulation and control may be stated:

a. Engineer reconnaissance must precede formulation of
a traffic circulation plan.

b. Formulation of the traffic circulation plan is a function
of the G-4 section of the staff of the unit, and the plan is
based on recommendations of the unit engineer.

c. Requirements of combat troops must be given primary
consideration.
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d. Any plan of traffic control must be flexible to meet
various contingencies.

e. Substantial road net is essential.
;. Traffic restrictions should be held to the minimum.
g. Traffic circulation is regulated with reference to loca-

tion of the fighting front and of supply, evacuation, and
administrative establishments.

h. Separate roads for troop movements by various means
(motor, foot, animal) should be allotted for the purpose, and
for the necessary periods of use.

t
Direction of

Advnce

dr~tdl

D'z 0A

PIoURE 40.--Traffic circulation diagram-Continued.

i. Circuits of one-way roads to serve the various supply,
evacuation, and administrative establishments should be
provided.

i. Cross currents of traffic should be avoided as far as
practicable, including left turns against traffic.

k. Clear and legible signs indicating prescribed directions
of traffic and locations of establishments should be provided.

1. Circulation maps should be furnished to all agencies
that require them.
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m. Rigid and impartial enforcement by all commanders
of traffic control regulations and of march discipline is
essential.

n. Provision should be made for necessary construction
and maintenance work on roads by engineers.

o. An adequate number of traffic control posts should be
established with proper communication facilities.

p. Tenative plans should be prepared and revised as
necessary to meet all possible changes in the tactical
situation.
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CHAPTER 13

OPERATIONS AND TECHNIQUE
Paragraphs

SEcTrro I. Military operations, except river crossings .--- 258-275
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SECTION I

MILITARY OPERATIONS, EXCEPT RIVER CROSSINGS

. 258. GENERAL.-Engineer missions and duties, especially
those in the division, corps, and army are covered in general
by paragraphs 1 and 2, and specifically for division engineers
by paragraphs 49 to 55, inclusive. More general discussion
is given in FM 100-5. This section summarizes methods of
employment and duties of engineers in military operations.
Owing to'importance of river crossing technique and special
equipment involved, river crossing operations are covered in
section II.

i 259. EMPLoYMENTr.-a. (1) Engineer units must not be re-
garded as pools of laborers and mechanics to be allotted
individually to various operations. An engineer organization
is made up of a number of working units, each capable of
executing a definite type and amount of work when com-
manded by experienced supervisors. It is so organized that
it may be placed on a task rapidly and efficiently and so that
it may be systematically combined with other units into
larger groups for ease of control and supply. In combat
battalions and regiments, general service regiments, aviation
regiments, and separate battalions, this basic unit is the
operating section of the platoon.

(2) Company, battalion, and regimental organizations are
agencies provided to coordinate, supervise, and inspect the
work of groups of these working units, to care for supply and
administration, and to furnish men and equipment for tasks
beyond the capacity of normal means assigned to the platoon
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unit. The function of engineer supply is centered in the
headquarters and service company, but the equipment of
platoons and line companies is such as to assist in engineer
supply if necessary. The above-mentioned organization for
engineer tasks should be recognized by commanders of all
units in making decisions as to employment of engineer
troops.

b. Commanders of combat battalions or regiments usually
apportion work to major subordinate units and direct use of
their own headquarters in assisting operations of lower units
by furnishing transportation, supplies, special equipment, and
expert technical personnel. The unit commander and his
staff officers make frequent visits to the various parts of the
work, see that it is energetically prosecuted, and take cor-
rective measures when necessary to promote the task.

c. Battalion commanders in regiments may be made re-
sponsible for assignment of their companies and attached
units to parts or phases of the work and the exercise of
functions of command and inspection. They arrange with
higher headquarters for supply of engineer material, for pro-
tection of company equipment not taken on special missions
and for attachment of extra personnel and vehicles when
needed for particular tasks.

d. Company commanders usually divide their work into
platoon tasks. The company headquarters attends to details
of keeping platoons supplied with materials, and in super-
vising and inspecting the work.

e. If two or more engineer units are combined for work
on a single task, as where a separate battalion is attached
to a combat or general service regiment, tactical disposition
of attached troops should preserve the chain of command
within the attached organization. A portion of any attached
unit should always be left under its own commander for
work.

* 260. IMPORTANT CONSDERATONS.---a. Practicability of engi-
neer operations is determined by the factors of men, time,
equipment, and materials. The time factor usually governs,
although warning orders may reduce its importance. Abil-
ity to find and use local sources of materials may be of vital
importance. If technical considerations have a real bear-
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ing upon operations, they should be stated to the commander
directly and simply as matters of fact. Whatever help is
needed to complete assigned tasks, otherwise impossible of
execution within the limitations imposed, should be requested
promptly.

b. In execution of work, troops should be placed on tasks
under their own leaders in whole units without breaking up
organizations. It is better to have a few too many men on
several jobs than to mix the surplus on one. Troops work
by shifts of about 5 to 8 hours each or by alternating reliefs
for shorter periods. Actual handling of enlisted men should
be left to their noncommissioned officers which leaves the
officer free to exercise supervision over the whole job and
keeps him from being concerned with small details. Techni-
cal specialists from headquarters are placed under the com-
mander of the unit charged with the work and do not assume
control of the operations. Troops should be kept on tasks
assigned until completed and tasks changed only when nec-
essary. To meet emergencies reserves of tools, supplies, and
manpower should be planned for and work organized so that
units may be withdrawn if necessary without disrupting the
entire project. A job should be organized with a view to
maximum utility at any stage of completion. For example,
one railroad siding completed ready for use is better than
several partially completed; and a usable road subgrade
connecting two vital points is better than having one section
finished and the rest impassable.

* 261. WoRK ASSIGN3ENTS.-Commanders of engineer units
subdivide the engineer work by making area or task
assignments, or combinations thereof.

a. Area assignments give each unit full responsibility for
all types of work within a definite area. For example, a com-
bat company may be required to perform all necessary
engineer work in one geographical locality, as the zone of
action of a combat team.

b. Task assignments give each unit responsibility for per-
forming one or more specific duties. For example, a com-
pany may be assigned to the particular task of repair and
maintenance of roads and bridges on an important route.
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c. Combinations of above methods of, assignment are fre-
quently employed in giving engineer missions. A particular
task may be emphasized when an area assignment is given.
For example, an engineer company may be given an area
assignment by ordering it to operate in the zone of action of
a regimental combat team and the particular task may be
emphasized by stating in the order that especial attention
will be paid to assisting the advance of the artillery. A gen-
eral service battalion may have the mission of executing all
general engineer work required in a specified area ABCD and
maintain a corps supply road from D to E, a combination of
area and task assignments.

· 262. TRANSpORTATION AND SUPPLY-The mission assigned
determines use to be made of transportation. Vehicles are
loaded so as to meet requirements of engineer work in pros-
pect. Transportation may be needed for transport of work
personnel or supplies, for reconnaissance, or for work pur-
poses. The most important use of transportation is for
engineer supply. Equipment in the vehicles is unloaded when
empty vehicles are needed in providing and maintaining the
supply of engineer materials for working parties. Materials
may be drawn from local sources near the site of the work,
from forward engineer dumps, or from engineer supply points.
Many engineer missions require assemblage of engineer ma-
terial in quantity near the site of the work before construction
is commenced. Much of the work of engineer supply must be
done at night. Every effort should be made to keep work
units supplied so that they may place their full strength
upon actual execution of their work; this is one of the main
functions of headquarters personnel.

* 263. ADVANCE.-a. Duties.-In an advance engineers may-
(1) Execute reconnaissance.
(2) Collect data for amplification of existing maps.
(3) Remove obstructions on roads, including mines and

traps.
(4) Repair, extend, and construct routes of communication.
(5) Facilitate passage of waterways by improving fords;

strengthening, repairing, or constructing bridges; and install-
ing and operating ferries.
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(6) Determine a plan for traffic circulation.
(7) Mark roads or localities and furnish guides.
(8) Through use of demolitions and obstructions, prevent

enemy interference by protecting flanks and rear. In larger
units protective lines of obstacles may be 15 to 25 miles dis-
tant from the main columns.

b. Disposition.-Strength of engineer troops with an ad-
vance guard is fixed by length of march to be made and
estimate of work to be done during the march. The usual
allotment of engineers with a single regimental column is
about one company. Engineers in the advance guard should
be moved in trucks and provided with all equipment, tools,
and materials they may need to repair roads and bridges in
the advance. The senior engineer officer with each column
exercises technical supervision over operations of the engi-
neers, and the commander of the engineer element of the
advance guard makes such reports to the senior engineer as
may be desired in connection with technical features of
engineer work. On long and forced marches, it may be neces-
sary to assign one company (or battalion) to the first part
of the roads used and other units to the middle and last
sections. All transportation is made available for road main-
tenance detachments and is disposed in the column accord-
ingly. Company transportation may be consolidated if not
needed during the march. A night march generally requires
more engineers for road maintenance than a march in the
daytime, especially if made without lights. More signs and
guides are needed and there is more work of a minor nature.

c. Road work.-In an advance, the corps and army take
over road operations as far forward as conditions permit,
releasing the divisional engineers for work toward the front.
When the road maintenance troops in the rear have become
extended to the reasonable limit of their capacity, the divi-
sional engineers can no longer be so released, and further
progress of the division becomes dependent upon ability of
the divisional troops to keep road communications open to
the rear.

d. Special engineer troops.-Ponton and other portable
bridge units in the column must be so placed that the main
body of the column may cross streams without having to wait
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for the bridge equipage. In arid regions water supply bat-
talions may be needed to bring up water from points in rear
of the columns and establish advance water supply points
accessible to the most advanced troops.

* 264. RETIREMENT.--a. Duties.-In a retirement some engi-
neer troops are employed near heads of retiring columns on
duties similar to those described in paragraph 263 for an
advance and to assist movement of trains. In addition, engi-
neers may be used at rear of columns to-

(1) Delay the enemy by destroying bridges, blocking roads,
demolishing railways, and erecting barriers.

(2) Assist in hasty organization of the ground for delaying
action.

(3) Assist in flank security by demolitions and obstacles.
(4) Destroy equipment, materials, and stores of use to the

enemy.
(5) Participate in combat, especially in the defense of road

blocks, etc., against encircling forces.
b. Disposition.-Engineers with leading troops reconnoiter

for and remove obstacles to the retrograde movement or
replace structures demolished by ground or air raids. They
also prepare demolitions of roads, bridges, and other im-
portant structures to be subsequently executed by engineers
with the rear guard.

c. Strength and position in column.-(1) Strength of the
engineer component of a rear guard depends upon the work
to be accomplished and may be a quarter to half the strength
of the engineers with the main body. It marches near the
tail of the column. Tool and personnel vehicles must ac-
company working units. Engineers or vehicles not needed
with rear guard should march with the main body. The
leading engineer unit is responsible for road maintenance
for the column and operates in a manner similar to that
of the leading engineers in an advance guard.

(2) The rear unit may or may not be attached to the rear
guard. If so attached, they operate under the command of
the rear guard commander, whd controls and coordinates
the work of the engineers with the operations of his own
troops.
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U 265. ATTACK.--a. iDuties.-In preparation for and during
an attack engineers may be employed to-

(1) Execute terrain reconnaissance.
(2) Improve roads for troop movement, supply, and

evacuation.
(3) Recommend a plan for traffic circulation.
(4) Accumulate stores of engineer material for use in the

attack and in consolidation of captured ground.
(5) Assist in organization of captured ground; supply

intrenching tools and materials to other troops.
(6) Construct advance landing fields.
(7) Locate, mark, and improve sources of water supply.
(8) Mark routes, assembly areas, mine fields, etc.
(9) Assist forward movement of artillery and tanks.
(10) Assist forward movement of infantry by constructing

bridges and by removing obstacles.
(11) Prepare observation and command posts.
(12) Facilitate movement of reserves.
(13) Reconnoiter for engineer supplies left by the enemy.
(14) Assist in flank security through the use of demoli-

tions, mine fields, and obstacles.
(15) Locate and destroy mine fields and trap mnines.
(16) Participate in combat.
b. Employment.-(1) In preparing for an attack, corps

engineer service troops assemble materials at forward engi-
neer dumps, provide technical specialists for special tasks
incident to the attack, and assist divisional engineers. Cer-
tain units are detailed to conduct special reconnaissance.
If additional transportation has been attached to the corps
for engineer work, it operates under direction of the com-
manders of the units to which it is attached, subject to recall
and pooling under control of the corps engineer.

(2) Divisional engineer units are generally employed upon
routes of communication, the special engineer work being
done by the headquarters or corps troops. If engineers are
attached to brigades or regiments for the operation, the divi-
sion engineer must retain sufficient engineers under his own
control to care for the road work behind the attacking units
and to operate the special equipment provided for the serv-
ice of the division. Attached units should revert to control
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of the division engineer as soon as they have accomplished
the mission for which assigned. The divisional engineer
unit may be used, when necessary, for division reserve and
should always have forward points designated where it can
assemble its combat echelons within a definite period of time
for combat use in emergencies. Until such time, it should
carry on its engineer work and should not be held inactive
in one position in reserve.

(3) Tasks performed by engineers with armored forces
in an attack are to-

(a) Prepare routes to the line of departure.
(b) Facilitate the advance beyond the line of departure

by providing and installing special means for vehicles to
cross streams, canals, marshes, gullies, trenches, antitank
ditches, mine fields, and similar obstacles.

(c) Assist in camouflage of vehicles in assembly and other
positions subject to fire and observation.

(d) Prepare and execute special demolitions.
(e) Protect vehicles against attacks from flanks and rear

by preparation or improvement of obstacles and their defense
where necessary.

(f) Furnish water and shelter.
(g) Execute reconnaissance with the division reconnais-

sance echelon.

* 266. PuRsr.--In pursuit, engineers may be employed for-
a. Direct pressure forces, duties similar to those in the

attack.
b. Encircling forces, duties similar to those in the advance,

and after reaching the objective, duties similar to those in
attack or defense.

c. Participation in combat.

* 267. DEFENSE.-a. Duties.-(1) In defensive situations en-
gineers ordinarily will be required to-

(a) Execute terrain reconnaissance.
(b) Establish distributing points for supply of tools and

engineer material for organization of the ground.
(c) Repair, maintain, and mark roads for supply and

evacuation, and prepare a plan for traffic circulation.
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(d) Assist in organization of the ground by executing works
of a special character such as demolitions, obstacles, command
and observation posts.

(e) Assist in flank and rear area security through use
of demolitions and obstructions, and furnish materials to
other units.

(f) Improve facilities for water supply.
(g) Provide camouflage material and give assistance in its

use.
(h) Provide maps, and record on existing maps the de-

fensive works constructed by our forces.
(i) Lay out rear defensive positions and switch positions.
(j) Participate in combat.
(2) In delaying action, engineers may-
(a) Execute terrain reconnaissance.
(b) Execute demolitions and, when required, construct

obstacles in front of delaying positions.
(c) Execute demolitions and construct obstacles on flanks

to extend delaying positions and to provide security against
mechanized attacks.

(d) Lay out and assist in organizing rear delaying
positions.

(e) Improve and maintain roads leading to rear positions
and assist in rearward movement of other units.

(f) Participate in combat.
(3) With armored divisions in defensive operations, in-

cluding retirements, and delaying actions, engineers perform
similar functions to those listed in paragraph 265 b (3) for
the attack, and specifically are used to-

(a) Clear and prepare routes for counterattacks. Knowl-
edge of the location of our own mine fields and ability to
provide guidance through them are important.

(b) Block routes of retreat or protect routes of supply.
b. Lay-out and preparation of position.-(1) Defensive po-

sition.-In a defensive action, particularly in retrograde move-
ments when time and means are available, engineers may
be employed to reconnoiter and lay out rear positions and
initiate work thereon. Positions often are occupied after
dark by the units which are to defend them and engineers
should furnish guides to conduct the units to their positions
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and indicate the provisions made for defense. If practicable,
a joint reconnaissance should be made by representatives of
the unit to occupy the position to be laid out by the engineers
and the engineer officer in charge of the job prior to any
work being done. Selection of the main position may be
strongly influenced by terrain that offers good prospects for
antimechanized defense measures and for obstacles.

(2) Special works.-In general, the infantry and cavalry
clear their own fields of fire, locate and build their own
trenches and other field works, and construct their own
close-in antitank obstacles. Outposts and delaying troops
create outlying obstacles well to the front to delay the enemy
advance. Engineers are used chiefly to construct obstacles
to protect flanks and lines of communications. Engineers
may construct such works as command posts, observation
posts, shelters, and aid stations for units not organized or
equipped for such work and may take over especially com-
plicated or difficult tasks.

(3) Fortification tools and supplies.--The complete organ-
ization of a defensive position requires large amounts of
barbed wire, pickets, intrenching tools, sand bags, and other
construction equipment and supplies. The supply of this
material, very little of which is carried in the corps and
division trains, requires advance planning on the part not
only of the unit engineer but also of the higher staffs so that
necessary supplies may be stocked in the battle area and
adequate transportation may be made available for their
movement to forward distributing points.

c. Camouflage-In general, all combat troops execute and
are responsible for their own camouflage, using materials
gathered locally and such manufactured materials as may
be available. Divisional engineers assist by general inspec-
tion and supervision, by furnishing some supplies and, only
in special cases, by erecting camouflage. For work requiring
great skill, recourse may be had to the camouflage battalions-
of the army or of higher units; however, their chief functions
are supervision, manufacture, and supply, and not execution
of camouflage work.
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· 268. DEFENSE OF RIVER LINE.-In the defense of a river
line, engineers perform duties similar to those in other de-
fensive operations and in addition they may-

a. Execute terrain reconnaissance to discover possible
hostile crossing zones.

b. Execute route reconnaissance for movement of reserves.
c. Execute demolitions and create other obstructions, both

in the water and along the shore, to destroy or block possible
crossing zones and bridge sites including bridge approaches
on their own side of the river and also on the hostile side if
the situation permits.

d. Destroy materials and floating equipment which might
aid the enemy.

e. Participate in combat in an emergency.

* 269. DEFENSE OF COAsrT LINE.-In the defense against a hos-
tile landing, engineers perform duties similar to those in the
defense of a river line. Among other duties (see FM 31-5)
they-

a. Execute terrain reconnaissance to determine possible
landing beaches.

b. Construct underwater obstacles and mines at beaches
and exits therefrom.

c. Extend and construct railways and sidings for railway
altillery.

d. Prepare demolitions and obstructions to delay landing
or advance of the enemy. Demolitions may not be executed
initially, depending on plans for use for the counteroffensive.

e. Lay out and partially prepare defensive or delaying posi-
tions. A passive defense in organized lines is unusual in coast
defense, but engineers may reconnoiter and mark, and per-
haps prepare for defense, rearward positions which may be
occupied in case the tactical situation demands it.

f. Improve, maintain, and mark roads for possible use of
reserves. The usual form of active defense requires numerous
routes for movement of reserves. For each possible line of
enemy advance,' a plan is made for employment of the en-
gineers upon the routes concerned. The exact point of the
enemy's major effort being uncertain, maintenance of the
road net over as wide a range as the enemy activities may
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conceivably cover becomes the most important function of the
unit engineer in each sector. Engineers of all units are de-
ployed upon the roads in accordance with the unit engineer's
estimate of their probable need. Some portions are held in
reserve. Vital routes of communication over which reserves
may move are marked with suitable signs and route maps are
prepared for use of reserve units.

g. Participate in combat in an emergency.

B 270. LANDING ON HOSTILE StoREs.-a. General-The gen-
eral provisions for planning and conduct of joint overseas
expeditions are set forth in publications prepared by the
Joint Board. Emphasis must be placed on construction of
temporary docks and wharves to facilitate movement of sup-
plies and materiel from ship to shore, early construction of
landing fields, and exploitation and development of water
sources. See FM 31-10 for further information.

b. Duties of chief engineer of joint expeditionary force.-
The chief engineer of the joint expeditionary force must
be thoroughly familiar with the plan of operations from
its inception. He must secure all available information con-
cerning topography, climate, resources, routes of communi-
cation, available sources of water, and particularly hydro-
graphic and oceanic characteristics in the area where land-
ing is to be made which, with the plan of operations, deter-
mine number and nature of engineer troops and type of
engineer equipment necessary. Since equipment must be
loaded in reverse order to its use and since it must be loaded
on the same boats as the troops which are to use it (team
loaded), detailed plans involving tonnage and volumetric data
and exact location in the hold of every item will be re-
quired. Preparation of such a plan in accordance with the
directive of the expenditionary force commander follows the
study of the equipment required.

c. Duties of engineers with leading combat teams.-The
first unit to move from ship to shore is usually a combat
team normally consisting of an infantry battalion and sup-
porting troops, including a battery of field artillery and a
company of engineers, with necessary liaison and communi-
cation agencies. Duties of this company of engineers is to
facilitate movement of this force, particularly that of the
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field artillery battery. They are equipped with a limited
supply of hand tools which are carried by the men until
the platoon tool trucks can be put ashore. The tools will
ordinarily include axes, picks, shovels, blocks, and rope,
machetes, and brush hooks.

d. Duties of engineers in the shore party.-After the lead-
ing waves have been landed, a shore party will be landed at
each beach. In addition to detachments of military police,
medical, and signal troops, a shore party contains engineer
troops usually from the corps or army. The engineers must
improve the boat landing facilities by constructing tempo-
rary docks and wharves. Ponton equipage may be useful
for this purpose if the beach is well sheltered and the swell
is slight. As early as possible additional engineers axe
landed to engage in increasing facilities for landing boats
by construction of permanent docks and wharves, for ex-
ploiting water sources and establishing water points, and
constructing landing fields.

e. Preparation for defense.-A beachhead is not completely
established until all danger from fire of hostile artillery is re-
moved. This usually requires a depth of 15,000 yards from
the landing place and a width of 30,000 yards. During
progress of the attack for establishment of such a beach-
head engineers must be prepared for defense and to resist
hostile counterattacks. Their employment in this situation
is similar to their employment in any other defensive situa-
tion, principally to impede movement of the hostile force
through the creation of obstacles.

* 271. BIvouAc.-In bivouac, all engineers normally operate
under organizational control. They may-

a. Execute general terrain and water supply reconnais-
sance.

b. Mark and repair routes to and within the area.
c. Supply materials, tools, and antitank mines for road

blocks and obstructions where necessary.
d. Assist in construction of special road blocks or obstruc-

tions.
e. Provide security detachments for motor vehicle areas in

certain situations.
I. Install or mark water points.
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* 272. RESERVE OR REST AREAS.-a. When in a rest area
engineers conduct their own training, recreation, and re-
cuperation activities in accordance with the general programs
and directives of their higher unit or engineer commanders.'
They may be employed upon engineering work which should
be of a nature to increase comfort, improve morale, and have
some training value for engineers, especially replacements.

(1) Repairing billets, mess halls, and recreational struc-
tures, especially if for their own use.

(2) Constructing target ranges and other training
facilities.

(3) Improving water supply and other utilities.
(4) Furnishing electric light and entertainment facilities.
(5) Maintaining roads in the area.
(6) Replacing clothing and equipment of own troops and

units.
(7) Engineer supply to other units.

Rear area troops should be used for the bulk of such work
normally required for rest areas. None of these activities
should be allowed to interfere with rest and necessary tac-
tical and technical training in preparation for future field
operations.

b. In order to maintain a continuity of engineer policy
within the area the unit engineer keeps a file of pertinent
papers and maps to turn over to his successor showing lay-
out of the area and suitability of each part of it for troops
of various classes, status of construction work, sources of
water supply and road materials, an inventory of engineer
supplies and their location, condition of roads, circulation plan
for traffic, and other matters of interest to a new engineer
unit taking over the area.

* 273. WATER SUPPLY IN HIGHER UNrs.-a. General.-This
discussion covers the broad aspects of water supply operations
of the engineer troops in corps and army areas, in the com-
munications zone, and in the theater of operations. Opera-
tions of water supply battalions are given in section II,
chapter 9. Technical details regarding water supply are
included in FM 5-10.

b. Corps and army areas.-(1) The corps and army engi-
neers have responsibility for water supply within their re-
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spective areas. Here demands for water are greater and
the character of installations is more extensive than in divi-
sional areas. Allowances of water are more liberal, permit-
ting use of water for such activities as in road construction.
Tank reservoirs may be constructed and filled by power
pumps. Delivery of water by pipe line may be found advisa-
ble, and in a stabilized situation the pipe system may be
extended well forward. Transportation of water by railroad
tank cars to railheads may be of frequent occurrence in arid
regions.

(2) If the water situation demands it, the corps or army
engineer may designate an officer on his staff as water supply
officer. All actual construction of water supply installations
is carried out by the general engineer troops at the disposal
of the corps or army engineer.

c. Communications zone.-In the communications zone de-
mands for water may be enormous. Some of the usual needs
are for operation of steam power plants of all kinds, opera-
tion of railroads, supply of large cantonments, and water
supply for concrete construction and water-bound macadam
roads. Where local resources are deficient, water to meet
these needs is transported by rail, boat, or pipe line.

(1) The section engineer is charged with development and
operation of water supply in his section. His activities may
include-

(a) Operation of existing plants and installations.
(b) Construction of and operation of reservoirs, dams,

standpipes, pumping stations, filter beds, chlorination de-
vices, pipe lines, and other means of purification and
distribution.

(2) The same general considerations as to other construc-
tion activities in the section apply to water supply activities.
Responsibility rests with the section commander, and the
construction is according to policies laid down and projects
approved at GHQ.

d. Water suiply activities of chief engineer.-Water supply
policies promulgated by the staff of the commander in chief
are based on recommendations of the chief engineer at GHQ.
He has projects for major water supply construction sub-
mitted by the engineer of the communications zone tech-
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nically scrutinized, and recommends their approval or
modification. The chief engineer recommends allocation of
water supply battalions from the GHQ reserve to the several
armies or sections where required. He provides for depot
stockage and priorities of issue of water supply equipment to
meet prospective operations. The intelligence officer on the
staff of the chief engineer collects and compiles from all
sources of information data as to water resources of the
enemy territory, including results of geological investigations.

* 274. PUBLIC UTILITIES IN OCCUPIED AREAS.-a. When cities
are occupied by our military forces in enemy territory the
operation of public utilities comes under supervision of the
unit engineers. Use of engineer troops in actual operation of
the utilities will be unusual. Normal civilian operating and
administrative personnel are retained wherever possible and
needs of the civilian population satisfied so far as is consistent
with military requirements.

b. Usual employment of engineers is placing of technically
trained officers and noncommissioned officers at key positions
to insure that the utilities are protected and operated in
accordance with the regulations prescribed by the military
commander. The addition of a large military population to
the existing civilian population causes congestion and scarcity
of supplies and transport which require regulation. Some of
the difficulties likely to arise are-

(1) Shortage of fuel for power plants.
(2) Shortage of electric lighting materials such as bulbs,

wire, and fuses.
(3) Water shortages or pollution of water supplies.
(4) Accumulations of garbage and refuse leading to dan-

gerous unsanitary conditions.
(5) Strikes or sabotage by civilian employees.
c. Immediately upon entering the occupied city the unit

engineer makes contact with the responsible engineering
members of the civilian government and endeavors to induce
them to retain their posts to serve the interests of their civilian
population. Having established amicable relations, he places
in their offices a nucleus of military engineer personnel and
immediately requires a detailed survey and report of condi-
tion, location, and method of operation of all utilities. After
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the reconnaissance has been made he recommends to the
commander such modifications in current procedure as seem
advisable in the military interest. If the qualified and re-
sponsible civilians will not cooperate or are not available, the
necessary utilities continue to be operated by military per-
sonnel until suitable civilians can replace them.

* 275. PoRTs.--a. At or prior to the beginning of operations
involving oversea shipments the chief engineer makes studies
of possible ports of embarkation and debarkation and recom-
mends to the commander in chief the best available sites from
an engineer point of view and a comprehensive initial port
development policy. Among the more important considera-
tions influencing his recommendations are-

(1) Amount of tonnage the port may be expected to handle
from information furnished by the general staff. If no defi-
nite figure is obtainable from this source, the chief engineer
makes his own estimate based upon the strategical plan of
the commander.

(2) Draft of vessels using the port; whether the Navy is to
use the same port for a base and to what extent.

(3) Tidal range and hydrographic conditions of the site.
(4) Existing facilities and utilities available.
(5) Capacity of the site and existing facilities for expan-

sion.
(6) Routes of communication from the port to the combat

zone.
He reports to the commander the results of his studies,

recommending a port or ports for adoption with reasons there-
for and also recommending alternative sites.

b. A port having been selected, he formulates for approval
a port policy which becomes the basis of subsequent engineer
operations. This policy covers-

(1) Number and character of new berths to be constructed,
including necessary dredging.

(2) Plan of port control.
(3) Extent of port storage to be provided.
(4) dind of cargo-handling machinery to be installed.
(5) General track lay-out for the port and amount of

rolling stock and motive power to be required for port
operation.
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(6) Plan of construction of troop reception facilities in-
cluding barracks, mess halls, hospitals, and recreational
centers.

c. The approved policy is put into execution by the com-
mander of the section of the communications zone within
whose jurisdiction the port lies.

d. The section engineer employs upon the work such en-
gineer troops as he controls, usually general service regi-
ments or separate battalions, transient troop units, prisoners
of war, civilians, and such engineer or other troops as the
commander of the communications zone may place at his
disposal.

e. In executing the work it is desirable that every effort be
made to make some portion of the facilities immediately
usable.

I. The section engineer makes periodic reports of progress
through channels to the chief engineer who studies them
in connection with the port necessities of the campaign and
prepares to make recommendations to the.commander in
chief as to cessation of certain activities or to expansion of
the project. When, due to acts of the enemy or other causes,
necessary materials of construction are unavailable or a
shortage exists, the section engineer makes recommendations
to the chief engineer for a modification of the project and
uses his initiative within the latitude allowed him to de-
velop maximum efficiency of the port where minor deviations
from the approved project seem warranted.

g. Construction of new wharves and docks will often be
necessary for efficient port operation in a theater of opera-
tions even where some existing facilities are available. As
a rough estimate for calculation, about 1 to 1/V2 or an average
of 11/4 tons can be unloaded per day per lineal foot of dock.
Using the average figure and a basis of 40 pounds per man
per day as the requirement for all kinds of supplies needed by
an oversea expedition, at least 1,600 feet of dock are needed to
supply 100,000 men. In some theaters of operations where the
number of service troops is relatively small the requirements
might be over 100 pounds per man per day. About 30 to 60
lineal feet of wharves and docks 15 feet wide can be built per
day with a floating pile driver. Further details and data
relative to port construction are given in F1M 5-10.
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SECTION II

RIVER CROSSING OPERATIONS

· 276. GENERAL.-a. Rejerences.-(1) FM 100-5 covers use of
the combined arms in river crossing operations.

(2) TM 5-270 covers detailed technical data on standard
types of river crossing equipment.

(3) Chapters 2, 3, and 4, FM 5-10, cover in a more general
way technical data on bridges and improvised means for
crossing rivers.

b. Purpose.-The purpose of this section is to cover the
duties of engineer troops in a river crossing operation, par-
ticularly divisional engineers and those attached to divisions.

c. Operations.-Engineer operations in a river crossing
comprise the following successive activities:

(1) Planning, including procurement of troops and equip-
ment, and reconnaissance.

(2) Movement to assembly positions near the river line.
(3) Movement front assembly positions and crossing lead-

ing waves by assault boat.
(4) Crossing succeeding waves by assault boat, footbridge,

individual ponton ferry, and ponton raft ferry.
(5) Crossing combat vehicles by ponton raft ferry.
(6) Construction of ponton bridges, maintenance, and re-

pair.
(7) Replacement of ponton bridges.
(8) Other duties.

· 277. PLANNING.--a. Tactical plans of successive echelons.-
Units higher than the division are concerned primarily with
fixing the general time of crossing and with designating the
fronts and major objectives for subordinate units. They
attach the necessary additional engineers and equipment to
the front line divisions and hold initial reserves of engineers
and equipment under their own control to be used later to
reinforce the front-line divisions or to exploit a success (see
par. 278). A front-line division prepares a general plan for
crossing on its front. Subordinate units work out details
on fronts assigned them under the division plan.
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b. Engineer staff officer.-The success of a river crossing
operation is dependent upon proper reconnaissance and pro-
vision of necessary means. The unit engineer must-

(1) Be prepared to give advice on preparation of the
commander's plan.

(2) Prepare and execute a detailed engineer plan to carry
out the commander's orders.

c. Commander.-The commander's plan is based upon both
tactical and technical considerations. The engineer must
consider both in preparing his plan.

d. Engineer.-The engineer plan covers in detail crossing
means to be provided, crossing schedules, attachment of en-
gineer troops and equipment to subordinate units, reversion
of such units to engineer control, and execution of such tasks
as will be performed under control of the engineer preparing
the plan.

e. Crossing schedules.-The engineer of each echelon co-
ordinates the crossing by the preparation of a crossing sched-
ule which supports the plan of the commander. The form
of this schedule must be adapted to the situation but should
show in general, for each tactical subdivision of the echelon,
the exact time and place it will cross, the crossing means it
will use and the engineer unit to assist. This schedule must
have the approval of the commander and is the basis of
orders for the crossing.

f. Alternate.-Alternate plans should be prepared to meet
any contingency.

g. Rehearsals.-Rehearsals by all arms on ground similar
to that of the actual crossing promote a thorough under-
standing of the plans. In any case, troops must receive prac-
tical instruction in the use of the assault boat and in crossing
on the footbridge prior to the crossing.

* 278. PROCUREMENT OF TROOPS AND EQuPiENT.--a. Rein-
forcement of divisional engineers.-Divisional engineers do
not have the necessary equipment or manpower to furnish
the crossing means for a division. They are reinforced for
this purpose by light ponton companies and general engineer
troops from higher echelons. The light ponton company (see
pars. 105 to 108) alone does not have sufficient personnel to
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construct the bridge or to operate dr maintain equipment
under heavy fire. Combat engineers are the troops best
trained to handle all types of crossing equipment, particularly
that assigned to the initial waves. General service troops
have some training and may be used to reinforce combat
engineers, to furnish crossing means for succeeding waves
and to construct, operate, and maintain raft ferries and
ponton bridges. Separate battalions normally do not have
training in use of crossing equipment but may be used to
construct approaches, carry equipment, and reinforce combat
or general service engineers on ponton bridge construction.

b. Attachment to tactical units.-Engineers are attached to
subordinate tactical units of the division for execution of
engineer tasks whenever the local tactical employment of the
engineers has a controlling influence on execution of the mis-
sion. For example, engineers should be attached to leading
infantry battalions for initial assault boat crossings and early
construction of footbridges. Attached units should revert to
division engineer control as soon as need for attachment to
subordinate tactical units ceases in order that the division en-
gineer may shift the resources of engineer troops and equip-
ment to the front most essential to the success of the division.
The time of reversion is stated in orders and may take place
gfter leading battalions or leading regiments are across, or
even later, depending on circumstances.

c. Tasks under division engineer control.-Tasks which
serve the division as a, whole and which are not dominated by
local unit tactical situations such as ponton bridge construc-
tion normally are executed by engineers under control of the
division engineer.

d. Reserves.-High losses in engineer troops and equipment
in an opposed river crossing must be expected. For that rea-
son both division and corps retain initial reserves of both
personnel and equipage to make replacements or to reinforce
a front where success is to be exploited.

* 279. RECONNAISSANcE.--a. General.-(1) Front.-A compre-
hensive and thorough reconnaissance of the front or fronts
selected for the crossings, well in advance of the proposed
operation, is the first requisite for success. This should in-
clude reconnaissance of the river itself, the near bank, in-
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eluding avenues of approaches and concentration areas for
friendly troops, and within means available, the hostile bank
and bridgehead zone. Prior to ground reconnaissance, a study
of available maps and aerial photographs should be made in
connection with the tactical plan and tentative fronts se-
lected for future investigation. This study should be supple-
mented by aerial reconnaissance, preferably with engineer
officers as observers. Consideration is given to both tactical
and technical requirements. When hostile covering forces
have been driven from the near bank, an area reconnaissance
is made to determine which of several general plans should
be selected. This may take the form of a joint reconnaissance
by the commander and his unit engineer or members of
their staffs. Tactical considerations may predominate. Site
reconnaissances are made of the general fronts selected
for the crossing, preferably by means of joint reconnaissance
by the engineer in charge of the local crossing with the
interested tactical commanders. Technical considerations
may predominate. Detailed reconnaissances are made by the
engineer in local charge to obtain detailed data for technical
execution of the work. Within any echelon of command the
area, site, and detailed reconnaissances are ordinarily executed
successively to permit proper planning. However, if time
is not available they may be executed concurrently. Leadihg
regiments and their attached engineers require orders at
least 24 hours in advance of the crossing for proper planning,
reconnaissance, and the issuance of subordinate orders.
Several weeks could be well utilized, when the situation per-
mits, for reconnaissance planning of crossings on strongly
defended fronts.

(2) Precautions.-Reconnaissance activities must be care-
fully planned so as not to disclose intentions to the enemy.
Reconnaissance parties must avoid detection from the air
on the enemy side of the river. Technical data on river and
site characteristics may have to be secured at night. Day-
light activity of staffs and their transport must be reduced to
a minimum or neutralized by deception. Caution must be
exercised to prevent significant information from falling into
the hands of hostile patrols and armored detachments
operating on the near bank.
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(3) Site selection.--The ideal site for any particular type of
river-crossing operation may never be found. The function
of reconnaissance is to ascertain all the pertinent facts upon
which selection of site may be based. The final choice of site
will always be a compromise not only between tactical and
technical considerations but also between advantages and dis-
advantages of the latter for each site. The site requirements
discussed in c below for each type of operation must be con-
sidered as ideal and viewed with the foregoing caution firmly
in mind.

b. Final assembly areas.-Final assembly areas are placed
where engineer troops with assault boats, footbridge equip-
mnent, or other crossing means meet the unit which is to use
the equipment. Succeeding combat units may await their
turn to cross in these areas. Desirable characteristics are-

(1) Accessibility for trucks by covered routes.
(2) Easy identification on ground and map.
(3) Concealment from hostile ground and air observation.
(4) Ordinary noise not audible to enemy side of river.
(5) Numerous foot; routes leading to selected crossing

points.
(6) Location to facilitate crossing on a broad front.
(7) Defilade from enemy rifle and artillery fire.
c. Sites.-(1) Assault boat crossing point.-(a) Desirable

tactical characteristics include-
1. Broad fronts to favor surprise; individual boats to

be at least 15 yards apart.
2. Conformity to the plan of maneuver and conven-

ience to objectives and good routes of advance.
3. Lack of opposition by enemy small-arms or artillery

fire.
4. Local defilade on the far bank.
5. Covered approaches on the near bank.
6. Good positions for supporting weapons on the near

shore.
(b) Desirable technical characteristics include-

1. Moderate current (1 to 2 miles per hour).
2. Suitable successive embarkation points downstream

(if necessary on account of current).
3. No obstructions in the water area.
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4. Firm banks, free of obstructions, slope not over 2
on 1 and preferably flatter; height not over 6
feet.

5. At least 10 inches of water 15 feet offshore to
prevent grounding of boats.

(2) Footbridge.-(a) Desirable tactical characteristics in-
clude those listed in (1) (a) above.

(b) Desirable technical characteristics include-
i. Proximity to a road, path, fence, or other feature

on the near shore leading to the site.
2. Cleared area on the near shore, either flat or with

a uniform gentle slope large enough for assembly
of bridge bays and preferably screened from the
far bank.

3. Water adjacent to the near bank not more than
waist deep, sufficient to float the bridge.

4. Absence on both banks, especially on the near bank,
of high bluffs or other obstructions.

5. presence of trees or other usable anchorages on
both banks for float cables and guy lines.

(3) Individual ponton ferry.-(a) Desirable tactical
characteristics include those listed in (1) (a) above if ponton
ferries are used early in the crossing. If their use is post-
poned until after all enemy small-arms fire has ceased, ponton
ferries are usually located at sites convenient to the main
avenues of advance.

(b) Desirable technical characteristics include those listed
in (1) (b) above and in addition include-

1. Approach road to site for truck and trailer.
2. Minimum of 15 feet of bank paralleling the river

with a gentle slope to facilitate launching.
3. Location upstream from proposed bridge for con-

venient future use of equipment but not so close
as to endanger bridge operations if control of a
ponton is lost.

4. Good concealment along the bank for pontons when
not in use.

5. Nearby navigable tributary stream to facilitate
launching and concealment.
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(4) Ponton bridge--(a) Desirable tactical characteristics
include-

1. Location so as to conform to the scheme of maneuver
and sufficiently distant from other ferry or bridge
sites so that artillery fire or aerial bombing directed
at one will not destroy the other.

2. Convenience to an all-weather road on both sides
of the river which fits into the plan for traffic
circulation.

3. Avoiding points near which enemy artillery has
registered.

4. Terrain on the far bank which will provide local
defilade of the site and approaches from flat
trajectory artillery fire; an objective whose capture
will eliminate ground observation of the bridge
site; a deeper objective whose capture will elim-
inate all enemy artillery fire from the site; and
routes of approaches with suitable terrain and
good concealment for the advance on these
objectives.

5. Terrain on the near bank which will provide con-
cealment of the approaches from enemy ground
observation while affording observation for friendly
troops deep into the hostile territory and suitable
positions for supporting weapons.

6. Terrain on both banks must afford sites and unob-
structed observation for a well-organized anti-
aircraft defense, yet at the same time must offer
considerable wooded areas, ravines, etc., in the
immediate vicinity of the bridge for concealment
from hostile air observation of command posts
and other tactical and technical installations, in-
cluding those for engineer maintenance, requiring
location on either bank close to the structure.

(b) Desirable technical characteristics include-
1. Approaches.-Short, easily constructed approach

roads from the site to the existing road net on both
sides are of primary importance.. Within 150 feet
of the bridge approaches should be straight and
without excessive grades, particularly on the far
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shore. Prior construction of the near approach is
often essential in order to get the ponton equip-
ment to the river. The time required to construct
approaches is often the controlling factor in se-
lection of the site.

2. Current.-Current should be steady, parallel to the
bank, and moderate. A location in a straight reach
or gentle bend is favorable.

3. Bed.-Bed of the river should be free from snags,
rocks, shoals, and other obstructions which would
interfere with the movement of the pontons and
erection of trestles and should be sufficiently firm
to hold anchors and support the trestles.

4. Banks.-Banks should be firm enough to support the
sill and approach. They should not be so high or
steep as to require excessive digging for the ap-
proach. They should not be so low that normal
rises will overflow the site or unnecessarily increase
required length of bridge.

5. Launching pontonS.-A 15-foot stretch of bank hav-
ing a gentle slope to the water, either at the site or
convenient to it, is needed for launching pontons.
In a swift current, an upstream point is desirable.

6. Mooring pontons.-A place for mooring pontons
along the bank is necessary about 250 feet from
the site. Mooring points may be upstream or
downstream of the site or both, depending upon
the plan for casting the anchors or for using the
anchor cable. Easy, access from the land side,
deep water and scattered trees along the bank are
desirable.

7. Stacking balk and chess.-A cleared area on the
near shore at the site is needed for unloading
and stacking balk, chess, and other equipment.

8. Transportation park.-Provision must be made for
moving trucks and empty trailers completely away
from the site or parking them nearby under
cover.

9. Hold-fasts.-In case it is inadvisable to use anchors
in the bed of the river to hold the pontons, the
presence of large trees or other hold-fasts near
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the bank is desirable for fastening steel anchor
cables and guy lines. When a bridge is located
downstream from existing pile clusters or bridge
piers, these may be used as hold-fasts.

10. Rise and fall of water surface.-Selection of the
site must consider effect of normal changes in the
water surface on construction and operation of
the bridge. Tides, floods, drought, and destruc-
tion or manipulation of dams may change the
level many feet.

11. Existing ponton ferries.-If ponton equipment in
existing ponton ferries is to be used in construc-
tion and maintenance of the bridge, a site down-
stream from the ferry favors movement of this
equipment.

12. Demolished bridge.-The ponton bridge should be
located far enough away from the site of a de-
molished bridge so that there will be no interfer-
ence with the later reconstruction of the fixed
bridge.

13. Tributary stream.-A site just below the mouth of
a tributary stream favors launching boats and
constructing parts or rafts in the tributary under
cover and floating them down into position when
needed.

(5) Ponton raft ferry.-(a) Desirable tactical character-
istics include those listed in (4) (a) above. The ponton
bridge should have priority of location even though con-
structed subsequent to the ferry.

(b) Desirable technical characteristics include those listed
in (4) (b) above, except that the approaches need not be as
substantial and the current must be 2 or more miles per hour
if utilized instead of outboard motors for propulsion of the
ferry. Excessive currents should be avoided.

* 280. MOVEMENT TO RIVER.-a. Assault boats are brought
forward by truck under cover of darkness on the night of
crossing. They move directly from their place of conceal-
ment to the final assembly areas. Assault boats are laid
out on the ground in these areas in a manner convenient to
the rapid assignment of troops, and details clear and mark
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routes to the river. For the crossing operation, engineer
troops are assigned to duties as paddlers or shore details
and supervision is provided to insure that troops will be
assigned quickly to boats and that carrying, loading, unload-
ing, and reloading of boats will be done in an orderly manner.

b. Footbridges are brought in a similar manner to the final
assembly areas. If movement forward is to be by truck in
whole or in part, the equipment remains loaded. If move-
ment is to be by hand, it is piled on the ground convenient
for issue to carrying parties. Engineers clear and mark trails
to the construction site. Guides are provided and the con-
struction party is assigned its duties.

c. Light ponton equipage is normally concealed far to the
rear of the division area and is brought forward by truck
under cover of darkness on the night of the crossing to
initial control points designated in the engineer plan.
Initial control points must be close enough to the river
to insure that the equipment can be brought forward quickly
by truck when needed in spite of congestion and damage to
roads. On the other hand they should not needlessly ex-
pose equipment to artillery fire or air attack. From initial
control points, equipment is moved forward by truck at the
proper time to be used for individual ponton ferries, ponton
raft ferries, or ponton bridges.

* 281. CRoSSING.-a. Leading waves by assault boats-In
order to insure that leading waves have necessary equipment
and are crossed at the appointed time, crossing schedules are
specified in orders. The crossing schedule must be accurately
worked out and executed to avoid either delay in crossing or
bunching at the river bank. Movement from the assembly
areas, launching, crossing the river, and returning the boats
is carried out as described in chapter 2, TM 5-270, with assault
troops carrying the boats to which they are assigned. Engi-
neer troops continue to operate the crossing means established
for leading waves until such time as an ample number of more
substantial means of crossing are in operation.

b. Succeeding waves by assault boat, footbridge, individual
ponton ferry, and ponton raft jerry.-(l) Crossing schedule.-
One or more alternate means of crossing to be used in event
the primary means is not available should be planned for each
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unit of the succeeding waves, or else an alternate plan of
maneuver should be provided based on successful crossing else-
where. Guides should be prepared to lead units of succeeding
waves to the crossing point of either the primary or alternate
means assigned to that unit. In computing engineers and
equipment available to succeeding waves, crossing schedules
should make a liberal allowance for losses.

(2) Assault boats.-Succeeding waves are led by engineer
guides from their forward assembly areas or other control
points to the crossing point at the river bank, and are crossed
in the boats provided for the preceding wave or they may carry
up additional boats, accompanied by new engineer crews.
The crossing point may be the same as that for the preceding
wave if the current is gentle, or may be downstream thereof
by the amount of drift if the current is swift. However, unless
suitable downstream crossing points are definitely provided,
assault boats return to the original points as confusion will
result if troops attempt to follow the boats along the average
river shore.

(3) Footbridge.-The M1935 footbridge is too vulnerable
for use as an assault bridge by the leading waves unless the
stream is very narrow. It is an excellent means of crossing
succeeding waves if the stream is not too wide or too swift
and after hostile small-arms direct fire is eliminated. Move-
ment to the river, construction, and maintenance are executed
in accordance with chapter 3, TM 5-270. Truck movement for
equipment is used as far forward as practicable. Carrying
parties may be from the engineers or from the first troops
scheduled to use the bridge. Engineers furnish the con-
struction party and leave a party for maintenance. A liberal
supply of equipment should be available for replacements,

(4) Individual ponton Jerry and ponton raft ferry.-
Individual ponton ferries and ponton raft ferries are not
suitable for use with the leading waves because of vulnerability
to direct small arms fire. The equipment is normally re-
served for use in vehicle rafts and bridges. The equipment
is moved from the initial control point at the appropriate
time and is met by a launching crew either at the river bank
or at a point in rear from which it can be manhandled to
the river bank. Boats are launched, rafts and landing stages
are built, and the ferry is operated in accordance with
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chapter 4, TM 5-270. A liberal supply of equipment should
be made available for replacements.

c. Combat vehicles by ponton raft ferry.-As soon as the
assault waves have advanced any considerable distance on
the far side of the river, combat vehicles for heavy weapons
and ammunition and light artillery to support the advance,
together with certain signal, engineer, medical, and messen-
ger vehicles must be crossed, pending construction of a
ponton bridge. A ponton raft ferry is less vulnerable to
fire than the bridge and requires a smaller expenditure of
time and equipment for construction. For movement to the
site, launching, construction, and operation see chapter 4,
TM 5-270. Ferries are often continued in operation after the
ponton bridge is built to handle return traffic and to supple-
ment the bridge. A liberal supply of equipment should be
made available for replacements.

* 282. BRmDGES.--a. Construction, maintenance, and re-
pair.-Since the approaches may take more time than the
construction of the bridge, and since construction of the near
approach may be necessary to get the equipment to the river
bank, work should be started on the approaches as soon as
conditions permit. Bridge construction is in accordance with
TM 5-270. The light ponton company handles transporta-
tion of equipment and may furnish trained personnel for
construction. A liberal supply of equipment should be avail-
able for replacements. The bulk of the work is done by
general engineer troops. Personnel for maintenance and
bridge guards is furnished either by general engineer troops
or by the light ponton company.

b. Replacement--The standard light ponton bridge will
carry all divisional loads authorized and is normally the
first built. However, as soon as possible consideration must
be given to reinforcing it by standard methods, or construct-
ing a heavy ponton or a fixed bridge either to provide a bridge
capable of carrying the heavier loads of corps and army or
to release the light ponton equipage for use elsewhere. Con-
struction of the new bridge is usually undertaken by corps
or army engineers because the eff ort of the divisional engineers
will be devoted to work nearer the front. Dismantling and
reloading of the light ponton bridge is performed either by
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corps or army general engineer troops or by personnel of
the light ponton company

* 283. OTHER DunIES.--In addition to the provision of cross-
ing means as described above, engineers in a river crossing
operation must perform their normal duties in an attack,
particularly with regard to marking routes and helping traffic
forward. Movement over the ground near the river is often
difficult. Special activity may be necessary on the river to
guard against floating mines or drift. Engineer reconnais-
sance must be pushed close behind forward elements on the
far bank and steps taken to remove obstacles, prepare bridge
exits and repair routes of communication on the far bank,
as in the advance and attack (see pars. 263 and 265). Once
across, divisional engineers should concentrate their efforts
on work on the far bank leaving tasks along or in rear of the
river line to other engineer units.

SECTION III

RECONNAISSANCE

* 284. GENERAL.-a. Definition.-Engineer reconnaissance is
the operation of obtaining engineer information in the
field by troops sent out for that purpose. The information
sought is technical in character, but, when it has a direct
bearing on the plan of a commander for the employment
as a whole of a combatant force, it is of tactical value and the
reconnaissance by which it is obtained is considered to be
tactical as well as technical.

b. Relation between reconnaissance and intelligence.-Mili-
tary intelligence is collated and evaluated information con-
cerning an enemy or theater of operations together with the
conclusions drawn therefrom. The sources of information
from which engineer intelligence are derived are numerous,
but the most important and reliable source is engineer recon-
naissance. However, information secured by reconnaissance
does not become valuable until it has been studied in connec-
tion with other available information and evaluated in regard
to its accuracy and adequacy.

* 285. INTELLIGENCE FUNCTIONS AND ORGANIZATION.--. Unit
commander.-Since intelligence constitutes a vital element of
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the commander's estimate of the situation and continually
affects his decisions and orders, it is a basic function of com-
mand to initiate and coordinate the search for information
from which the intelligence is derived. In addition, a com-
mander may receive reconnaissance missions from higher
authority which may or may not coincide with his own re-
quirements for information. In any case, each commander
is charged with the collection of military information within
his zone of operations for use of his own and higher head-
quarters. The general responsibilities of commanders with
respect to reconnaissance are outlined in FM 100-5.

b. Staff relations.-The military intelligence section is one
of the coordinating sections of every general staff and of
similarly organized staffs of smaller units. It assists the unit
commander in discharge of the responsibilities given in
a above. The unit engineer is responsible for engineer intel-
ligence functions under general supervision of the intelligence
section of the general staff (see par. 9).

c. Functions of intelligence officer (S-2), engineer head-
quarters.--Under supervision of the unit engineer, it is the
duty of the intelligence officer of engineer battalions, regi-
ments, or higher engineer headquarters to-

(1) Specifyinformation to be gathered.
(2) Initiate systematic and coordinated search for required

information by all available collecting agencies. In making
plans for reconnaissance it is essential that the operations
officer (S-3) be consulted and the reconnaissance plan coordi-
nated with plans for conduct of other engineer operations.

(3) Collate, evaluate, and interpret information derived
from all possible sources.

(4) Reduce resulting intelligence to systematic form and
distribute it as necessary.

(5) Maintain close liaison with intelligence sections of
higher, lower, and adjacent units.

(6) Exercise general supervision over all intelligence activi-
ties of the unit, including intelligence training.

(7) Act as map supply officer for his unit and in some cases,
for the larger unit of which his unit is a part.

In execution of his duties the intelligence officer conforms
in general to instructions contained in FM 30-5 and main-
tains adequate intelligence records and a situation map.
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U 286. INTELLIGENCE PLAN.-a. General.-Engineer reconnais-
sance should be conducted in accordance with an intelligence
plan which is designed to orient and focus the search for infor-
mation so as to secure all essential information with the
greatest speed and economy of force. The intelligence plan
indicates what items of information are of vital importance
to the commander in execution of his plans and means by
which the information is to be obtained.

b. Essential elements of information.-Essential elements
of information for the unit intelligence plan include not only
the information required for planning operations of the unit,
but also the information required for operations as a whole
of the higher units of which it is a part. The elements of
information required by an engineer unit may relate to hostile
forces but usually they are related to the terrain, natural and
commercial resources, and are technical in character. Deter-
mination of the essential elements cannot be made without
a thorough understanding of the tactical situation and the
expected employment of the engineers. Essential elements
of information change with the situation and must be
redetermined as frequently as necessary.

c. Means of securing infornation.--The principal sources
of information available to an engineer unit are-

(1) Reconnaissance by various engineer elements.
(2) Study of military maps and photographs.
(3) Liaison with other troops such as advanced cavalry

and infantry units.
(4) Questioning of civilians and prisoners.
(5) Information obtained from the headquarters of the

higher unit of which it is a part.
(6) Information obtained from unit engineers of higher

headquarters or adjacent units.
d. Form.-For intelligence plans of higher engineer units

a model form used to save time and serve as a check against
omission of important details is given below. In order to
afford a check against unnecessary delays, the information
which is to be passed on immediately to division or other
headquarters is listed separately. The form is shown as
used by a divisional combat battalion, matter in italics being
inserted on prepared form as required.
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ENGINEER INTELLIGENCE (S-2) PLAN
Period: 2:00 p. m. 2 May to 6:00 a. in., 3 May, 1940.

Essential elements of information announced by division
headquarters:

1. Will enemy attempt to cross Monocacy river tomorrovw?

2. Where will main effort be and what secondary attacks will be
made?

3. What will his strength be at time of attack?

Agencies
(Check agencies to be employed)

Information required . m b
2a 3 - -t

~.E! ~" n-2 -d I aII I

To be furnished immediately
to division or other head-
quarters.

1. Locations on river lines suit-
able forponton bridgesor
ferries, footbridges. ferry-
ing by assnult boats.

2. Detailed _ information on
roads leading from river
on our side and cross
roads in our defense zone.

3. Detailed information on
roads ledinl.e to river on
enenmyside.

4. Cover and ecnoealment on
both sides.

5. Location of supplypoints for
----- d mppin -- 7drtifealP on

materials.
6. Location of defensive posi-

tions to the rear.

Primarily for use by engineer
battalion

7. Location of engineer mate-
rials in zone of ea oeh.-m-
bat team.

8. Location of other engineer
materials.

9. Lostion of io.itioos for con-
straction of road tblooks.

X

X

X

X

X

x

x A

X X.
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U 287. FitNDAMENTALS.-a. General-The fundamentals un-
derlying engineer reconnaissance are as follows:

(1) It is governed by requirements of the mission of the
unit as a whole and needs of the engineers for technical
information on which to plan engineer work.

(2) It normally precedes other military operations and it
should be conducted in time to allow planning and facilitate
execution of the operations.

(3) It is a responsibility of all unit engineers and engineer
organization commanders.

(4) To keep commanders continuously informed, it must be
continuous.

(5) Information gained by reconnaissance should be sent
promptly to the agency or office charged with the duty of
evaluating and dissenminating it.

(6) Reconnaissance forces engage in combat only to the
extent necessary to gain essential information.

(7) Reconnaissance forces should be given missions in
accordance with their characteristics and capabilities.

b. General reconnaissances are those made for the purpose
of securing information of a general nature. This covers all
matters of engineer interest in an area or along a route of
travel, but not usually in complete detail due to lack of time
or capabilities of the personnel making the reconnaissance.
The kind of information especially sought will of course vary
with the activity on which the unit is employed.

c. Special reconnaissances supplement general reconnais-
sances. They are made for securing detailed information
concerning a specific thing or purpose, for example:

(1) Roads and bridges (FMI 5-10).
(2) Railroads (FM 5-10).
(3) Stream crossings (FM 5-10).
(4) Positions for defense (FM 5-15).
(5) Demolitions (FM 5-25).
(6) Camouflage (par. 222, FM 5-20).
(7) Engineer supplies (FM 5-5).
<8) Construction sites (FM 5-10).
(9) Water supply (FM 5-10).
410) Utilities (FM 5-10).
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Instructions for the conduct of special reconnaissances and
typical forms for rendering reports on them are included
in the appropriate sections of the Engineer Field Manuals as
indicated above.

d; General and special reconnaissances are combined in
accordance with the intelligence plan so as to provide all
necessary information with the greatest speed and economy
of force.

* 288. OPERATIONS.-a. Air.-The most advanced engineer
reconnoitering elements consist of engineer personnel ac-
companying the Air Corps or Air Corps units which may have
been given engineer reconnaissance missions. This recon-
naissance may be by direct observation by engineer observers
or it may be photographic.

b. Advanced ground.-The most advanced ground engi-
neer reconnaissance is made by engineer units with armored
forces or cavalry. Army engineer reconnaissance is always
one of the most important missions of these units. The scope
of this reconnaissance is very broad, embracing not only
operations of these advanced forces but also the entire engi-
neer situation in the area so far as it may affect operations
in general.

c. Infantry division.-In the infantry division the work of
engineer reconnaissance devolves upon the engineer combat
regiment or combat battalion. It centers in the intelligence
officer whose duties are outlined in paragraph 10b and 285c.

d. Rear areas.-Continuous engineer reconnaissance of
corps and army areas and sections of the communication zone
is conducted by the respective unit engineers. Close liaison
is maintained with unit engineers in adjacent areas and in
the adjacent forward zone. In an advance this liaison is
especially important, rapidly changing conditions sometimes
necessitating frequent reports from liaison officers with for-
ward echelons.

e. Personal reconnaissance.-A unit engineer personally
carries out reconnaissances which are of such critical im-
portance that they may influence the decision of the com-
mander with respect to the conduct of operations. In other
cases he usually intrusts reconnaissance missions to officers
and units under his orders in accordance with the unit in-
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telligence plan. An engineer commander of a small unit
such as a company or platoon makes a personal reconnais-
sance before every operation. Commanders of battalions and
regiments make personal reconnaissances of a general nature,
but may delegate detailed reconnaissance to their subor-
dinates.

U 289. INsTRUcTIONS.--Orders for the conduct of a recon-
naisance should be clear and complete and should give in-
structions as to when, where, and what type of reports are
to be rendered. Orders for the conduct of a general recon-
naissance should give the area to be reconnoitered and items
of information which are considered particularly important.
In order to expedite issuance of instructions and to guard
against errors of omission, especially in the case of in-
experienced personnel, a model form for the issuance by an
engineer unit of reconnaissance instructions, general or spe-
cial, is given below. It should be noted that item 1 covers
general reconnaissance and that all other items are listed
alphabetically. When it is desired to direct particular at-
tention during a general reconnaissance to an item such as
roads, this should be indicated by an asterisk (*). Instruc-
tions for special reconnaissances and other detailed instruc-
tions are indicated its shown. Asterisks and italic matter
are added to prepared form as required.

RECONNAISSANCE INSTRUCTIONS
6th Engineers

(Unit)
Woodlawn, Virginia

(Place)
14 June 1940, 10:00 A. M.

No. 5 (Date and hour)
To: C.O. Co. C
Maps: Photomap B, Zeroco Road Map

*1. GENERAL FEATURES. -Corn.
plete report with particu-
lar attention to other
items checked.

2. ADvERSE ENGINEER STrATION
IN CONNECTION Wrr AT-
TAcHErrUNrTr.Column de-
layed, insufficient engl-
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sance of the zone of the
3rd lnfantry. Submit
complete report to BN CP
not later than 4:00 P. M.
Priority to roads, engineer
materials and plant in
that order,
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neers attached, insufficient
engineer supplies, etc.

3. AVENUES OF APPROACH.
'4. BRIDGES.
5. CAMP SrrEs.-Suitable for

battalion or larger units.
Give details on availability
of wood, water, and cover.

6. Cov.--Suitable for reserve
position for battalion or
larger unit. Generally
suitable for camouflage of
activities.

7. DEFENSIVE POSITIONS.
8. DEMOLITIONS BY ENEMY.-

Details, labor, materials,
and time necessary to re-
pair.

9. ERRORS IN EXISTING MAPS.
10. FIELDS OF FIRE.

'11. MATERIALS AND PLANT.
12. OBSERVATION.
13. OBSTACLES TO OUR MovE-

MENT.-Natural and arti-
ficial.

14. OBSTACLES TO ENEMY MoVE-
MENT.-Suitable points for
creating same.

15. RAILROADS.
'16. ROADS.
'17. STREAMS-Width, depth

fords, ferries, navigability,
condition of banks and
approaches.

18. TmLrEs.-G a r ag e s, ma-
chine s h o p s, electric
plants, water-supply
plants, gas systems.

19. WATERWAYS.
By order of Colonel E:

X
Major, 6th Engrs.

For 4, submit special report on
the bridge over ACCO-
TINK CREEK near ACCO-
TINK VILLAGE. All other
bridges to be covered only
as required in a general
report. The special report
to be furnished with the
general report.

For 17, report need only include
fords which can be used
by motors.

* 290. PLANNING DETAILS.-a. A reconnaissance should always
be preceded by a study of the instructions under which it is
undertaken, the time limitations, and all maps or photographs
of the ground to be covered that are immediately available.
Since it is neither desirable nor possible for the observer to
record all information that comes to his attention, he must
know what he is looking for, how much detail is expected, and
the relative importance of desired information. Knowledge
as to relative importance of items is especially necessary when
the time for the reconnaissance is limited. If not given, such
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information must be obtained from a study of the reconnais-
sance instructions and an understanding of the tactical
situation.

b. A reconnaissance must be conducted in such a manner as
to permit the turning in of a report at the required place at
the time specified. When an area is to be covered, it is advis-
able to determine in advance the approximate route to be
taken and the proper amount of time to be devoted to each
portion of the route, and then to adhere to the predetermined
schedule. Sufficient time should be reserved at the end of
the reconnaissance to digest and evaluate the information
acquired and to prepare a clear, complete and concise report.

N 291. REPoRTs.-a. General-The results of the reconnais-
sance are usually embodied in a brief written report. The
value of the report is enhanced by neat sketches or by photo-
graphs. The date, hours, and name and grade of the person
making the reconnaissance are included. Blank forms de-
vised for use both in making a reconnaissance and in reporting
the results of a reconnaissance save time and effort. A
consideration of each item shown on a form insures against
overlooking any important particular. The entry of exact
numerical data on forms serves to increase accuracy. The
compilation of information obtained by a number of recon-
naissance parties is facilitated when form reports have
been used.

b. Use of model orm.--A model form for reconnaissance
reports is given below. This form is not intended to fit all
units and theaters of operations but should serve as a guide
in devising other forms suited to particular needs. The
mistake of requiring too much detail must be avoided since
this delays not only the reconnaissance itself but also the
evaluation of the information received. Note that at the
head of the form is the directive that "Entries are to be
made in accordance with the reconnaissance mission."
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KNGINEER RECONNAISSANCE REPORT
GENALt FPATURES

(Entries to be made in accordance with the reconnaissance
mission.)
Date --------------------------- Party ...... ___...___ ..___-___
1. Route followed --..- - --.. .................__ ____________._
2. Roads traveled:

From To Type Width Condition

3. Obstacles encountered on roads: List in order In which met.
Briefly describe each. Indicate materials available locally for
passing obstacle ____._______._..__________.__________________

4. Streams crossed:
Name Width Capacity of bridge Width of bridge

5. Telephone lines:
From To Number of wires Condition

6. Towns:
Name Approximatepopulation *Water Electricity 'Gas

*Check if water, electric, and gas systems are serviceable.
7. Road materials: Located at Kind and quantity

8. Camp sites at which fuel and water are available ..............

9. Feasible points on roads or railroads for creating obstacles:
Location Type of obstacles Estimate of explosives required

10. Additional information: --------------------__________ -__ ____
(Good defensive lines; location of enemy lines:

Navigability of streams; fords, ferries; railroad sites;

Condition of railroads and rolling stock; etc.)
Signature ------------------------------

Grade .____ _------- ______--____--_. .

· 292. COLLATION, EVALUATON, AND DISSEMINATION OF IN-
FORMATION.-C4. Reconnaissance reports are military infor-
mation but not military intelligence. Within small units such
as companies and platoons, the military information gathered
by reconnaissance parties is collected and consolidated into a
report of reconnaissance of the unit as a whole. Such con-
solidated information is transmitted to higher headquarters
and, when it reaches the headquarters of the regiment or di-
visional battalion, the intelligence officer classifies the infor-
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mation so that items of the same character may be grouped
together for convenience of comparison and study; he then
compares, analyzes, evaluates, and interprets the available
information. The record of the result constitutes military in-
telligence which is promptly disseminated to appropriate ele-
ments of the engineer unit, and to higher unit and other
engineer headquarters in accordance with its urgency. The
dissemination of the intelligence is accomplished by personal
contact or telephone conversation; special messages by air-
plane, motorcycle, radio, or other means; conferences be-
tween the intelligence sections of higher, lower, and adjacent
units; and intelligence reports.

b. Situation reports covering the current status of engi-
neer information may be required of the unit engineer at
stated periods or at irregular intervals. When they are ren-
dered regularly, it is advisable to maintain a work sheet for
each separate paragraph of the report. On these sheets the
information applicable to each portion of the report is entered
as soon as received and evaluated, the sheets being held open
for entry of data until the hour for drafting the report in its
final form (see model form below).

ENGINEER SITUATION REPORT
3d Engrs
(Unit)

Greenville Pa.
(Place)

7 July 19 6:00 PM
(Date and hour)

qo. 12
Maps: X 1:62,500
1. INFORMATION OF THE ENEMY.

a. Nearest elements-.Contact with the enemy has not been re-
gained by 6 p. m., but hostile units are reported by friendly
inhabitants to be moving on Pottstown, in which case contact
should occur about noon tomorrow, west of the Nehalem
River.

b. Strength.-Aerial observer reports indicate that strong enemy
columns are concentrating at Nugent, 6 miles west of Potts-
town and at Taskerville, 8 miles southwest of Pottstown. It
is estimated that a brigade is concentrating at each point.

c. Supply and equipment.-Assumed to be normal except in air-
craft; especially well equipped with aircraft.

d. Artillery.-No activity on our immediate front. The forward
units of the 4th Div. on our right were reported to have come
under heavy shell fire late this afternoon in the vicinity of
the village of Owens Mill and RJ 270.
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2. WEATHER.
For the 24 hours beginning noon 7 July the forecast is: Cloudy

this afternoon: probable showers tonight and tomorrow.
Visibility poor.

3. RoADS AND BRIDGcEs.
a. Roads.-As indicated in data (in red) on situation map (annex

No. 1). Roads are largely macadam type but are in a bad
state of repair. Three places where heavy traffic has broken
through the subgrade or where washouts have occurred
across the road are indicated by red crosses on the situation
map. Gravel for road repair can be obtained from pita
marked in blue on map.

b. Bridges.-The existing bridges (six) are all shortspan, timber-
and-iron structuresin good condition and rated for a maxi-
mum load of 10 tons. Detours can be provided around these
bridges for tanks. See bridge reconnaissance reports con-
solidated in Annex No. 2. Heavy planks are available for
longitudinals needed in three of the weakest bridge floors.
The 71st Engr. Co. ponton equipment needed for crossing the
Nehalem is now at Rodney. This equipment is still in un-
satisfactory condition since the last crossing but 30 service-
able pontons can be counted on.

4. RAILROADS.
The line connecting Hampton with Pottstown is reported broken

at the Nehalem Bridge and known to be cut at two burned
trestles over small streams at (92.0-56.7) and (93.5-57.2).
The general service company attached from corps started
repair work on the trestle at (92.0-56.7) at 3 p. m. today
using timbers brought forward as far as the line would
permit. It is estimated that the first Job will be completed
by 9 a. . 8 July and the second by 5 p. m. same date.

5. FORDS.
No definite information has been secured about the present

condition of fords known to exist formerly at certain seasons
over the Nehalem. Reported locations of these fords are
indicated on the situation map with question marks in red.
Reconnaissance patrols operating tonight should be able to
obtain something more definite as to these fords at the
present stage of the Nehalem. It is likely that with the recent
rains the river has flooded the fords. This is one of the
points our patrols should establish within a few hours.

6. CovER.
Photographs taken by our air service are not complete for our

area, and the poor visibility of the last 24 hours has spoiled
a number of views. Our patrols were instructed today to
pay particular attention to locating the wooded areas and
showing them on their sketches. This has been done to the
extent of the territory covered by them. The best information
available on forest growth is indicated in green on the
situation map.

7. TOOLS AND MlATRIALS.
Practically no supply of engineer tools is known to exist in our

forward area other than two small hardware stores in Horton
affording a stock of about 50 picks and 25 shovels. A few
hundred board feet of I-inch lumber is also on hand in
Horton, and there are three large gravel pits as shown in
yellow on the map. Standing timber suitable for construc-
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tion purpose is to be found only in the vicinity of CR 580
and along the stream where sticks averaging 16 feet long
and 8 inches in diameter can be had.

8. UTnLrrnEs.
There are no municipal utilities in the area that can be used to

advantage.
9. WATER SUppLY,

The area is plentifully supplied with streams. All drinking water
will need chlorination.

Signature ...................
Grade ------------- -------

Authentication
Annexes:

No. 1. Situation map.
No. 2. Bridge Reconnaissance report.

Distribution: A2.

t 293. RELATION OF ENGINEER RECONNAISSANCE TO OTHER ARMS
AND SEREICES.-a. General staff.--The intelligence section
(G-2) of the general staff of the unit concerned furnishes or
obtains from the higher unit specific information as to physical
characteristics of the hostile country, its economic develop-
ment, transportation routes and facilities, railway and high-
way data, including design of bridges, tunnels, and terminals,
general construction methods and equipment, enemy engineer
organization and equipment, general engineer supplies, util-
ities, and topographic maps, all of which are needed as aids
to engineer reconnaissance. G-2 also furnishes interpreters
to aid in examination of prisoners from the hostile engineer
service. Prisoners are turned over as promptly as possible
to military police for action of the G-2 section. The opera-
tions and training section (G-3) of the general staff of the
unit furnishes information concerning our own forces, in-
cluding data on equipment and proposed operations. The
supply section (G-4) furnishes information regarding trans-
portation plans, supply needs, and shelter requirements.

b. Air Corps.-Aviation is the most valuable agency for
speedy and extensive reconnaissance of a general nature, and
it is also capable of securing much detailed information,
particularly through aerial photography. Engineer officers
are trained in aerial observation and in interpretation of
aerial photographs. For offensive operations aerial engineer
reconnaissance, including if necessary night photography by
means of flares, should be very active, but to be of maximum
value such reconnaissance must be repeated often enough
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to show varying conditions on different days and at different
hours on the same day. Aerial engineer reconnaissance may
also be used to advantage in checking the efficiency of our
own camouflage operations. Proper aerial engineer recon-
naissance requires trained engineer observers, but aerial
photographs may be made entirely by Air Corps personnel
and furnished the engineers for study.

c. Weather information-The Air Corps (and in some
cases the Field and Coast Artillery) will supply climatic data
and weather forecasts as aids to engineer reconnaissance.
The information has especial value in connection with river-
crossing operations and construction in or over water and
to some extent in water-supply problems. Reliable knowledge B
of the climate may enable the engineer to avoid relying on
plans which impending climatic changes would render
impossible of execution, especially in subarctic and tropical
regions.

d. Medical Corps.-Medical personnel will conduct field
laboratory tests of the water supplied by the engineers and
determine its purity. Such information must guide the en-
gineer in his reconnaissance for a water supply. Medical
personnel may likewise aid in determining the healthfulness
of proposed camp sites.

e. Armored divisions.-Information gained by the distant
reconnaissance echelon of armored divisions is of great
value and can be promptly made available by radio equipment
on scout cars. Such forces are particularly valuable in check-
ing on information gained by air reconnaissance, instructions
being relayed by radio. See section II, chapter 3.

1. Cavalry.-Reconnaissance by the Cavalry is by no means
as extensive as that by the Air Corps, but the information
gathered by cavalry units should be more positive and de-
tailed than that obtained by aerial means. Engineer recon-
naissance is one of the principal functions of the engineer
units assigned to cavalry and armored divisions. Engineers
on reconnaissance duty only with cavalry units and operat-
ing under direction of their own commanders should keep
free from combat except where doing so would endanger
the success of the mission.
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g. Infantry.-Engineer reconnaissance must be kept in
close touch with infantry operations. In raids where en-
gineer information of value may be obtained, engineer scouts
should accompany the raiding parties. Where engineer as-
sistance is required to enable the infantry to pass difficult
obstacles, engineer reconnaissance should precede the opera-
tion; for the usual infantry operation, the engineer recon-
naissance follows the infantry advance as closely as possible.

h. Artillery.-Problems connected with roads and bridges
are of the utmost importance to the artillery and much
valuable information on these matters may be exchanged
between artillerymen and engineers. Artillery observers in
command posts and in the front line are in a position to note
enemy preparations for destruction of lines of communication
or the extent of destruction already accomplished. The main
difficulty in obtaining such information is the matter of
securing it in time to be of value to the unit engineer.

SECTION IV

ESTIMATES, PLANS, ORDERS, ANNEXES, AND REPORTS

* 294. GENERAL.-a. Reference.-The subject matter of this
section as it pertains to tactical, technical, and logistical
operations of all arms and services in general is covered in
PM 100-5, 101-5, and 101-10. This section deals only
with estimates, plans, orders, annexes, and reports specifi-
cally pertaining to engineer duties and phases of military
operations.

b. Functions of leaders.-(l) Sequence.-In any situation
demanding action certain definite steps must be taken in
logical sequence by an engineer commander. He first makes
an estimate of the situation, which culminates in a decision
as to the action to be taken. He next evolves a plan to put
his decision into effect. By means of orders he conveys this
decision and plan to his subordinates. The final step is
supervision to insure execution of the orders as issued. He
requires from subordinates timely submission of the minimum
number of reports required by his own or higher headquar-
ters, avoiding duplication and insisting on conciseness and
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brevity; he issues bulletins giving the engineer situation and
instructions as to approved normal methods of procedure.

(2) Staff participation.-The extent to which each of the
above steps will be performed by the engineer commander
personally or by his staff will vary between wide limits, de-
pendent upon such factors as time element, distances involved,
size of the command, situation, and character and training
of members of his staff. In a small unit with no staff, such
as a platoon, the commander must perform every step him-
self. In the larger units part of the work will be done by
the staff. The more experience and training the members
of the staff attain, and the more conversant they become with
the commander's policies, personal wishes, and characteris-
tics, the more the commander can rely on them for planning
of details. For these reasons decentralization in training
should be initiated early and carefully developed (see par.
20 e). However, the responsibility for the decision, plan,
orders, and supervision always rests entirely upon the
commander.

* 295. ESTIMATE OF SITuATION.--a. Whenever the engineer is
confronted with a new problem or task, his mind should
function according to a well-defined process in arriving at
a decision as to the course to be followed. This process of
reasoning is known as the estimate of the situation. This
paragraph covers only estimates regarding engineer work and
missions rather than tactical situations involving the engi-
neer unit in combat, for which the form of estimate is given
in PM 101-5. Whether written or unwritten, an estimate of
the situation is a necessary mental process preliminary to
every order issued toward the accomplishment of a mission.

b. The engineer of a higher echelon such as an army engi-
neer may have great latitude in his decisions as compared to
the engineer commander of a small unit such as a company
whose functions are more canalized. If the engineer of a
small unit is suddenly confronted with an emergency demand-
ing immediate action there may be almost no time for delib-
eration, yet before he can reach an intelligent decision there
must flash through his mind certain essential factors cover-
ing his mission, means available to him and to the enemy,
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conditions in his area of operations, and best course of action
to take. In such a case the process of reasoning may be very
brief, but results in an intelligent approach rather than action
based on chance. The unit engineer of a large force such as a
division or larger unit may require, under some circum-
stances, days or even weeks for the most careful thought and
study. He utilizes all of his staff; everything that may pos-
sibly affect the problem is considered, all probable contingen-
cies are foreseen, and a decision may be reached only after the
most exhaustive analysis. These examples illustrate the ex-
tremes, but the mental process involved in them is funda-
mentally the same, varying only in extent of detail.

c. In estimating a situation involving engineer operations
as opposed to combat, the engineer often finds that the ob-
stacles to be overcome are the restrictions imposed not only
by the military situation but also and to a greater extent by
natural laws and physical conditions. The strength, morale,
and plans of the hostile forces concern the tactical com-
mander, while the engineer is more concerned with such mat-
ters as congested communications, disintegrating roads, de-
stroyed bridges, and the ever present problem of how to
accomplish his mission with insufficient time, men, or trans-
portation, and inadequate supplies of materials.

* 296. DETAILS OF ESTIMATE OF SITUATION FOR SMALL UNIT.-
In the simplest case where the engineer receives a definite
mission, his estimate of the situation may follow the form
given below:

a. Mission-Brief statement of work to be accomplished.
b. Obstacles to be overcome.-(1) Limitation as to time.
(2) Special difficulties due to location such as great height

of bridge, swift current, poor soil for foundation, probable
rise or swollen condition of stream, etc.

(3) Difficulties likely to be encountered in getting tools
and construction materials to site of work.

(4) Probable enemy interference with engineer work.
c. Means avaiZable..--(1) Transportation.
(2) Materials.
(3) Men.
(4) Equipment.
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(5) Assistance in transportation, men, materials, or equip-
ment which might reasonably be expected from engineers
of other echelons or from other troops within his own unit.

(6) Other favorable factors.
d. Plans.-Various plans are considered for accomplishing

the mission with a discussion of advantages and disadvantages
of each. Under this heading should be considered in detail
various types of construction applicable, sources of materials
and other supply problems connected with each type, hours
of work, time available, kind and amount of assistance
which should be requested, etc. After a mental survey of
possible plans for accomplishing the mission, it is well to
follow this phase of the estimate of the situation with a
brief general consideration of the problem to minimize pos-
sibility of overlooking important factors bearing thereon.
The best plan is thus definitely determined.

e. Decision.-A brief general statement of how the work
is to be accomplished, following the adopted plan.

* 297. ESTIMATE OF SITUATION FOR DIVISION, CORPS, OR ARMY
OPERATIONS.-In the more general case where the engineer is
confronted with the mission of assisting the progress of his
division or corps in an operation and he must employ his
troops on numerous diversified lines of activity, the scope of
the estimate of the situation necessarily becomes wider and
it may take a form approximating the following:

a. Mission.-This usually is stated in the following form:
"To assist the (attack) (withdrawal) (organization of posi-
tion, etc.) of the (division) (corps) (army)."

b. Duties.-Statement of the work which it would be de-
sirable to perform in furtherance of that mission. This work
should be listed under headings corresponding to the duties
of engineers as given in paragraph 2 so far as applicable
to the situation. Under each heading should be stated briefly
the quantity of work considered necessary, the approximate
force required for its accomplishment, and any special diffi-
culties connected therewith.

c. Means available.-(1) Transportation.
(2) Materials.
(3) Men.
(4) Equipment.
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(5) Assistance in men, materials, or equipment which
might reasonably be expected of other engineer echelons,
assistance in transportation, manpower, or equipment from
other troops that should be requested from the unit com-
mander, and assistance which should be furnished to
engineers of subordinate units.

(6) Other favorable factors.
d. Plans.-Feasible plans for distribution of forces over

the various tasks, with a discussion of relative importance
or announced priority of tasks and relative merit of the
various plans, striking the correct balance between im-
portance of the tasks and necessity for obtaining a com-
mensurate return for the effort expended. This resolves
itself into a consideration of tasks that must be eliminated,
and of those on which the utmost effort must be expended
for success of the operation.

e. Decision.-A general statement of how the duties are
to be performed.

* 298. ESTIMATE OF TERRAIN.-Unit engineers of all com-
mands must be prepared at any time to furnish an estimate
of the terrain to the unit commander. To do this he must
keep himself informed of the tactical plans under way or
proposed, and must require the necessary continuing recon-
naissances for this purpose (see par. 292b). Whenever a
new line of action is contemplated, a tactical study of the
terrain involved is of paramount importance to the proper
planning of the action. The unit engineer may be called
upon for an oral or written terrain study, depending on the
magnitude of the operation contemplated, and he shoild be
prepared at all times to give an accurate, brief, and thor-
oughly prepared analysis.

* 299. OUTLINE FOR TERRAIN APRECIATIoN.-See FM 5-15 and
101-5. The purpose for which the study is made and appli-
cable tactical considerations (for example, mission, apparent
enemy capabilities, tentative own lines of action, or the com-
mander's decision) must be kept in mind during this study
as they limit the area of terrain and the tactical effects to
be considered. The study may be mental, oral, or written,
depending on circumstances, and will normally be made by
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reference to the best map available. Graphical indication
of a mission, lines of action, or an announced decision on the
map of the area may be helpful. Inapplicable paragraphs or
items and statements of fact already known to all concerned
should be omitted from the outline given below:

a. Purpose and other limiting considerations.
b. General topography of the area.--(1) Drainage system.
(2) Ridge system.
(3) Routes of communication.
(4) General nature of terrain.
c. Military aspects of terrain.-Consider the terrain under

discussion methodically by natural subareas; within each
subarea, discuss (both from our own and from the enemy's
standpoint as may be required by the purpose of the study)
the effect on pertinent military action of such of the follow-
ing terrain elements as are applicable:

(1) Avenues of approach and communications.
(2) Obstacles (natural and artificial).
(3) Concealment and cover.
(4) Observation.
(5) Fields of fire (all weapons).
d. Critical terrain features-State any terrain features

which, as a result of the foregoing study, appear to be critical
or vital for either the enemy or our own troops (key features).

e. Tactical effect of terrain.-Summarize the effect of the
terrain on such tactical or administrative operations or dis-
positions of either or both sides as may be appropriate. In
case apparent enemy capabilities or tentative own lines of
action, or both, are under consideration, use subheads for
each such capability and line of action in turn.

* 300. PLANS.-a. In order to carry his decision into effect it
devolves upon the leader to formulate a plan that is more or
less detailed, depending upon the nature of the problem. Thus
the unit engineer, having arrived at a decision, plans in detail
with the assistance of his staff the organization of the avail-
able troops and the allotment of the available materials,
transportation, and equipment. Any properly prepared plan
has certain important characteristics, namely, comprehen-
siveness, flexibility, and simplicity. The unit engineer's de-
tailed plan of action in written form normally becomes the
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engineer paragraphs or annex of the field or administrative
order of the unit served, and the basis for other orders issued
directly to the engineer troops.

b. The importance of anticipatory planning cannot be over-
emphasized. From time to time the unit engineer or com-
mander must prepare alternate plans for possible contin-
gencies. When such a contingency develops, the previously
prepared plan may be quickly adapted to new conditions and
translated into orders.

* 301 FIELD ORDERS.-To be effective an order must carry
the exact intentions of the commander and be received
in time to permit it to be understood and executed correctly.
A correct and uniform technique in issuance of orders saves
time, reduces errors, and develops mutual understanding and
confidence between commanders and subordinates. Orders
must be couched in terms that cannot be misinterpreted.
They should be adapted to the character, training, and ex-
perience of the troops. Within these limitations the order
should be as brief as possible, the unit engineer deciding
what can be omitted rather than leaving it to the subordinate
commanders. Standard operating procedures to accomplish
these purposes (see par. 304) are prescribed for engineer
units. In all forms of orders references should be made to
standard procedures whenever possible.

a. Fragmentary.-Fragmentary orders afford subordinates
maximum time for their own reconnaissances, orders, and
dispositions. They may be issued orally, dictated, or written,
and whenever practicable should be accompanied by an opera-
tions map, overlay, or sketch. In larger units, officers are
used for the delivery of oral fragmentary field orders when-
ever possible. When facilities and time permit, a field order
issued initially in fragmentary form is usually confirmed by
later issuance of the order in complete written form. It
should reach subordinates as soon as possible if it is to be
of any use during the operation: in any event it should be
retained as a matter of record.

b. Oral and dictated orders.-Combat situations for engi-
neers will usually require the use of spoken orders (oral or
dictated). Such orders are brief without sacrificing clarity
and carry the force inherent in the commander. Prepared
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notes assist the commander to issue a good order, insure that
the expected sequence is followed, and all necessary instruc-
tions are issued, and may be used as a basis for record (app.
111). An operations map, overlay, or sketch issued with
the order permits brevity and assists in accurate visualization
of the situation, of the plan of the whole unit, and of the
part each element plays. When field orders are issued orally
or dictated, a written order should follow as soon as
practicable. A good typist should furnish several copies at
once for use of units most concerned.

(1) Oral orders are not written down by recipients ver-
batim but notes are taken. Their great advantage is the
short time required for their issuance, but they have the
disadvantage of depending upon the ear, and to some extent
the memory of the receiver. The commander assembles the
subordinates, says, "Take notes," orients them on the ter-
rain or by map reference, issues his orders with force and
clarity, and finishes by asking, "Any questions?"

(2) Dictated orders should always be used in preference
to oral orders when time does not permit a complete writ-
ten order, yet does permit use of this method. The receivers
are required to take down verbatim all provisions of the
order as given.

c. Complete field order.-The complete written field order
has the advantages of accuracy, full information as to the
part to be played by each element, lessened chance of mis-
understanding, and coordination of all efforts. It attains
its maximum value when it is issued sufficiently in advance
to enable the recipients to act upon it prior to initiation of
operations. For the details of this standard five-paragraph-
field order see FM 101-5 and engineer adaptations thereof
in chapter 1, FM 5-35.

* 302. PARAGRAPHS AND ANNEXES TO ORDERS.-a. Engineer
paragraphs of unit field order.-() The tactical mission and
disposition of the engineers appear in a subparagraph of
paragraph 3 of the field order of larger units. In the field
order of the division this may cover attachment of engineers
to tactical echelons, employment of engineers in organiza-
tion of the ground, use of engineers as combat reserve, as-
signment to demolition missions, and use of engineers in
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operations involving river crossings. The subparagraph is
generally brief, except in the case of river crossings where
the amount of detail may be considerable and even require
amplification in the form of an annex (see b below).

(2) The major Portions of the engineer mission are ad-
ministrative matters that are appropriate for paragraph 4
of the field order. In divisions and larger units when the
amount of engineer matter is very great, it is placed in the
administrative order, and appears in the form of appropriate
subparagraphs amplified if necessary by an annex (see d
below).

(3) The unit engineer must operate the engineer arm of
his unit and specific orders for him to do so are not neces-
sary. The instructions appearing in the unit field order
and its accompanying papers are primarily for the infor-
mation of the command and staff, and are normally prepared
by the unit engineer.

b. Engineer annexes to unit field order.-When tac-
tical employment of engineers involves the statement of a
plan in too great detail for inclusion in paragraph 3 of the
unit field order, it may be necessary to include this in an
annex to the unit field order as, for example, a detailed plan
for tactical employment of engineers in a river crossing.
This annex is given a number and an appropriate title; ex-
ample: "Annex 5 to FO 10, Engineers." Such an annex is
a directive that is followed in the operation, and that in-
forms other commanders of the part taken by the engineers.
The field order for the engineer arm or an appropriate ex-
tract therefrom may be used for this annex, or the annex
may be only a statement of the essential features of the
operating plan. It is prepared by the unit engineer and
his staff.

c. Engineer paragraphs of unit administrative order-
In divisions and larger units, paragraph 4 of the field order
usually consists of a reference to an administrative order.
The unit engineer is concerned with those portions of the
administrative order that cover engineer operations and
normally prepares such portions.

d. Engineer annexes to unit administrative order.-The
major portion of the engineer mission appears in the ad-
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ministrative order of divisions and larger units in the form
of a numbered annex entitled Engineer Plan. This annex
is usually a brief statement of the engineer part in the oper-
ation in such detail as may be required to inform the major
tactical units and the other arms and services of those fea-
tures of the engineer plan necessary for the teamplay of
the unit. It is prepared by the unit engineer.

· 303. MISCELLANEOUS.a. The unit engineer is concerned
with preparation of such documents as are necessary to keep
his troops informed of the engineer situation; for inclusion
in reports of the unit commander; and for such special
reports as may be required by the unit commander.

b. Engineer bulletins are the principal means of accom-
plishing these objectives. They may also be termed engineer
situation reports, an example of which is given in paragraph
292. Much of the information may be expressed graphically
by maps and charts. Such reports issued periodically, and
specially when called for, are frequently referred to in or
made annexes to the engineer field order.

a. In addition to these periodical bulletins, the unit engi-
neer makes reports as required to the unit commander or his
staff, and to the unit engineer of the next higher echelon.

* 304. STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES.-a. In units a stand-
ard operating procedure may be prescribed by the unit com-
mander to reduce the number and size of orders which would
otherwise be required in combat operations and to establish
definite routines habitually used and understood by all mem-
bers of the command (FM 100-5). Flexibility is obtained by
making necessary variations in standard procedures when
required to meet unusual conditions or situations. The engi-
neer provisions of procedures for larger units should be based
on recommendations of the unit engineer; they should state
such engineer duties (see pars. 49 to 55 and 258 to 273) as
need be known to engineer and other division units to secure
cooperation and coordination. Subordinate units adopt uni-
form operating procedures based on those of the higher units.

b. For an engineer unit a standard operating procedure
includes necessary information regarding its operations as
prescribed in the procedure of the higher unit; the proce-
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dure for a divisional engineer battalion or regiment amplifies
pertinent data taken from the division procedure and adds
material required by the unit for its own operations. A pro-
cedure for a special engineer unit conforms to instructions
issued by the commander and unit engineer of the engineer
service to which it is assigned. Engineer unit procedures
cover, for all types of situation, such matters as-

(1) Designation of the units (usually a platoon to a com-
pany) to serve with each combat team:

(2) Formations, loadings, methods of operating vehicles
in various movements (see par. 190 and FM 25-10) and of
going into bivouac.

(3) Methods of securing and issuing supplies.
(4) Methods of issuing and action to be taken on warning

orders and alerts.
(5) Special security measures and other combat instruc-

tions. All provisions of a standard operating procedure
must be essential to saving time in giving and comprehend-
ing orders and to make routine operations clear; any pro-
vision that does not achieve these ends should be rescinded
promptly.
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APPENDIX I

REFERENCES

U 1. WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS.--a. For training.
AR Army Regulations (especially Corps of Engi-

neers series, AR 100-5 to 100-50, incl.).
FSR Field Service Regulations (FM 100-5, 100-10,

and 100-15).
BFM Basic Field Manuals (FM 21-25, 21-26, 21-30,

21-35, 30-20, and 30-21 re maps; 21-5, 22-5,
23-5, 23-10, 23-25, 23-35, 24-5, 25-10, and
26-5).

CFIM Cavalry Field Manual (FM 2-5, 2-10, and
2-15).

IFM Infantry Field Manual (FM 7-5).
SOFM Staff Officers Field Manual (FM 101-5 and

101-10).
T/O Tables of Organization.
TM Technical Manuals (especially 5-230, 5-235,

5-245, and 5-270).
MTP Mobilization Training Programs (MTP 5-1).
AEC Army Extension Courses (especially that of

the Engineer School).
WDTD War Department Training Directive (issued

annually).
b. For supply.

AR Army Regulations, especially AR 775-10 for
peacetime ammunition allowances.

SNL Ordnance Standard Nomenclature List.
T/BA 5 Tables of Basic Allowances (engineer).
T/A Tables of Allowances.
OQMG Circulars Nos. 1-18 and 4.
ESC Corps of Engineers Supply Catalog, parts I

and II.
c. Lists of current publications.

List of Current Pamphlets and Changes, AR 1-10.
List of Training Publications, FM 21-6 (FM's and

TM's). .
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List of Tables of Organization.
List of Mobilization Regulations.
List of A. G. O. Blank Forms, AR 310-105.
Annual Announcement of Army Extension Courses.

d. List of engineer Tables of Organization.-The following
is a list of the approved Tables of Organization for all engi-
neer troop units now authorized:

GENERAL I'UNTS

Title

Triangular Division

Engineer Battalion, Combat, Triangular Division.
Engineer Headquarters and Headquarters Company, Battalion,

Combat, Triangular Division.
Engineer Company, Battalion, Combat, Triangular Division.

Square Division

Engineer Regiment, Combat (Infantry Division, Square).
Engineer Headquarters and Headquarters and Service Company,

Regiment, Combat (Infantry Division, Square).
Engineer Battalion, Regiment, Combat (Square Division).
Engineer Company, Regiment. Combat (Square Division).

Caolry

5-115 .- .. Engineer Squadron.l
5-116.. Engineer Headquarters and Headquarters and Service Troop,

Squadron.

5-215 -
5-216............

5-217... .
5-218..........

5-171 ..........
5-172 .....

5-175

Armored Division

Engineer Battalion, Armored Division.
Engineer Headquarters and Headquarters Company, Battalion,

Armored Division.
Engineer Company, Battalion, Armored Division.
Engineer Company, Bridge, Battalion, Armored Division.

Corps

Engineer Regiment, Combat (Corps).'
Engineer Headquarters and Headquarters and Service Com-

pany, Combat (Corps).
Engineer Battalion, Regiment, Combat (Corps).

See footnote at end of table.
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5-75 ......
5-76 ......

5-77 .......

5-11. -.
5-12..

5-15....
5-17....
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UENERAL UiNITS continued

T/O No.

621 .- --
5-22.... ]

5-25............
5-27 . ............

5-411 ......
5- i2 :-- - - -

i5-416 .....

5-36..........

5-7

Title

GO¢nral Serrice

Engineer Regiment, General Service.
Engineer Headquartcrs and Headquarters and Service Company,

Regiment, General Service.
Engineer Battalion, Regiment, General Service.
Engineer Company, General Service.

Avialion

Engineer Regiment, Aviation.l
Engineer Headquarters, and Headquarters and Service Com-

pany, Regiment, Aviation.
Engineer Battalion Headquarters Company, Regiment, Avi-

ation.
Separate

Engineer Battalion. Separate.
Engineer Headquarters, and Headquarters and Service Com-

pany, Battalion, Separate.
Engineer Company, Battalion, Separate.

For lettered company T/O, use T/O 5-77.

SPECIAL UNITS

T/O No. I Title

5-95....

5 97.. -
5-135 ....
5-136

5-137 ....
5-138...

5-87.....
5-275. -
5-276...

Camo flage

. Engineer Battalion, Camouflage, Army.
Engineer Headquarters and Headquarters and Service Comnpany.,

Battalion, Camouflago, Army.
Engineer Company, Camouflage, Army.
Engineer Battalion, Camouflage, GHQ.
Engineer Headquarters and Headquarters and Service Cormpanly,

Battalion, Camouflage, GHQ.
Engineer Company, Camouflage, CHQ.
Engineer Company, Shop, GHQ.

Engineer Company, Light Ponton.
Engineer Battalion, Heavy Ponton.
E..... ngineer Headquarters and Headquarters and Service Comppam l,

Battalion, Heavy Ponton.
Engineer Company, Battalion, Heavy Ponton.
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SPECIAL UNITS-COntinued

T/O No.

5-125...
5-126......

5-127.........

5-128..

5-129 ..........

5-146
5-146 .. ..

5-147 .........

5-148....

5-149....

5-167

5-55 -.

5 -57-----
5-58.....
558 ..........
5-5 9 .... -.....
5185..........
5-187 -------

5-.-S.......
5-66 ...

5-67 ...

Title

Railway

Engineer Battalion, Railway Operating.
Enginer lHeadquarters and Headquarters and Service Company,

Battalion, Railway Operating.
Engineer Company, Maintenance of Way, Battalion, Railway

Operating.
Engineer Company, Maintenance of Equipment, Battalion,

Railway Operating.
Engineer Company, Transportation, Battalion, Railway Oper-

sting.
Engineer Battalion, Railway Shop.
Engineer HIeadquarters and Headquarters and Service Company,

Battalion, Railway Shop.
Engineer Company, Erecting and Machine Shop, Battalion,

Railway Shop.
Engineer Company, Boiler and Smith Shop, Battalion, Railway

Shop.
Engineer Company, Car lepair, Battalion, Railway Shop.

Tbpogrph/c

Engineer Company, Topographic, Corps.
Engineer Battalion, Topographic (Army).
Engineer Headqarters and Headquarters and Service Company

Battalion, Topographic (Army or GHQ).
Engineer Company, Reproduction (Army).
Engineer Company, Survey.
Engineer Company, Photomapping.
Engineer Battalion, Topographic (GHQ).'
Engineer Company, Reproduction (GHQ).

Water Supply

Engineer Battalion, Water Supply.
Engineer Headquarters and Headquarters and Service Company,

Battalion, Water Supply.
Engineer Company, Water Supply.

Sl&pply, Mamintenamce, and ransportation

5-47 ....... Engineer Company, Depot.
5-157 .......... Engineer Company, Mobile Shop.
5-88........... Engineer Company, Dump Track.

a Also includes companies as shown in T/O's 556 , h58, and 5-59.
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TROOPS AND OPERATIONS

HEADQUARTERS UNITS

5-11-.........
5-200-1 -....
5-600-1 .......
5-01-1 ..------
5-301-1 .......
5-1-1 ........
5-302.....

5-02 ........- -

Title

Engineer Headquarters, Corps.
Engineer Headquarters, Army
Engineer Headquarters, Communications Zone.
Engineer Headquarters, Communications Zone Section.
Engineer Headquarters, OIHQ.
Engineer Headquarters, GHQ Air Force.
Engineer Headquarters, Railway.
Engineer Headquarters. Railway Grand Division.
Engineer Headquarters, Inland Waterways.

e. For mapping units.
AR 300-15, Maps and Mapping.
FM 55, section IV, chapter 11.
FM 30-20, Military Intelligence-Military Maps.
TM 5-230, Topographic Drafting.
TM 5-235, Surveying.
TM 5-236, surveying Tables.
TM 2-245, Map Reproduction in the Field.

* 2. OTHER PuBLICATIONS.--a. Engineer reference library-
Issued to engineer units (see Engr. Sup. Cat., pt. I, and
T/BA 5).

Title and author Company Battalregimen-set or eimen-
tal set

American Electrician's Handbook, Croft.............
Civil Engineer's Pocketbook, Trautwine --
Handbook of Building Construction, Bool and Johnson:

Vol. I......... ....
Vol. II.

Highway Engineer's Handbook, Harger and Bonney......
Mebhanical Engineers' Handbook, Marks................
Standard Construction Methods, Underwood...........
Surveying, Johnson and Smith .............

I
I

1
1
1
1

---- - -

b. Conference course of Engineer School.-Series of eight
problems (with notes) issued annually, covering employment
of all types of engineer units in various situations used for
instruction of engineer groups.
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APPEND= II

ABBREVIATED TABLES OF ORGANIZATION

The following abbreviated Tables of Organization show the
total strength and major armament and equipment of each
organization and its distribution to major subordinate
elements.
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TABLE I-Assignment of engineer units to a type GHQ force
of three armies

Number normally assigned to vari-
ous tactical units Total

Unit designation in
GHQ

ivi- GQn Air force
i Corps my Reser force

Combat battalion (triangulardivision). b 1 ..----.-- 9.- --... 9
Engineer squadron ......... 1
Engineer battalion (armored division) --- --- - --- --
Combat regiment (square division) 1 ............. 1 i
Combat regiment (corps) ......... ...... 2 - -.................. is
General service regiment .........- - ............ - - 3 10 ...... 19
Separate battalion - --.......................... -6 30 ...... 48
Camouflage battalion (Army) -- I.. ........... 3
Camouflage battalion (GHQ) ------ |-- --- -- - - - I
Ileavy ponton battalion ..--..--.. -.......-----..... 2 14
Topographic battalion (army) ......... 1 ........ 3
Topographic battalion (GHQ)-.....-.-.....- - - 1 ....
Water-supply battalion .....................----- ---- 1 3 ......
Depot company...............----------------- -.... ----- -------.... 1 9 .... 12
Dump-truck company -..-...-......-.. .- 2 1 24
Light ponton company - -........- ------ -... 4 12 .... 24
Topographic company (corps) .....- ...... 1 --------------. 9
Shop company t---....... 1 3.. 6
Engineer headquarters (GHQ)......--........... .-..... 1
Engineer headquarters (communiea-

tions zone)...- --...................-..-... 1.... 1
Engineer headquarters (communica-

tions zone section) .-...-....... ...... - ..... 3----- 3
Engineer headquarters (army) ........... -1------ ------ 3
Engineer headquarters (cerps)- -..........- 1 ------------ - 9
Engineer headquarters (railway) .........-.... .. 1 .....
Engineer headquarters (railway) grand

division ...............-.. .... . - 5 5
Railway operating battalion.......- - .... ......... 15 ...... 15
Railway shop battalion ........- ......-....... 2 ......
Engineer headquarters (aviation) 1 | 1
Engineer regiment (aviation) ........... .... ...... 2 2

·Does not include engineer units in subordinate tactical units.
t Per infantry division (triangular).

Per cavalry division.
IPer armored division.
Per infantry division (square).

NorE.--This distribution is merely illustrative and is based on the normal needs
of a type GHQ force consisting of a GHQ Air Force and three type armies of three
type corps of one triangular and two square infantry divisions.
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TA}3LE II--Platoon, combat battalion, triangular division

Platoon

Officers ....
Enlisted men....
Motoreycle, solo ...
Trailer, -ton, cargo -
Truok,4Wton,pick-up.
Truck, 1J-tan, (lump.
Machine gun, cal..30
Pistol.
Rifle ._.. _

U
48
1
1

2
6

43

(T/O 5-77)
Platoon headgquarters

Officers.. ......
Enlisted men -.---
_Motorcycle, solo -.--
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo.
Fruckly-ton, pick-up
Truck, I}-ton, dump
CarPenter set......
Demolition set-
Pioneer set .....
IaPmmer, gas operat-

ed...........
Saw, timber........
Machine gun, cal. .30
:Pistol - -
Rifle -. ------

Squad

Sergeant .....
Corporal -........--

Operating ection Privates
Truck, l4-ton.dump

Enflisted men._ 43 CarPenter set
Truck, li-ton, dump_ 3 Demolition set -
Pistol . ....... 3 Pionoer st- ------.
Rifle ........... 40 Ptol --- ------

Rifle -....- -

Squad

(Same as above.)

Squad

(Same as above.)

4 privates are fllers and replacements.
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TABLg IfI.-Company, combat battalion, triangular division
(T/O 5-77)

Company headguorlera

Company (A, B, or C)

Officers..................... 4
Enlisted men - -.............. 176
Air compressor, motorized -........ I
Motorcycle, solo ............. 3
Motorcycle, with side ar-.......
Tractor, with bulldozer and trailer_ 1
Trailer, I-ton, cargo .............. 4
Truck, A-ton, command .......... 1
Truck, '-ton, pick-up ............ 3
Truck, lM-ton, dump--.......... 14
Truck, 4

-ten, cargo ............ 1
Machine gun, cal. .30 .......... 6
Pistol ............... 30
Rifle - -................ 150

Officgrs I
Enlisted men ..... . - 32
Air compressor, motorized .... 1
Motorcycle, with side . I
Tractor, with bulldozer and trailer. I
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo I
Truck, yton, command .........
Truck, 1l--ton, dump ......... 2
Truck, 4-ton, cargo - ......... I
Blacksmith set............ 1
Blacksmnith set (Q) - ------ I
Carpenter and wheelwright set (Q) I
Drafting and duplicating set....... I
Sign-painting set ............... I
Sketching set -- -----... -
Pistol .-. 12
Rifle ..................-.. 21

Platoon
Officers -
Enlisted me - -................. 4
Motorcycle, solo. ............ 1
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo ...........---- I
Truck, i-ton, pick-up ...... -
Truck, IA-ton, dump .......... 4
Tools. See table II.
Machine-gun, cal. .30 - ........ 2
Pistol ................
Rifle..................... 43

Platoon

(Same as above.)

Platoon

(Same as above.)

4 privates are fillers and replacements.
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TABLE IV.-Battalion headquarters and headquarters com-
pany, combat battalion, triangular division (T/O 5-76)

Battalion headquartmer

Colonel (battalion commander
and di ision engineer)

Major (executive) : .
Captains:

Assistant division engineer.-
Adjutant (S-l).............

Pistol

1
1

1
1
4

Headquarters company

C
E
A
E

P
T
I'

1T'I
/J

flmcers---................... 2
onlisted men .....-........ . 88

kssault boat .......-..... 10
Eleetrie lighting set -. .... I
Motorcycle with side car ...-.. 1
Motorcycle, solo ....-.. 1
Power earth anger, motorized .... 1
Trailer, i-ton, cargo ...........- 11
Truck, Yton, command ..-.... 2
pruck, hJ-ton, pick-up ...-... 1

a 2 privates are fillers and replacements.
I private is filter and replaemet.

Company headquarters

Captain (S-A)
Lieutenant
Enlisted men ...........
Motorcycle with side ar ..
Truck, cton, command
Truck, l1i-ton, dump
Pistol
Rifle ---------------------------

Division engineer section

Captain (assistant division en-
gineer from battalion head-
quarters)

Enlisted men .
Motorcycle, solo
Truck, 4ton, command ....
Pistol....................
Rifle .......................

Administlrtire section

Captain (adjutant from battalion
headquarters) ...........

Enlisted men..............
Truck, lI-ton, dump .......
Pistol -
Rifle ........-...............

Supply secion

Captain (SA from company head-
quarters) -

Enlisted men.
Assault boats
Trailer, I-ton, cargo .........
Truck, M-ton, pick-up --...
Truck, lj,-ton, dump.......
Blacksmith set...... .
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1
1

21
1
1
1

11
12

(1)
14
1
1
7
7

(1)
b 10

3
2
8

(1)
26
10
11
1
7
1



Truck, lA-ton, dump .....
Truck, 2YWton, cargo
Water-supply set
Intrenching set...................
Pistol ........................
Rifle.......................

11
1
4
3

24
66

Blacksmith set (Q)--
Carpenter and wheelwright set.
Drafting set...........
Duplicating set.....
Intrenching set
Pipe-fitting set- - -.
Sign-painting set ...
Sketching set
Supplementary set.............
Surveying set ......
Tinsmith set............
Water-supply set, including port-

able purification unit ......
Welding and cutting set
Pistol
Rifle- -

Motor section

Enlisted men ...........
Electric light set .............
Power earth auger, motorized
Truck, 21A-ton-cargo ...........
Pistol...........................
Rifle.............. ............

a2 privates are fillers and replacements.
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TABLE V.-Engineer lattalion, combat, triangular division
(T/O 5-75)

Combat battalion

Officer..
Enlisted men
Air compressor, motorized --
Assault boat . ........
Electric lighting set..............
Tractor, medium, with bulldozer

and trailer -
Motorcycle, with side car
Motorcycle, solo
Power earth auger, motorized.
Trailer, i-ton, cargo ...........
Truck, -ton, command .....-....
Truck, W-ton, pick-up --
Truck, l-ton, dump- .......
Truck, 2ySton, cargo.............
Water-supply set
Machine gun, cal. .30 ...............
Pistol ..... ..
Ri -fe......-..... .... ...

18
616

3
10
1

3
4

10

5
10
53
1
4

18

118
516

Batatlimn headquarters and headquarters
company

Officers .................... 6
Enlisted men................. 88
Assault boat ........ 10
Electric lighting set ...-..-..... I
Motorcycle, with side car--........ 1
Motorcycle, solo - ............... I
Power earth auger, motorized 1
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo - 11
Truck, Wton, command 2
Truck, y-ton, pick-up ..- 1
Truck, 1i-ten, dump 11
Truck, 2M-ton, cargo..... 1
Water-supply set, including portable

purificationunit ............. 4
Pistol .-.....-............. 28
Rifle ........ 66

Company A
Officers ---........ --
Enlisted men .............
Air compressor, motorized...
Tractor, medium, with bulldozer

and trailer...
Motorcycle, with side car - - -
Motorcycle, solo ....... -
Trailer, i-ton, cargo .......
Truck, 31ton, command ......
Truck, YSton, pick-up ......
Truck, 1W-ton, dump............
Truck, 4-ton, cargo...............
Machine gun, cal. .30........
Pistol........................
Rifle ........ -

4
176

1

1
1

.3
4

a3
14
1
6

30
150

Company B

(Same as above.)

Company C

(Same as above.)
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TABLE VI.-Lettered company, combat regiment, square divi-
sion (T/O 5-17)

Company (A, B, C, D, E, or F)

Officers
Enlisted men......
Air compressor, motorized......
Tractor, medium, with bualldozer

and trailer ..
Motorcycle, with side car_ -
Motorcycle, solo.....
Trailer, I-ton, cargo ...-...
Truck, 3-ton, command........
Truck, %-ton, pick-up.........
Truck, l-ton, dump .....-....
Truck, 4-ton, cargo........---------
Machine gun, cal. .30........
Pistol.........................
Rifie..................

4
123

1

1
1
2
3
1
2

10
1
4

23
104

Company headquarters

Captain (company commander)....
Lieutenant -. ---
Enlisted men .....
Air compressor, motorized .....
Tractor, medium, with bulldozer

and trailer
Motorcycle, with side car .........
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo...... ......
Truck, %ton, command ....-..
Truck, 1%-ton, dump ......-
Truck, 4-ton, cargo ...........
Blacksmith set .......
Blacksmith set (Q)..
Carpenter and wheelwright set (Q)_
Drafting and duplicating set..
Sign-painting set..
Sketching set ...............
Pistol................
Rifle ......... .........-.

Platoon I

Officers
Enlisted men..
Motorcycle, solo
Trailer, I-ton, cargo ..........
Truck, %-ton, pick-up.......
Truck, 14-ton, dump.....
Tools. See table II.
Machine gun, cal..30 ........
Pistol ...................
Rile ......................

Platoon

(Same as above.)

3 privates are fillers and replacements.
b Organization and equipment of the platoon of the combat regiment, square

division, are identical to the platoon of the combat battalion, triangular division.
See table II.

' 4 privates are fillers and replacements.
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TaBL VIL.-Battalion, combat regiment, square division
(T/O 5-15)

Battalion
Officers.................
Enlisted men.............
Air compressor, motorized.....
Tractor, medium, with bulldozer

and trailer ..--
Motorcycle, with side car --------
Motorcycle, solo....... ....
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo .-......
Truck, ½ton, command .-----
Truck, f-ton, pick-up _... -
Truck, 1i-ton, dump..
Truck, 4-ton, cargo......
Machine gun, cal. .30 ... -
Pistol.................
Rifle ..... _.... __...._..__._..

14
370

3

3

h
6
9
3
6

30

12
72

312

Battllion headquarters

Major (battalion commander) --
Captain .......
Staff sergeant (battalion sergeant

major) ..........
Pistol ..- ----------- -

Company A (D)
Officers ....... --------
Enlisted men ...
Air compressor, motorized......
Tractor, medium, with bulldozer

and trailer......
Motorcycle, with side car
Motorcycle, solo ..... ......
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo .......
Truck, 3-ton, comnmand --.
Truck, ½-ton, pick-up .......
Truck, 1½-ton, dump .-.
Truck, 4-ton, argo...
Machine gun, al. .30..........
Pistol..
Rifle .....-..-.....-..-----

Company B (E)

(Same as above.)

Company C (F)

(Same as above.)

·11 privates are fillers and replacements.
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TABLLE VIII.-Regimental headquarters and headquarters and
service company, combat regiment, infantry square division
(T/O 5-12)

lsimmentalheaduarlers
Colonel (regimental

commander and di-
vision engineer) -.-

Lieutenant colonel
(executive).......

Captains:
S-1
8-2
S-3..........
S-4
Assistant division

engineer
Pistol.

Headquartrs and
service company

Officers.......... 4
Enlisted men - .. 140
Transportation and

equipment. See
equipment section.

Pistol........-... 37
Rifle ...........- 107

Company headquarters
Captain (company

commander) ...... 1
Lieutenant (one as-

sistant 8-4)........ 2
Enlisted men ....... 20
Pistol ........ 12
Rifle.......... 11

Hmdquartrs platoon

Enlisted men...-... 38
Pistol ........ 17
Rifl e ...-.-... 21

-2 privates are fllers and replacements.
I private is filler and replacement.

4 privates are filler and replaeoments.
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Division en.ineer a:d
operations section

Captains:
Assistant division

engineer from
regimentalhead-
quarters -- (1)

S-3 from regimen-
tal headquar-
ters-......... (1)

Enlisted men - 9......
Pistol -..... 5
Rifle ...---------

Administrt iv section
Captain (adjUtant (S-

1) from regimental
headquarters) -- (1)

Enlisted men ........ b
Pistol ..... 2
Rifle .........- 7

Map section
Captain (8-2 from

regimental head-
quarters).... (1)

Enlisted men 'I13
Pistol -........ 6
Rifle....-..... 7

Supply sefton
Captain (S-4 from

regimental head-
quarters) .... (I)

Lieutenant (assistant
8-4 from company
headquarters) .... (1)

Enlisted men ...... 7
Pistol -........ 4
Rifle ....-..... 3

Platoon headquarters
Lieutenant .... I
Enlisted men....... -g
Pistol ...... 2
Rie ._......... a

Equipmnl t section
Enlisted men ..... ·54
Air compressor, mo-

torized -.........
Assault boat ..... 20



Serice platoon

Officers -----........
Enlisted men....
Transpoertation and

equipment. See
equipment seotion.

Pistol ----
Rifle.

1
82

8
75

Electrino lighting set -
Power earth auger,

motorized...
Tractor, medium,

with bulldozer and
trailer .......

Trailer, map repro-
duction

Car, Spassenger Se-
dan

Motorcycle, solo ..--
Motorcycle, with side

Trailer, 1-ton, cargo..
Truck, -ton, eom-

mand.....
Truck, -ton, pick-

'up --------------
Truck, lW-ton, eargo_
Track, l-ton, dump
Track, lW-ton, trac-

tor
Truck, 2-ton, cargo
Truck, 4-ton, cargo___
B&W printing set. -
Blacksmith set.
Blacksmith set (q)-..
Carpenter and wheel-

wright set (Q) ----
Drafting set..
Duplicatingset ....
Intrenching set -__
Pipe-fitting set......
Sign-painting set --
Sketching set.......
Supplementary set -
Surveying set...
Tinsmith set.......
Water supply set in-

cluding portable
purifiation unit___

Welding and cutting
set

Pistol ._...
Rifle.........

Repir Scction

Enlisted men ...-.. 19
Pistol ............ 1
Rie .......... 18
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TABL IX.--Engineer regiment, combat, infantry square
division (T/O 5-11)

Combat regiment, tnfantry squarc
division

Officers - - --- -.................... 39
Warrant officer ............... I
Enlisted men ................ 908
Aircompressor, motorized ... . 7
Assault boat ......-.....-.... 20
Electric lighting set ............ I
Power earth auger, motorized ....
Tractor, medium, with bulldozer

and trailer - -........... 7..
Trailer, mapreproduction - I
Water supply set ---............ 4
Car, s-passengersedan ---...... 1
Motorcycle, solo .......... - - 14
Motorcycle, with side ar ........ 8
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo ......... 40
Truck, ½-ton command...--....... 11
Truck, -ton, pick-p ..... --- 16
Truck, IX-ton, cargo ---........ 1I
Truck, 1½-ton, dump --------. 77
Truck, 1½-ton, tractor......---. 1
Trnck, 2½q-ton, cargo .......... 2
Truck, 4-ton, cargo ........... 7
Machinegun, caml..30 . ........ 24
Pistol -----.... -..... 217
Rifle . --............ . 731

13 privates are filler and replacements.
s 33 privates are fillers and replaosments.
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Regimental headquarter8 and band
Officers ...................
Warrant officcr........ 1
Enlisted men ................ 28
Pistol.............. 36

Headquartcrs and service company
Officers .................. 4
Enlisted men .....-. 140
Air compressor, motorized......... -
Assault boat .............. 20
Electric lighting set- ....... 1
Power earth auger, motorized -.... -
Tractor, medium, with bulldozer

andtrailer 1
Trailer, map reproduction ........ 1
Water supply set including portable

purification unit ..........- 4
Car, 5-passenger sedan ............
Motorcycle, solo ............ 2
Motorcycle, with side ar ........ 2
Trailer, 1-ton,cargo ............ 22
Truck, /-ton, command ........ 5
Truck, i-ton, pick-up....... 4
Truck, 1 -ton, argo .. 1
Truck, Il-ton, dump-----------.............- 17
Truck, 1 -ton,tracetor ....... 1
Truck, 2i-ton. cargo -.......... 2
Trck,4-ton,cargo .......... 1
Pistol ................ 37
Rifle ..................... 107

First battalion
Ofice rs -................ 14
Enlisted men - -.............. 370
Air compressr, motorized ....... 3
Tractor, medium, with bulldozer

andtrailer ............. 3
Motorcycle, solo ........-.... 6
Motorcycle, withsidecar ...... 3
Trailer, -ton,cargo -------------........... 9
Truck, -ton, command ....-... 3
Truck,i-ton, pick-up........-.... 6
Truck, 1M-ton,dump .......….... 30
Truck, 4-ton, cargo - ........ 3
Machine gun. l..30 ......... 12
Pistol ............... 72
Rifle 312

Second battalion
(Same as above.)





TABLE X.-Squadron headquarters, and headquarters and
service troop, squadron (T/O 5-116)

Squadron hcadqurlers

Lieutenant colonel (squadron con-
mander and division engineer) -.-

Major (executive) .........
Captain:

S-I -.............
Assistant division engineer ..

Pistol..-.................

1
I

1
1
4

lIeadluarters and service troop

Officers ..............-.. 2
Enlisted men ..........-.... 89
Air compressor, motorized... 1
Assault boat .-..... ....... 10
Electric lighting set .-....... 1
Power earth auger, motorized .-.. I
Water supply set ...........- 3
Car, passenger sedan ....-.... 1
Motorcycle, solo .....- 1........ . 1
Motorcycle, with side car .... 1
Tractor, medium, with bulldozer

and trailer ................. 1
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo .........-.. 12
Truck, % ton, commamnd ..-.... 3
Truck, -ton, pick-nup ------------ 2

2 privates are fillers and replacements.

fToop headquarters

Captain (S-4)....
Lieutenant .........
Enlisted men...............
Motorcycle, solo
Trailer, 1iton, cargo ............
Truck, toen, command..
Truck, %-ton, pick-np ........
Track, l-ton, dump ......
Pistol ....
Rifle --...........-.......-------

Division engineer sedion

Captain (assistant division engineer
from battalion headquarters) __

Enlisted men............. ·
B&W printing set --
Drafting aet ........
Duplicating set.........
Electric lighting set....... .
Car, -passenger sedan ........
Motorcycle, with side car .....
Track, Yton, command ......
Truck, 1%4ton, dump.........
Pistol -...........-............---.
Rifle ..............................

Administrtive secron

Captain (adjutant from battalion
headquarters) ............-..

Enlisted men ..........-..-...
Truck, 1%-ton, dump
Pistol..................
Rifle ................

Moltor section

Enlisted men..............
Air compressor, motorized........
Power earth auger, motorized......
Tractor, medium, with bulldozer

and trailer...
Truck, 2%4ton, cargo............
Truck, 4-ton, cargo .........-....
Pistol......................
Rife . ....... .....................
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I
1

21
1
1
2
1
1

10
13

(1)
s18
1
1
1
1

1I

1
1
6

12

(1)
9
3
3
6

10·Ig
1
1

1

l

1
1
2

17



Truck, l(ton, dump ........
Truok, 2Yton, argo-----------....
Truck, 4-ton, cargo.
Pistol.
Rifle.............................

12

1
23
68

Supply sectdion

Captain (S-A from troop headquar-
ters)................ (1)

Enlisted men .........-.......- 22
Assault boat.................... 10
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo ............ 11
Truck, )-ton, pick-up . .-....... I
Truck, lY-ton, dump .....-..... 7
Blacksmith set.................. 1
Blacksmith set (Q)------------ I
Carpenter and wheelwright set (Q)_ I
Intrenching set ................ 4
Pipe-fitting st- .............. 2
Sign-painting set -........... 1
Sketching set ...............-. 1
Supplementsryset-...--..-.--- 1
Surveying st -............... 1
Tinsmlth set ...-............. S3
Water supply set including portable

purifcstion unlt ............. 3
Welding and cutting set........ 1
Pistol .............-...... 2
Rifle .....-.....-.....c..--- 20
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TABLE XI.-Engineer squadron (T/O 5-115)

Squadron
Officers
Enlisted men.......
Air compressor, motorized..........
Assault boat
Electriclightingset ..............
Power earth auger, motorized.......
Water supply set
Car, 5-passenger sedan.....
Motorcycle, solo...------
Motorcycle, with side car - -
Tractor, medium, with bulldozer

and trailer...
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo ........
Truck, }-ton, command ..........
Truck, ½-ton, pick-up ...........
Truck, 1}-ton, dump........
Truck, 2i-ton, cargo
Truck, 4-ton, cargo ...... ------
Machine gun, al. .30, llght..
Pistol -
BRle...................

14
441

3
10
1
i

3
1
7
3

3
20
5
S

40
1
3

12
87

368

,Squadron headquarters
Officers ..........-.....-... 4
Pistol ........ 4

Headquarters and service troop

Offlcers -.. --- --------
Enlisted men....................
Air compressor, motorized
Assault boat..................
Electric lighting set_ _
Power earth auger, motorized .....
Water supply set including portable

purification unit........
Car, 5-passnger sedan............
Motorcycle, solo .............
Motorcycle, with side car .....
Tractor, medium, with bulldozer

and trasier .......
Trailer, I-ton, cargo .-_
Truck, }i-ton, conlmand ..
Truck, ½-ton, pick-up ....
Truck, 1½i-ton, dump ---.......
Truck, 2}{-ton, cargo ----------
Truck, 4-ton, cargo.
Pistol
Rifle

Troop A
Officers -
Enlisted men.....................
Air compressor, motorized __

lotorcycle, solo ..............
Motorcycle, with side car..
Tractor, mcdium, with bulldozer

and trailer...................
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo............
Truck, i -ton, command ........
Truck, H-ton, pick-up .......-....
Tmruck, I-ton, dump
Truck, 4-ton, cargo
Machine gn, cal. .30, light -
Pistol .
Rifle -........ ..............

Troop B
(Same as above.)

o Organization and equipment of the troop and platoon of the engineer squadron
are identical with the company and platoon of the combat battalion, triangular divi-
sion. See tables II and IIT
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TABLE XII.-Engineer battalion, armored division
(T/O 5-215)

Armored battalion
Officers.................. 25
Enlisted men ............... .- 704
Car, 5-passenger sedan 1
Car, half-track with armament.._ 9
Car, scout, with armament.... 3
Carrier, personnel, half-track, with

armam ent .......... 38
Compressor, air, motorized .... 4
Motorcycle, solo................ 14
Earth auger, power, motorized _ _ 1
Tractor, medium, with angle do-

zer and trailer ….............….. 3
Tricycle, motor -....-... 7
Truck, 2

i-ton, cargo . 48
Truck, 4-ton, cargo . ..... 3
Truck, -ton, command ........ 17
Track, crane ...............-------- 4
Truck, H-ton, weapon carrier --- 9
Truck, 4-ton, tractor ....... 41
Truck, 4-ton, wrecking........ 1
Boat, assault .........-..... 20
Boat, power, utility ....-....... .2
Bridge, steel, portable (H-10) I
Bridge,'steel, portable (I 20) ..- 1
Bridge, ponton, heavy (250-foot) 1
Bridge, portable, steel, trestle (3y0-

foot) ....-... ...-- --
Crane, portable - --........... 4
Electric lighting set, 2-3 KV.-A . 4
Ferry, portable, 30 ton unit .... 2
Motor, outboard, 32 horsepower 0
Motor, outboard, 8-horsepower_. 2
Semitrailer ------....................... 41
Trailer, boat - --......-- 2
Water supply set .......----.-- 4
Radio, two-way ...........-..... 8
Machine gun, light .........- . 31
Machine gun, cal. .50 (BB) -----. 17
Submachine gun -............ 21
Pistol ....................-... 310
Rifle ..............-........ 419

55 privates are filers and replacements.
b 10 privates are fillers and replacements.

11 privates are fillers and replacements.
12 privates are fillers and replacements.

Officers......
Pistol ......

Bottalion heodquarters

Hedqguarters co

p .-- . 5

ompany
Officers...............
Enlisted men -

(For equipment, see table XV.)

Company A
Officers ...............
Enlisted men ....... ...

(For equipment, see table XIII.)

4
b 146

4
133

Company B

(Same as above.)

Company C

(Same as above.)

Bridge company
Officers .................. 4
Enlisted men .................. - 159

(For equipment, see table XIV.)
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TABLE S.-Engineer company, armored division
(T/O 5-217)

Ehsineer company,
armored division

Officers........... 4
Enlisted men ..... 133
Car, half-track with

armament 2......
Carrier, personnel,

half-track, with
armament ...... 11

Air compressor,
motorized - .... I

Motorcycle, solo.... 2
Tricycle, motor .... I
Truck, 2yton, cargo
Tractor, medium,

with angle dozer
and trailer ...... I

Truck, 4-ton, cargo _ I
Truck, W-ton, com-

mand ..-..... a
Truck,A-ton,weapon

carrier -...... 1
Water supply set ....
Blacksmith set _ - I
Blacksmith set (Q)--- I
Carpenter set ...... 3
Carpenter and wheel-

wright set () -.....---
Demolition set -_--
Drafting and duplica-

tion set .......- . I
Sign-painting set .....
Sketching set ...-.. I
Radio, two-way -... I
Machine gun, light. a
Machine gun, al. .50

(HRB).....-- 2
Submachine gun.... 3
Pistol ........... 52
Rifle - -........... 85

Colmpany headquarters

Officers 2
Enlisted men ....... 47
Car, half-track with

armament ........ 2
Carrier, personnel,

half-track, with
armament .- 1

Air compressor,
motorized...... 1

Motorcycle, solo .- 2
Tricycle, motor ..... 1
Truck, 2-ton, cargo 5
Tractor, m e d i u m,

with angle dozer
and trailer ......... .

Truek, 4-ton, cargo 1I
Truck, - mton, com-

miand ....... 1
Trmck, -ton, weapon

carrier -... 1...-... .
Water supply set ....
Machine gun, light. 3
Machine gun, cal. .50

(RB) . .....- 2
Submachine gun 3....
Pistol........... 24
Rifle ....... . ..--_ 25

Platoon ·
Offiers...........----- 1
Enlisted men--......... 43
Carrier, personnel,

half-track, with
armament ...... 5

Truck, A-ton, com-
iand .......- 1

Carpenter set...... 1
Demolition set ..... 1
Pioneer set ....... 1
Hammer, gam operat

ed..... 1
Saw, timber .....-- I
Pistol - -............. 14
Rifile .... ..- . ..... 30

Platoonem
(Same as above.)

Administrative
section

Officers ..........
Enlisted men ..-....
Car, halft-track, with

armament.........
Carrier, personnel,

half-track, with
armament.....

Motorcycle, solo ..--
Truck, 2A-ton, cargo.
Truck, -ton, com-

mand ...
Machine gun, light..
Submachine gun....
Pistol....- -
Rifle -..------------ -

I
'24

1

1
2
2

1
2
2

16
0

Reconnaissance 8ection
Officers ...
Enlisted mcn -
Car, half-track, with

armament........
Pistol .. -------....--
Rifle ..-............

Equipment and tronspor.
tation section

Enlisted men - :- -
Air compressor,

motorized ..
Tricycle, motor....
Truck, 2Yton, cargo.
Tractor, me d i u m,

with angle dozer
and trailer...

Truck, 4-ton, cargo.. -
Truck, Aton, weapon
carrier........

Water supply set in-
cluding portable pu-
rification unit

Machine gun, light...
Machine gun, cal. .50

(HB)...... ....
Submachine gun_.-
Pistol............. ...
Rifle ---..-.......-.--

19

I
1
3

a

1
1

1

I
1

2
1
4

15
· 3 privates are fillers and replacements. * 2 privates are fillers and replacements.
o 4 privates are fillers and replacements. 1 private is filler and replacement.
· Each sanad has saoad demolition, pioneer, and carpenter sets.
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TABLE XIV.-Bridge company, engineer battalion, armored
division (T/O 5-218)

Bridge compoay

Officers..
Enlisted men
Motorcycle, solo ..---
Tricycle, motor .. -
Truck, 2%-ton, cargo
TrUck, I-ton, Com-

mand .........
Truck, A-ton, weapon

carrier...........
Track, 4-ton. trator-
Track, 4-ton, wreck-

ig -.......
Boat, assalt -........
Boat, power, utility-

4
159

4
4

15

4

3
41

20
2

Company headqgarters

Offlicers ..... 2
Enlisted men. - ·42
Motrcycle, solo -... 2
Tricycle, motor - 2
Truck, 2H-ton, cargo 4
Truck, %-ton, com-

mand _......- 2
Truck, %-ton. weapon

carrier ---------..........
Truck, 4-ton, wreck-

ing t-....... . .1
Machine gun, cal. .50

(BB) ......... I
Machine gun, light_-_ 3
Submachine gun - 4
Pistol ....-...-...-.. 19
Rifle ....-....... . 25

I Floatin bridge platoon

Offlcers --....-.. 1
Enlisted menm -..... 66
Motorcycle, solo..- 1
Tricycle, motor-.. I
Truck, 2%-ton, cargo 5
Truck, H-ton, com-

maend ...........
Truck, 3-ton, weapon

carrier --... 1
Truck, 4-ton, tractor 24
Boat, assault...... 20
Boat, power, utility. 2
Bridge, ponton heavy

(250-foot) -......... 1

Administrative section

Officoers . ---.. I
Enlisted men ..... 19
Motorcycle, solo... 2
Tricycle, motor .... 1
Truck, 2%-ton, cargo 2
Truck, %-ton, com-

mand .. --......... 1
M:achine gun, light_- 2
Submaehineg ---. 3
Pistol ......-... 13
Rifle -........... . 7

faintenance section

Officers I
Enlisted men --.. - 23
Tricycle, motor - I
Truck, 2%-ton, cargo 2
Truck, %-ton, com-

mad .......--- 1---
Truck, %-ton, weapon

earnier........... 1
Truck, 

4
-ton, wreck-

ing .......... I
Machine gun, cal. .50

(l B) -.......... --
Machine gun, light_ _ I
SubmachiD gunm I
Pistol ....-....-... 6
Rifle - -............... 18

o 3 privates are fillers and replacements.
b 4 privates are fillers and replacements.

1 I private is a filler and replacement.
.2 privates are fillers and replacements.
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Bridge, ponton, heavy
(250-foot)........

Bridge, portable, steel
(11-20)..........

Bridge, portable, steel
(Hl IO).........

Bridge, portable, steel
trestle (30-foot) -

Crane, portable......
Ferry, portable, 30-

ton.............
Outboard motor, 32-

horsepower -

Outboard motor, 8-
horsepower....

Semitrailer --
Trailer, boat.....--
Truck, crane
Radio, to-way ---......
Machine gun, cal. .50

(BB) -.........
Machine gun, light --
Submachine gun -
Pistol.....
Ride............

Crane, portable..
Ferry, portable, 30-

ton ............
Motor, outboard, 8-

horsepower - -
Motor, outboard, 32-

bhorsepower -..-
Semitrailer .......
Trailer, bot ........
Truck, crane ........
Machine gun, cal. .50

(RB) .........
Machine gun, light
Submachine gun ..
Pistol.
Rifle - - ----

Fixed bridge platoen

Officers ..........
Enlisted men ....
Motorcycle, solo...
Tricycle, motor ---
Truck, 2h-ton, cargo
Truck, -tion, com-

mand...
Track, -ton, weapon

carrier-----....-----
Truck, 4-ton, tractor.
Bridge, portable, steel

(If-24) .........
Bridge, portable, steel

(/1-10)........
Bridge, portable, steel,

trestle (300-foot) -
Crane, portable.....
Semitrailer....
Truck, crane .....
Machine gun, cal. .50

(HB) - --
Machine gun, light
Submachine gun .
Pistol
Rifle.

1
51
1

d5 privates are fllers and replacements.
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TABLE XV.-Battalion headquarters and headquarters com-
pany, engineer battalion, armored division (T/O 5-216)

Ccmpany headquarters

Batlslion headquarters

Lieutenant colonel
(battalion com-
mander and division
engineer).....

Major (executive) ...-
Captains:

Adjutant......
S-2-
S-3 -

Pistol-------------

1
1

1
1
1
5

Headquarters companyr

Officers .......-.. 4
Enlisted men ...- 146
Car, 5-passengersedan 1
Car, hall-track, with

armament.. 3
Car, scout, with ar-

mament........... 3
Carrier, personnel,

half-track, with ar-
mament ..........

Compressor, air, mo-
torized ...-...... 1

EarLh ager, power,
motorized ....... 1

Electric lighting set_ 4
Motorcycle, solo ....- 4
Truck, 2-ton, cargo 18
Track, %-ton, com-

mand .....--- 4

Ileadquartns platoon

Officers--- - - a
Enlisted men - 4.......
Car, 5-passenger se-

dan............... 1
Car, half-track, with

armament...... 3
Earth auger, power,

motorized- ...... 1
Electric lighting set 4
Motorcycle, solo ..... 3
Truck, 2%-ton, cargo. Ig
Truck, %4-ton, com-

mand .......... 3
Truck, %/ton, weapon

carrier ......... 3
Water supply set _ 1
Machine gun, cal. .5

(BB) ............ 6
Machinegun, ligllt.. 12
Submachine gun _ _ 3
Pistol .........- 42
Rifle ----------................. 55

Captain (company
commoander S-4 and
transportation offi-
cer) .........- 1

Enlisted men ...... 2-
Car.,-passengcrsedan
Car, half-tmrack, with

armament ....-....
Motorcycle, solo --
Truck, 2y%-ton, cargo.
Truck, %-ton, com-

mand - -----... '
Machine gun, light _
Submachinegun-...-
Pistol .....-... 13I
Rifle ...---------..

Division enineer section

Enlistedmen .-... . 1:
Car, half-track, with

armament ......-
Truck, -taon, com-

mand ......
Pistol ..-.....
Rifle .. i..........

Supply section

2d lieutenant ......
Enlisted men
Truck, 2%y-ton, cargo_
Truck, -ton, weapon

Machine gun, cal. .50
(RIB)....-........

Machine gun, light_
Pistol --.------------
Rifle -...--..---------

1
21
13

1

6
7
4

18

-6 privates are fillers and replacements.
.2 privates are fillers and replacements.
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Truck, Kton, weapon
carrier.........

Water supply set...
Blacksmith set --
Blacksmith set (Q)___
Draftingset.....
Duplicating set......
Hammer, gas opert-

ed --
Pipe-fitting set.....
Saw, timber.....
Sign-painting set -
Supplementary set_
Sketching set......
Surveying set....
Tinsmith set........
Welding and cutting

set......
Carpenter and wheel-

wright set (Q).....
Radio, two-way......
Machine gun, cal..50

(HB) .......
Machine gun, light - -
Submachine gun ...
Pistol.... .....
Rifle ...............

Officers........... 1
Enlisted men _ - 52
Car, scout, with ar-

mament ..... 3
Carrier, personnel,

halfl-rack, with ar-
mament _ 5

Compressor, air, mo-
torized ... 1

Hammer, gas operat-
ed ....... 1

Saw, timber I.....
Motorcycle, solo...... 1
Truck, M-ton, com-

mand .......... 1
Submachine gun 1
Pistol......-.. 23
Rifle .............. 30

6
12
4

65
85

Captain (S-l)...-... (1)
Enlisted men .....- 6
Truck, H-ton, com-

mand ------ 1
Truck, H-ton, weapon

carrier ...-....... 1
Pistol -.. 4...
Rifle -............ 2

Operation section

Captain (S 3)_
Enlisted men.
Earth auger, power,

motorized ......
Electric lighting set-_
Truck, 23-ton, cargo.
Water supply set, in-

cluding portable pu-
rification unit.....

Machine gun, light -
Pistol............
Rifle

(I)
d15

1
4
2

1
2
4

it

Motor maintenance section

Officers......... 1
Enlisted men......... 12
Truck, 23i-ton, cargo. 1I
Truck, i-fton weapon

carrier .. …..…... 1I
Machine gun, light_.. 1
Pistol 3
Rifne ...........-... 10

b 4 privates are fillers and replacements.
d1 private is filler and replacement.
·Each squad has squad carpenter, demolition, and pioneer sets.
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TABLE XVI.-Battalion, combat regiment (corps) (T/O 5-175)

Battalion

Officers .................. ---
Enlisted men ...
Air compressor, motorized
Tractor, medium, with bulldozer

and trailer ---.. .
Motorcyclo, with side car.......
Motorcycle, solo............
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo.
Truck, ½-ton, command.......
Truck, %-ton, pick-up ----------
Truck, l1-ton, dump.......
Truck, 4-ton, cargoq.....
Machine gun, cal..30 ..........
Pistol....]................
Rifle................ ......

14
529

3

3
3
9

12
3
9

42
3

1i
93

450

Brttllion headquarters

Major (battalion commander)...
Captain...-...........-..-..m...
Staff sergeant ..........
Pistol-.......-........-.....

Company A (D) -

Officers................ . ..
Enlisted men ........
Air compressor, motorized......
Tractor, medium, with bull-

dozer and trailer ....
Motorcycle, with side car -...-.--
Motorcycle, solo ..........-..-...
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo -.-. -- -
Truck, %-ton, command ....
Truck, ½-ton, pick-up........
Truck, I1-ton, dump ..--.--.--
Truck, 4-ton, cargo---------------
Machine gun, cal..30 .......
Pistol...................
Rifle---------------------

* Company B (E)

(Same as above.)

Compasny C (D)

(Same as above.)

' Organization and equipment of the company and platoon of the combat regiment
(corps) are identical to the company and platoon of the combat battalion, triangular
division. See tables II and III.

b 16 privates aro fillers and roeplacements.
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1
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3
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TABLE XVII.-Regimental headquarters and headquarters and
service company, combat regiment (corps) (T/O 5-172)

Regimenaut hadguorters

Colonel (regimental
commander) -....

Lieutenant colonel
(erecutive) .....-.

Captains:

S-2 and 8-3 ..
Pistol -4

Pistol.

I

1
1
1
5

Company headquarters

Captain (company
commander) -..... 1

Lieutenant (one
asisiant Si).... 2

Enlisted men -----....-- 19
Pistol -.........- 11
Rifle --...--------........-- 11

lieadquarters platoon

Officers........ 1
Enlisted men ..... 43
Pistol ......------ 19
Rifle............... 25

Headquarters and service
company

Officers -....... 6
Enlisted men 142
Transportation and

equipment. See
equipment section.

Pistol ......-..... 39
Rifle ............... 109

· 2 privates are fillers and replacements.
I private is filler and replaeement.

. 5 privates are fillers and replacements.

Camouflage section

Lieutenant ..........
Enlisted men ....-
Pistoel ..
Rifle ..........-

09
4
a

Administrative section

Captain (adjutant (S-
I) from regimental
headquarters) -.- (1)

Enlisted men -... 11b
Pistol .............. 4
Rifle ....--- -.... 7

Operations section

Captain (S-3 from
regimental head-
quarters) ...- (1)

Enlisted men ..-.... 10
Pistol -. 7......... 7
Rifle ..-.... 3

Supply section

Captain (S-4 from
regimental head-
quarters) ...... (1)

Lieutenant (assistant
84 from company
headqnarters) (1)

Enlisted men -... 0.. 13
Pistol .- .... 4
Rifle.............. 9

Platoon headquarters

Lieutenant --. -
Enlisted men -......
Pistol....IRfle ....

Equipment section
Lieutenant.....
Enlisted men .
Air compressor,

motorized .....-...
Assault boat- -
Electric lighting set..
Footbridge ...-....

1

2
S

1
55

2
30
1
1
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Service platoon

Officers ..-.... 2
Enlisted men .-.. 80
Transportation and

equipment. See
equipment section.

Pistol -----.......... 9
Rifle ........-..... 73

b 1 private is filler and replacement.

Power eartb auger,
motorized ..-..... 1

Power shovel, with
trailer, 6-cubic-
yard ------ -- 1

Power shovel, with
trailer, %-cubic-
yard --..--------....... -- 1

Road grader, motor-
ized ....-....... 1

Tractor, medium,
with bulldozer and
trailer .....… 2

Water supply set in-
eluding portable
purification unit.. 2

Car, 5-passenger ..-- 1
Motorcycle, with side

catr ..... 2
Motorcycle, solo --.. 2
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo 18
Truck, %-ton, com-

mand ........... 5
Truck, 3-ton, pick-

up --------
Truck,lr-ton,dump_ 17
Truck, 2ji-ton, cargo_ 2
Truck, 4-ton, cargo.__ 3
Truck, 7%-ton, cargo. 1
B&W printing set .. 1
Blacksmith set ..... 1
Blacksmith set (Q)_- 1
Carpenter and wheel-

wright set (Q) .... 1
Drafting set.... -
Duplicating set --..
Intrenching set...... 2
Pipe-fitting set ....- 3
Sign-painting set ... 1
Sketching set....-- 3
Supplementary set. __ 1
Surveying set ...-... 1
Tinsmith set _ __ 3
Welding and cutting

set ........- 2
Pistol .........- . 6
Rifle -..-...... .... 50

Repair section
Enlisted men --.... 19
Pistol ........------------
Rifle - -.........--. 18
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TABLE XVII.-Engineer regiment, combat (corps)
(2/0 5-171)

Combat reglim t (crps)

Officers ....-.......-.-. . 39
Warrant officer ....-......... 1
Enlisted men - -............ 1,228
Air compressor, motorized .- . . 3
Assault boat ....... 30
Electriolightingset .......-...- 1
Footbridge ........ 1.. I
Power earth auger, motorized.... 1
Power shovel, with trailer, H-cubic-

yard ........................ 1
Power shovel, with trailer, im-cubic-

yard ------------. 1
Road grader, motorized............ 1
Tractor, medium, with hull-dozer

and trailer ...........-... 8
Water supplyset ...... 2
Car, 5-passenger sedan............ 1
Motorcycle, with side car ......... 8
Motorcycle, solo...........-.. 20
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo ..-...... 42
Truck, k-ton, command .-....... 11
Truck, ½-ton, pick-up - . ....... 22
Truck, l½-ton, dump ...-..-- 101
Truck, 2-ton, argo....--.... 2
Truck, 4-ton, cargo--........... 9
Truck, 7½-ton, cargo ..--
Machine gun, eal. .30 ...-..... 36
Pistol .......-...... ........ 259
Rifle -........................ .1,009

13 privates are fillers and replacements.

Regimental headquarters and band
Officers .........-..- ..--- 5
Warrant officer 1
Enlistedmen .............. ...- 28
Pistol ........ . . ........... 34

Ileadquarlers and service company
Officers ........l......... . 6
Enlisted men....... .... - 142
Air compressor, motorized . .2
Assault boat ............. 30
Electric lighting set.. . ..... 1
Footbrildge.......... 1
Power earth auger, motorized ..... 1
Power shovel, with trailer, H-cubic

yard.............. 1
Power shovel, with trailer, ½-cubic-

yard 1........ . - 1
Road grader, motorized -...... 1
Tractor, medlum, with bull-dozer

and trailer ...- - 2
Water snupplyset including portable

puriflcation unit ..... _. . ... 2
Car, 5-pssenger sedan......... 1
Motorcycle, with side car.....-- 2
Motorcycle, solo ......... 2
Trailer, I-ton, cargo--........... 18
Truck, -ton,command........ 5
Truck, ½-ton, pick-up ......- - 4
Truck, il-ton, dump 17
Truck, 2l-ton, cargo 2
Truck, 4-ton, cargo .......... 3
Truck, 7½i-ton, cargo 1......
Pistol .......--- 39
Rifle ----...........-- og09

First batalion
Officers - -.......------- -14
Enlisted mm -n ... . ... 529
Air compressor, motorized ....... 3
Tractor, medium, with bull-dozer

and trailer .......-...... 3
Mltorcycle, with side car.... 3
Motorcycle, solo -...... . . 9
Trailer, I-ton, cargo ........- 12
Truck, M-ton, command ..... 3
Truck, M-ton, pick-up -... . 9
Truck, 1½5-ton, dump ..- . .. 42
Truck, 4-ton, cargo- ............
Machine gun, cl. .30 .-.... .. 18
Pistol .............. ........ 93
Rifle---------------------- 450

Second bsattalion
(Same as above.)

' 48 privates are fillers and replacements.
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TABLE XIX.-Company and platoon, general service regiment
(T/O 5-27)

Cobmpan
Omficers ...- - --
Enlisted men .......
Air compressor, mo-

torized.............
Tractor, medium,

with bulldozer and
trailer..--------.......------

Motorcycle, solo_ -- -

Trailer, I-ton, cargo .
Truck, %-ton, com-

maund........
Truck, A-ton, pick-

up
Truck, 1i-ton, dump.
Truck, 4-ton, cargo- -
Machine gun, cal. .30
Pistol................
R ifle ......... --.... --

4
175

1

1
1
.4

1

3
6
1

29
150

Company headqanrters

Captain (company
commander)- .. I

Enlisted men ......- 40
Air compressor, mo-

torlzed ....... I
Traotor, medium,

with bulldozer and
trailer - --......... I

Motorcycle, solo .... 1
Trailer, lon, cargo___ I
Truck, M-ton, com-

mand -.......... 1
Truek,1-ton,dump_ 2
Truck,4-ton,argo I 1
Blacksmith set 1
Blacksmithset(Q)_ 1
Carpenter and wheel-

wright set (Q) ------
Drafting and dupli- 1

cating set ... .1
Sign-paintingset _ 1
Sketching set..--... 1
Maehinegun, cal..30_ 1
Pistol - -..... 14
Rifle--.......-.... 27

Platoon
Officers.--..... 1
Enlisted men -- _- 045

Trailer, 1 ton, cargo 1
Truck, %-tou, pick-

up -- -- - -- -- - 1
Truck, lA-tondump_ 1
Carpenter set .. . 1
Demoltionset ... 1
Pioneerset .....-.. 1
Pistol ...-..... 5
Rifle .....-...-.-. . .41

Platoon

Platoon headquarters

Lieutenant (platoon
commander) .... 1

Enistedmen _ _ -b
Pistol.......-... 2
Rife -........... 5

Operations section

(3 squads of t 13 en-
listed men each.)

Enlisted men ..... -39
Pistol ........... 3
Rifle ........----.-- 36

(Same as above.)

Platoon

(Samne as above.)
4 privates are fillers and replacements.

b I private is filler and rpl acement.
.3 privates are fillers and replacemens.
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TABLE XX.-Battalion, general service regiment (T/O 5-25)

Boattailn
O ff-iers...-.....9..........
Enlisted men
Air compressor, motorized........
Tractor, medium, with bulldozer

and trailer..
Motorcycle, solo............ ..
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo ..
Truck, W(ton, command... ......
Truck, Y-ton, pick-up ........
Truck, 1t-ton,dump.........
Truck, 4-ton, cargo..........
Machine gun, cal. .30............
Pistol
Rifle ...............-..-.-.....-.---

14
526

3

3
3

12
3

15
3
3

90
450

Blalalion headqgurters

Major (battalion commander) .
Captain ..
Statf sergeant ------.... ...-..-.-
Pistol...

1
1
1
a

Company A (D)
Officers ......-.........-... 4
Enlisted men - ...- . '.-.. .175
Air ompressor, motorized_----- ... 1
Traotor, medium, with bulldozer

and trailer ............ . I
Motorcycle, solo -....-.. 1
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo ...- 4
Truck, -ton, command ..-. ... 1
Truck, 5j-ton, pick-up ..------.. 3
Truck, l.tdu, dump-- 6...
Truck, 4-ton, cargo -----------...... 1
Machine gun, cal. .30 ...-....
Pistol 29
Rifle ........--.-. . - 150

Company B (E)

(Same as above.)

Company C (D)

(Same as above.)

* 16 privates are fillers and replacements.
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TABLE XXI.-Regimental headquarters and headquarters and
service company, general service regiment (T/O 5-22)

Administrative section
Captain (adjutant (S-

I) from regimental
headquarters)... (1)

Enlisted men -....... 10
Pistol ...... 3
Rifle -. ....... 7

Company headquarters

Regimcntal headquarters

Colonel (regimental
commander)..-..

Lieutenant colonel
(egecutive) ...-

Captains:
-1....

S-2 andS-3 - I
8- ...... 1

Pistol .... 5

Captain (company
commander)....

Lieutenant (assistant
S4 's).....

Enlisted msen.......-
Pistol..
Rifle ...........

leadqsuarters platoon

Offclers .......
Enlisted men....
Pist ol
ilfie....

1

2
18
11
10

58
20
39

Officers......... 6
Enlisted men...... 141
Transportation and

equipment. Sec
transportation se5 -
tion.

Pistol .......--.... 3
Rifle .....-........ 108

. 2 privates are fillers and replaecements.
b 1 private is filler and replacement.
.3 privates are fillers and retlaDcement.
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Operations and planning
section

Captain (S-2 and S-3
from regimental
headquaiters) ... (1)

Lieutenant (assitant
and camouflage of-
fieer) .........

Enlisted men -.......- 30
Pistol .......... 10
Rifle.......... 21

Engineer sectdion
Enlisted men ..---
Pistol .........- .
Rifie-.._ --.. -----

25
3
2

Suppiy setion
Captains (S-4 from

regimental head-
quarters) ..... (1)

Enlisted men -...... 13
Pistol .........-- 4
Rifle ...........--- 9

Platoon headquarters
Lieutenant (one pla-

toon commander) - 2
Enlisted men .... 4
Pistol ..------- 3
Rifle.............. 3

Transportation section
Enlisted men.... 45
Air compressor, mo-

torized ...... 2
Electric lighting set- I
Road grader, motor-

ized ....... 2
Power earth auger,

motorized ....... I

Headquarters and
company

scrrice

I

1



Enlis
Tram,

eou

Service platoon

cIS....... 2
ted men.... 65
sportation and
innment. See

transportation sec-
tion.

Pistol ...
Rifle ...............

8
59

Shovel, power, with
trailer, -cubicyard

Tractor, medium, with
bulldozer and trailer_

Car, -passengesedan
Motorcycle, with side

Motorcycle, solo -
Trailer, i-ton, cargo..
Truck, A-ton, com-

mand............
Truck, Y-ton, pick-

up .........
Truck, l1-ten,dump.
Truck, 2k-ton, cargo.
Truck, 4-ton, cargo...
Truck, 7I-ton, cargo
B&W printing set ....
Blacksmith set ....
Blacksmith set (Q) -
Carpenter and wheel-

wright set (Q)......
Drafting set.--
Duplicating set ...
Hammer (gas-operat-

ed) ....-...
Pipe-fitting set......
Sign-Painting set.....
Sketching set........
Supplementary set.
Surveying set ......
Tinsmith set......
Water supply set, Im-

eluding portable
purification unit.._

Welding and cutting
set.............

Pistol .......-
Rifle ....-.......

Repair section
Enlisted men ...n ..... 16
Pistol -----..............---- 1
Rifle ............... 15

o 2 privates are filers and replaceoents.
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TABLE XXII.-Engineer regiment, general service (T/O 5-21)

Gentrali serice regim!nt
Officers ..............-..... .39
Warrant officor -..........
Enlisted men -............ I..... .1, 221
Air compressor, motorized .-.. 8
Electric lighting set ... …..... . . 1I
Road grader, motorized ..-.... 2
Power earth auger, motorized . . .1
Shovel, power, with trailer, j-

cubic yard ...-... 2
Tractor, medium, with bulldozer

and trailer ....... ........... 8
Water supply set -......t-..... 2
Car, 5-passenger sedan -...... 1
Motorcycle, with side car -- 2
Motoroyole, solo .........- 8
Trailer, i-ton, eargo -...--..------..... 31
Truck, -iton, command ...... 9
Truck, Wton, pick-up -...-... 22
Truck, l1ton, dump ....--..... 41
Truck, 2Y3ton, cargo ... --........---- 2
Truck, 4-ton, cargo .....-.. ..... 8
Truck, 7-ton, cargo--........... 2
Machine gun, cal..30 .......... -
Pistol ..........-........... 253
Rifle .................... 1,008

a 13 privates are illers and replacements.
1 48 privates are fillers and replacements.

Regimental headquartcrs and band
Officers ............. 5
Warrant officer 1
Enlisted men ................ 2S
Pistol.... .............. 34

Ileadquarters and service company
Officers.................
Enlisted men ............
Air ompressor, motorized.....
Electric lighting set
Road grader, motorized..
Power earth auger, motorized --
Shovel, power, with trailer, Iz-

cubicyard
Tractor, medium, with bulldozer

and trailer.-.............
Water supply set, Including port-

able purinication unit.....
Car, 5-passenger sedan
Motorcycle, with side car......
Motorcycle, solo ... ......-
Trailer, 1-too, cargo.....
Truck, 3-ton, command...
Truck, 3½ton, pick-up
Truck, 14-ton, dump .......
Truck, 2Qton, cargo ....
Truck, 4-ton, cargo .......
Truck, 7I-ton, cargo.....
Pistol ....._.._.....
Rifle ..... --------

First battalion
Officers .............. ..
Enlisted men .......
Air compressor, motorized.....
Tractor, medium, with bulldozer

and trailer .......
Motorcycle, solo....
Trailer, -ton, cargo..........
Truck, ,Iton, command .....
Truck, Y-ton, pick-up ....
Truck, 1l-ton, dump .......
Trck, 4-ton, cargo ......------.. --
Machine gun, cal. .30
Pistol .......
Rifle................

6
141

2
1
2
1

2

2

2
2
2
2
7
3
4

11
2
2
2

39
108

14
526

3

3
3

12
3
9

15
3

90
450

Second battalion
I (Same as above.)
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TABLE XXTII.-Engineer regiment, aviation (T/O 5-411)

Engineer regimcnt,
o'iation

Officers ..... 66
Warrant officer ..... 1
Enlisted men....... 2160
Air compressor, mo-

torized ......... 11
Power earth aulger_ 1
Camera, copying,

motorized .... …... 1
Clearing unit ....... 1
Electriclightingset _ 4

Emulsion dietributor_ 1
Equipment welder,

electric are and oxy-
acetylene ....... 3

Grader, road, leaning
wheel ....... 3

Grader road, motor-
ized ....... 9

Map reproduction
unit, motorized.... 1

Mixer, road material_ 1
Plow, disk, heavy __ 11
Plow, tractor...... 9
Roller, rubber tired_ 1
Roller, sheepsfoot,

triple -----....... 4
Roller, smooth, 10-

ton ..
Roller, smooth, 5-ton,

tandem ............ 1
Rooter, heavy --....-- 3
Rooter, medium .... 3

Scraper, wheeled, B
yard -......

Scraper, wheeled, 12-
yard .......... 3

Shovel, power, with
trailer, 3 yard - 3

Shovel, power, with
trailer, %-yard ....- I

Tank, storage, 500-gal-
lon, portable trailer
type ..... 9

Tank, storage, 1,0-
gallon, portable
trailer type-....... I

Regimental headquarters
and band

Officers.....
Warrant officer ....
Enlisted men -
Pistol .....

1
2836
36

Regimental head
quarters

Colonel (regimental
commnander) ..

Lieutenant colonel
(oxecutive) ......

Captains:
Adjutant....
Engineering ..
Supiply ......

1st lieutenants:
Topographic offi-

cer.....
Camouflage offi-

cer -.

Bard

Warrant officer... 1
Enlisted men....... 28

Ileadqarters and service
company

Officers ......... 5
Enlisted men ........ · 224
(For equipment, see

table XXV.)

Battalion headquarters and
headquarters company

Officers... ....... 6
Enlisted men .- 108
(For equipment, see

table XXIV.)

20 privates are fillers and replacements.
10 privates are fillers and replacements.
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1

I
1
1



Tractor, diesel, 70- Battlion I Compa ny
horsepower ...... 9

Tractor, diesel, 95-
horsepowver .... 3

Tractor, rubber tired. 1
Trailer, S-ton ...... 10
Trailer, 15-ton....... 11
Trailer, 21-ton .... 1
Trenehbr, vertical

boom .1
Truck, semitrailer .- 1
Water supply set 3
Car, 5 - passenger se-

dan ----........... 4
Motorcycle, with side

car ...----.. 14
Motorcycle, solo..... 27
Trailer, 1 ton, oargo 55
Truck, M ton, com-

mand ........ 16
Truck, /-ton, radio.. 5
Truck, n-ton, pick-

up ..... .48
Truck, 1M-ton, dump 161
Truck, 2)4-ton, cargo. 6
Truck, 

4
-ton, cargo... 42

Truck, 74-ton, cargo. 16
Truck, l-ton, trac... 2
Tractor, medium,

with bull-doer and
trailer ---... 17

Mixer, concrete, 14-
cubic-foot, trailer
mounted ....... 3

Tractor, crane, 30-foot
boom ........... 3

Radio, two-way .... 5
Pistol - -.......... 492
Rife ...-- - 1,73

Officers ..--....... 18
Enlisted men - 637
(For equipment, see

table XXIV.)

Officers ............- 4
Enlisted men ...... 176
(For equipment, see

table XXIV.)

Company

(Same as above.)

Company

(Same as above.)

Battalioo

(Same as above.)

Batlalioa

(Same as above.)

58 privates are fillers and replacements.
a 16 privates are filers and replacements.
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TABLE XXIV.-Battalion, battalion headquarters company,
and company, engineer regiment, aviation (T/O 5-411 and
T/O 5-416)

Bonalion

Officers .....-..-.... 18
Enlisted men - Ffg 36
Blacksmith set . ….... 1
Blacksmith set (Q)___ 1
Carpenter and wheel-

wright set (Q) ..-.. 1
Supplementery set_- I
Air compressor,

motorized 3
Electric lighting set.. 1
Equipment welder,

electric arc and oxy-
acetylene ... I

Grader, road, leaning
wheel........-..... 1

Grader, road, motor-
ized .........-... 3

Plow, disk, heavy._ 3
Plow, tractor......-.. 3
Boller, sheepsfoot,

triple -.......-.-... 1
Rooter, heavy ....-- 1
Rooter, medium o -- -I 1
Scraper, wheeled, 8-

yard .......... 3
Shovel, power, with

trailer, i-yaerd..... I
Tank, storage, d00-

gallon, portable
trailer type ------. 3

Tractor, diesel, 70-
horsepower -_ 3

Battalion headqaarters

Officers ........... 3
Pistol ...-... 3

BatLalion headgknTters
company

offeers--.. 3
Enlisted men - _ 108
Blacksmith set
Blacksmith set (Q)---
Carpenter and wheel-

wright set (Q) .....
Supplementary set
Electric lighting set
Equipment welder,

electric arc and oxy-
acetylene ........

Grader, road, leaning
wheel .............

Grader, rad, motor-
ized -....

Mixer, concrete, 14-
cubic-foot, mount-
ed

Rote, hbey -........
Rooter, medium -
lRoller, sheepslqot,

triple..
Scraper, wheeled, 8-

yard - -
Shovel, power, with

trailer, yard ---

Tractor, diesel, 70-
horsepower.......

Tractor, crane, 30-foot
boom

Trailer, 8-ton.....
Trailer, 15-ton
Water supply set, In-

eluding portable
purification unit

Welding and cutting
set ---

Car, 5-passenger se-

Motorcycle, with side
car .............

'Irailer, i-ton, cargom
Tlruck, -ton, Com-

mand.........

Company headquarters

Officers ...-- 2
Enlisted men ........ 17
Pistol........... 7
Rifle ........ 12

Hradquarters platoon

Enlisted men -.... 20
Pistofl 10
Rifle ---...............---- 10

Service platoon

Officers.......- 1
Enlisted men -..... - 71
Pistol ........ S
Rifle ..........- 64
(With exception of

riflesand pistols, the
service platoon is
assigned all organic
equipment of the
company.)

Company hcadquarters

Offers...........
Enlisted men .....----
Air compressor,

motorized....-....
Plow, disk, heavy --
Plow, tractor -........
Tank, storage, 500-

gallon, portable
trailer .............-

1
32

1
1
I

1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1
6

1

a 2 privates are fillers and replacements. I private is filter and replacement.
* 7 privates are fillers and replacements.
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Trailer, -ton.......
Trailer, 15-ton
Water supply set, in-

eluding portable
purification unit....

Welding and cutting
set...------.....

Car, 5-passenger se-
dan...

Motorcycle, with side
car .............

Motorcycle, solo.....
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo-.
Truck, ½-ton, com-

mand .....
Truck, ½-ton, radio.
Truck, ½-ton, pick-

up -- ........
Truck, l-ton, dump
Truck, 2-ton., cargo_
Truck, 4-ton,cargo_
Truck, 7½-ton, cargo.
Tractor, mediumiwith

bulldozer and trail-
er.......

Mixer, concrete, 14-
cubic-loot, trailer
mounted .........

Tractor, crane, 30
foot boom ......

Radio, two-way......
Pistol
Rifle..............

Truck, i-ton, radio__
Truck, Y-ton, pick-

up --- - - - - - -
Truck, lSton, dump_
Truck, 2½-ton, cargo_
Truck, 4-ton, cargo___
Truck, 7Y-ton, cargo
Tractor, medium,

with bulldozer and
trailer ..........

Radio, two-way.....
Pistol -------...
Rifle ............

Company
Officers
Enlisted men ..
Air compressor,

motorized ....
Plow, disk, heavy___
Plow, tractor......
Tank, storage, 500-

gallon, portable
trailer............

Motorcycle, with side
car ....-..---------

Motorcycle, solo ..._
Trailer, i-ton, cargo_
Truck, ½-ton, com-

mand -..-..-.--.. -
Truck, ½-ton, pick-

up ....... .....-
Truck,lyton,dump_
Truck, 4-ton, cargo_
Tractor, medium,

with bulldozer and
trailer .....-----.--

Blacksmith set ...
Blacksmith set (Q) -
Draltingandduplicat-

ing t ......-----
Sign-painting set..
Sketching set........
Carpenter and wheel-

wright set (Q)--..
Pistol ...........
Rifle ......--....---

Compmny
(Same as above.)

Compnmr
(Same as above.)

1

3
7
1
8

2
1

25
86

4
176

1
1
1

1

1
3
4

1

3
14
1

Tractor, with bull-
dozer and trailer.-.

Trailer, 1-ton, cargo._
Truck, Yton, com-

mand
Truck, l-ton, dump_
Truck, 4-ton, cargo_.
Pistol ......
Rifle ............- --

Platoon d

Officers ......
Enlisted men ...
Motorcycle, solo ...
Trailer, I-ton, cargo
Truck, ½-ton, pick-

up
Truck, l-ton, dump
Carpenter et........
Demolition set - -
Pioneer set .........
Hammer, gma . oper-

ated...........
Saw, timber.......
Pistol .......-... -
Rifle ...-.....- ---....

Plato"n

(Same as above.)

Platoon

(Same as above.)

1

1
1

35
145

Each squad has squad carpenter, demolition, and pioneer set.
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TABLE XXV.-Engineer headquarters and headquarters and
service company, regiment, aviation (T/O 5-412)

Compony headquarters

Officers ---------- 3
Enlisted men......- 26
Pistol -----.......----.. 8
Rifle .......... ------- 21

Ileadqgerters platoon
Ieadquoarters and risc Enlisted n

Ircayuotrsmrng rel EnIisted men........ 50
company 22Pistol ......... 22

Offiers........ 5 Rifle .........----------.. - 28
Enlisted men ...... 24
Air compressor, mo-

torized ......... 2
Power earth auger 1
Camera, copying,

motorized .....--- I
Clearing unit ..... 1
Electric lighting set- I
Emulsion distributor_ 1
Mixer, road material 1
Plow, disk, heavy- _= 2
Roller, rubber tired- I
Roller, sheepsfoot, tri-

pile -...........-- 1
Roller, smooth, 10-

ton .-....... 1
Roller, smooth, 5-ton,

tandem -..-.-.... I
Scraper, wheeled, 12-

yard .....-. 3
Shovel, power, with

trailer, -yard I
Tank, storage, 1,0(-

gallon, portable
trailer ...-..-... 1

6 privates are fillers and replacements.
I private is filler and replacement.
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Adiaiditretir section
Captain (adjutant

from regimental
headquarters) 1I

Enlisted men .... 13
Pistol.........- - 3
Rifle ............ 10

Topowaphic section
Lieutenant (from regi-

mental headquar-
ters) ........ I

Enlisted men ..... 21
Pistol - -............. 11
Rifle - -......... 0

Engieering setion
Captain (from regi-

mental headquar-
ters) -......... . -

Enlisted men......-.. 6
Pistol ..-..-.... 4
Rifle 2........ 2

Cemouflage secion
Lieutenant (from regi-

mental hendquar-
tars)-.......... 1

Enlisted men .... 10
Pistol ...-------- 4
Rifle ....--....--..

Reimnenlal supply section
Captain (supply offi-

cer from regimental
headquarters) I

Lieutenant (assistant
supply officer from
regimental head-
quarters) ....... 1

Enlisted men ....
Pistol ...----------- 2



Tractor, diesel, 95
horsepower ---

Tractor, rubber tired_
Trailer, 8-ton. --
Trailer, 15-ton........
Trailer, 21-ton
Trailer, map repro-

duction ..........
Trencher, vertical

boom.........
Truck, semitrailer -
Car, 5-peasengersedan_
Motorcycle, with side

ear.......
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo-.
Truck, 'A-ton, com-

mand ...-
Truck, y-ton radio__
Truck, '-ton, pick-

up-
Truck, Iy-ton, dump
Truck, 2y4-ton, Crgo.
Truck, 4

-ton, cargo_
Truck, 7y'-ton, cargo
Tractor, medium,

with bulldozer and
trailer ....

Blacksmith set......
Blacksmith set (Q)--
Drafting set - -
Duplicating set __
Hammer (gas-oper.

ated)....... ...
Map, reproduction

equipment (motor-
ized) .........

Pipe-ftting set.....
Sign-painting set. --
Sketching set......
Surveying set ....
Tinsmith set
Carpenter and wheel-

wright set (Q)_
Radio, two-way -----
Pistol.
RifleB ..

Supply platoon

Enlisved men ......... 42
Pistol ...........- 17
Rifle -....-..-...... 25

4 privates ar fillers and replacements.
10 privates are fillers and replacements.

'2 privates are fllers and replacements.
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Rifle .....-..... .7

Air force engineer
depot seciion

Enlisted men.....
Truck, ' ton, Pick-

up --------------, .
Pistol ..--
Rifle .............-

d9

1
4
5

Refilling point section

Enlisted men .....- 18
Truck, K-ton, pick-

up -...... 4
Pistol...........- 8
Rifle ........ 10

Air depot section

Enlisted men .....
Truck, K-ton, pick-

up -------------
Pistol .....
iRifle .....------

Platoon headquarter

Officers - . --
Enlisted men .......
Pistol...............
Rifle -...---------

6

1
3
S

1
4
3
2

Transportation section

Officers....
Enlisted men .
Tank, storage, 1,i00-

gallon, portable. _
Trailer, 8-ton.........
Trailer, 15-ton _--_-
Trailer, 2

1
-ton..

Trailer, map repro-
duction

Truck, semitrailer.
Car, 5-passenger se-

daun ..-
Motorcycle, with side

car --

Trailer, 1-ton, cargo-_



TABLE XXV.-Engineer headquarters and headquarters and
service company, regiment, aviation (T/O 5-412)--Con.

Service platoon

2
106
10
08

Officers ....----- -
Enlisted men .. I
Pistol ---..........
Rifle..... ...--...---

'10 privates are fillers and replacements.
1 I private is filler and replacement.

t3 privates are filers and replacements.

Truck, i-ton, com-
mand..

Truck, j-tou, pick-
up ........-

Truck, Ii-ton,dump.
Truck, 2S-ton, eargo_
Truck, 4-ton, rargo.
Truck, 7>-ton, argo_
Truck, l2-ton, trac-

tor.
Pistol
Rifle -- ---------

$

6
14
3
9

14

2
3

60

Equipment section
Enlisted men 29
Air compressor, mo-

torized ....... 2
Clearing unit - 1
Emulsion distributor 1
Mixer, road material. 1
Plow, disk, heavy-... 2
Power earth auger,

motorized ....... 1
Roller, rubber tired 1
Roller, smooth, 10-

ton ............ I
Roller, smooth, 5-ton,

tandem ..-...... 1
Scraper, carry-all, 12-

yard .........- 3
Shovel, power, with

trailer, -t-yard.... 1
Tractor, diesel, 95-

horsepower...... 3
Tractor, rubber tired. 1
Trencher, vertical

boom ........... 1
Tractor, medium,

with bulldozer and
trailer ...-..... 2

Pistol .. 1
Rile ........-..... 28

Repir section
Enlisted menm ....... 11
Pistol ............. 3
Rile ........-. . 8
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TABLE XXVI.-Platoon, separate battalion (T/O 5-37)

Platoon
Officers ...........
Enlisted men
Tractor, medium, with bulldozer

and trailer.................
Truck, Il-ton, dump.......
Truck, 4-ton, cargo.............
Pistol ..................-.. ..
Ribfles..............

1
126

1
1
1

11
116

* 2 privates are fillers and replacements.
b I private is filler and replacement.
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Platoon headquarters

Officers ..................
Enlisted men.
Tractor, medium, with bulldozer

and trailer...............
Truck, 1%-ton, dump ........
Truck, 4-ton, cargo ....... --.. -
Carpenter set.............
Demolition set
Pioneer et ...
Pistol ................

1
.9

1
1
1
2
1
1
2
8

9 operating unnts (squads) each of-

Enlisted men -.........-..... 13
Pistol .... I--------------------. 1
Ribe .............. . 12



TABLE XXVII.-Engineer company, separate battalion
(T/O 5-37)

CorIpany (A, B, C, or D)
Officers ...-..-- ...... 4
Enlisted men ......-..-.- . ...... 283
Air compressor, motorized .- . . 1
Motorcycle, with side car -...... 1
Tractor, medium, with bulldozer

and trailer ........-......... 2
Trailer, i-ton, cargo ..-......... 1
Truck, -ton, pick-up ..- . ....... 2
Truck, 1-ton, dump...... 3
Truck, 2i-ton, cargo ..... 1
Truck, 4-ton, cargo ..-....... 2
Pistol ...-................ 234
Rifle .....................-.. 253

Company headuarters

Officers ................... 2
Enlisted men ...............- -31
Air compressor, motorized .... 1
Motoroycle, with side car........ 1
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo .....- .. I
Truck, l-ton, pick-up ..-.. 2
Truck, IW-ton, dump .......- 1
Truck, 2-ton, cargo .....-. . ..... 1
Blacksmith set ......-..... 1
Blacksmith set (Q) ---------
Carpenter and wheelwright set (Q) 1
Drafting and duplicating set -.....
Sign-painting set -1-........-. ... 1
Sketching set -........ 1.. ... I
Pistol ......-...... ..... 12
Rifle ......-........ 21

Platoon

Officers ..-........ . 1
Enlisted men ......-......... a l26
Tractor, medium, with bulldozer

and trailer -....... 1.... I
Truck, I;-ton, dump .-... . ... 1
Truck, 4-ton, cargo -..... I
Tools, see table XXVI.
Pistol .......-....... . .11
Rifle .... ------............. . .. 116

Platloo

(Same as shove.)
' 4 privates are fillers and replacements.
b 11 privates are fillers and replacements.
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TABLE XXVIII.-Battalion headquarters, and headquarters
and service company, separate battalion (T/O 5-36)

Battalion headquarters

Lieutenant colonel (battalion conm-
mander)

Major (executive) .............
Captains:

Adjutant (S-1) .....
Operations (S-2 and S-3)

Pistol...............

IHeadqurrters and service company

Officers .. - -
Enlisted men .
Air compressor, motorized ........
Road grader, motorized .... ..
Power shovel, with trailer, A-cubic-

yard .................
Car, 5-passnger sedan.............
Motorcycle, solo
Motorcycle, with side car -
Trailer, I-ton, cargo - ......-- ----
Truck, Y-ton, pick-up --..
Truck, 1/-ton, dump.........
Truck, i2-ton, cargo ....
Truck, 7i-ton, cargo ........-.....
B&W printing set
Blacksmith set .- - -. ----
Blacksmith set (Q) --
Carpenter and wheelwright set (Q)
Electric lighting set .............
lanmmer (gas-operated) --------..........--

Pipe-fitting set ....-
Sign-painting set..
Sketching set
Supply equipment set.............
Tinsmith set
Water supply set, including portable

purification unit..
Welding and cutting set
Pistol -
Rifle --

l1
1

!
1

* 4 privates are fillers and replacements
b 1 privatce is filler and replacement.
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Compang headquarters

Captain (S-4) -.............. -
Lieutenant.....-........... 1
Enlisted men .................... 39
Air compressor, motorized .... 1
Road grader, motorized I
Power shover, with trailer, -cubic-

yard .................
Car, 5-passenger sedan - - . I
Motorcycle, solo --.......... I
Motorcycle, with side car........ 1
Trailer, i-ton, cargo ............. 1
Truck, A-ton, pick-up ...--.. - 3
Truck, I i-ton, dump ..........--
Truck, 2A-ton, cargo I
Truck, 2?-ton, cargo - -- I 1
Pistol ................. 12
Rifle ..................... 29

Administratiuv section

Captain (adjutant from battalion
headquarters) - --.............. (1)

Enlisted men -.............. 6
Pistol ...........-.. 2
Rifle

Engineer section

Captain (operations from battalion
headquarters) ............ (1)

Enlisted men - -................. 15
Pistol ............. I
Rifle .............. 14

Supply section

Captain (S-4 from company head-
quarters) ........

Enlisted men-..........
Pistol .................- .
Rifle ........-.................

(1)
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TABLE XXI-Engineer battalion, separate tT/O 5-35)

Separate bttalion

Officers _-_.....................
Enlisted men..
Air compressor, motoried ....
Road grader, motorized .........
Power shovel, withtrailer, J-cubic

yard........... --------------
Car, 5 passenger sedan..
Motorcycle, solo..............
Motorcycle, with side car........
Tractor, medium, with bulldozer

and trailer - . -------
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo--------------
Truck, ,r-ton, pick.up..
Truck, 1½-ton, dump.
Truck, 2½2-ton, cargo........
Truck, 4-ton, cargo ----------..........
Truck, 7i/-ton, cargo.-----.------
Pistol......................
Rfie -.-.-..........--..----

22
1, 197

5
1

1

1
1
5

8
5

11
17
5
8
1

156
1,063

Battalion headquarters

Officers -- ......... 4
Pistol ..................... 4

leadquarters and servic company

Officers .............. 2
Enlisted men..................... 65
Air compressr, motorized I
Road grader, motorized .......... I
Power shovel, with trailer, ½-cubic

yard .................... 1
Car, 5-passenger sedan .........
Motorcycle, solo.................. 1
Motorcycle, with side car.........
Trailer, I-ton, cargo - -- 1
Truck, 3s-ton, pick-up ......... 3
Truck, 1M-ton, dump............ 5
Truck, 2½-ton, cargo ......... I
Truck, 7½-ton, cargo ........ 1
Pistol ........................ 16
Rifle 51

Company A

Officers ---................. 4
Enlisted men ............... 283
Air compressor, motorized-........
Motorcycle, with side ear ...... 1
Tractor, medium, with bulldozer

and trailer ............. 2
Trailer, i-ton, cargo - .....- 1
Ttruck, M-ton, plek-up .. 2
Truck, 1i-ton, dump ............. 3
Truck, 2½-ton, cargo ....... 1
Truck, 4-ton, cargo.......... 2
Pistol ..............-..-...-........ 34
Itile -............-.............. 253

Company B

(Same as above.)

Company C

(Same as above.)

Corpany D

(Same as above.)
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TABLE XXX.-Engineer battalion, camouflage, army
(T/O 5-95)

Engineer battalion, camouflage,
army

Officers .-..... ............
Enlisted men - -
Car, 5-passenger sedan
Motorcycle, solo-
Motorcycle, with side car
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo..........
Truck, h-ton, pick-up ...
Truck, 1ton, cargo---- -......
Truck, 2%-ton, oargo
Pistol ....... ---------
Rifle

27
*402

I
4

5
25
22
1

131
298

Battalion headquarters

O f fiers................---- 4
Pistol.......----------- 4

Ileadquartcrs and ervice company (table
XXXI)

Officers ...............---- 3
Enlisted men .4...........
Car, 5-passenger sedan . ......
Trailer, i-ton, cargo-........ 1
Motorcycle, with side car ...... 1
Truck, lr -ton, pick-.........p 5
Truck, 1-ton, cargo ........ 2
Truck, 2j--ton, cargo....... 1
Pistol.......------------ 22
Rifle .................. 74

Company A (table XXXII)

Officers-- .............. 5
Enlisted men ............... · 77
Motorcycle, solo - -............. 1
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo ......... 1
Truck, %-ton, pick-up 5
Truck, 1ton, cargo..........-- 5
Pistol ...................- 26
Rifle ................ 5

Company B

(Same as above.)

Comipany C

(Same as above.)

Company D

(Same as above.)

* 37 privates are fillers and replacements.
bO privates are fillers and replacements.
7 privates are fillers and replacements.
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TABLE XXX.-Headquarters and service company, battalion,
camouflage, army (T/O 5-96)

Hcadquarters and service
company

Officers....
Enlisted men
Car, 5-passenger, se-

dan ......
Motorcycle, with side

Trailer, 1-ton, cargo
Truek, Yton, pick-

up
Truck, 13-ton, cargo_
Trcak, 2raton, cargo
B & W printing set --
Carpenter set ......
Drafting set
Pioneer set
Sign-painting set --
Sketching set.
Supplementary set._
Tinsmith et .......
Blacksmith set (Q)--_
Carpenter and wheel-

wright set (Q)...
Pistol..
Rifie ..--...-..-..- --

[ Company headquarters

Officers .......... 1
Enlisted men ..... 12
Pistol ...-.... 8
Rifle -.............

Hcadquarters platoon

Enlisted men -... .b w28
Pistol - . .... 6
Rile -. 22

Secrvice platoon

Officers..-...----..-- 2
Enlisted men .- '--- _ 54
Pistol .- . 9
Rifle ..--...-.... 47
(All transportation.)

4 1 private is filler and replaement.
b 3 privates are fillers and replacements.
5 privates are fillers and replacements.

d 2 privates are fillers and rellacemens.

Administratie section

Enlisted men -- 8
Pistol ...... 2
Rifle ---------..... 6

Operations section

Enlisted men ....-..- 14
Pistol - . ... 3
Rifle. ------------ 11

Supply section

Enlised men .--.. .-
Pistol_ - -. ......... 1
Rifle ----- --- 5

Platoon headquarters

Officers ........... 1
Enlisted men ..... - 3
Pistol --- 2
Rifle - . .. 2

Factory section

Officers -----.. -
Enlisted men ..... 35
Pistol -------- 4
Rifle--..-....- 32

Transportetion section

Enlisted men ... 16
Pistol ... 3

Rifle........ 13
(All transportation.)
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TABLE XXXII.--Camouflage company, engineer battalion,
camouflage, army (T/O 5-97)

Camouflage company (A, B, C, D)

Officers.
Enlisted men...........
Motorcycle, solo .........
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo ..........-
Truck, Yton, pick-up........
Truck, 1y-ton, cargo
Carpentr set. ...............
Carpenter and wheelwright set (Q)_
Drafting and duplicating set -
Pioneer set -..... ------
Sign-painting set ..........
Sketching set .......
Pistol...........-...
Rifle ............-......

o 3 privatos are fillers and replacements.
I private is filler and rplacemoents.
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Cobmpany headquarters

Officers ............ ---... -------
Enlisted men..................
Motorcycle, solo ... --.. .....
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo........---------------
Truck, '-ton, pick-:up . -..-.-. -
Truck, li-ton, car go ..-..--...---
Pistol ... ..............

inefle ..............-----.....--- ------

Camouflage platonm

Officers ................-------
Enlisted wmen - ----------------
Truck, ii-ton, pick-up --...-... --
Truck, I'-ton, cargo -------
Pistol...................
Rifle- ........ ....-....

Camouflage platoon

(Same as above.)

Camouflage platoon

(Same as above.)

Camoflage platormon

(Same as above.)

1
'21

1
1
1
1

10
12

1
b14

I
1
4

11



TABLE XXIII.--Engineer battalion, camouflage, GHQ
(T/O 5-135)

Endineer battalion, canomfiate, GHQ

Officers ... -------..
Enlisted men ..............-
Car, 5-passenger sedant ......
Motorcycle, solo ........
Motorcycle, with side cr .
Trailer, 1:ton, cargo
Truck, K-ton, pick-up ......
Truck, 1Ij-ton, cargo.......
Truck, 2-ton, cargo------------......---
Pistol.................
Rifle o.............

22
.408

1
2
1
5

16
12
2

94
36

BAttalion headquarters

Officer --... - -----....... ----- 4
Pistol ...-.....--- 4

Headquarters and service company
(table XXXIV)

O ff icers ...............-.. 2
Enlisted men -.-............ b 653
Car, 5-passengersadan ...... 1
Motorcycle, with side car --.... 1I
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo ......-----------.... 1
Truck, 3-ton, pick-Up ---------- 2
Truck, 1--ton, cargo..- 4
Truck, 2-to, ugo ........... 1I
Pistol .......-.... --------- 15
Rifle .... 40

Ctmouflaoc company (Companv A)
(table XXXV)

Officers----.......... 10
Enlisted men --............. '157
Motorcycle, solo ........... 1
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo -----...... 1
Truck, M-ton, pick-up -....-.... 11
Truck, lton, eargo .....--- 5
Pistol - -........................ 40
Rifle ............ 127

Shop company (Company B)
(table XXXVI)

Officers ..-........... 6
Enlisted men .-.... d 198
Motorcycle, solo-....-... - 1
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo ...-.... 3
Truck, zr-ton, pick-up .-.. . 3
Truck, l-ton, cargo -... ----- 3
Truck, 2-ton, cargo ..-------..... 1
Pistol ..-............. . 35
Rifle .-............... 169

' 37 privates are fillers and replacements.
-5 privates are fillers and replacements.
.14 privates are fillers and replacement,.
1 18 privates are fillers and replacements.
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TABLE XXXIV.-HeadQuarters and service company, engineer
battalion, camouflage, GHQ (T/O 5-136)

f Cbrmmny Acadqmrters

Headquarters and aerce commamy

Officers -..-.. ------
Enlisted men.....................
Car, 5-passnger sedan _....
Motorcycle, with side car ...
Trailer, i-ton, cargo...........
Truck, 4-ton, pick-up ---- ------
Truck, IH-ton, cargo
Truck, 21i-ton, cargo
Blacksmith set (Q) -------........
Carpenterandwheelwrightset (Q)_
Drafting set .....- ...........

Sign-painting set
fketching set .....-........ ....
Supplementary set ...- . -----
Tinsmith set...........
Pistol ..-..............-
Rifle ................

Officers ----.
Enlisted men.....
Pistol ..---... -----------------
Riflo -.. - -------.-- --------
(AII transportation.)

2
°27

ii
1is

Adminitratie section

Enlisted men -........... 5..... 5
Pistol ..----- ------------------- 1
Rifle - ---..........---. . 4

Technical sectiot

Enlisted men '1........-............ I6
Pistol ..---------------- ------ 2
Rifle ...............-........ 14

Supply section

Enlisted men 'S...........-.... 5
Pistol ...----........... 1I
Rife ..................

' 2 privates are fillers and replacements.
·1 private is filler and replacement.
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TABLE XXXV.-Camuflage company, engineer battalion,
camouflage, GHQ (T/O 5-137)

Camouflage company
(company A)

Officers........
Enlisted men ..-- --
Motorcycle, solo - -
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo. -
Truek, ½- ton, pick-

up .......
Truck, 1½-ton, cargo.
Blacksmith set (Q)--
Carpenter and wheel-

wright set (Q) . --
Drafting and dupli-

cating set.......---
Sign-painting sot...
Sketching set........
Pistol
Rifle ...... ---... ---

10
157

1
I1

5
1

1

t
1
1

40
127

Comiposny headquarters

Officers -.......... 2
Enlisted men...... - 24
MIotorcycle, solo..- I
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo 1
Truck, - ton, pick-

up -... _.. 3
Truck, 1½-ton, cargo. 1
Pistol ........... 12
Rifie -.............. 14

Ieadquarters platoon

Officers............ 2
Enlisted men ..... 75
Truck, ½Y-ton, pick-

up ----------- 2
Truck, 1M-ton, cargo. 2
Pisol-----........-..-- 9
Rifle .........-...... 68

Camouflage pitoon

Officers ..-...
Enlisted men....
Truck, -ton, pick-

tip ..-...........
Truck, Iy-ton, cargo.
Pistol ............
Rifle ......-..--

6
'8

6
2

19
45

Platoon headquarters

Officers ......
Enlisted men
Truck, y -ton, pick-

up ..-
Truck, 1i-ton, cargo
Pistol .
Rifle .......--------.....

2
5

2
2
3
4

Depot sediog

Enlisted men ....- 1d
Pistol --..... -- 3
Rifle .............-------------- 16

School section

Enlisted men - .... 51
Pistol ...- ..... 3
Rifle .....- ..... 48

Platoon headquarters
Officers -
Enlisted men........
Truck, ½/ -ton, pick-

up.
Truck, 1½-ton, cargo_
Pistol -.........
Riflo -....-..... -- -

2
5

2
2
3
4

Camouflage sedtion

Officers ......... 4
Enlisted men -..... 53
Truck, -ton, pick-

up--------------- 4
Pistol -......... 16
Rifle ...-.......... 41

* 3 privates are fillers and replacements. 2 privates are fillers and replacements.
b 6 privates are fillers and replacements. · 4 privates are fillers and replacemcnnts.
.5 privates are fillers and replacements.
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TABLE XXXVI.-Shop company, engineer battalion, camou-
flage, GHQ (T/O 5-138)

f Patoon headquarters

Shop company
(company B)

Officers..........
Enlisted men :
Motorcycle, solo......
Trailer, I-ton, cargo..
Truck, H-ton, pick-

up....
Truck, 1ton, cargo_
Truck, 2-ton, cargo
B & W printing set
Blacksmith set ....
Carpenter set......
Drafting set..
Pioneer set.
Pipe-fitting et....
Sign-painting set- ...
Sketching set....
Supplementary set -
Tinsmith set
Blacksmith set (Q) -
Carpenter and wheel-

wright set (Q) -.
Pistol ..........
Rifle ...........

6
198

3
3

3

2
1

2
1
1
1

1

19

2
1

1
35

Company headquarters

Officers............ 2
Enlistedrmen ..... 17
Motorcycle,solo _ I
Pistol -...... .11
Rifle -............

Headquarters platoon

Officers ... 2
Enlisted men _ D 2
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo 3
Truck, H-ton, pick-

up .....-..... 3
Truck, I1-ton,cargo 3
Truck, 2'-ton,cargo_ 1
Pistol ........- 14
Rifle ............... SO

Factory platoon

Officers.......... 2
Enlisted men....... '89
Pistol .......... 10
Rifle .......... 1

Officers...............
Enlisted men .......
Pistol .. .. -
Rifle.................

2
3
4
1

Supply section

Enlisted men . d 10
Pistol ............. 3
Rife ......... 7

2ransportation secmiso

Enlisted m n........ n 9
Rifle ..... 9
(All platoon transpor-

tation.)

Repair and maintenance
section

Enlisted men
Pistol....
Rifle .......

- -'37
-3
- 34

Design section

Enlisted men- ......... 33
Pistol .-........ 4
Rifle ........... 29

Plotoon headquarters

Officers ..........-.. 2
Enlisted mcn......... 4
Pistol ............. 4
Rifle........ 2

Sewing and weaving section

Enlisted men ......... 43
Pistol .......... 3
Rifle ...-.......... 40

Pamiini section

EnisVted men.... 42
Pistol -..... 3
Rifle .......-..... 39

* 2 privates are fillers and repla renets.
' 9 privates are fillers and replacements.
·7 privates are filSers ad rep lacements .

1 private is filler and replacement.
· 3 privates are fillers and replacements.
14 privates are fillers and replacements.
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TABLE XXXVII.-Engineer company, light ponton (T/O 5-87)

Enyineer company, ilght
ponton

Officers ......-.. .. 6
Enlisted men ... 215
Assault boat .-... s8
Footbridge, M1938 2
Porton bridge, 10ton

(250sfoot)..... 3
Welding set -..-.. I
Trailer, ponton

equipage......-.. 99

Ieadquarters platoon

Ofmees
Enlisted men..
Assault boat......
Drafting and dupli-

cating et...-.....
Footbridge, M1938S
Sketching set......
]Motorcycle, solo....
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo
Truck, YSton, com-

mand ....... - -
Truck, -ton, pick-

up
Truck, lton, car-

go ...---..
Truck, 2yton, car-

go, with winch_ _
Pistol, cal. .45 --
Rifle -....

a
86
80

1
2
1
1
2

2

l8

2
16
7.3

8 privates are fillers and replacements.
' 2 privates are fillers and replacements.

Company headquarters

Officers -
Enlisted men.......
Motorcycle, solo __
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo
Truck, h-ton, com-

mand ....
Truck, >-ton, pick-

up..
Truck, IM-ton, car-

go.........
Truck, 2Wton, car-

go, with winch
Pistol, cal. .45
Rifle ..-------

Assault boat redion

Enlisted men...
Assault boat....
Truck, i-ton, car-

go...
Pistol, cal. .45
Rifle ...........

Foodbridge section

Enlisted men ....
Footbridge, Mi938
Truck, l)-ton, car-

go
Pistol, cal. .45 ....
Rifle...........

Seroice and repair section

Officers ..........
Enlisted men ...
Welding set .....-
Blacksmith set.....
Blacksmith set (Q)_--
Canvas workers set..
Carpenter set.....
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2
'22

1

1

1

1
1

1
12
12

~22
80

8
1

21

23
2

8

22
22

1
19
1

1
1
1
1



Motorcycle, solo.... 1
Motorcycle, with

side car ....... 3
Trailer, i-ton, cargo 5
Trailer, tilting, for

light tractor ....... 6
Truck, K ton, com-

mand ...-...... 1
Truck, A-ton, pick-

up ......-...... 5
Truck, ly-ton car-

go ............-.. 21
Truck, 2A-ton, car-

go, with winch... 1
Truck, 4-ton, cargo

W/12-foot loading
bed --------- 18

Tractor, light...... 6
Truck, tractor, 4-ton,

prime mover for en-
gineer equipment_ 18

Truck,wrecker, 4-ton 1
Pistol, cal. .45 ..... 31
Rifle-.......... 190

Bridge plutoon

Officers.............
Enlisted men.......
Ponton bridge, 10-ton

(250oort)....
Trailer, ponton

equipage - -
Motorcycle, with

side car ........
Trailer, I-ton, cargo.
Truck, Y-ton, pick-

up -
Truck, lA-ton, car-
go...............

Truck, 4-ton cargo,
W/12-foot loading
bed.........

Tractor, light.. -
Pioneer set ...
Pistol, cal. .45......
Rifle -...............

1
b 43

3

33

1
1

1

3

6
2
1
5

39

Bridge ptaeoon

(Same as above.)

Bridge pla
t

oon

(Same as above.)

Carpenter and wheel.
wright set (Q).....

Sign-painting set -
Tinsmith set......
Trailer, i-ton, cargo_
Truck, Aton, pick-

up
Truck, ly-ton, car-

go............
Truck, 2A-ton, car-

go, with winch...
Pistol, cal. .45
Rifle ...............

Platoon headquarters

Officers
Enlisted men --
Trailer, ponton

equipage.........
Motorcycle, with

side car...........
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo_
Truck, -Ston, pick-

p -
Truck, 1A ton, car-

go....... --
Pistol. cal. .45......
Rifle -.-...--

iPonton section

Enlisted men _
Trailer, ponton

equipage ........
Truck, 2i-ton, car-

go, with winch...
Tractor, light
Pistol, cal. .45..
Rifle...............

Poon sectCion

(Same os above.)

t 4 privates are fillers and replacements.
a i private is filler and replacement.
' Part of ponton bridge unit.
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1

1

1

1
2

lg

18
1

1

1

,1a

· 3
3

11

15

16

1
1
I

i4



TABLE XXXV. L.-Engineer battalion, heavy ponton (T/O
5-275)

Engineer battalion, heavy ponton

Officers .................. 12
Enlisted men .......- - 462
Ponton bridge, 25-ton (250-foot) 4
Boat, power, utility ............. a4
Air compressor ......--- 1
Crane, portable................. 8
Motor, outboard ..--. 16
Motorcycle, solo .......
Semitrailer- .............- 64
Tractor, medium, with trailer...... 8
Trailer, boat .............. 4
Trailer, 34-ton, argo .. ... 3
Truck, command and reconnais-

sance ..... . 4
Truck, k-ton, pick-up .....-.. 10
Truck, 2y-ton ............ (12d) 23
Truck, 4

-ton, cargo ........... 4 8
Truck, 4-ton, tractor G....... 64
Truck, crane .... 2
Machine gun, cal.. 3 .. ..... 20
Pistol, al. .45 ................. 474

Battalion headquartcrs
Officers ........... --
Pistol.....

Headquarters and seruice company

Officers ...................
Enlisted men
Air compressor .......
Motorcycle, solo..
Trailer, Yi-ton, cargo ........-...- .
Truck, command and reconnais-

sance------------
Truck, k-ton, pick-up
Truck, 2y-ton---.....
Machine gun, cal. .30
Pistol.........

2
2

2
'82

1

2
2

4
84

Company A
Offic6rs ......- .... 4
Enlisted men -........ - 190
Ponton bridge, 25

-ton (250-foot).... 2
Boat, power, utility 2.... 2
Crane, portable ............. 4
Motor, outboard ..........- 8
Motorcycle, solo ..... I-- . 1
Semitrailer....... .......... 32
Tractor, medium, with trailer ....- 4
Trailer, bhoat ....- - 2
Trailer, 94-ton, cargo -..... . 1
Truck, command and reconnais-

sance --------.... ... 1
Truck, yz-ton, pick-up ... 4
Truck, 2y-ton ........- 9
Truck, 4

-ton, cargo ....- . .. 4
Truck, 4-ton, tractor ..- 1. 32
Truck, crane - ..... I. 1
Machine gun, cal. .30....... ... 8
Pistol ..........- . ............... 194

Company B

(Same as Company A)

* 41 privates are fillers and replacements.
' 7 privates are fillers and replacements.
17 privates are fillers and replacements.

' Part of ponton bridge units and their prime movers.
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TABIE XXXIX.-Battalion headquarters and headquarters
and service company, heavy ponton battalion (T/O 5-276)

Battalion headquarers

Major (battalion commander)....
Captain (S-l)...............
Pistol -............. 2

Ieadquortcers and service company

Officers-.................. 2
Enlisted men ..... 0....-..... - 82
Macbine gun, cal..3 .......... 4
Pistol ..................- 84

Company headquarters

Offiecrs ..........................- 2
Enlisted m en 16
Motorcycle, solo ....................
Truck, ½-ton, command and re-

connaissance ........... 2
Trailer, -ton, ea-ton, rgo .... 1
Truck, 21--ton ................... I
Drafting and duplicating set ........
Pistol...-...-.............. 18

Administrative section

Enlisted men .... 7
Machine gun, cal..30 - ........- 1
Pistol ........................ 7

Supply sectdio

Enlisted mnon b 10
Machine gun, cal. . .... 1
Pistol - -................... 10

Maintenance platoon

Enlisted men ...........-....- - 49
Air compressor .. ... I
Blacksmith set ...... 1
Blacksmith set (Q). I
Carpenter set - -............... 1
Carpenter and wheelwright set (Q) I

Pioneer set ..........-....... 1
Sign-paintingset ............. 1
Sketching set------- -............... 1
Tinsmith set..... -------- 3
Welding and cutting set ......... 1
Truck, Y-ton, pick-up ........... 2
Truck, 2S-ton .........- 4
Machine gun, cal. .30............ 2
Pistol ........-..--- ----------- 49

* 7 privates are fillers and replacements.
I private is filler and replacement.

·4 privates are fillers and replacements.
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TABLE XL.-Lettered company, heavy ponton battalion
(T/O 5-277)

Compony (A or B)

Officers - -. 4
Enlisted men ------.......-- 190
Machine gun, cal. .30 8
Pistol .........- 194

lneadqurlter platoon

Officers ........-.. 2
Enlisted men -- 36
Truck, A-ton, com-

mand and recon-
naissance .....

Motorcycle, solo. 1
Trailer, u4-ton .......
Truck, -ton, pick-

lup........- 2
Track, 23-ton ...-. 3
Track, crane.... .1
Blacksmith set...... -
Blacksmith set (Q)._ 1
Carpenter set _
Carpenter and wheel-

right set (Q) ....... 1
Sign-paintingaset 1
Machine gun, cal.

.3 .............. 2
Pistol -.......... .38

Bridge platoon

Offleers
Enlisted men ......-
Ponton bridge, 25-

ton (250-foot)......
Boat, power, utility_
Crane, portable --
Motor. outboard 32-

hp ...........
Scmitrailer.........

1
77

Il1
f2

14
16

Administrative section

Officers ..... .. 2
Enlisted men 13
Truck, ½-ton com-

mand and reonn-
naissance -- 1

Pistol ............. 15

Service section

Enlisted men -
Motorcycle, solo _
Trailer, -ton........
Truck, A-ton, pick-

up -......
Truck, 21-ton_
Truck, crane......
Machine gun, cal.

.30 -.

Pistol ......

b 23
1
1

2
3
1

2
23

Platoon headquarters

Officer -.............
Enlisted men -_30
Boat, power, utility_ 1
Crane, portable -- 2
Motor, outboard, 32-

lip -... . 4
Tractor, medium,

with trailer ...... 2
Trailer, boat..... 1
Truck, A-ton, pick-

up .------ - 1
Truck, 2?/-ton 3
Truck, 4-ton, cargo.. 2
Machine gun, cal.

.30 .... . .3
Pistol........-..... 31

. 17 privates are fillers and replacements.
b a privates are fillers and replaements.
-7 privates are fillers and roeplaements.
1 2 privates are fillers and replacements.

1 private is filler and replacement.
' Part of ponton bridge unit and its prime movers.
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Tractor, mediuln,
with trailer.......

Trailer, boat .......
Truck, %-ton, pick-

up----- ---------
Truek, 2Aton ......
Truck, 4-ton, cargo._
Truck, 4-ton, trac-

tor....
Machine gun, cal.

.30
Pistol

Bridge platoon

(Same as above.)

2
fl

1
1 3
2

16

3
78

Pntown section

Enlisted men.....
Semitrailer....
Truck, 4-ton, tractor
Pistol --

Ponton section

(Same as above.)

Ponton section

(Same as above.)

restle section

Enlisted men .....
Semitrailer .....
Truck, 4ton, tractor_
Pistol ---...............

Trestle section

(Same as above.)
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TABLE XLI.-Engineer battalion, railway operating
(T/O 5-125)

Battalion headquarters

'nsgineer battalionm, railway oprolin

ffue ........ --------- 18
nisted men ---------- 803
a., 5-passenger sedan ....-..- 1
Iotorcyelo, solo ------------ 1

ruck, --ton, pick----------- 5

ruck, ly-ton, cargo ........ 4

istol ..........---.-------- 4324
Iflr............. 397

Officers .......... . 3
Pistol .................... 3

Headquarters and service company

omcers ................- 3
Enlisted me n .... * 106

Car, 5-passnger sedan.......... I
Motorcycle, solo .........
Truck, AYton, pick-up -- -
Truok, lW-ton, cargo..........
Blacksmith set (Q) -
Carpenter and wheelwright set

(Q) --.....
Pistol..........
Rife .......

1
2
1
1

1
36

Maintenance of way (Company A)

Officers ........ 4
Enlisted men O............... 190
Truck, -ton, pick-up..........
Truck. 1l-ton, cargo.........
Blacksmith set -
Blacksmith set (Q)
Carpenter and wheelwright set

(Q) ------------------------
Carpenterset
Drafting set .............
Pioneor set .....
Pipe-fitting set .........
TlnSmith set................
Pistol...
Rifle -.....-..--------. ...

28
160

Maintenance of equipment (Company B)

Officers.....
Enlisted men...
Truck, Aton, pick-up .....-....
Truck, lySton, cargo ----
Blacksmith set.........
Blacksmith set (Q)-------------
Carpenter and wheelwright set

(Q) -------.--------------------

4
182

1
I
1
1

1

* 10 privates are fillers and repladements.
* 17 privates are fillers and replacements.
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Canvas worker's set
Drafting set.........
Pipe-fitting set .......
Sign-palnting set
Tinsmith set....... ...
Pistol..........
Rifle --... --.............-----

Transportation (Company C)

Off-cers ..... . ..
Enlisted men
Truck, i-ton, pick-up ------
Truck, ly-ton, cargo ........
Pistol --. ---

'29 privates are fiers and replacements.
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TABLE XUI.-Engineer battalion, railway shop (T/O 5-145)

Engineer battalion, railway shop

Officers ................... 20
Enlisted men ...... 642
Car, 5-passenger sedan.......... 1I
Motorcycle, with side car ....... 1
Truck, %-ton, pick-up ........- 5
Truck, 1%-ton, cargo ............ 4
Pistol.......................... 62

Battalion headquarters
Officers.......................... 3
Pistol.................... 3

Ileadquarters and service company

Officers ....................... 4
Enlisted men .............. l11 5
Car, 5-passenger sedan............. 1
Motorcycle, with side ar -.. I
Truck, %-ton, pick-up - -........ 2
Truck, l-ton, cargo....--.......-----
B&W printing set ............ 1
Blacksmith set (Q) ...........
Carpenter and wheelwright set (Q)_ I
Draftingandduplicatingset........ 1I
Draftingset-............. 1
Pipe-fitting st .............. 2
Pistol ...n.-................ 119

Erectdin and machine shop company
(Company A)

Officers .-.............
Enlisted men ....... 09
Truck %-ton, pick-up ......- . 1
Truck, 1

%-ton, cargo ........ 1
Blacksmith set (Q)----------- 1
Carpenter and wheelwright set

(Q) .............. I
Drating and duplicating set ....-.. 1
Sign-painting set -...........
Pistol ................-.... 191

Boiler and smith shop company
(Company B)

Offiecrs ..........-..... 4
Enlisted men ...-....... c180
Truck, y-tin, pick-up ---...... I
Truck, 1%-ton, cargo ......- . . 1
Blacksmith set (Q) ----------
Carpenter and wheelwright set (Q) I
Drafting and duplicatingset .-... I
Pipe-fittmngset................ 4
Thinmith set .............-.. 3
Pistol I.....-....-....c...-...-.. 184

o 11 privates are fillers and replacements.
. 17 privates are fillers and replacements.
c 16 privates are fillers and replacements.
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Car repair company (Company C)

Officers 4..................
Enlisted men . ....... 1--57
Truck, >-ton, pick-up - -....
Truck, ly-ton, cargo ...
Blacksmith set (Q) -- -
Canvas worker's set .........
Carpenter set 1
Carpenter and wheelwright set (Q) I
Drafting and duplicating set....... I
Pipe-fitting set - .......- 4
Sign-painting set - -................. 1
Pistol- ..... .... 161
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TnBLE XL=.-Engineer company, topographic, corps
I:T/O 5-167)

Engineer company, topographic, corps

Officers .....
Enlisted men
Motorcycle, with side car
Trailer, i-ton, cargo ........
Trailer, cop ying camera ..
Trailer, map reproduction......
Truck, h-ton, carry-all... ....
Truck, i½-ton, command ----
Truck, M-ton, pick-up...
Truck, li-ton, cargo ....-----
Truck, lyton, tractor .........--
B&W printing set ....
Blacksmith set (Q)-------------
Canvas worker's set........
Carpenter set --
Carpenter and wheelwright set

(Q) ------------------.----
Duplicating set.
Electric light set..........
Map reproduction set, mobile..
Photomapping set -
Pioneer set..
Pipe-fitting set.
Sign-painting set ...........
Sketching set...............
Stereocomparagraph set
Supplementary set........
Surveying set
Tinsmith set.-----
Water supplyset, topographic bat-

talion .... ---------.----.
Pistol .... ...... ......

5

2

a115
1
5

2
2

3
1
1
1

1

1
1

1
1
12

I
2
3
I
I

1
120

11 privates are fillers and replacements.
3 privates are fillers and replacements.

' 2 privates are fillers and replacements.

Company headquarters
Officers---.. ..........- 2
Enlisted men .-........... 25
Motorcycle, with side car ..... ]
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo........ 2
Truck, M-ton, command...... 1
Truck, ton, pick-up.... 2
Truck, I ton, cargo....... 5
Pistol ........... 30

Survey platoon
Officers ----......--........ 1
Elllisted men -....-.... 35
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo ....
Truck, h-ton, carry-all.......... 2
Truck, 1i-ton, cargo..... 2
Pistol ..... ......- 36

Photomapping platoon
Officers -.............. . . ...- 1
Enlisted me n 24
Truck, 1½-ton, cargo............. 2
Pistol .. ....---- 25

Rcproducion platoen
Officers ----... ................ 1
Enlisted men - -........... 28
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo............ 2
Trailer, copying camera ..- 1
Trailer, map reproduction --- 2
Truck, 1l-ton, cargo- -..... 3
Truck, l½-ton, tractor....--... 3
Water supply set, topographic bat-

talion - -- I
Pistol .................-..- 29
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TABLE XLIV.-Engineer battalion, topographic, army
(T/O 5-55)

Engineer battalion, topogaraphic, army

Officersm .................... 37
Enlisted men -.. 2............. - 9-4
Car, 5-passenger sedan ........- 1
Motorcycle, with side car ....- S
Trailer, i-ton, cargo ....-..-..-. 19
Trailer, 1-ton, water ... ...... 4
Trailer, camera ..-..
Trailer, grainer ... .........-
Trailer, laboratory and supply_ - I
Trailer, photo .....- 1
Trailer, press offset, medium .... 3
Trailer, plate ............. 1
Trailer, triangulation tower -- 20
Truck, M-ton, carry-all ....... 35
Truck, IM-ton, cargo ......... 57
Truck, 24-ton, cargo ......-... 23
Truck 2M-ton, tank ...... 1
Truck, 2k-ton, tractor .......... 8
Camera, process ........ 1
Press, rotary offset, small........ 2
Press, rotary offset, medium .... 2
Triangulation tower, portable ... 10

Batalion headquarters
Offcers ............. 4
Pistol............................ 4

lleadquariers and seruice company (table
XLV)

Offlcers 6
Enlisted men .......--- 112
Car, 6-passenger sedan ......... 1
Motorcycle, with side car..... 3
Trailer, i-ton, cargo ........... 1
Trailer, i-ton, water .....-- 1
Trailer, triangulation tower .... 12
Track, K-ton, carry all . 7
Track, lI/-ton, cargo 20
Truck, 2 -ton, cargo ---......... 6
Truck. 2M-ton, tank ..... 1
Triangulation tower, portable _ _ 6
pistol -II...................... 118

Survey company (Company A)
(Table XLVI)

Offlecrs .............- 5
Enlisted men ........- - - I184
Motorcycle, with side car - 2
Trailer, i-ton, cargo - -...... s... 8
Trailer, i-ton, water ....- . 1
Trailer, triangulation tower - 4
Truck, }-ton, carry-all....... 12
Truck, 1!/-ton, cargo ......... 15
Truck, 2}-ton, cargo ....- . 2
Triangulation tower, portable. 2
Pistol......................... 189

Survey company (Company D)

(Same as company A above.)

Pholomapping company (Company B)
(table XLVII)

Officers --.....................
Enlisted men ...... _
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo..............
Track, ½-ton, carry-all......
Truck, l--ton, cargo .......
Pistol....................

9
286

1
2
4

295

*91 privates are fillers and replacements. .17 privates are fllers and replaesments.
a 10 privates are fillers and replacements. a 26 privates are fillers and replacements.
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Watersupply set, topographiebat- Rprodudion company (Company C)
tation ................. 1 (table XLVIII)

Pistol ....................... 1.031 Officers S....................

Enlisted men.................... 228
Motorcycle, with side car __ 1
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo ........... 1
Trailer, i-ton, water..... 1
Trailer, camera .... ..... I
Trailer, grainer ... ........ i- -
Trailer, laboratory and supply - 1I
Trailer, photo .........- - 1
Trailer, offset press, medium.... 3
Trailer, process platae .......... I
Truck, M-ton, carry-ail ........ 2
Truck, l.-ton, cargo ............. 3
Truck, 2Yton, cargo .. ....... 13
Trucl, 2i-ton, tractor .....-...-.
Camera, process ......- -------- 1
Press, rotary offset, medium ... 2
Press, rotaryoffset, smail......- - 2
Water supply set, topographic

battalion ...-........ . 1
Pistol-------------........ -------.... 236

'21 privates are fillers and replaceemnts.
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TABLE XLV.-Headquarters and service company, engineer
battalion, topographic, Army or GHQ (T/O 5-56)

leadquarters and service company, engi-
neer battalion, topographic, Army or
OHIQ

Officers ....-...-..-.. . . .....--. 6
Enlisted men .--------.------- 112
Car, 5-passenger sedan .....--.... 1
Motorcycle, with side 2ar -..-. . 3
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo ..------------- 1
Trailer, 1-ton, water .--.... 1
Trailer,Triangulation tower..... 12
Truck, ton, carry-all ..--------.. 7
Truck, 1M-ton, cargo .........- - 20
Truck, 2%-ton, cargo -......... 6
Truck, 2M-ton, tank I--...1...
Tower, triangulation, portableb--- 6
Blacksmith set (Q) ..........-... I
Carpenter set .....-....... 1
Carpenter and wheelwright set (Q). 1
Drafting set ................. 1
Drafting and duplicating set------- 1
Electricians set --...... 1........... I
Pipe-fitting set ...-..-... . 1
Press, lithographic, hand, transfer.- 1
Sketching set ....-.......... 2
Surveying set ......-...... 1
Tinsmith set ...........-... 1
Pistol ............- d..........11s

Cbmpany headquarters

ocers ..----------------------------- 2
Enlisted men - ..............0.19
Pistol -.......----..--.--.. . .. 21

Administration section

Enlisted men....-..-...--......- 10
Pistol ....-............ 10

Operatioma section
Officers.-......-.-......... ....... 1
Enlisted mena--....--------------- 16
Pistol .....-.............. 17

Supply section
Officer -.................... ..... 1
Enlisted men -........ *6..t-..... ..
Pistol .-...-......-..... .......... 7

Transportation section

officers ....-....-....-..-...... 1
Enlisted men ............ 052
Pistol -............ 53.... _i...... 53
(All company transportation.)

Map Jtorage and distribution section

Officers -...........-.-...... I
Enlisted men - ----- 9......... -- c 9
Pistol .............-......... 10

.3 privates are fillers and replacements.
& I private is filler and roplaeoment.
.2 privates are fillers and replacements.
d Headquarters and service company of GHQ topographic battalion has 110 en-

listed men and 116 pistols; otherwise identical.
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TABLE XLVI.-Survey comPany, engineer battalion, topo-
graphic, army or GHQ (T/O 5-58)

Survey comipany, engineer battalion,
topographic, army or aOIQ

Offcers ----------.................. 5
Enlisted men 184
Motorcycle, with side car ...-.. 2
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo .......... 8
Trailer, 1-ton, water ...... I
Trailer, triangulation tower..... 4
Truck, -ton, carry-all ............ 12
Truck, 1½y ton, cargo - .......... 15
Truck, 2½-ton, eargo ........... 2
Tower, triangulation, portable.... 2
Carpenter set................ 1
Demolition set ......... 1
Electric lighting set 1
Pipe-fitting set .....
Sign-paintingset...
Surveyingst ................
Tinsmith set................. 1
Pistol ---- --.......----- - 189

Company headquarlers

Officers ...............
Enlisted men -
Motorcycle, with side car......
Trailer, I-ton, cargo...........
Trailer, i-ton, water -- --
Truck, Y-ton, carry-all .........
Truck, 1½-ton, cargo ............
Pistol....

Sumry platoon

Officers ......................
Enlisted men ............
Trailer, triangulation tower - -
Truck, ½-ton, carry-all........
Truck, 1li-ton, cargo
Truck, 2Y-ton, cargo.............
Tower, triangulation, portable ....
Pistol ......................

Sumrey platson

(Same as above.) .

7 privates are fllers and replaemnents.
b 5 privates are fillers and replacements.
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TABLE XLVI.-Photomnapping company, engineer battalion,
topographic, army or GHQ (T/O 5-59)

Photomnpping company,.
ensgineer battalion, topo-
grsphtc, arm or (IOGQ

Officers .......--
Enlisted men........
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo --
Truck, ton, carry-

all....
Truck, l-ton, cargo
Ammonia printingset_
Carpenter set......
Drafting set..--
Electrician's set - -
Multiplex set......
Pioneer set .....
Pipe-fitting set....

ign-Panting set .....
Stereocomparagraph

set ---...--
Tinsmith set ....
Pistol ....------

Company headquarters

Offlcers............ -
Enlisted men .....---- 43
Pisto l. .... 46
(All company trans-

portation.)

Mapping platoon

Officers-........... 2
Enlisted men ........ - 81
Pistol ..... 83

Mopping platoon

(Same as above.)

ilapping platoon

(Same as above.)

Platoon headquarters

Officers ......-- 2
Enlisted men ..... - 11
Pistol .. .... 13

Multiplex section

Enlisted men ....... 21
Pistol .....---- 21

Photoaboratory section
Enlisted men .... a
Pistol .....---. 3
Slereocomparagraph section
Enlisted men ...... 12
Pistol............... 12

Plotina section

Enlisted men......... 12
Pistol .....------- 12

Drafting section

Enlisted men .- 22
Pistol ........... 22

o 2 privates are fiDlers and replacements.
b 8 Drivates are fillers and replacements.
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TABLE XLVIII.-Reproduction company, engineer battalion,
topographic, army (T/O 5-57)

Reproduction company,
engineer battalion, topo-
graphic, army

Officers .... -
Enlisted men _ 2
Motorcycle, with side

car ......
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo - 1
Trailer, i-ton, water-- 1
Trailer, cnmera...... -
Trailer, grainer -.... I
Trailer, laboratory

and supply. - 1
Trailer, photo. 1
Trailer, offset press,

medium..... 3
Trailer, process plate I
Truck, hi-ton, cerry-

all ............. 2
Truck, 1-ton, cargo. 3
Truck, 2j-tou, eargo. 13
Truck, 2h-ton, trac-

tor ....... 8
Camera, process I

Company headquarters

Officers 3
Enlisted men.... 35
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo.- 1
Trailer, 1-ton, water.. 1
'I'TrUck, 3-ton, carry-

all ....... 1
Truck, lyton, cargo 2
Truck, 2/ton, cargo 1
(Camera, process - I
Press, rotary offset,

medium ........ 2
Press, rotary offset,

small ............ 2
Pistol -............. 38

Lithogrmphic platoon

Officers............
Enlisted men 6 46
Pistol............. 47

Lithographic platoon

(Same as above)

Platoon headquarters

Officers .........
Enlisted men.
Pistol

Drafting serdion

Enlisted men - -
Pistol

Pholographi sedtion

Enlisted men
Pistol -- -

I

9

9
9

8
8

Plate section

Enlisted men - -- -
Pistol

8
a

Press and finihin
sedion

Enlisted men......... 13
Pistol ............... 13

o 5 privates are fillers and replacements.
b 3 privates are fillers and replacements.
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TROOPS AND OPERATIONS

Press, rotary offset,
medium -

Press, rotary offset,
small...............

Carpenter set .---
Drafting set
Duplicating set ...
Electrician's set.
Pioneer set ..-.
Pipe-fitting set._
Reproduction set, mo-

bile- -
Reproduction set,

lithograph platoon -
Sign-painting set --
Tinsmith set......
Pistol .........- . 236

M.obil reprodudtin
plnt o

Officers..... 3
Enlisted men.... 101
Motorcycle, with side

car ------ I-- 1
Trailer, cener a 1-
Trailer, grainer. 1
Trailer, laboratory

and supply ...... 1
Trailer. hto 1
Trailer, offset press,

meodium ..........
Trailer, process plate_
Truck, %-ton, carry-

3
1

all l---------- I1
Truck, IV/-ton, cargo 1
Truck, 2%-ton, cargo_ 12
Truck, 23-ton, trac-

tor............. 8
Pistol .........- 104

b 3 privates are fillers and replacements.
10 privates are fillers and replacements.
4 privates are fillers and replacements. -

Platoon headquarters

Officers - ------- - 1
Enlisted men -.....-.. 35
Pistol - . ..... .36
(All platoon transpor-

tation.)

AMobile reprodudion
aection

Officers ......-------- I
Enlisted men -.. 3
Pistol.....-.. 34

AMobile reproductioa
section

(Same as above.)
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TAtBLE XLX.--Engineer battalion, topographic, GHQ
(T/O 5-185)

Enineer battalion, Topographic,
GHQ

Officers ........-------------....
Enlisted men ...-....
Car, Spassenger, sedan
Motorcycle, with side car.........
Trailer, i-ton, cargo .-----......
Trailer, 1-ton, water...........
Trailer, triangulation tower .....
Truck, 14-ton, carry-all ...........
Truek, 1A-ton, cargo ...-......
Truck, 21i-ton, cargo.........
Truck, 214-ton, tank ..
Camera, copying . .......
Press, rotary offset, large .....-....
Press, rotary offset, medium........
Triangulation tower, portable....
Pistol............. .....---.

767

1
5

11
3

16
22
42
14

1

2
2
g

796

Battalion headqarters
Officers -............. .... 4
Pistol 4

Headquarters and service omn-
pany (table XL V)

Officers ............... : 6
Enlisted men - ......-...... 110
Car, 5-passenger, sedan -...-.... 1
Motorcycle, with side car ....... 3
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo -.........-.. 1
Trailer, 1-ton, water -........ I.... 1
Trailer, triangulation tower ...- . 12
Truck, /-Yton, carry-all -..-.. .. 7
Truck, 11-ton, cargo ....-..... 20
Truck, 21ton, cargo----.......- - 6
Truck, 21ton, tank ...... 1
Triangulation tower, portable .a.. 6
Pistol------------------------ 116

Survey company (Company A)
(table XLVI)

Officeers .....-..........------------
Enlisted men ....-......
Motorcycle, with side car .._....
Trailer, i-ton, cargo -.....-..-. _...
Trailer, 1-ton, water ............
Trailer, triangulation tower.......
Truck, A-ton, carry-all ..--.-.. ....
Truck, 131-ton, cargo.........
Truck, 2i-ton, cargo ........--------
Triangulation tower, portable..2...
Pistol ..................-..--------

5
184

2
8
1
4

12
15
2
2

189

Photomapping company
(Company B) (table XLVII)

Officers ...-........--- 9
Enlisted men ..........-. d 286
Trailer, I-ton, cargo .........-.... 1
Truck, 4-ton, carry-all .... 2
Truck, IASton, cargo ..........- 4
Pistol ................-.......... 295

70 privates are fillers and replacments.
* 10 privates ae fillers and replacements.
o 17 privates are fillers and replaemelents.
' 26 privates are fillers and replacoments.
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Reproduction tompany
(Compalnv C) (table L)

Officers......... ........... 5
Enlisted men .... ......... ..... · 187
Trailer, -ton, arg-------........------ 1
Trailer, 1-ton, water - I...... .. I
Truck, h-ton, carry-all ....-...... 1
Truck, -ton, cargo ........---------- 3
Truck, 2H4-ton, cargo _ 6
Camera, copying -- . ............. 1
Press, rotary offset, large........-.. 2
Press, rotary offset, medium ....- 2
Pistol -.-........--..-....-.. - ---- 192

18 privats are fillers and replacements.
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TABLE L.--Reproduction company, engineer battalion, topo-
graphic, GHQ (T/O 5-187)

Reproddclion Com n1Y,
engineer battalion.
topographic, GOQ

Offlcers ......--. 5
Enlisted men - 187
Traler, 1-ton, cargo. 1
Trailer, l-toon, ator I
Truck, "-ton, carry-

all......... I
Truck, 1i-ton, cargo. :
Truck, 2M-ton, cargo 6
Camera, process .....
Press, rotary offset,

large .-.....---- -
Press, rotary offset,

medium 2..........
Carpenter set .....
Drafting set .....-- 1
Duplicating set .. . 1
Electrician's set I
Pioneer set....... I
Pipe-fitting set--.... 1
Reproduction set,

lithograph platoon 1I
Sign-painting set -_ I
Tinsmith set ....-
Pistol 12.......... .

Company headquarcero

Officers ..-.. _.... .2
Enlisted men ... - o40
Pistol .....--- --- 42
(All company equip-

ment.)

Lithographic platoon

Officrs ..........-
Enlisted men ..... - s 9
Pistol..........-.. 50

Lithographic platoon

(Same as above.)

L.ithoaraphic pltdoon

(Same as above.)

Platoon headquarters

Officcrs ----.....----. 1
Enlisted men-..... 0
Pistol ............ 10

Draftin saction

Enlisted men .... 10
Pisol -...- ----- --- 10

Photoeraphic sedicn

Enlisted men..
Pistol .........-.. 8

Plate ecdiso

Enlisted men ... 8
Pistol .....-..... 8

Press and itaishinsg secion

Enlisted men -...- 14
Pistol .-......... 14

* 6 privates are filiers and replacements.
* 4 privates are fillers and replacements.
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TABLe LI-Engineer battalion, water supply (T/O 5-65)

Bolattlio.n headuarter
Officers -................. .. 5
Pistol, cal. .45---- ------------- 5

Ilcadquarters and service company

ILntinerr battalion, walte asuPly

Officers ...................... 19
Enlisted mn .......-- .. 407
Car, 5-passenger sedan .......... 1
Motorcycle, solo -........-. 3....
Motorcycle, with side car ....... 1
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo .... ------ 4
Truck, 2%-ton, cargo ........ 12
Truck, 2½-ton, tank, 750-gallon _ 90
Truck, Y-ton, pick-p- -............ 14
Water purification unit, mob ile_ _ 9
Pistol, cai. .45 -........... 109
Rifl..--...............-.. - 317

OfMs ---....-....-...s- 2
Enlisted men ..........-..-......-
Car, Passenger aedan ...-..---- I
Motorcycle, with side car ...-... 1
Trailer, l-ton, cargo ........-------- 1
Truck, 2% ton, cargo.....----------- 3
Truck, 4o, to pck-up....... 2
Water purification unit, mobile _ .-
Pistol, Cal. .45 ..........S... 26
Rifle .............-------------......... 56

Compsany
Officers- . ..-.... 4
Enlisted me .......--- ..... --
Motorcycle, solo ........... 1- - I
Truck, 2%-ton, cargo .......
Truck, 2-ton, tank, 750-gallon .... 3
Truck, -tuon, pick-up 4..... 4
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo ........ -------- I
WaterDurifction unit, mobile 1I
Pistol, Cal. .4 - -......... .. 24

idfe - -........................... 89

Company

(Same as above.)

Comnpany

(Same as above.)

37 privates are fillers and replacements.
b 7 privates rce fillers and replacements.
· 10 privats are fillers and replacements.
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TABLE II.-Headquarters and service company, engineer bat-
talion, water supply (T/O 5-66)

Headeuarters and seruice
eompanly, water scpply
battalion

Officers ... ..-
Enlisted men--....
Car, 5-pasenger se-

dan. --------
Motorcycle, with side

car ............r..
Trailer, I-ton, cargo..
Truck, 24-ton, cargo-
Truck, -ton, pick-

up .-...
WValer purification

unit, mobile....-...
Drafting set --- --
Pipe-dtting set ....
i3ign-painting set.-----
Sketehing set ....-
3upplementary set --

Tinsmith set-.........
Wvater supply set -.
Blacksmith set (Q) --
CarPenter and wheel-

wright set (Q).....
Pistol, cal. .45
Rifle .....---.. --..

Colmpany headquarters

Offilers...----------- 2
Enlisted men .....- 14
Pistol, cal. .45..-..... 9
Ri ....------.---- 7

Ileadquadrters platoon

Enlisted menO...-.. 15
Pistol, cal. .45 ...-.. 7
Rifle ............. 8

Service platoon

Enlisted men.
Mfotorcycle, with side

kar
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo.-
Truck, 214-ton, calrgo
Car, 5-passenger se-

dau.
Truck, A-ton, pick-

lip ...............---------------
Water purification

unit, mobile ...-..
Pitol, cal .. 45 ..-
Rifle .---------- .

.51

I
1
3

1

2

6
10
41

Adminisitrite sedlon

Enlisted men m
Pistol, cal..45-......
Rife .........

Operations section

Enlisted men-...-...
Pistol, al, .45----..--
Rifle ............... -

Supply awction

4
2
2

5
4
1

Enlisted men...... b6
Pistol, cal. 45-- 1
Rife - -...........

Platoon headqarters

Enlisted men --....... 15
Pistol, cal..45. ... 1
Rifle ---------- - 14

Transportctin section

Enlisted men .---- - -10
Truck, %-ton pick-

up ................. 2
Motorcycle, with side

car .............. 1
Trailer, 1-ton cargom 1
Truck, 2h-ton, cargo. 3
Car, 5-passenger se-

dan .-..--...
Pistol, cal .45 --.... 3
Rifle - -------- -...... 7

Purification section

Enlisted men -...... 2d

unit, mobile...... 6
Pistol, cal. .45 -...-.. 6
Rifle ............ 20

1 private is filler and replacement.
2 privates are illers and replacements.

'4 privates are fillers and replanments.
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TABLE LMT.-Company, water supply battalion (T/O 5-67)

IVlter sapply company

Officers
Enlisted men.
Motorcycle, solo.....
Truck. 2i-ton, cargo
Truck, 2M-ton, tank,

750-gallon........
Truck, i ton, pick-

up
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo__
Water purification

unit, mobile......
Canvas worker's set
Drafting and dupli-

eating set.......
Pipe-fitting set.......
Tinsmith set.
Carpenter and wheel-

wright set (Q)----
Pistol, cal. .45 ......
Rifle .....-..... -

4
109

1
3

30

1

1

2

2

221
89

Company headuarrtera

Officers ... --- 1
Enlisted men..... - 25
Motorcycle, solo ......
Truck, 2i-ton, earsgo 3
Truck, R-ton, pick-

up ........-... I
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo. 1
Pistol, cal. 5 ......--- 9
Rifle - ---.......... 17

Transpertatlon platoon

Officers -....... 1
Enlisted men ....... b 23
Truck, 2i-ton, tank,

750 gallon ........ 12
Truck, ¾-ton, pick-

Up ............ 1
Pistol, cal. ..45 -.... 5
Rifle ...... ----- 19

Tansportation platoon

(Same as above.)

Servic platoon

Officers..............
Enlisted men ......
Truck, 2½-ton, tank,

750o-allon.....
Truck, ½-ton, pick-

up..
Water purification

unit, mobile.......
Pistol, cal. .45.......
Rifle .........-----.

i
.38

6

1

1

34
34

Platoon headquarters
Officers ....... 1
Enlisted men ..-.... - 4
Truck, H-ton, pick-

up............. 1
Pistol, cal. .45 -- 3
Rifle......... 2

S Tank truck sections
Enlisted men ...... 19
Truck, 2M-ton, tank,

750-gallon ........ 12
Pistol, cal. .45 ..... 2
Rifle ---......... 17

Platoon headquarters
Officers ...
Enlisted men...... 4
Truck, 3-ton, pick.

up ............ I
Pistol, cal. .45..... 2
Rifle ............------ 3

Tonk truck section
Enlisted men -. 10
Truck, 2½-ton, tank

750-gallon ..... 6
Pistol, cal..45... 4 -
Rifle....... 9

Purification section
Enlisted men ....... 7
Water purification

unit, mobile .....- . 1
Pistol, cal. .45-------- 1
Rifle -...-......-... 6

Installation sctrion
Enlisted men .....-- 17
Pistol, cal. .45- 1
Rifle......... 16

o 4 privates are fillers and replacements.
o 1 private is filler and replacement.
.2 privates are fillers and replacements.
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TABLE LIV-Engineer company, depot (T/O 5-47)

|teadqeacrers platoon

Offclgs s...
Enlisted men -
Motorcycle, solo
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo..
Truck, 1%-ton, eargo
Truek,x-ton,pick-up
Pipe-fittingset -
Sign-painting set - -
Tinsmith set.........
Blaeksmithset (Q) --
Carlenter and wheel-
n-ight set (Q) -

Pistol...........
Rifle ........-... ..

OfflceE
Enlist
Pistol
Rifio

(aine

Same

57

3
I

1

1
1

45

Company headquarters
meclion

Captain (company
Commander) .... i

Enlisted men ....- 22
Motorcycle, solo . 1
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo_ 1
Truck, li-ton, cargo 3
Truek, lton,pick-up 3
Pistol - . ........ II
Rifle -- ---- --- 12

Depot section

Enlisted men - - 35
Pistol -- 2
Rifle . -..- - 33

Depot platooro a P'teoon headquar-crs
section

r5.............. I
ed men -... g Lieutenant (platoon

c5 ommander) - 1
.............. 35 Enlisted men ... 4

Pistol_ _ 3
Depot platoon Rifle 2

as above.) Dpot section

Depot pkloeon Enlisted men .. .d 35
Pistol ..........- . .2

as above.) Rifle 33

. 16 privates are fillers and replacements.
b 4 privates are fillers and replacements.
.1 private is filler and replacement.
d 3 privates are fillers and roplacements.
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Engineer company depot

Officers ...... 4
Enlisted men .. 174
Motorcycle ..........
Trailer, I-ton, cargo.. 1
Truck, lA-ton, cargo 3
Truck,-ton,pick-unp 3
Pistol ......-... ... 28
Rifle .......-..-..-. 150





TABLE LV.-Engineer company, mobile shop (T/O 5-157)

Enqineer ompan y,
mobile shop

Officers..........
Enlisted men.....
Truck, emergency re-

pair....
Trailer, -ton, cargo -
Truek, Y-ton com-

mand .........
Truck, A-ton, pick-

up -----------
Truck, 2y-ton, argo_
Truck, 2½-ton, cargo,

with winch....
Truck, 2-ton, wreck-

er ............
B & Wprintingset --
Blacksmith set.....
Blacksmith set (Q) -
Canvas worker's set.
Carpenter set
Carpenter and wheel-

wright set (Q)......

S
170

3
11

1

6
13

3

3
1
1
1
1
1

1

Ileadquarters platoon

Officers
Enlisted men .
Trailer, l-ton, cargo
Track, /-ton, com-

eland .........
Truck, ½-ton, pick-

lip ...............-
Truck, 2ston, cargo-
Pistol, cal. .45
Rifle ---.-...--....-..

2
26~ii
2

1

3

14
14
14

fMobile shop platoon

officers...............
Enlisted men .......-
Truck, emergency re

Pair ...
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo _

1
48

1
g

Compony headquarters
section

Offlcemrs ........-. . 1
Enlisted men ...... 17
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo_ 2
Truck, Y-ton, com-

mand ...... 1
Truck, /-ton, pick-

up .......-.... 1
Truck, 2/-ton, eargo- 1
Pistol, cal. .45 ......- . 10
Rifle -............... 8

Supply section

Officers.......
Enlisted men...
Truck, A-ton, pick-

up
Pistol, cal.. -45 ...
Rifle

1
4

1
2
3

Technical section

Enlisted men - --
Truck, A-ton, pick-

up.
Pistol, cal. .45 ....-Iliac.

Platoon headquarters

Officrs_---- ----
Enlisted men....
Trailer, 1-ton, cargo --
Truck, ½-ton, pick-

up .--......
Truck, 2½-ton, cargo.
Pistol, cal..45 ..s..
Rifle ............... _-

5

1

2
3

1
5
1

1
1

3
3

1 private is a filler and replacement.
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Drafting set ......
Pipe-fitting et.......
Sign-paintingset.....
Tinsmith et.........
Pistol, cal. .45 ........
Rifle

1
1
1
1

32
143

Truck, l-ton, pick-
up .

Truck, 2-ton, cargo
Truck, 2Ston, cargo,

with winch
Truck, 2y-ton,wreck-
er........

Pistol, ea. .45 .....- -
Rifle....

mobile shop platoon

(Same as above.)

Mobile shop platoon

(Same as above.)

Repair section

Enlisted men .....-... 39
Trailer, i-ton, cargo - 2
Truck, 23-ton,cargo .3
Truck, 2M-ton, cargo,

with winch ...-.. d

6 Pistol, cal. .45..... - 2
Rifle......... 37

Emergency repair stetion

Enlisted men ......
Truck, emergency, re-

pair
Truck, 2-ton, wreck-

er...............
Pistol, cal. .45...
Rifle .............

4

1

1
1
3

* 5 privates are fillers and replacements.
c 1 tool and bench.

1 machine shop.
1 spare parts.

Welding truck.
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TABLE LVI.-Engineer company, dump truck (T/O 5-88)

Enfincer company,
dump lruck

Officers------
IEnlisted men.
Trailer, 1-ton.....
'fruck, 2½-ton, cargo
Truck, 1i½-ton,

dump ---------
Truck, H-ton, pick-

up--------
Pistol..
lfe..........-- ------

4
121

1
1

45

3
19

106

Headquarters platoon

Offiers--....... 2
Enlisted men -- 39
Trailer, I-ton.... I
Trck, 2-ton, cargo I

ruek, 1i-ton,
dump .........

Truck, ½-ton, pick-
up...--.... - 3

Carpenter and wheel-
wright set (Q) _ _ I

Pistol ----------- 11
Rifle -.------- - 30

7¥rasrportutwn platon

Ol1icers … .... I
Ellisted men ..... 41
Trnuck, 1i-ton,

dmp IS...... 1
Pistol ....... 4
Rille ......... 3S

Transportafim plolaon

(Same as above.)

Compuny headqarters

Offlcers ....
Enlisted men -.....
Trailer, 1-ton
Truck, 2i-ton,

eargo
Truck, 1/-ton, pick-

up .........
Pistol.. I
Rifle ------- I

Dump truck section

Enlisted men .... t
Truck, 1½i-ton,

dump.
Pistol ......
Rifle .. . I

2
19
1

1

3
10
I11

2O

9
1
19

Headquarers sectdion

O fleers I... 1
Enlisted rnen --- - 2
Pistol .-.. 2
Rifle -1---- I

2 dump truck sdctions

Enlisted men . 39
Truck, 1½-ton,

dump.....-.... 18
Pistol- --------- 2
Rifle -1----- 37

o 1 plivate is filler and replacement.
2 plivates are fillers and replacements.
8 plivates are fillers and replacements.
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APPENDIX III

CHECK LISTS

· 1. CHECK LIST FOR AN ENGINEER ORAL ORDER.

Maps:
1. Information of enemy-

Information of own troops, higher, lower, adjacent,
and covering forces. What our unit is now doing.

You know situation. (Get situation from S-2/3 map,
or staff officer.)

2. This (plat, co, bn) will (attack, defend, withdraw,
assist) at AM (today, tomorrow, or date)
by (enveloping, organizing and defending, repair-
ing) the (location from - to ). For-
mation:

Boundaries, LD, MLR, or route; see map (if any).
3. Missions for subordinate units:

A will
B will
C will
Hq will
Special instructions applicable to all units.

4. Ammunition dumps at -
Engr dumps at
Aid station at
Meals distributed (how) (where)

(time)
5. CPs: Subordinate units

Supporting units -
Own hq (or I will be at until - PM,

thereafter at - ).
Set your watches. It is now AM (PM).
Any questions?

· 2. CHECK LIST FOR ISSUING ORDERS.
1. Estimate of the situation upon the receipt of orders, warn-

ing orders, or other indications of a proposed opera-
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tion, resulting in a definite decision announced by the
unit commander.

2. Early issue of a directive to staff covering essential ele-
ments of proposed operation for executing and deci-
sion.

3. Coordination by the executive of work of each of several
staff sections both within each section and between
sections to see that all salient features of the com-
mander's directive are covered.

4. Proper staff team play and coordination within and be-
tween staff sections and with other staffs and units
concerned.

5. Warning orders issued early to units to allow time for
necessary plans, reconnaissances, and preparations.

6. Development of flexible plans kept up to date, progressive,
and adaptable to changes in orders or situation.

7. Brief and clear orders written by the staff receive final
action and approval by the commander. Issuance
and distribution must be made in time to be of use.
If action is already executed through fragmentary
orders, these are promptly consolidated into a formal
order and issued for record.

E 3. CHECK LIST FOR PLANS OF ENGINEER UNITS AND UNIT
ENGINEERS.

1. Information to be obtained by a unit engineer before for-
mulation of plans for the engineer operations of his
unit:

a. Plan for tactical employment of the command served.
b. Administrative orders and/or approved plans of higher

units.
c. Administrative decisions of unit commander and/or

G-4.
d. Tentative plans of other arms and services.
e. Engineer strength and situation reports covering terrain

and weather, number and condition of own troops,
equipment, materials, transportation, and reinforce-
ments available.

2. Engineer needs:
a. Requirements of materials, essentials vs. useful items.
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b. Troops, transport, and equipment.
c. Engineer depots, number and location.

3. Engineer supplies, on hand, procurable, and credits.
4. Engineer units:

a. Assignment of units to tasks, or to higher or lower
echelons.

b. Reconnaissances and inspection reports.
c. Authority for location of headquarters of engineer units.
d. Means of signal communication; message service.

5. Supply of engineer units:
a. Adequate supply is the responsibility of each unit com-

mander and requires thorough staff planning and
coordination.

b. Trains of engineer units operate as a pool of trans-
portation to be used as the situation requires with-
out regard to specific subordinate units.

c. Trains of engineer units, including prescribed loads,
furnish a mobile and flexible system of supply.

* 4. CHECK LIST OF REXI5NDERS FOR UNIT ENGINEERS.
1. a. Know the commander's general scheme of maneuver

and nature of engineer work it requires.
b. Know missions assigned to all our own and nearby en-

gineer troops; if not known, be prepared to make
requests or recommendations thereon based on
most vital needs for engineer work.

c. Know what distribution of engineer troop units on var-
ious tasks has been made, which jobs have too
many or too few, which need more help and which
can spare troops for other emergency work.

2. a. Conduct and report results of continual engineer recon-
naissance.

b. Require technical engineer reconnaissance and situa-
tion reports from lower units and summarize these
periodically for reports to higher units.

3. Establish an engineer information service and issue
. bulletins.

4. Make continual estimates of effects of terrain and weather
on capabilities of our own and enemy troops.
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5. a. Know nature and location of all engineer materials,
facilities, and utilities within our own and by liai-
son in adjacent areas.

b. Know amount of engineer tools and supplies available
in your unit and amounts needed by subordinate
units.

c. Know where higher engineer depots, etc., are located,
routes thereto, and supplies, materials, and tools
available therein.

6. Know details of traffic circulation plans and have in
mind alternative routes in event vital routes are
impassable.

7. Know what roads are to be maintained, rebuilt, or
abandoned.

8. Have roads marked with signs for direction, danger points,
units, MSR.

9. Locate best positions for engineer dumps in defensive
situations.

10. Know the commander's plan for organization of the
ground, general methods of defense to be employed,
troops to occupy various positions, type and extent
of organization work to be done; be prepared to make
recommendations if this information is not ready.

11. a. Recommend to chief of staff division of engineer work
to be assigned to engineers of own and subordinate
units.

b. Maintain close liaison with engineers of lower, higher,
and adjacent units, understand problems, and give
help when possible.

12. Consider plans in anticipation of action other than that
now engaged in. Have demolition and defensive posi-
tion plans outlined during an advance. Plan for re-
pair of essential roads and bridges across enemy
positions during a defensive with an advance in view.
Have sources and amounts of necessary materials and
troops for these operations in mind.

13. Know types and amounts of maps that will be needed
and have a supply on hand in anticipation of demand
for them.
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14. Know state of camouflage training of command; inspect
and cooperate; furnish all available supply and help.

15. a. Maintain a close contact with situation and with all
members of the general staff so as to know what
engineer assistance will need to be given each staff
section.

b. Keep staff advised of tactical and engineer situation
and needs; have staff get help when needed.

16. Keep headquarters periodically informed of location and
itinerary.
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